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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.5
The B-70 Air Induction Subsystem (AIS) consisted of two internal-external
compression multiple shock inlet duct systems, symmetrical about the center-
line of the air vehicle and completely independent mechanically. Each system
governed the air supply to three engines and consisted of a rectangular
variable geometry "inlet", transition ducting between the inlet and the
engines, a variable area bypass located immediately upstream of the engines,
an inlet boundary layer air-bleed system (BLC), and an air induction control
system (AICS) with its associated controls and displays. Each of the two
inlets were located in the fuselage underslung after body and utilized both
internal and external shock compression. On the XB-70, three fixed external
ramps were provided per inlet with the required internal geometry obtained
from three variable throat panels. Two splitters were provided in the main
ducts, each of which supplied air to one engine. All movable panels and
doors of the inlet duct systems were actuated by hydraulic actuators.
Exhibit i, Page IV-8, presents a plan view of the AIS depicting the
relationship of the inlet in the fuselage underslung after body, the fixed
ramps, the hinged variable panels, and the bypass doors which bypassed the
air from a plenum surrounding the main duct Just forward of the engines.
The view shown is that of the RS-70 inlet with four variable throat panels
and two fixed ramps. Since the forward throat panel was a two position
panel for take-off performance only (being retracted for take-off and extended
shortly thereafter), it was permanently fixed at its extended position on
the XB-70 with no impact on inflight inlet performance.
Note: Throughout the balance of this section the descriptions apply
to one inlet duct system, unless otherwise noted.
The AIS of the B-70 was a multi-shock, variable area, convergent-divergent
inlet with essentially four regimes of operation as depicted by Exhibit
2, Page IV-9. During take-off and low subsonic flight (up to local Mach
number 0.6), the bypass doors were closed and the throat panels fully retracted
to provide maximum air capture area. At high subsonic-low supersonic speeds
(up to local Mach number 1.1), the bypass doors were still closed while the
throat panels moved from the maximum width of 48 inches to approximately 46
inches. (Note: Throat width is sometimes identified as throat height.) At
the intermediate supersonic speeds (up to local Mach number 1.8), the bypass
doors were opened a fixed increment while the throat panels had scheduled to
an approximate width of 41 inches. Above local Mach number 1.8 and at high
supersonic speeds, the bypass doors were modulated for terminal shock con-
trol while the throat panels were scheduled as a function of local Mach
number to a minimum width of approximately 21 inches.
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To maintain efficiency throughout the wide range of operating conditions from
take-off to Mach 3 cruise, the variable geometry features of the B-T0 AIS
provided continuous match of inlet and engines for maximum inlet recovery and
engine thrust. As previously stated, for take-off, the inlet was at maximum
air capture area with the bypass doors closed to provide the volume of air
demanded by the engines. At low supersonic speeds, oblique shocks formed on
the external ramps for efficient deceleration of the external supersonic air
flow to the subsonic speed demanded by the engines. The terminal normal
shock was outside the inlet since the internal area contraction was too great
to swallow the normal shock at the low supersonic approach speeds. Under
these conditions, the bypass doors were opened about lO ° to spill the excess
inlet airflow, insure inlet stability, and decrease inlet drag. As the flight
speed increased, the external normal shock was swallowed and the inlet was
said to be "started". At Mach 3 cruise, the external shocks decelerated the
flow to about Mach 2.3 at the cowl lip with the interna] oblique shocks
further reducing the flow velocity to about 1.3 Mach at the inlet throat.
This oblique shock network contracted the air flow area to ¼ the free stream
area and multiplied the static pressure many times. The normal shock (terminal
shock) increased the static pressure by a factor of 2 while the subsonic
diffuser raised the pressure to its highest level at the face of the engine.
The B-70 AIS, at Mach 3 cruise, had a compression ratio approximately ten
times that of the engine.
Exhibit 3, Page IV-IO, presents a plan view of the B-70 inlet showing
the shock patterns formed at air vehicle Mach 3. This exhibit also shows the
compression ratio (to free stream static) along the different stations of the
inlet and for the diffuser section. The porous panels noted were part of the
boundary layer control (BLC) which bled off the turbulent skin layer to reduce
inlet drag and to provide increase stability to the terminal shock. Exhibit
4, Page !V-ll, presents a graph showing the pressure recovery of the
AIS as estimated and as obtained in flight on air vehicle No. i early in
the Flight Test Program. Exhibit 5, Page IV-12, presents a chart
showing the allowable pressure distortion at the engine face and the distortion
data obtained in flight. As indicated, the B-70 AIS provided the volume of
a_r demanded by the engines at minimum distortion.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: INLET SYSTEM
WBS CODE: 1.5
WBS CODE: 1.5.1
The inlet system of the B-70 was designed to capture the free stream air,
decelerate and compress the air efficiently and deliver the air to the engine
at the volume demanded and at minimum distortion. The inlet system also
supplied air for engine compartment cooling, drag chute compartment cooling,
and for the reduction of boat-tail drag (increased the base pressures). As
depicted by previous exhibits, the inlet system consisted of a forward fixed
wedge, a fixed ramp, a fixed porous throat panel, three variable throat
panels (2 porous), a diffuser section, a bypass plenum, two duct splitters
and the hydraulic actuators, mechanisms, sensors, and valving necessary for
the actuation of the movable components. The hydraulic and electrical power
required for actuation was supplied by the Secondary Power Subsystem: WBS
1.4.
The lower half of Exhibit 6, Page IV-18, presents a schematic_ of the
components and mechanisms incorporated for the actuation of the throat panels.
The master cylinder was controlled by a electro-hydraulic valve driven by
signals from the AICS for all normal throat operations. The electrical
actuator was positioned by a crew controlled three position switch (momentary
"INCR" or "DECR") of the AICS Standby System. The top bungee provided a
pivot point for the master cylinder or electrical actuator operation while
the two lower bungees provided rate controlled follow-up for the servo valves
of the throat panel two hydraulic actuators.
The prime function of the electrical actuator was to provide the capability
of safely decelerating (and landing) from Mach 3 cruise after a master
cylinder and/or normal AICS mode failure. As indicated by the throat panel
linkage, the positioning capability of the throat panels by the standby
electrical actuator depended on the master cylinder position. The control
range of the electrical actuator was as follows:
Master C_linder Position
i. Maximum throat (48 ¼ inches)
Elect. Actuator Control Range
From 48 ¼ to 32.8 inches
2. For 40 inch throat From 48 ¼ to 25 inches
3. Minimum throat (20.5 inches) From 20.5 to 41.6 inches
IV-16
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WBS CODE: 1.5.1
Hydraulic power for the electro-hydraulic servo valve and master cylinder
(single systems) was provided by the hydraulic utility system #1 (L.H.
engines). The throat panel hydraulic actuators were tandem (dual actuators)
and were powered by the #1 and #2 utility hydraulic systems. Since the
electrical actuator was driven by two motors with each motor energized by an
independent electrical system, standby throat operation capability was pro-
vided by two independent electrical and two independent hydraulic systems.
In the immediate area forward of the engines (around the duct splitters),
the total circumference of the duct wall was perforated which allowed air to
pass into a plenum identified as the bypass plenum. This plenum provided two
major functions: (1) to supply cooling air for Regime II cooling of the
engine compartments, and (2) to collect excess captured inlet air flow to be
exhausted by the variable area bypass doors. Description of engine compart-
ment cooling may be found under Propulsion Subsystem (WBS 1.3) while subse-
quent paragraphs describe the bypass door operation.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: BYPASS SYSTEM
WBS CODE: i. 5
WBS CODE: 1.5.2
The bypass systems of the B-y0 AIS were designed to maintain inlet duct-
engine compatibility at maximum inlet duct recovery throughout the B-70
flight regime. At supersonic speeds, the position of the normal shock
essentially determined the inlet duct efficiency as related to pressure
recovery, engine face distortion and inlet stability for both the "started"
and "unstarted" regimes of operation. In the "unstarted" speed range, the
normal shock was positioned externally near the cowl lip of the inlet to
minimize captured air flow spillage behind the shock. For the "started"
speed regime, since a normal shock cannot be held on a converging slope, the
shock was "swallowed" and maintained on the divergent slope of the inlet
throat. The closer the normal shock was maintained to the minimum area of
the throat, the higher the pressure recovery of the inlet (it also required
tighter shock control).
As previously stated, the engine was a constant volume demand pump while the
inlet was a mass air flow device. The equalizer between the two was the
normal shock phenomenon which varied the pressure recovery of the inlet.
The control of the normal shock was accomplished by varying the excess air
flow captured by the inlet. For a constant volume demand, a decreased by-
pass door area decreased the excess airflow and the normal shock moved for-
ward; an increase in bypass area increased mass flow and the normal shock
moved aft. Since inlet-engine match was determined by the normal shock
positioning, it was used as the basic control of bypass door operation. The
pre-determined desired position of the normal shock was controlled by the
AICS which sensed the shock position by pressure taps and signaled for an
increased or decreased bypass area.
The bypass system for one inlet duct was comprised of one pair of trimmer
doors, two pairs of main doors, and the hydraulic actuators, mechanisms,
sensors, and valvlng necessary for the actuation of the movable components.
The bypass doors were located on the upper mold line of the wing directly
over the bypass plenum as depicted by Exhibit 77 Page IV-23. Each
pair of doors consisted of two panels of which one opened outward and the
other inward to provide variable area nozzle conditions during the initial
opening of the doors. The electrical and hydraulic power required for
actuation and control of the doors was supplied by the Secondary Power
Subsystem: WBS 1.4
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WBS CODE: 1.5.2
The top half of Exhibit 6, Page IV-18, presents a schematic of the
controlling mechanism for the pair of trimmer doors and one set of main doors
(the other set of main doors were in parallel). Exhibit _, Page IV-24_
presents a picture of the bypass master cylinder and the dual motor
electrical actuator installation. As with the throat control, normal
operation of the bypass doors was through the master cylinder which was con-
trolled by an electro-hydraulic valve driven by signals from the AICS. The
electrical actuator, which had full authority as backup control for the doors,
was positioned by a crew controlled three position switch (momentary "INCR"
or "DECR") of the AICS Standby System. The bungee on the right of the exhibit
provided the pivot point for master cylinder or electrical actuator control
movements. The trimmer doors operated at a rate of approximately 400 square
inches per second and were powered by a dual tandem hydraulic actuator. The
primary or main doors normally operated at a rate of approximately 16 square
inches per second and were also powered by dual tandem hydraulic actuators.
As noted by the schematic, the main doors were slaved to the trimmer doors
with the difference in travel rate absorbed by a bungee. With this arrange-
ment, the high rate trimmer doors provided the necessary bypass for "fine-
tuning" shock control while the large - low rate primary doors provided gross
shock control.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY : AIR INDUCTION CONTROL SYSTEM
WBS CODE: 1.5
WBS CODE: 1.5.3
Each inlet duct system of the B-70 AIS was controlled by an Air Induction
Control System (AICS). The function of the AICS was to position the throat
panels and bypass doors as required to maintain high total pressure recovery,
minimum inlet drag, stable inlet airflow and provide matching of inlet mass
flow to engine volume demand. The AICS essentially consisted of the automatic
electro-hydraulic system, the override functions and the backup or standby
system. For control of the inlet duct system, the AICS used pneumatic
signals from one local Mach (Ma) transducer, one pressure ratio transducer,
two buzz sensors, two unstart sensors, movable surface positions, and inclu-
ded signals as selected by the crew for normal performance, high performance,
low performance, and standby operation. Exhibit 9, Page IV-29, pre-
sents a general diagram of the AICS showing by block diagram the functions
and control interfaces of the AICS.
The automatic electro-hydraullc functions of the AICS utilized the various
pressures and pressure ratios sensed at predetermined locations in the inlet
duct system and positioned the movable components per predetermined throat
and bypass schedules. Exhibit i0, Page IV-30, presents the schedules
for the throat panels and bypass area as a function of Ma and shock position,
respectively. As noted, during take-off, landing, and at speeds below Ma
0.6, the throat panels were full retracted and the bypass doors closed. For
these flight conditions, the performance mode switch was in the standby
position which shut off hydraulic pressure to the electro-hydraullc servo
valves and positioned these servo valves pressure ports to hydraulic return.
In this configuration, it required two distinct signals, a 0.6 Ma and an
"Auto" mode selection, before the master cylinders could become operative
and shift positions during this critical flight regime. At a MA of @.6_
the AICS mode switch was placed in the "Auto" position by the crew which
connected the electro-hydraulic servo valves to hydraulic system pressure so
that the master cylinders were operative for automatic positioning control.
For flight speeds above Ma of 0.6, the normal performance mode of operation
was selected by the crew which scheduled the throat and bypass as indicated
including an automatic inlet "start" at Ma 1.86 (air vehicle Mach 2). The
low performance mode could be selected by the crew if severe downstreams
transients were anticipated, such as an engine shutdown. The high perfor-
mance mode was selected for stabilized flight conditions only at high super-
sonic speeds.
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The restart control function, which was an override function in the "Auto"
mode, was armed at Ma 1.86 by signals from e_ther of the two inlets local
mach transducers. Upon detection of an unstart by the unstart sensors,
signals were directed to the cockpit to illuminate the unstart warning lights
and the AICS reset light-switch. Simultaneously, signals were transmitted
which opened the throat plus 8 inches, selected a downstream shock position
control, and switched the opening rate of the main bypass doors to maximum
for a period of 2 seconds (after which normal rate was resumed). After
restarting, the unstart warning lights went out but the AICS reset switch
remained illuminated to indicate the throat panel at plus 8 inches schedule
and the shock on downstream control. This inlet duct configuration was
maintained until the control system was returned to the original operational
mode by manually depressing the AICS reset switch.
Each duct had two unstart detection systems which were independent except
for the common duct pressure sources. Each system received two pressure
signals from the duct. When the normal shock was at its scheduled position
in the duct, the ratio of the two pressures was a given valve. With expul-
sion of the normal shock from the duct, the ratio became a higher valve
which initiated the restart function.
Exhibit ii, Page IV-31_ presents a composite graph of normal inlet
starting and unstarting during a slow acceleration and deceleration through
air vehicle Mach 2 (Ma = 1.86). Since this was the Mach range for normal
starting (nearly a natural phenomenon during air vehicle acceleration),
reaction of inlet pressures were very slow when compared to that presented
by Exhibit 12, Page !V-32. This exhibit shows the rapid reaction
(pressure recovery parameter) of a typical inlet unstart and restart at high
supersonic speeds. As indicated by the pressure recovery parameter, there
were two (plus) duct pressure cycles during the restart which was not
uncommon at high mach numbers. However, six or more pressure cycles was
classified as "duct buzz" which could occur very rapidly if the condition
that caused the unstart prevented a satisfactory restart.
The buzz control system was armed at all times in the "Auto" mode and was an
overriding function. Each duct had two independent buzz detection systems
located in the duct diffuser area. When variations in the sensed pressure
were of a magnitude and rate considered detrimental to structure and/or
engine, the overriding buzz control function was initiated. Upon buzz
detection, signals were directed to the cockpit to illuminate the buzz
warning lights and the AICS reset switch. Simultaneously, signals were trans-
mitted which selected the downstream shock position for bypass door control
and switched operating rate of the main doors to maximum for a period of two
seconds. After the elimination of the buzz signal, the buzz warning lights
went out but the AICS reset remained illuminated to indicate the inlet was
still on downstream shock control. As with the unstart, this configuration
was maintained until the AICS reset switch was manually depressed.
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The electro-hydraulic automatic functions of the AICS had a single system for
the control of the throat panels and bypass doors. However, the backup or
standby control had dual systems for the recovery of an unwanted duct config-
uration caused by an automatic system failure. The standby control also pro-
vlded pilot control of the AICS during emergency flight conditions, such as
an encapsulated deceleration and descent from high altitude supersonic
cruise. The standby control of the AICS was provided via electrical
actuators which positioned the power actuators control linkages as shown by
Exhibit 6, Page IV-18. The electrical actuators_ which were
energized by switches on the copilot's panel or by either capsule control,
were each driven by two motors with each motor energized by an independent
electrical system.
For "Standby" control, the actuators could be energized individually to
obtain the desired throat panel and/or bypass door position. For "Emergency"
control, the three position switches energized the throat panel and bypass
door actuators (on one inlet) simultaneously to drive the bypass doors full
open and the throat to 39 inches. Simultaneously, the hydraulic power to
the electro-hydraulic master cylinders was cut off, causing the cylinders to
hold their position. To increase the margin to unstart in this mode, the
performance selector switch had to be placed in the "low" performance
position prior to movement of the mode switch to the "Emergency" position.
The momentary closing of the thrust control switch in either the pilot or
copilot capsule also drove the throat panels and bypass doors to the
positions noted above.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYST2_4: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
WBS CODE: 1.5
WBS CODE: 1.5.4
Air Induction Control System indications were provided in the cockpit at the
copilot's station for standby control and for monitoring the automatic con-
trol functions. Exhibit 13_ Page IV-37, presents the basic layout
for the AICS controls and displays on the copilot's instrument panel which
contained the AICS s_Itches shown in the layout of Exhibit 14, Page IV-38.
The AICS warning lights were located with the other subsystem
warning lights in the annunciator panels which made up the forward section
of the center aisle console.
The "Throat Mach Schedule" and "Bypass Area" were digital readouts in terms
of air vehicle mach number and total bypass area in square inches, respec-
tively. These indicators were used primarily for monitoring the automatic
control and override functions. However, on standby control, these indicators
were used in conjunction with switch operation for correct positioning of
the throat and bypass doors. The "Shock Position" indicator was a dlal-
pointer display showing the location of the terminal normal shock in the
inlet. The pointer of the instrument was positioned by a sensor which pro-
vided a signal that was a function of the ratio of a total pressure sensed
at FS 1292 and a static pressure sensed at FS 1383. The "Pressure Ratio"
dial indicated the duct efficiency and was essentially a monitoring
indicator.
The "Buzz" and "Unstart" warning lights were provided to indicate the pre-
sence of these abnormal inlet conditions. Both the buzz and unstart indi-
cating systems were completely dual and provided indication in all AICS con-
trol modes. As previously stated, the unstart was armed at Ma 1.86 or above
while the buzz system was available at all mach numbers. A "Shock Aft"
warning light was provided to indicate the shock was aft of a predetermined
limit during the started inlet regime. It was also utilized to indicate that
the bypass doors were not fully closed at low air vehicle speeds. The aft
shock was sensed by a sensor whose output was an electrical signal as a
function of pneumatic pressure ratios sensed at FS 1292 and FS 1443. A
"Throat Extended" warning light was provided to inform the flight crew if
the throat panels were positioned at 39 inches or less when the air vehicle
speed was below Ma 1.1. The "AICS Cool" indicator light was discussed under
ECS: WBS 1.2.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
WBS CODE: 1.5
WBS CODE: 1.5.5
The Boundary Layer Control System (BLC) was incorporated in the B-70 to
remove the boundary layer air from three major areas. BLC ducting was pro-
vided between each engine air inlet and the lower wing surface to remove the
boundary layer air formed under the wing forward of the inlets. This air
discharged overboard through an exit on the top surface of the wing. Porous
surfaces were provided on the four walls of each inlet forward of the throat
to remove the boundary layer formed along these inlet surfaces. This air
was bled into compartments (chamber I & II) and then ducted to exits
located underneath the air vehicle below the bleed chambers. The walls of
the inlet throat area were also porous and this boundary layer air was bled
into compartments or chambers III, IV & V. The air from chamber III (air
from chamber IV passed into chamber III through check valves) was ducted aft
to the engine compartments where valvdng either directed the air to the base
area or for engine compartment cooling (Regime III cooling; see Propulsion:
WBS 1.3). The air from chamber V was ducted to the same exits as for
chambers I & II.
The BLC performed a major function in the control of the inlet normal shock,
increased inlet duct recovery, and reduced inlet drag. The boundary air
ducted aft also increased the base area pressures and reduced the boat tail
drag. The reduction in inlet drag was realized because the turbulent boundary
layer air was removed from the surfaces and provided in airflow that was more
laminar. The increased inlet duct recovery was due to increased efficiency
in normal shock control and a larger inlet airflow capture area (relatively)
due to the BLC bleed reduction of boundary layer thickness.
The increased efficiency of inlet normal shock control during the inlet
"started" regime of operation is graphically shown by Exhibit 15, Page
IV-42. The two pictorial presentations show an inlet throat with and
without BLC bleed. Without porous bleed, in addition to a thick boundary
layer, the normal shock impingements spread and creeps forward in the lower
static pressures. The phenomenon of shock impingement creep and the build
up of boundary layer reduces the effective total pressure area and the normal
shock moves forward due to the high static pressure downstream. Once the
normal shock passes the minimum throat area, it is expelled completely out
of the inlet since a normal shock can not be held on a convergent surface.
As shown by the presentation, an inlet with BLC bleed has a thinner boundary
layer and the shock impingements are bled off which result in a stable shock
and a high effective total pressure.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY : GROUND TESTS
WBS CODE: 1.5
WBS CODE: 1.5.6
The major effort expended on ground tests of the Air Induction System was
wind tunnel testing. This testing effort involved eleven different models
(scaled) and two unscaled assemblies for a total of 5,235 charged tunnel
hours. The test units and their scale were as follows:
Models
i. Preliminary Inlet Duct Research
2. Preliminary Inlet Duct Research
3. Infinitely Variable Duct
4. Base Pressure
5. Base Pressure
6. Porous Material Research
7. Supersonic Diffuser
8. Inlet Control
9. Inlet Control
lO. Inlet Control (HSD)
ll. Inlet, Inlet-Englne
12. Inlet Force
13. Inlet Duct - I
14. Inlet Duct -III
15. Inlet Duct - IIIR
Scale
.0_
.05
None
.0_
.045
None
.0_
.lO
.25
.o_
.577
.o4
.05
.05
.05
IV-_
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WBS CODE: 1.5.6
The wind tunnel tests were conducted to establish and confirm the basic
inlet geometry and to verify the control of the inlet as well as the compati-
bility of the inlet with the engines. The tests included 3,138 actual test
hours on the .04 scale models for basic inlet geometry and 717 test hours on
the .25 model in the i0 ft supersonic tunnel of Lewis Propulsion Laboratory
for inlet recovery, inlet control parameters, BLC, and dynamic response.
The tests conducted on the .577 model at AEDC for inlet-engine compatibility,
required 560 test hours and included extensive engine operation up to Mach
3.0. In addition, 2_5 hours of testing were conducted utilizing the .i0
scale model of the full inlet configuration, i.e., both inlets and incor-
porating air vehicle features, to verify control parameters and the air
induction system.
Exhibit 16, Page IV-h6, presents a picture of the .577 scaled model
of one inlet duct system. This model was 1/3 area scale of the air vehicle
or full scale for one engine. Exhibit 17, Page IV-h7, presents the
•577 test results. Also shown on the graph is the .25 scale tests and depicts
the close agreement between the estimated match (inlet/engine) and the test
results of the two models.
Other ground tests conducted on the AIS, in addition to that performed by
subcontractors on the buzz, unstart, and local Mmch sensors/transducers,
included a "breadboard" mockup of the control system. These tests were con-
ducted to establish circuitry, power levels, accuracy, resolution, and fre-
quency response requirements of the control system hardware. The inlet
parameters were also incorporated into the computer system of the Flight
Control Simulator. This provided excellent crew training and early evalu-
ation of system control layout, system responses, and air vehicle re-actions.
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TECHNICAL DRIVER
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.5
DRIVERS : BYPASS SYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.5 •2
BYPASS DOORS WARPING/SEALING
The bypass doors were designed to provide convergent-divergent area nozzles
for the initial opening. This was accomplished by shape and by opening one
door panel outward and the other panel inward: see Exhibit 6, Page
IV-18. The door panels_ especially the mains, were long and narrow which
inherently resulted in door sealing and warping problems. (This design was
necessary since the doors were located on the wing mold llne and deflective
surfaces had to be kept to a minimum.)
After considerable effort fitting the doors prior to flight, it was found
that air loads, with the working loads, warped the doors and resulted in
poor sealing at low speeds. Warped doors had little impact on system
operation at supersonic speeds since shock control was a function of airflow
area not door position and also, the inlet duct pressures were higher than
ambient. However, at low speeds where the inlet duct pressures were less
than ambient, the warped doors (poor sealing) resulted in reverse airflow
causing some engine face pressure distortion.
Although rework to the doors were made to strengthen the torsional modes,
complete satisfactory operation was not achieved. This was aue mainly to
the nature of the Flight Test Program and its objectives; within these pro-
gram goals the bypass doors were satisfactory. Exhibit 6, Page IV-18,
and Exhibit 7, Page IV-23, present schematics of the bypass doors.
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TECHNICAL DRIVER
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.5
DRIVERS: AIR INDUCTION CONTROL SYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.5.3
At the onset, the Air Induction Control System (AICS) was a dual electro-
mechanical system with the control packaged for installation in the
electronic equipment bay. In the second quarter of 1962, a review of the
control unit development program was conducted with the subcontractor to
negotiate late changes (as a result of wind tunnel tests) and possible
rescheduling. In June, 1962, due to the technical and scheduling problems
encountered during the program review, the AICS subcontractor was terminated
and the development effort of the control unit was assumed by North American
Rockwell (NR).
The NR system established was a single electro-hydraulic automatic system
with dual standby capabilities and utilized pneumatic and electronic
techniques compatible with the established mechanical and hydraulic
actuation mechanism. To facilitate design, packaging of the hardware was
not to be a restraint with that equipment requiring environmental control
installed in a package located in the weapons bay. This AICS package had
its own ECS (see ECS: WBS 1.2) and was similar to the Flight Test Instru-
mentation Package located in the forward part of the weapons bay.
Since the NR design was started late and due to the complexity inherent in
an automatic system development, it was decided that an interim manual
system with automatic functions would be installed in air vehicle No. 1
prior to flight and retrofitted later with the full automatic system. The
full automatic system was incorporated in air vehicle No. 2 prior to its
first flight. This scheduling problem essentially put two AICS designs in
development, however, the interim system development was mostly involved
with the integration of "off-the-shelf" hardware. It differed mainly in
that the buzz and restart functions were copilot initiated, the throat was
scheduled by air vehicle Mach number biased by a manual copilot control,
and the bypass doors were manually controlled by the copilot for shock con-
trol. The copilot manual controls for the interim system were located on a
horizontal plate attached to the copilot's flight control column. Extensive
training was required on the flight control simulator to train the crew in
the use of the interim system.
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TECHNICAL DRIVER
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM WBS CODE: i. 5
DRIVERS: AIR INDUCTION CONTROL SYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.5.3
SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
The B-70 requirements for the Air Induction Control System (AICS) dictated
the development of extremely accurate high temperature sensors and trans-
ducers. The high temperature requirement in itself did not present a parti-
cular difficult problem, however, obtaining the desired accuracy at high
temperature necessitated an extensive research and development program with
some schedule impacts in delivery.
The initial problems encountered with the development of the buzz and un-
start sensors was the late delivery of Statham transducers which were the
heart of the basic sensors. The late delivery of the pressure transducers
was caused by unsatisfactory signal to noise ratios. Although further
development showed the high noise level to be caused by strain wire attachment
techniques, it continued to plague the flight test program in specific sensor
instances.
In addition to the noise problem, the local Mach transducer had an undesir-
able "dead band" at the Mach 3 end. This phenomenon appeared as drop-off
in throat scheduling after the air vehicle had experienced slight yaws
which changed the local Mach at the inlet. This small dead band at the Mach
3 end of the schedule was not satisfactorily solved during the flight test
program. The impact of the condition was minimized by the copilot's in-
flight trimming of the throat with the standby electrical actuators.
The buzz sensor was a complex dual pressure sensing device. The sensor was
designed for a bleed type bypass which was maintained as a reference point
for inlet pressure levels. It also imposed on this reference point the
dynamic pressure cycles during inlet dynamic conditions. The design require-
ment was for the sensor to provide a signal when six or more pressure cycles
occurred with a given amplitude above a pre-determined inlet duct pressure
level schedule. In addition to the previously mentioned noise problem, the
development effort centered around determining the correct air passages and
their required flows. Although the majority of buzz sensors were satis-
factory, repeatability was below standard and several false inflight buzz
signals did occur during the flight test program.
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DEVELOPMENT DATA SUMMARY
WBSTITLE: AIR _NDUCTION SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: I. 5
STATE-OF-THE.ART RATING:.-_ _ (_See Remarks)
PERCEHT DEVELOPED MATRIX:
- PRIOR TO FLIGHT
PROGRAM LEVEL
EFFORT TO GO
GROUND TESTS
FLIGHT TEST
CONFIGURATION
(An) 80%(AW)
82_ (An) 44_(AV2) 4_1_
TYPE OF TEST NUMBER OF UNITS TEST HOURS
CONFIGURATION RESEARCH (i)
DESIGN FEASIBILITY
DESIGN VERIFICATION (1)
AIRWORTHINESS
QUALIFICATION (I)
OTHER
TOTAL
(2)
(2)
10
18
15
43
2,700
3,905
2,500
9,105
REMARKS:
(i) Does not include actuator testing by the Hydraulic Group WBS 1.4.1
(2) Does not include the following wind tunnel tests:
i. Preliminary Inlet Duct Research
2. Preliminary Inlet Duct Research
3. Infinitely Variable Duct
4. Base Pressure
5. Base Pressure
6. Porous Material Research
7. Supersonic Diffuser
8. Inlet Control
9. Inlet Control
iO. Inlet Control (HSD)
ii. Inlet, Inlet/Engine
12. Inlet Force
13. Inlet Duct - I
14. Inlet Duct - III
15. Inlet Duct - III R
.04 scale
.05 scale
no scale
.04 scale
.045 scale
no scale
.04 scale
.i0 scale
.25 scale
.04 scale
.577 scale
.04 scale
.05 scale
.05 scale
.05 scale
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WBS i. 5 AIR INDUCTION SUBSYo'rEM
State of the Art:
The Air Induction Subsystem was assigned an overall state-of-the-art rating
of % based on definitions established using AFSCMI73-1 (11-28-67) as a guide.
This rating was determined by comparing the RS-VO requirements with the
existing capabilities at the RS-VO time period using state-of-the-art criteria
discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The RS-70 configuration was selected for
the comparison since it was the production configuration defined. This
selection is considered valid since the development status at "out-the-door"
and at program "end" is also based on the scheduled production configuration.
The definitions used in determining the state-of-the art ratings are described
below. For ratings 3, 4, and 5, the following B-VO design criteria was used
as an aid for rating selection.
A. High temperature application
B. High pressure/load/acoustlcs/etc., application
C. Light-weight/special materials/unique processes
Rattn Description
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard military
issue which was installed "as-is."
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard military
issue which required only a physical modification for installation.
3 The item was considered within the state of the art but had no
co_nercial or military counterpart. As an aid, the item was
existing but required modification to be compatible with on__ee
of the design criteria. Also, any new design or process has
a rating of at least 3.
% The item was slightly beyond the state of the art, and some
development was required. As an aid, the item was based on an
existing concept but required modification to be compatible
with two of the design criteria. Also, any new design or
proces-s-required to be compatible with on__eeof the design criteria
will be rated %.
The item was substantially beyond the existing state of the art
and required major development work. As an aid, any new design
or process required to be compatible with tw__£oof the design
criteria will be rated 5.
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WBS 1.5
At the onset of the RS-70, the Air Induction Control System (AICS) of the
Air Induction Subsystem (AIS) was a total subcontractor effort and was comprised
of a dual electromechanical automatic control with a single manual backup
system. This system was cancelled and an NR system implemented which was a
single electrohydraulic automatic control with dual manual backup. It is
the opinion of the AICS Design Group that the NR system would have been
satisfactory as a production configuration if repackaged and given time for
full development. The AIS with the NRAICS is the overall subsystem that
was assigned a state-of-the-art rating of % based on the established ground
rules and the Design Group's declaration. It should be noted that the dual
electromechanical automatic control system, if used in this appraisal, would
have been assigned a state-of-the-art rating of 5.
Percent Developod:
The AIS development status percent comparisons of the XB-70 configuration to
that scheduled for the RS-70, were made at two development stages; one at
prior to flight or "out-the-door" of the No. I air vehicle and the other
for the flight test programs. The same methodology developed and verified for
the Airframe Structures Subsystem (WBS I.I) percent comparisons was applied
in the analyses of the AIS status. The analysis for the AIS was slightly
more complex than that for the structures since three configurations are
involved. The first system was the fully automatic dual electromechanical
AICS upon which considerable development effort was expended before cancel-
lation. However, the basic design criteria established during the initial
phase was valid and applied in th_ design of the NR system. The MR AIS
configuration for the No. I XB-70 was different than that for Air Vehicle
No. 2 which had the NR fully automatic AICS. The Nal XB-70 had an interim
AICS which was manual with automatic features and was the configuration used
in the percent comparisons at time of "out-the-door." For the comparisons
made of the flight test programs, consideration had to be given to the fact
that the XB-70 test program involved two AICS configurations. For the
ground test programs, the No. I XB-70 configuration did not have to be
considered since all effort was directed toward a fully s_tomatic system
development and the interim system was only installed due to a scheduling
problem.
The fully automatic AIS installed in ZB-70 No. 2 was assessed at 80% of a
production level status, being downgraded essentially due to the packaging
employed (electronics installed in large ECS package in weapons bay instead
of the avionics bay of the air vehicle). The No. i XB-70 had the same
packaging employed but also had the pilot in the control loop to bias control
scheduling and to perform the "unstart" and "buzz" override functions. Since
these functions that were performed by the pilot were a major part of the
AICS, the No. i air vehicle was assessed as being approximately 50% of the
fully automatic system installed in XB-70 No. 2. This analysis then shows
that at the tine of "out-the-door" the XB-70 configuration represented 40%
of that planned for the RS-70.
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WBS i. 5
To determine what expenditures would have been required to attain a first
air vehicle production level status, the same curve used for the Structures
Subsystem was utilized for the AIS; Exhibit 18, Page iV-57. Entering
the exhibit on the left hand side at 40%, across to the curve and then down
to the bottom scale, it shows that 82% more effort would have been required
for a No. i RS-70 AIS configuration, excluding ground test effort. In
regard to the ground test effort, the ground tests scheduled for the RS-70
at time of "out-the-door" was approximately 17,900 test hours not including
the Hydraulic Design Group effort on actuators. Comparing this test effort
with the 9,105 test hours expended on the XB-70 AIS, it shows that the
testing level or verification level of the XB-70 to be approximately 51% of
that planned for the RS-70 AIS at the prior to flight time period. This
shows that 49% more testing effort was required to attain the production
level status for a No. i air vehicle at the "out-the-door" time period.
Entering Exhibit 18, Page IV-57, on the bottom scale at 51% 7 it shows
that the No. i XB-70 was at a confidence level of approximately 76% prior
to first flight.
The XB-70 flight test program for the AIS was established at 19% of a
production level status as presented by Exhibit 13, page 11-23, under Air
Vehicle: WBS 1.0. This would indicate that 81% more flight testing effort
than expended would be required for a production level effort. However, not
only were two different configurations flown (air vehicles No. I and No. 2)
during the flight test program, the flight envelope explored was 80% of the
RS-70 envelope including "g's," yaws, rolls, etc; see Exhibit 14, page
ll-2h, under Air Vehicle: WBS 1.0. Since the 19% flight effort established
was based on a direct comparison of equivalent test hours, the effort expended
must be adjusted to reflect the two different configurations flown and the
envelope explored. Throughout the XB-70 flight test program, the test
conditions were scheduled between air vehicles No. i and No. 2 so as to
minimize the impact of the interim AICS in air vehicle No. i. Based on this
control scheduling, the AIS equivalent test hours were weighted at 80%.
Since approximately one half of the total AIS test hours (9.5%) were flown
on air vehicle No. I, the equivalent flight test hours were reduced from 19%
to 17% (80% x 9.5% + 9.5%). This 17% was used as the base in the calculations
performed to reflect the XB-70 flight envelope impact in the following
paragraph.
As previously established for the Airframe Structures Subsystem (WBS i.i),
the first 80% of the flight envelope requires only 60% of the total effort
compared to the last 20% of the envelope which requires &O% of the total
effort. For the AIS, this 2 to 3 ratio was directly applicable since all
of the test hours were flown in the first 80% of the flight envelope. Using
thisratio_aweight factor so that direct comparison can be made based on
the RS-70 flight envelope, the flight test effort expended on the XB-70 was
adjusted by the equation 2:3:: x :17%. Based on this equation, the total
flight test effort remaining to attain a production level status for the
AIS would be 40% + 60% - (2 x 17 • 3) or 89% (where 40% is that effort
required for the last 20% of the flight envelope).
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In summary, the prior to flight status comparisons are: (I) the XB-70 No. 1
AIS was 40% of an RS-70 AIS and would require 82% more expenditure for
configuration and 49% more ground testing effort; and (2), the XB-70 AIS
flight test program was 11% of the planned RS-70 program effort with 89%
more effort required to attain the production level status. All of the
above comparisons are based on tooling, test articles, GSE, etc., being
at the KS 70 or production level in both numbers and fidelity. Exhibit
18_ Page IV-57, presents a graph showing the AIS percent comparisons.
NOTE : THE USE OF THE !'EFFORT TO GO" PERCENTAGES
FOR COST DETERMINATION SHOULD NOT BE
APPLIED WITHOUT CONSULTING SECTION IV-8,
VOLUME I, PAGE 310 FOR APPLICATION
CONSIDERATIONS.
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY
TABULATION OF DATES
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION
ENGINEERING
Mold Line Configuration Change - Inlet Duct
Revise AICS Spec Requirements
Complete Design-Actuators
Start NR AICS System Design
Complete Basic Design AICS Components
Start Drawing Release - Automatic AICS System
TESTING
Start A/W & Accept. Testing AICS Component AV #i
Complete Wind Tunnel Tests (Scale Inlet/Engine)
Complete Sub/Cont. Testing AICS Components AV #!
Start Flight Testing AV #i AICS (Flight #5)
Start Flight Testing AV #2 AICS (Flight #5)
Complete Flight Testing AV #i AICS (Flight #49)
MATERIALS (SUBCONTRACT)
Initial Subcontract Go-Ahead
Start Procurement AICS Components
Cancel Hamilton Standard Controller
Complete Basic Detail Procurement
Receive Subcontract Items AV #1 AICS at NAA
MANUFACTURING
Start AV #i Detail Fabrication
Complete Fabrication & Assembly AV #] (Excluding
Sensors)
Stop Work AV #3
Complete Fabrication AV #2
Complete AV #i Installations
WBS CODE: 1.5
3 -20 -59
12 -16-60
5-26-61
6-01-62
9-17-62
i0 -05-62
12 -20 -61
9-27-62
1-11-63
2-16-65
9-17-65
5-09-66
12 -12 -58
1-27-61
6 -22 -62
i0-23 -62
3 - 14 -64
4-28-61
10-23-62
3 -06 -64
3-19-64
6-16-64
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DESIGN/PROGRAMMATIC NARRATIVE.
SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION CONTROL WBS CODE: 1.5
3-20-59 to 6-30-59
Configuration changes affecting the mold line were made to the
wing and duct inlet. Engineering authorization for fabrication
in the duct ares structure was delayed until July i, 1959.
i0-2-59 to 12-Z6-60
A problem was experienced in regard to duct deflection out of
tolerance condition which resulted in a stop work on tooling.
Problems ultimately resulted in revisions to AICS specifications
on December 16, 1960, thus delaying submittal of firm design
information to subcontractors.
12-16-60
Revision to AICS procurement specifications as a result of design
changes to the inlet ducts.
10-19-61
Engineering (NAA) incorporated a change to the AICS system to
preclude shock wave movement out of one engine air intake duct
due to improper aperture control. The condition could cause
yaw and Jeopardize satiety of the air vehicle.
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6-22-62
A decision was reached by NAA Management to cancel the Hamilton
Standard AICS controller. This caused removal of parts already
installed in AV #I. An alternate deslgn release was currently
under way at NAA for the AICS. It was decided to install the
modified manual AICS on a mode basis.
8-31-62
A decision was reached to install the improved manual AICS prior to
the first flight of AV #1. The improved system required honeycomb
panel rework, installation of eight, two-inch conduits; considerable
wiring which ranged from the instrument panel to the weapons bay;
and numerous long leadtime purchased items. Fabrication of an
equipment package similar to that used for instrumentation was also
required. Further air vehicle modification was required for the second
system along with the addition of more purchased components consisting
of synchros, electrohydraulic valves, and instrument panel controls.
These systems affected AV #i only.
I0-31-62 to 6-8-66
Problems with Buzz and Unstart Sensors from Marquardt started with
late availability of Statham Transducers. Noise level problems with
the sensors developed and were thought to be caused by method of strain
wire attachment to transducers. This problem continued, i.e., with
sensor noise and unstarts, until the conclusion of the flight test
program on AV #2. A more detailed description of the problems
experienced will be reflected under the flight test area of this report.
12-31-62
Late unavailability of Statham transducers impacts delivery of Buzz
and Unstart Sensors to NAA.
5-1-63
A decision was reached not to install the AICS in AV #i until after
first flight.
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WBS CODE: 1.5
7 -1-63
The first half shipset of sensors failed at NAA during system checkout
on AV #i and were returned to the subcontractor for analysis and repair.
3-14-64
All AV #i AICS hardware had been received at NAA; however, problems
were still being experienced with sensors at the subcontractor for
AV #2.
3-27-64 to 2-17-65
Structure problems were encountered on AV #1 which actually impeded
completion of installation, operations and checkout of the AICS.
At this point, the AICS was not the driving factor but structure
problems were. Though these problems are too numerous to mention,
selected areas are defined for reference purposes as follows:
1. Door sealing and warping.
2. Sealing problems.
3. Bracket changes for the sensors.
4. Inlet ramp rigging delayed until completion of structure work.
5. Interference problems with AICS bypass doors.
6. Closeout of doors held up for structure repairs.
5-11-64 to 6-8-66
Flight test records indicate that the AICS for AV #i was generally
satisfactory in operation. This statement should be qualified to
indicate satisfactory operation for a development aircraft. The Buzz
and Unstart Sensor reliability was unsatisfactory but did not prove
to be as problematical as for AV System #2.
The fully automatic AICS for AV #2 was generally satisfactory in
operation but was classified in the "not completely developed"
category due to the following problem areas that needed refinement:
l, There was local mach scheduling drop-off at high mach numbers.
This resulted in improper throat scheduling at high speed
and contributed to several inadvertent unstarts. This did
not necessarily occur in straight flight but when the aircraft
yawed.
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2,
3.
The improper throat schedules as noted above were the major
cause of unstarts or the inability of the Automatic Shock
Control to prevent unstarts. One of the major goals was the
development of the AICS to prevent inadvertent unstarts.
The component reliability of the AICS was not as good as
desired. In particular, the Buzz and Unstart Sensors were
unsatisfactory. The electronics in general, Buzz and Math
logic computer, Buzz and Unstart power supplies, valve
driver and throat deviation control, and the associated
computer modules were subject to malfunctions and failures.
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SUBSYSTEM: AIR INDUCTION
COST DEFINITION
WBS CODE: 1.5
Total costs of $19,060,408 presented in this WBS item include all
identifiable expenditures to design, develop, ground test, fabricate
and assemble all components, assemblies and developmental test hardware
within the Air Induction Subsystem as defined by the WBS. Total
expenditures include the following items:
a) Development of subsystem specification requirements.
b) Subsystem installation and integration design.
c) Vendor coordination.
d) In-house ground testing including the design and fabrication
of models, mockups and simulators.
e) Subcontracted hardware including the supplier costs for
engineering, manufacturing, tooling and testing.
f) In-house and subcontracted wind tunnel tests.
Specifically excluded from the expenditures are:
g) Fabrication and assembly of the structural items of the
inlet system (WBS 1.5.1) and the bypass system (WBS 1.5.2).
These costs are included in the production costs of the
intermediate fuselage (WBS 1.1.5). The costs can not be
segregated from the intermediate fuselage.
h) Fabrication of subsystem provisions (shelves, brackets, clips,
clamps, wire harnesses, etc.).
i) Miscellaneous purchased parts and installation materials.
This includes the fabrication and purchased parts of the
Air Induction Control System (WBS 1.5.B) returned In-house
after the cancellation of Hamilton Standard. (See Sub-
contractor Data Sheet, page IV-68.
J) Installation of the subsystem equipment into the vehicles.
k) Subsystem, vehicle and preflight checkout.
l) Government furnished wind tunnel testing.
Costs for items h) through k) are contained in WBS 1.12 (Volume IV, page
647). Internal accounting procedures and the resultant cost reports
do not provide a basis for establishing expenditures for these items by
individual subsystems. Therefore, all costs are collected and reported
in one WBS item. Refer to WBS 1.12 for additional information.
Detail of the recorded costs associated with this subsystem is provided
by Element of Cost (EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SOW). Section III of
Volume I provides a detail definition of these items. Further segregation
of the cost data is provided by the WBS. All cost data is displayed at
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WBS level 5 (Air Induction Subsystem WBS 1.5) with the exception of
in-house ground testing (WBS 1.5.6). Cost data can be located on the
following pages:
Cost Time-Phased
Breakdown Detail
WBS 1.5 $12,999,030 page IV-70 page IV-71
WBS i. 5.6 Ground Tests 6tO61t_78 page IV-7© page IV-85
Total WBS 1.5 $19,060,408 page IV-V@ page IV-94
A s_mmmary of the subcontractor recorded cost data is provided on page
IV-68. Contractual arrangements, delivery dates, costs by supplier,
quantity of hardware delivered and other pertinent data is provided.
Cost data includes the supplier expenditures for engineering, production,
tooling and testing (where identifiable) performed at the supplier's
facility. Refer to the subcontracting Element of Cost definition
(Volume I, page 1-26) for additional explanation.
As an aid in the definition and evaluation of the in-house engineering
costs associated with this subsystem, a matrix of engineering hours has
been developed. This matrix, displayed below, is a summary of all the
in-house engineering groups that provided support to the design and
development of the Air Induction Subsystem.
Group No. Title Hours Expended
4 Fluid Power System 76,006
6 Controls System 32,411
14 Wind Tunnel Models 261,674
55 Flight Control Analysis 6/_,054
96 Wind Tunnel Projects 24,696
99 Auxiliary Control System 107,818
132 Thermodynamics 36,131
134 Wind Tunnel Projects 24,499
155 Propulsion Sciences 3_406
WBS 1.5
WBS 1.5.6
Total Engineering Hours
319,826 hours (page IV-7@)
310t869 hours (page IV-70)
630,695 hours
630,695
Ground testing activities associated with the development of the Air
Induction Subsystem have been identified and the costs assigned to WBS
1.5.6 (page IV-85). These _osts reflect the in-house expenditures only.
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Testing activities performed by the subcontractors where identified are
included under WBS 1.5, Test/QC Subdivision of Work and the Subcontracting
Element of Cost. The following is a summary of the major in-house test
activities identified to this subsystem.
Description Recorded Costs
Wind Tunnel Models
•577 Scale Inlet Duct Model
.i0 Inlet and Ramp Flutter Model
Airworthiness Testing of _2AICS Panel Actuators
AICS Breadboard & Development Testing
•25 Inlet Control Model
A_CS Airworthiness Testing
AICS Airworthiness Testing of Components
Airworthiness Testing of #AICS Bypass Actuator
Ramps-Air Induction System - Fatigue Test
Bypass Trimmer Actuator Cylinder
Bypass Manual Door Actuator
AICS Buzz and Unstart Sensors
Bypass Shock Llmiter Cylinder
AICS Breadboard
Various
$2,276,514
1,355,925
607,976
241,590
207,737
150,541
109,161
106,728
92,942
66,924
60,725
52,094
21,337
17,7o4
17,499
538_470
Costs (Less MPC & G&A) $5,923,867
Material Procurement Cost 52,977
General and Administrative
Total Cost WBS 1.5.6
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SUBCONTRACTOR MATRIX
Subsystem: Air Induction WBS Code: 1.5
SUBCONTRACTOR ENGINEERING PROD TOOLING TEST TOTAL
Hamilton Standard
Marquardt
Statham
TOTAL
6,120,046
872,077
49,361
7.041 .&84
1,151,980
702,590
138,865
1.993.435
31,404
31.404
144,733
90,775
235.508
7,303,430
1,719,400
279,001
9.301.831
HAMILTON STANDARD was selected to produce the B-70 Air Induction Control System.
Two letter contracts were awarded to Hamilton Standard for this effort:
L961-G-600108
LOEI-X2-600215
February 19, 1959 - December 22, 1959
August 24, 1960 - June 21, 1962
The Statement of Work for the two purchase orders directed the subcontractor to
conduct analytical, design, and other necessary studies leading to the selection,
optimization, and definition of an Air Induction System compatible with the B-70
Weapon System and NR Specification NA58-532 and NR Specification NA58-228.
Purchase Order 600108 was in the early stages of design and development when the
contract was terminated on December 22, 1959 for the convenience of the
Government. A total of 718 drawings were produced, 1600 pieces of experimental
hardware were in process, and 55 fixtures had been fabricated at the time of
termination.
A 1/25 scale model of the B-70 air inlet was completed and installed in the
17 inch by 17 inch United Aircraft wlnd tunnel. Testing was started on
June 17, 1959 to determine the control characteristics for angle of attack and
yaw changes in the higher flight speed regimes. A total of 170 test hours were
conducted on the system before the contract was terminated. The cost of the
test effort was not segregated by the subcontractor and is therefore included
in the Engineering cost for Hamilton Standard.
When the B-70 program was reinstated, Letter Contract 600215 was awarded to
Hamilton Standard to continue the Air Induction Control System. The Statement
of Work called for the subcontractor to design, develop, fabricate, test,
package and deliver the Air Induction Control System.
Purchase Order 600215 was terminated for convenience by NR on June 21, 1962 due
to the magnitude of unresolved technical problems and their estimated cost and
schedule impact on the program. The required system performance was beyond the
current state-of-the-art. It was determined that 59.2% of the effort was
completed at the time of termination.
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MARQUARDT was selected to produce the Duct Buzz and Inlet Unstart Sensors for
the Air Induction System of the XB-70.
Letter Contract I_EI-YJ.-60OA16 was awarded to Marquardt on August I, 1962 and
terminated March 6, 1964.
The Statement of Work called for the subcontractor to design, develop, fabricate,
test, package, and deliver the Duct Buzz and Inlet Unstart Sensors including
Power Supplies and data for the XB-70 Air Vehicles l, 2, and 3. The negotiated
schedule called for the airworthiness test report by December l, 1962 and hard-
wsredelivery from November 26, 1962 through Febiryary l, 1963. Air Vehicle 3
was 50% complete at time of termination.
The residual inventory identified to Purchase Order 600416 was co-mingled with
the residual inventory from Purchase Order L3E1-X0-600540 which was issued for
spare parts. The inventory was shipped to NR for spare parts requirement except
items which were considered to be of no potential use. The usable tooling was
delivered to NR for storage and disposal. All proceeds were credited to the
above contract.
The final cost of spares contract 600450 was $72,775.
STATHAM was awarded Letter Contract L3El-XO-600543 for High Temperature Trans-
ducers for the Air Induction Control System for the XB-70 Air Vehicles 1 and 2
on August 7, 1963 and closed August 6, 1964.
The Statement of Work called for Statham Instruments to perform research,
development, testing, and related engineering studies in connection with material
and fabrication processes to manufacture the required transducers for Air
Vehicles 1 and 2.
The principal effort in this program was the improvement goal of optimizing the
strain wire, strain wire attachment method, insulators, diaphram material, and
compensating resistor stabilization.
Certain items of residual inventory were retained by Statham in the amount of
$3,447. The remaining inventory was delivered to NR for dispostion, and the
proceeds credited to the appropriate contract.
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SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL leJ72
_-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
DESIGN/ENG [NEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 4.931
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.282
SHOP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 3,113
TEST/OC
LABOR AT $ 3.115
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3,908
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
WIND TUNNE t
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & AOMIN
TOTAL COST
6-M ASSY
0
HOURS
D_LLARS
319826
1656085
1477416
12795238
2,'].37 92
12999030
6-M AS SY
06
HOURS
D(]LLAR_
31C869
1454077
122_Iq']
151q65
470196
1O036
31264
62_614
546220
52977
124317R
3261 [3
5976844
84534
6061378
TDTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
639695
3110162
2700,315
151065
470190
1C(_36
31264
629614
546226
9301831
412883
1243178
326113
18772082
288326
19C60608
SURDITISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-71
IV-85 £v-94
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDE,_
NASA C(]NTRACT NASg-12[c_O
COST BREAKDCWKS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 19"/2
4-SYSTE:M I
5-SUB SYSTFM 05
6-MAd AS SY 0
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
O_S I GN/ENG IN6En I NC
L AB{.R AT $ 5.17!
E>K,F I_URDE N AT
SUrE []NTRAC T
MPC
SU_-TOTAL
GEN & ,-%DMIN
TOTAL C_iST
4.6IC
DESIGN
IENGR
HUURS
DCLL_RS
319826
1656O85
1477416
10424555
165151
i058950_
PR CD
HGURS
COLLARS
TCOLING
_NO STE
H_URS
I)CLLARS
31404
32_92
2 11 7_ 45 32_]72
T[-iST
/ C)C
Hf]U_ S
f_OLLA_ S
235508
192tG
2547] :!
47_&
269507
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE P_E IV-73 IV-77 IV-78 IV-79
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NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I21_O
COST BREAKOOWkS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 0
AIR INDtETIONSUBSYSTEM
DESI GNIENGINEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 5.I78
ENGR BURDEN AT $
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
SUB-TCTAL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
TOTAL
HCURS
DOLLARS
4,619
319826
1656085
I_7T4Io
127q_23_
2_3792
12999030
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE
IV-81
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NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPE_.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
0-1
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O" I
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q 1
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
0-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
I
05 AIR INDUCTION _/BB_ST_I4
ON-S ITF LABCR
M_N- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN LA Bi]R ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 3.0 563 4. 668 262 8 2561 5189
58
58 36. C 61 lO 4.32 7 26695 24231 50930
58
59 49 , 5 8406 4. 359 3663 8 28 866 65504
59
59 57.0 10159 4. 246 43136 30366 79502
59
60 160.5 27893 4.558 127123 102668 22:)791
6O
60 211,5 35427 4,680 165808 127830 293638
O0
61 26_.5 45876 4.761 218424 153663 371487
61
61 135.0 24591 5. 172 127191 113203 240394
61
62 153.0 26149 5.414 141568 119814 261382
62
62 181.5 30478 5.35_ 163345 152911 316256
62
63 180.0 30662 5. 598 171647 164500 336147
63
63 153.6 25619 5.632 146287 145006 289293
63
64 1ZO.O 20496 5.800 118880 129469 248349
66
64 106.5 18658 5.817 108539 118739 227278
64
65 39.0 6717 6. 844 45968 46312 90280
IV-TB
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
OATA PREPARED UNDFR
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEt_D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 14/2
.j
DESIGNIFNGIN_ERING
4-SYSTEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 05 AIR IINIIX/O'_ION8tl'BBYSTI_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBO CF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
TOTAL
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LAtJOR BUR O_N
MONIHS HCJUR S RATF DOLLARS _OLLARS
\
12.0 1962 7. 240 14204
1866.6 319826 1650CJ5
LABOR +
8UROEN $
28081
3133501
IV-7_
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
AP RI L 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD _F WORK
I
05 AIR INDUCTION SUBSYBT]_
0
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
O-I 5C_
Q-2 5_
0-3 53
Q-4 58
0-I 59
0-2 59
Q-3 5q
Q-4 59
Q-L 60
Q-2 69
0-3 60
_-4 60
Q-I 61
O-2 61
Q-3 6]
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
O-3 bZ
0-4 62
Q-I 63
0-2 63
O-3 03
0-4 63
O-i 64
O-2 64
Q-3 64
Q-4 64
Q-I 65
O-2 65
O-3 65
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
3.0 563 4. 668 262 8 2 561 5189
36. O 6170 4.32 7 26699 24231 50930
4 9.5 8406 4.35 9 3663 8 28 866 65504
57.0 10159 4.246 43 136 36366 79502
16C.5 27893 4.558 127123 102668 229791
211.5 35427 4.68C I_580_ 127830 293638
268.5 4587e 4.761 218424 153063 371487
135.C 24591 5. 172 127191 113203 240394
153.0 26149 5.414 141568 119814 261382
181.5 30478 5.359 163345 152911 316256
18C.0 30662 5. 598 171647 164500 336147
153.0 25619 5.632 144287 145C06 289293
120.0 20496 5. 800 11888C 129469 248349
106.5 18658 5.817 108539 118739 227278
39.0 6717 6. 844 45968 44312 90280
12.0 1962 7. 240 14204 13 877 2808 1
1866.0 319826 1656085 1477416 3133501
SUBC
65441
9330_0
680229
242842
825792
736562
1416569
1416568
5951GI
99055
30295
7041484
_V-75
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121GO
TIME PHASED EXPENC.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS IEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD CF WORK
1
05 AIR IITDUCTION SI/BSYS_R.M
0
DES IGN/ENGI NEERING
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
0-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
O-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
"O-I
_-2
Q-3
0-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
TOT
MPC
58
58
58
58
59 I734
59
59 25495
59
60 4C357
60
60 14408
63
61 23659
61
61 211C3
61
62 45021
62
62 44980
62
63 2527C
63
63 3183
63
64 4160
64
64
64
65
65
O5
AL 24937G
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL G _ A CUST
51_9 5lRq
5C93C 5_]93 C
132679 132679
IC38027 I03_027
95('377 181<_8 q61_485
550_88 IC4q6 561384
1226938 22689 1243627
_8059 I_547 10166C6
1722972 28920 1751892
1777804 29840 1807644
956518 15093 9775Li
391531 6546 393077
282804 6C18 28L_82 2
227278 4836 232114
90280 2409 92689
28081 749 2883C
10424355 165151 105895q6
IV-76
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK PRODUCTION
AIR IHDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
SU_C MPC
0-1 5_ 133S6 355
Q-2 50
Q-3 59 189018 5164
0-4 59
O-I 60 137266 8143
0-2 60
Q-3 60 43459 2578
0-4 60
0-1 61 151 199 4062
0-2 61
0-3 61 134883 3864
0-4 61
Q-1 62 297342 g450
0-2 62
0-3 62 2_8641 9482
0-4 62
O-1 63 395086 16776
0-2 63
0-3 63 145453 4674
0-4 63
Q-I 64 187092 25695
TOTAL 1993435 90243
SUB
TOTAL
13751
194182
145409
46 C3 7
155861
138747
306792
308123
411862
150127
212787
2083678
TOTAL
G & A CCST
13751
1941_2
2770 148 179
877 46914
2896 15,.9757
2578 141325
5150 311942
5172 313295
6886 418748
2510 152637
4528 217315
33367 2117045
IV-77
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRI L 1972
J
4-SY S TEM I
5- SU B SY S T E M 35 AIR II_)UC_ION SI/BSYST_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK TOCLING AND STE
SUB TOTAL
SU_C MPC TfJTAL G & A CCST
Q-I 59 341 9 35C 350
Q-2 5Q
Q-3 59 4E07 132 4999 4999
0-4 59
Q-I 6{) B549 210 3759 72 3831
O-2 60
Q-3 63 1274 75 1349 26 I375
O-4 O0
Q-I 61 4320 123 4443 _ 4526
0-2 61
O-3 61 3E60 II0 397.q 7_ 4044
Q-4 61
O-I 6_ 7C5C 224 72"74 122 7306
Q-2 6__
O-9 62 5790 IP3 5973 190 6_73
O-4 62
Q-I 63 3C I 31 Bl
O-2 63
Q-B 63 208 6 214 21_
O-4 63
O-I 64 115 15 13C 3 133
TOTAL 314C4 1388 32492 40 C 32 972
IV-78
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4- SYSTEM l
5- SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
AIR INDUCTION SUESYST_4
O-I 62
0-2 62
0-3 62
0-4 62
O-I 63
0-2 63
0-3 63
0-4 63
C_-I _,4
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
L ABOi_t LABOR LABOR BURDEN
HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
L ABOR *
BURD EN $ SUBC
9838
9801
7__413
38968
103488
235508
IV-79
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
_ASA CONTRACt" NASq-12100
TIME PHASE{] EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4- SYSTEM I
S- SUBSYSTEM 05
6-MAJ A SSY 0
SUBD OF WORK IEST/QC
AIR INDUC'_ON SUBSYSTEM
Q-I 6O
c,)-2 6O
Q-3 6O
,_-4 6O
9-1 61
0-2 61
_1-3 6l
_-4 61
_-I 62
Q-2 r-,?
Q-3 62
_-4 62
Q-I _3
_-2 63
C_-3 63
C)-4.63
_-I 64
TOTAL
MPC
SUB T OT At
TOTAL G & A COST
312 I C150 170 10320
311 I C112 169 I0281
31 17 76530 12 80 7 73 I0
IZS2 4(]220 671 40891
14213 LLT?OI 2504 120205
19205 254713 4704 259507
_v-8o
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE{) UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-7O
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-E
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-B
Q-4
Q-[
Q-2
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
O-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
O-I
Q-2
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 0
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
59 3.0 563
58
58 36.0 6170
58
59 49.5 8406
59
59 57.0 10159
59
60 16C.5 2?893
6O
60 211.5 3542?
60
6I 268.5 45876
61
61 I]5.0 24591
61
62 153.0 26149
62
62 181.5 30478
62
63 180.0 30662
63
63 153.0 2561q
65
64 120.0 20496
64
64 I06.5 18658
64
65 3q.O 6717
65
AIR INDUCTION S_SYSTEM
LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
4.668 262_ 2561 5189
4. 327 26699 74231 50930
4.35q 36638 28866 65504
4. 246 43 [36 36366 79502
4.558 127123 102668 229701
4. 6_C 16b80_ 127830 2Q3638
4.761 218424 153063 371487
5.172 127191 Ii_203 240394
5.414 141568 119814 261382
5.359 163345 152911 316250
5.598 171647 164500 ]36147
5.632 144287 145006 289203
5.800 11888C 129469 248349
5.817 I0853_ I18739 227278
6. 844 45968 44312 90280
_v-81
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPE_O.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRIL 1972
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
4-SYSTEM [
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 0
ON-SITE LAflCR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
12.0 1962
1866.0 31982_
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYS_M
7.24C
LABOR
DCLLARS
14204
1656085
PURCEN
DOLLARS
13877
14774t6
LABOR +
BURDEN $
2808 1
313_501
IV-82
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I2IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ AS SY 0
AIR INDUCTION SUBS¥ST_4
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS P,ATE DCLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $ SU_C
0-I 58 3.0 563 4.66R 2628 2561 5189
Q-2 58
0-3 58 36.0 6170 4. 327 26699 24231 50930
Q-4 58
Q-I 59 4q.5 8406 4.359 3663_ 28866 65504 79178
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 57.0 10159 4.246 43136 36366 79502 1126915
Q-4 59
Q-I 60 16C.5 27893 4.558 127123 102668 22979l 821044
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 211.5 35427 4.68C 165808 127830 293638 297575
Q-4 60
Q-I 61 268.5 45876 4.761 218424 153063 371487 981911
O-2 61
Q-3 61 135.0 24591 5.172 127191 I I_203 240394 875305
.Q-4 61
0-1 62 153.0 26149 5.414 141568 119814 261382 1730"799
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 181.5 30478 5.359 163345 152911 3 16256 1730800
0-4 62
O-I 63 |8C.0 30662 5.598 171647 164500 336147 |063630
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 153.0 25619 5.632 144287 145006 289293 283684
Q-4 63
Q-1 64 120.0 20496 5.800 118880 129469 248349 320990
0-2 64
Q-3 64 [06.5 18658 5.P17 I0853_ 118739 227278
Q-4 64
O-[ 65 39,0 6717 6.844 45968 44312 S0280
0-2 65
Q-3 65 12.0 1962 7.240 14204 13877 28081
TOTAL 1866.0 319826 1656085 1477416 3133501 9301831
_V-83
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_ UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NASg-12100
CORP.
TIMF PHASED EXPE_O,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM i
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY
AIR IIIDIX)TION SUB_BTI_
Q-I
g-2
Q-3
Q-I
O-2
0-3
Q-4
O-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
_)-I
Q-2
¢Q-3
Q-4
C-I
0-2
0-3
g-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
(Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
0-3
TOT
SUB
MPC TOTAL
58 E;18_
5_
5.q 50_3C
58
59 2Cq8 14o7_0
59
59 30"/91 123-/20_
59
60 48110 IC99545
60
60 17061 598274
6O
61 27844 1381242
61
61 25077 1140776
61
62 55007 2047188
62
62 54q56 2102012
62
63 _5164 I_449_I
63
63 9115 582C92
63
64 44C83 613422
64
64 22-(278
64
65 9C'780
65
65 28081
AL 3599C6 12795238
T{]TAL
G _ A COST
5189
5")93C
1467RC
12372r. 8
2095_ 112!)495
11399 509672
25668 1406glc
21 I')9 1161975
3_ _62 208155C
352_I 2137293
2415g 146910C
9727 59181_
13053 628475
4836 232114
240g 92689
749 2_830
203792 12999_30
IV-84
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SY S TEM 1
S-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
AIR INDUCTION GROUND TESTS
DES IGNI ENG INEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 4.677
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 3.935
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 3.113
TEST/QC
LABCR AT $ 3.115
MFG 81JRDEN A1 $ 3. 908
ENGR MATERIAL
MPC
WIND TUNNEL
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
TEST
/QC
HOURS
DOLLARS
310869
1454077
1223199
151065
470196
10036
31264
629614
546226
52977
L243178
326113
5975844
84534
6061378
TOTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
310869
1454077
1223199
151365
47019b
10036
31264
6296 14
54622O
52977
1243178
326113
5976844
84534
6061378
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-86 IV-86
IV-85
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONIRACI NAS9-12100
TiME
B-70
PHASED EXPEkD.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1'972
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD CF WORK IESIIQC
ON-S ITE tABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
Q-I 58 42.0 7153
Q-2 58
Q-3 58 166.5 26851
Q-4 5B
(_" 1 59 196.5 335)0
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 147.0 25743
0-4 59
0-I 60 301.5 52177
Q-2 60
O-3 60 237.0 3q923
O-4 60
O-I 61 199.5 34060
Q-2 61
O-3 61 144.0 26230
0-4 61
O-I 62 198.0 33725
0-2 62
0-3 62 117.(_ 19768
Q-4 62
O-1 63 61.5 10388
0-2 63
Q-3 63 3.0 3q2
Q-4 63
O-I 64 3.0 438
O-2 64
Q-3 64 50
0-4 64
Q-I 65 1.5 381
AIR IN--ON GROUND TESTS
LABUR LABCR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
4. 378 31314 32566
4. 152 111473 165090
4.176 130698 114973
4.1CI 105505 92521
4.521 235817 190853
4.596 183471 144184
4.677 1592P2 113589
5.072 133042 116q58
5.423 18289_ 152716
5.366 106C17 97031
5. 554 57691 54457
5. OCO 1966 2235
4.893 2143 2631
5.84 C 292 321
6. 992 2664 2512
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
63 860
218563
2 54671
198086
426730
327655
272862
259000
335615
263108
112148
4195
4774
613
5176
IV-B6
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEkD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
Q-I 66
DESIGN/ENGI NEERING
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 05 AIR INDUCTION GIROUIID TESTS
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD CF WORK TESIIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
TOTAL 1812,,0 310869
90 6. 989 629
1454077
59t
1223199
L22C
2677276
IV-87
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPENC.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SY S TEN
5-SUBSYSIEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
SHOP SUPPORT
1
05 AIR IIII_IC'_IOIIOIIOUIIDTESTS
06
TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR BEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE OCLLAR S DOLLARS
Q-1 5g T.5 1286 3.171 40T6 39_1
0-2 59
Q- 3 59 30
Q-4 59
Q--I 60 15o0 2592 3.029 7852 H502
Q-2 6O
Q-3 60 58.5 9713 3, 178 30804 31920
Q-4 60
Q--[ 61 49.5 8446 3.188 26925 28532
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 100,5 18172 2,995 5442E 6948 f_
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 279.0 47626 3. 148 149907 182945
Q-2 62
C)-3 62 142.5 23964 3.146 75385 10066I
0-4 62
0-I 63 76.5 13115 3. (392 40554 63831
Q-2 63
0-3 63 12S.0 21731 3. C43 66122 118105
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 10.5 1743 3°122 5441 9172
Q--2 64
Q-3 64 10.5 1741 3. 125 544C 9169
Q-4 64
Q-1 85 4.5 655 3.418 2239 2322
Q-2 65
0-3 65 1.5 262 3.42C 896 629
Q-4 65
Q-I 66 Ig 3.421 65 367
TOTAL 885°0 151065 470196 629614
LABOR +
BURDEN $
8019
30
16354
62784
55457
123916
332052
176046
104385
184227
14613
14609
4561
1525
432
1099810
iv_38
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
6-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
AIR INDUCTION GROUND TESTS
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DGLLARS DOLLARS
O-I 59
Q-2 5g
0-3 59
Q-4 5g
Q-I 60
(}-2 60
Q-3 60
0-4 60
Q-1 61
0-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-1 63
0-2 63
O-3 63
Q-4 63
O-I 66
Q-2 64
Q-3 64
O-4 64
0-'1 65
Q-2 65
0-3 65
2 2.000 4
34 3. 059 104
1.5 136 3.654 497
3.0 386 3. 187 1230
7.5 1267 2. 954 3743
15.0 2562 3. C74 7875
7.5 1174 3. 221 3182
10.5 1838 3. 077 5655
L3.5 2179 3. 132 6825
1.5 227 3.33g 758
1.5 227 3. 33g 758
3 8. 000 24
I 9. OOO 9
61,5 lO0-a6 31264TOTAL
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
4
104
497
1230
3743
7875
3782
5655
6825
758
758
24
9
31264
IV-B9
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREE UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
AIR INDUCTION GRGUND TESTS
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
G-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
C)-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷ ENG_ _,
MONTHS HUURS EATE DGLLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $ MAIL
58 42.0 715B 4.378 313L4 32546 63860
58
5B I6C.5 2685I 4.152 III473 I_5C90 216563
5Q
59 204.0 34788 4. 133 14378C I18'914 262694 '*28
59
59 147.0 25743 4, tOl 105565 °,2551 I98116
59
60 316.5 548C3 4-44(9 243833 199355 443188 18(9
60
60 297.0 49772 4. 316 2|4832 176104 590936 13102
60
61 252.0 42892 4.370 187437 |42112 329549 52777
61
61 252.0 4566(9 4. 187 191213 186446 377659 103089
61
62 492.0 83913 4.06C 3406@ I 335661 676342 164090
62
6:2 267.0 44906 4. 125 185244 197692 382'936 72663
62
63 148.5 25341 4. IOC I0390G 118288 222188 7203'9
63
63 145.5 24302 3.082 7490/' 120340 195247 26249
63
64 | 5.0 2408 3. 464 8342 11803 20 145 223_6
64
64 1 2.0 2018 3.2[6 649(] 9490 15980 22310
64
65 6.0 I0_9 4. 742 4927 4834 9761 -2174
65
65 I. 5 353 4. 346 1534 1220 2154 - _7G
IV-90
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12LO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM I
S-SUBSYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
AIR INDUCTION GROUND TESTS
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
27SB.5
19
471S7C
3.42I
LABOR
DOLLARS
BURDEN
DULLARS
LABOR 4,
BURDEN $
432
38C8350
ENGR
MATL
iv-91
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CGRP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121GO
TIME
8-70
PHASED EXPENO.
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL I972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
AIR INDUCTION GROUND TESTS
W IND [JTHE R TOTAL SUB
MPC TUNNEL COST O/C $ T_]TAL G F. A
O-I 5,q 17037 17037 808q?
Q-2 58
Q-3 58 11C_70 I[0870 327433
0-4 5_
0-1 59 36 177104 177 lt._ 4 44C 262
0-2 59
(Q-3 59 201828 201._2e 3_q:,44
_)-4 59
0-I 6C 24 182582 Ig/5,32 625&R3 II927
O-2 6O
Q-3 6C 1723 165266 16')2o 6 5 11G27 lOE,93
Q-4 6O
O-I 6[ 448C 133435 13343£ 5dO2ZI _667
G-? 61
(_--3 61 8711 996=_5 45/4 I062C_ 593t6_ IIC32
0-4 61
(_-I 62 12gBC 04343 39674 [04C17 957379 16070
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 5726 36245 92708 122953 584278 9807
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 7C96 31133 8418 39551 340874 5699
0-2 63
O-3 63 2586 2_69_ 180669 210368 434430 7264
C-4 63
Q-I 64 2387 I 24 25 44953 q57
Q-2 64
0-3 64 8116 -I 23 22 46428 088
_-4 64
0-I 65 -656 I 3C 3I 6§68 186
Q-2 65
Q--3 65 -155 12 12 [741 46
T(_TA L
C(_S T
80B97
327433
44C26;
_oq44
63791C
581 _)C7
529q88
6).47_JC
973449
594_85
346573
441694
45gi0
47416
7L54
1787
IV-92
'%LII_TH AMERICAN RGCKWELL COPP.
.SPACE DIVISION
t-'ATA PPEPAREC UNDER
N_,SA CONlP,_C7 NAS_'-12100
C_ST BI4E AK.F)C_ hS
t_-Tn. AIRCRAFT STUCY
AP _,II L 1972
_- SY S TE:"I I
5-SU_ SYSTE,_ 05
,_I_ I NJ]UCTIUN SUt'_SY ST _M
DCS IL_I..lL!_G li'_EE R.I NG
LABC_ -1 AT $ _ ,,,,-53!
L'_IL;;.,:_,UI_,OEN AT '_ 4.2,_2
SH[_P SUP Pi3R T
LABF_R AT ..I, _.II_
I_ST/CC
LA8['_ AT $ 3.1l'i
_G. BURDEN AT _,
[NGF MATERIAL
Si_i',.iu NTR # C T
_HC
C THE- i-' COST
T',:TA L COST
DES I C-_
16 N(" ::>
HuU!-_ 3
O(3LL ARS
3lg826
1.65o;_j5
147741u
1059'-_506
PF_CP
P,OU_ S
I.)CIL._RS
TOOLING
AND STE
HE;fIRS
OtJL LA R,,S
?117045 32_72
TCSI
H3URS
OCLL -_i_,'3
31086_
1454(_; 77
I 2 P_31 !) ':_
151C65
47¢I_0
IOC36
i_12h4
23550 ;
721P -"
12431 l@
326113
6_23_5
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-96 IV-IO0 IV-IOI IV-I02
ORIGINal- PAGE !_
IV-9_.
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NASg-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 05
6-MAJ ASSY 06
AIR INDUCTION GROUND TESTS
TOTAL
WIND OTHER TOTAL SUB
MPC TUNNEL COST OIC $ TOTAL
-13
52q77 1243178
1
326113
G & A
TOTAL
COST
369
6061378
IV-93
NGRTH AMERICAN R_CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PPEPARtD UNDEP
NASA CONTRACT NASg-IZIUO
CE:ST BREAKDCWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1_72
4-SYS TE,_ I
5-SUBSYSTEM 05
aIR INDUCTICN SUBSYSTEM
OcSl GK/_NG IiWE_W"[ NG
L A '3CR AT $ ",.'c3 ]
E._u_ BURDEN AT $ 4.2_;2
S_4(JP SUPPDRT
LA _ F.R AT $ _.113
T_;ST / QC
LA_q_ AT $ _.II '_
WFG BU_DEJ'_ AT $
[_,IG3 MATERIAL
SiJB(. ONT _'.AC T
MPC
WIND TUNNEL
CTHER COST
SOB-TOTAL
G_N & ADMIN
I_ITAL COST
ICTSL
HCURS
OCLLA'_S
_-39695
31101_2
,?.7CO:, 15
151665
47 0 ! ':?t-:
I '3C36
B12"_4
02q _14
540"_Z,.6
93C1_31
4128P3
1243178
326113
18Y720_2
2:_8_2e
1_,Co04d6
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-II2
IV-95
NF]RTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA C_]NTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT S[UDY
APRIL I_)72
0-i
O- 2
f_-3
9-1
9-2
Q-3
(J-4
Q-2
0-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
_-I
9-2
_j-3
0-4
0-2
0-3
_-4
0-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
0--'1
'L_-2
4-SYSIEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SIIBD CF WORK
DES ION/ENGINEERING
I
05 AIR IRDUCTION Sb-BSYST_(
DESIGNIFNGINFERING
0_'_-S ITE L_BOP
MAN- L#BCR LAE']R LA_=I;v i3UR LEN LAEOC +
MO,X'THS HUURS RATE DOLLARS U_LL ARS BURDEN $
5_I 3.C 5c3 4,66_I 202 : 2561 6189
5_
5 _. 3_-.0 617C 4. 527 266'3% 242.;I 5,393C
5_
59 49.5 /_z_q_ 4.35 c_ 3663 _ 2_865 65504
5_
69 5 7. 'S li" 159 4.2_ 6 4 _%1._ 6 36 _6!, 795,0 2_
5'-_
6". 16C,5 2789_ 4.55_ 127123 I :_2_6,_ 22_7g1
6 i)
6,) 2I 1.5 _.547 T 4.6_C 165_0 R 1278_0 293638
60
61 26_.5 4_37e 4.761 21B424 15_3 57i4S7
6.1
61 12_.C 245_I 5.172 127191 1132)3 240394
61
62 157.0 2614 c b. 414 141508 Ii_14 261382
67
6? I_1.5 3_478 5. 359 I0_Z45 152_II _16256
62
03 18C.¢ _ 306_,2 5.598 171647 164577 _36147
63
;,9 153.0 25¢19 5.637 1442_7 145C)6 289293
e3
64 120.0 2_4G6 5.8]C 11:_38C 1294h9 _4_349
o4
64 106o5 I }'0_,[i 5.S17 10653 c [[8739 227278
64
65 3g.C 6717 6. R44 %_q6 _ 44__12 90280
65
1V-96
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1977
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSIEM
SUBD OF WORK
MAN-
MONTHS
12.0
I866.C
DES IGNIENGINEERING
1
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM05
DES ION/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
LAROR LABUR LABOR
H|]UR S RATE DCLLARS
1962 7.24(3 142_4
319826 1656085
6URDEN
DOLLARS
13 877
1477416
LABOR +
BURDEN $
28O81
3133501
_v-97
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
IIME PHASED EXPEMD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
S-SUBSYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I AIR II_L'TION SUBSYSTEM
05
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
MAN- LABDR LABGR LABOR BURDEN LABCR ÷
MONTHS HOUPS RATE O[_LLAR S DULL ARS BURDEN $ 5U_C
Q--I 58 3.0 563 4.668 26_B 2561 5189
Q-2 5_
0-3 58 36.C 617C 4. 327 2639(_ 24231 50930
Q-4 58
0-I 59 49.5 8406 4. 359 36638 2_e66 65504 65441
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 57.0 10159 4. 246 23136 36_56 79502 g330_0
Q-4 59
Q-1 60 160.5 27893 4°558 127123 1C7668 229791 68C229
U--2 60
Q--3 60 211.5 35427 4.680 16580_ 127R30 293638 242 _* 2
0--4 60
Q--I 61 268.5 45876 4. 761 219424 155063 371487 _25797
_F-2 61
Q--3 6] 135.0 24591 5.172 127191 113203 240394 736562
0--4 61
Q--I 62 153o0 2614(_ 5.414 14156_ 119814 261382 14165bq
0-2 62
Q-3 62 181.5 36478 5.359 163345 152_II 316256 1416568
0-4 62
Q-i 63 IgO.C _0662 5.5w8 171647 164500 336147 595101
0-2 63
0-3 63 153.0 25619 5.632 144287 145006 289293 99055
0-4 63
O--I 64 120.0 2C496 5.80C Ii c388C 129469 248349 30295
0-2 64
0-3 64 106.5 18658 5.817 I0d53g 118739 227278
O-4 64
Q--I 65 39.0 _717 6. _44 45968 44312 90230
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 12.0 1962 7.24C 14204 |_877 28081
TOTAL 1866.0 319S26 1656985 1477416 3133501 7041494
IV-98
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
ze-SYSIEM
S-SUBSYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
1 AIR II_TIO_ 8LI_¥STI_W
05
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
e-I 58
0-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-6 58
Q-I 59
0-2 59
0-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-I 6D
Q-2 60
0--3 60
Q-4 60
Q-I 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
0-1 62
Q-2 62
0-3 62
(_-6 62
O-1 63
0-2 63
Q-3 63
0-4 63
0--1 64
Q-Z 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
Q-I 65
Q-2 65
0-3 65
TOT AL
SUB TOTAL
MPC TOTAL G E A CGST
518q 5189
5C930 5993C
1734 132679 132O79
25495 I038C27 IC38027
40357 950377 18108 96@485
166C8 550888 I049_ _61384
23659 1220938 226_9 1243627
21163 5S_C59 18547 I016606
45021 1722972 2892e 1751892
44980 1777804 2934S 1807644
25276 956518 15993 972511
3183 391531 6540 399077
4166 28_804 6018 2_8822
227278 4_36 232114
W0280 2409 9268(3
28081 749 28830
269370 16426355 165151 10589506
IV-99
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhO.
5-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 197?
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
SUBD OF WORK PRODUCTION
AIR IRDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
SUBC MPC
0-1 5g 133_6 355
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 189018 5164
O-4 59
O-I 69 137266 8143
0-2 60
0-3 60 43459 2578
0-4 oO
O-I 61 1517gg 4062
O-2 61
O-3 61 134883 3304
0-4 61
0-I 62 297342 9450
0-2 62
Q--3 62 298641 9482
O-4 62
0-1 63 3 g5 C _',6 16775
0--2 63
0-3 63 145453 4674
0-4 63
Q--I 64 187C92 256:;5
TOTAL 1993425 90243
SUB
TOT.AL G & A
13751
1941_2
145409 2770
46C37 q77
155861 _89_
13_747 257e
306792 515_
3081_)3 5172
411S62 6885
150127 25[C
212 1_7 4528
2C83678 33367
TOTAL
CCST
13751
194182
145179
46914
15,_ 757
141725
311942
313295
418748
152637
217315
2117045
IV-lO0
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEKD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
AIR INDUCTION Sb3SYSTD45-SUB SYSTEM 05
SUBD OF WORK TOOLING AND STF
SUB TOTAL
SUBC MPC TOTAL G & A CCST
Q-I 59 341 9 350 350
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 4867 132 4999 #,999
O-6 59
Q-1 60 3569 210 3/59 72 3831
Q-2 60
0-3 60 1274 75 1349 26 1375
(_-4 60
O--I 61 4320 123 4443 83 452(5
O-2 61
Q-3 61 386C II0 3970 74 4044
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 7050 224 7274 122 7390
0-2 62
Q-3 62 579C 183 5973 I00 6073
Q-4 62
Q- 1 63 30 1 31 31
0-2 63
O-3 63 208 6 214 214
Q-4 63
O-I 64 115 15 130 3 133
TOTAL 31404 1 088 32492 480 32972
IV-IOI
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-!2100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEhD.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL I_77
OES IGN/ENGI NEERING
4-SYSTEM i
S-SUB SYSTEM 05
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
DN-SITE
MAN- LAB[)R
MONTHS HOURS
O-1 58 42.0 7153
Q-2 58
0-3 58 16G.5 26851
Q-4 58
_Q-I 59 196._ 3"5500
O-2 59
O-3 59 147.0 25743
0-4 59
0--[ 60 301.5 52177
0-2 60
Q-3 60 237.0 3v923
Q-4 60
Q-I 61 [99.5 34q00
U-2 61
O-3 61 144.0 ?6230
O-4 61
O-L 62 198.C 33725
0-2 62
O-3 62 I17.C 19768
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 61.5 10388
0-2 63
Q-3 63 3.0 392
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 3.0 43_
0-2 64
0-3 64 50
0-4 64
Q-I 65 1.5 381
0-2 65
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYST_
LABOR
LABOR
RATE
4. 378
4. 152
4.17G
4. I01
4.521
4. 596
4. 677
5.072
5.42.3
5. 366
5.554
5. OOC
4. 803
5.84C
6.092
LABUR
DCLLARS
31314
11[473
13969S
I0_565
235877
18_471
159282
13_042
18ZB9_
106077
57691
196C
2143
292
2664
BURDEN
DOLLARS
52546
I05C90
114_13
92521
190853
144184
1135_0
116_58
152716
97O31
S4457
2235
2631
32[
2512
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
63860
2 bS 56 3
254671
19808o
42673 O
327655
272862
2500G0
_35615
2031(]8
112148
4195
4774
613
5176
IV-IO_
-d
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
_,-SYS TEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 05 AIR IIW'OUC'_IONSUI_ST]_(
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABO'R
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
O-3 65
Q-4 65
(,_1 66
90 6. c_89 629
TOTAL 1812,0 310809 1454077
BURCEN
DOLLARS
591
L223199
LABOR +
BURDEN $
122C
2677276
iv-].D3
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhO,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRI L lq72
SHOP SUPPGRT
4-SYS TEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 05
SUBD [F WORK TEST/QC
AIR INDUOTION SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITF LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
LAB_R
DCLLARS
407e
7852
2692_
54"I?
149967
753_5
405va
66122
5441
544C
7239
8£6
65
4701_6
Q-I 59 7.5 12RO 3.171
0-2 59
0-3 59
0-4 59
O-I 60 15.0 2_92 3.C29
O-2 6q
Q-3 60 58.5 9713 3. [78
0-4 60
Q-I 61 49.5 8446 3. liJ8
0-2 61
O-3 61 100.5 1_172 2. _°5
O-4 61
Q-I 62 279.0 4/626 3. 148
0-2 62
Q--_ 62 142.5 23964 3. 146
O-4 6?
O-I 63 76.5 13115 3.092
0-2 63
O-3 63 129.n 21731 3.643
Q-4 63
O--I 64 10,5 1743 3. 122
Q-2 64
_)-3 64 10.5 1741 3.125
O-4 64
O-I 85 4.5 655 3.418
O-2 65
Q-3 65 1.5 262 3.420
O-4 65
O-I 66 19 3.421
TOTAL 885. G 15].065
BURCSN
DCLLARS
3941
3C
8502
3197_9
28532
6q,488
182945
I CO 661
6_8_i
I 1£ I_5
9172
_169
2322
629
367
629614
LABOR +
_URDEN $
8019
30
10354
62784
5_5457
1239] 6
532852
17604o
1C4385
184227
14613
14609
456 1
1525
432
1099810
IV-f04
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TEST/QC
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEN 05
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
AIR INDUC_'ION SUBSYS_
ON-SITE LABOR
NAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
NONTHS HOURS F,ATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
O-1 59
0-2 59
0-3 59
O-4 59
0--1 60
0-2 60
O-B 60
0-4 60
O-I 61
0-2 61
Q-3 61
0-6 61
0-1 62
Q-2 62
O-3 62
0-4 62
Q-1 63
O-2 63
O-3 63
0-4 63
0-1 64
0-2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
0-1 65
0-2 65
0-3 65
2 2. 000 4
34 3. 059 104
1.5 136 3.654 497
3.C 386 3. 187 123C
7.5 1267 2. q%4 3743
15.0 2562 3.074 7875
7.5 1174 3.22 1 3782
10.5 1838 3.077 5655
1 3.5 2179 3. 132 6825
1.5 227 3. 339 756
1.5 227 3. 339 75_
3 8. 000 24
1 9. 000 9
61.5 10036 31264TOTAL
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
4
104
497
1230
3763
7875
3782
5655
6825
758
758
24
9
31264
IV-lOS
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
SURD GF WORK TEST/OC
AIR INDUCTION SI/BSYSTI_
O-i
Q-2
(Q-3
Q-4
O-I
0-2
9-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-?
Q-3
O-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
g-4
Q-1
0-2
O-3
Q-4
C}-I
0-2
O-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR + ENGR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS 9CLL ARS BURDEN $ MAIL
5,..3 42.0 7153 4. 378 31314 32546 63860
5_'?,
53 16C.5 26851 4.152 111473 IC5090 216563
58
59 20_.0 34788 4. ]33 14379C ll_q14 262694 %28
59
59 147.C 25743 4. I01 105505 92551 19811e
5g
60 316.5 54803 4.449 243_3_ 109355 44318_ LOg
60
60 297.0 49772 4.3[6 2148q2 1761)4 3g0c;36 ]BIC260
61 252.C 42892 4.370 I87437 142_112 329549 5?777
61
61 252.0 45669 4.157 101213 186440 377659 I030_9
61
62 492.0 83913 4.060 34)631 335661 670342 164090
62
6? 267.0 44906 4. 125 185244 197692 382936 7Z063
62
63 148.5 25341 4. 100 I0390C IIS?_S 222188 72039
63
63 145.5 243!32 -_.082 74g_]7 IZO 340 195247 26249
63
64 I 5o0 2408 3. 464 $342 11803 20145 22596
64
64 12.0 2018 3.216 649C 9490 15980 22310
64
65 6.0 1039 4. T42 4927 4834 976 1 -2174
65
65 1.5 353 4. 346 1534 !22 _ 2754 -870
65
iv-zo6
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL COPP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121GO
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 05
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
Q-I 66
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
2758.5
LABOR
HOURS
Ig
471970
LABOR
RATE
3.421
LABi]R
DOLLARS
65
1955537
BURDEN
DCLLARS
367
1852813
LABOR +
BURDEN $
432
3808350
ENGR
HATL
-62
546226
IV-lOT
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SU8 SYSTEM 05
SUBO GF WORK TESTIQC
AIR INDUCTION SUESYST_4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
O-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
O-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
{)-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-1
0-2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
58
58
5.9
58
59
59
5q
59
60
60
60
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
66
65
65
65
65
TOTAL
SUBC MATERIAL
q838
98'71
73413
38£68
103_88
W INO OTHER TOTAL SUB
MPC TUNNEL CL_ST OIC $ TUT :_L
I703 7 17037 9CP_g7
110870 I10870 3274_3
428 36 177104 177104 44(_262
2,11826 201828 3qq944
199 24 182582 182582 625053
13102 1723 16526e 105266 5710)_7
52777 z_4bC 133435 133435 520221
103039 8711 99035 4574 104209 593668
173928 13242 64343 3_674 104017 q675zg
82464 6037 30245 92703 122953 5943')0
145452 10213 31133 8418 39551 417404,
65217 3838 296£g 180649 210368 q1465C
125884 16600 1 24 25 162654
22310 8116 -I 23 22 4642 8
-2174 -65C 1 3_ 31 6968
-870 -155 12 12 1741
TV-I08
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
SUBD OF WOPK TESTIQ_
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
TOTAL
SUEC MATERIAL
-62
2355C8 781734
WINE OTHER TOTAL SUB
MPC TUNNEL CGST O/C $ TOTAL
-13 I I 3_8
72182 1243178 326113 1569291 6231557
iv-;.o9
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASO-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL [O72
4-SYSTEM i
5-SUB SYSTEM (35
SUBD CF WORK TESTIQC
AIR INDUCTION SUESYST_4
TOTAL
G & A COST
Q-I 5_ _8__ 7
0-2 5R
0-3 5g "327433
Q-4 58
(Q-1 59 440282
Q--2 59
0--3 59 3_9_44
0--4 59
Q--I 60 12097 ,63Be90
Q-2 6,'2
Q-3 60 I104g 5C2C76
0-4 60
O-I 61 19947 53[168
0-2 61
Q-3 61 I17C3 _05371
0-40l
Q-I 62 185/4 9861C3
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 _807 6C4197
0-4 62
Q-I 63 56_ 423103
0-2 03
Q--3 62t 7264 _81(_14
0-4 6B
0-I 64 957 163611
0-2 64
Q-3 64 _88 47416
0-4 64
0-I 65 I_6 7154
0-2 65
Q-3 65 46 1737
0-4 65
IV-llO
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TINE PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SYSTEM 1
.5-SU8 SYSTEN 05
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
AIR I_DUCTION SUBSYSTEM
TOTAL
G & A COST
11 369
89328 6320885
IV-Ill
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWFLL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDFR
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL ]q72
j
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
O-6
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
O-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-6
O-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-1
0-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-[
0-2
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
6-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LA80R LABCR BUR CEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS PATE DCLLAR S DOLLARS _URDEN $
5R 46.5 7716 4.3qq 33942 35107 69049
5_
5R 106.5 33021 6. 186 138172 129321 261493
5A
59 246.0 61q06 4.208 176336 163839 32'3175
5q
59 204.0 35_02 4. 142 14_701 128 @.q7 277588
59
60 462.C @0070 4. 536 363COC 29_521 656521
60
60 448.5 7535C 4. 635 369275 2720.14 621293
6_
6I 668.C 79936 4. 725 .3777C6 2666+,3 644349
61
61 ?8C.5 50821 5.121 26023 _ 230101 490_94
61
62 351.0 59874 5. 419 32<_467 272530 596997
62
62 298.5 50246 5. 302 269422 249942 519364
62
63 260.0 61C5C 5.587 22933@ 218957 46R?95
63
63 154.5 26011 5.623 146247 I6724[ 2936@8
63
64 123.C 20936 5.781 121023 132100 253123
64
64 [06.5 18708 5.817 108831 119060 227891
64
65 40 .5 7006 6.852 48632 46824 95456
65
IV-ll2
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP,
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREDUNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASq-12100
TIME
B-IO
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRIL lqT_
Q-3 65
O-4 65
0-1 66
DES [GN/ENGI NEE_ ING
4-SYS TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURC_N
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DCLL_RS
LABOR +
BURDEN $
12,0 2052 7.229 14833 I_468 29301
3110162 2700615TOTAL 3678.C 630695 5810777
ZV-ll3
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-[2IO0
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPC"R T
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSIEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
,MAN- LAB(JR LABOR LABCR BURDFN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS OOLLARS
0-1 5o 7.5 12_6 3.171 407_ 39'¢1
Q-2 59
0-3 59 30
0-4 5q
Q-I 60 15.'3 2592 3.029 7852 85q2
0-2 60
0-3 60 58.5 C_Tl 3 3. 178 30864 31920
_-4 6O
0-I 61 4_.5 8446 3. 188 2692_ 28532
0-2 61
0-3 61 IOC.5 I_172 ?.QQ5 54428 69488
O-4 61
£)-I 62 279.0 4767(: 3. 14_ 149907 L82545
0-2 62
O-3 62 142.5 23964 3. 146 75"_85 1P0661
O-4 62
O-i 63 76.5 13115 3.C_2 40554 6383l
_-2 63
0-3 63 129.0 21731 3.043 66122 IL8105
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 16.5 1743 3. 122 5441 q172
0-2 64
0-3 64 10.5 1741 3.125 544C 91 _'-_
0-4 64
O-I 65 4.5 655 3.41_ 223q 2372
0-2 65
O-3 65 1.5 262 3.426 896 629
0-4 65
Q-I 66 19 3.421 65 367
TOTAL 885.0 151065 47C196 629614
LABOR +
BURDEN $
H019
3O
16354
62784
55457
123916
332852
176n46
104385
184227
14613
14609
4561
1525
432
1099810
IV-llh
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASq-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL [972
TESTIQC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
O-I 59 2
O-2 5c)
0-3 59
0-4 59
O-I O0 3_
Q-2 60
0-3 60 1.5 136
Q-4 60
O-I 61 3.0 386
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 7.5 1267
Q-4 61
0-1 62 15.0 2562
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 7.5 1174
Q-4 62
O-I 63 10.5 1838
Q-2 63
0-3 63 13.5 217g
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 1.5 227
Q-2 64
_)-3 64 1.5 227
Q-4 64
Q-I 65 3
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 I
TOTAL 6 I. 5 10036
2. 000
3. 059
3. 654
3. 187
2.054
3.074
3.221
3. C77
3. 132
3.33 Q
3. 339
8. COC
9. CO0
LABCR
DOLLARS
104
497
123C
3743
7875
5655
6825
75_
758
24
31264
BURCEN
DCLLARS
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
4
104
497
1230
3743
7875
3782
5655
6825
758
758
24
0
31264
IV-l15
NORTH AMERICAN RI]CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRI_CT NASg-12100
TIME
B-7C
PHASFD EXPE_C.
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
MAN- LASOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RAT E
5R 46.5 7716 4. 309
58
5_ 196.5 33021 4.194
5_
59 253.5 43194 4. 177
59
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
FLIGHT CONTROL WBS CODE: i. 6
The B-70 control surfaces, developed to provide long-range supersonic
cruise capability, featured a thin low aspect ratio delta-wing with folding
tips, elevon surfaces for combined pitch-roll maneuvering, twin vertical
stabilizers with rudders, and a movable canard-type horizontal stabilizer
with trailing edge flaps. Exhibit i, page IV-131, presents the various
aerodynamic surfaces of the B-70 used for control of the air vehicle. The
folding wing tips (three positions) offered the advantages of providing
satisfactory directional stability without the necessity of using large
vertical stabilizers and resulted in less drag and lower control power
requirements. As discussed under Wing Structures (WBS 1.1.2), the
folding wing tips also minimized supersonic speed trim drag due to reduced
longitudinal stability caused by the forward shift in the aerodynamic
load centroid.
The elevon% which consisted of six segmented surfaces on each wing,
provided pitch control through syeDetrical movement and roll control through
differential movement. The elevons were segmented to minimize the effects
of wing spanwise bending with the two outboard segments (wing fold portion)
returned to neutral when the tips were folded. Exhibit 2, page IV-132,
presents an elevon compartment showing three elevon segments. The yaw
control was provided by twin canted-hinge rudders that were actuated in
unison. The twin rudder configuration was chosen over a conventional
design due to an overall system weight savings. Flaps were provided on
the canard type horizontal stabilizer for use during takeoffs and landings.
As discussed under Horizontal Stabilizer Structures (WBS i.I.i), the
nose-up pitching moment of the horizontal stabilizer flaps was balanced
by positive lift and the nose-down movement of the elevons resulted in
increased overall lift for a given attitude. This phenomenon reduced
the angle-of-attack (relatively) for landing approaches and increased the
visibility.
The selection of the systems for the control of the B-70 aerodynamics
surfaces was based largely upon specific airframe and aerodynamic
characteristics. The aerodynamic characteristics indicated the functions
which had to be provided by the control system to obtain optimum flying
qualities while the airframe dictated the methods of accomplishing the
function. The dynamic stability, surface effectiveness, and speed stability
were the aerodynamic characteristics which influenced selection while air
vehicle length, flexibility, and surface configuration were airframe
characteristics which had to be considered. In addition, the air vehicle
mission, as related to vulnerability, survivability, and pilot work load,
also influenced the selection of control systems.
The unaugmented damping and response characteristics of the B-70 were
adequate to perform the mission. However, in the pitch axis, both pitch
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rate and normal acceleration were sensed and surfaces moved accordingly to
improve the dynamic longitudinal stability. In roll and yaw axes, roll
rate and yaw rate only were sensed to generate damping signals. In
addition, altitude scheduling was used in the pitch and yaw axes to
compensate for variations in damping.
The forward horizontal stabilizer was simultaneously operated with the
elevons for pitch control to provide essentially a constant effectivity
over the entire speed range. The forward horizontal stabilizer effectivity
increased in the high speed range and compensated for the deterioration
in elevon effectivity. Conversely, during low speed flight, elevon
effectiveness compensated for the deterioration in the canard effectivity.
In roll, the pilot wheel force and roll rate were combined to obtain a roll
rate command loop while in the yaw axis, pedal-to-surface gearing was
modified by the landing gear position to compensate for the variation in
rudder effectiveness. Large pitch and roll surface movements were utilized
to provide damping and control sensitivity compensation. Since the
hardover failure of a large authority servowas unsafe, the holding
capability of dual tandem actuators under failure conditions were utilized
to provide safety. In yaw, limited authority servos provided satisfactory
performance and fail safety over the flight range. The flight control
systems were designed to have sufficiently fine resolution and small
amplitude controllability to provide adequate control at high effectiveness
flight conditions encountered during the B-70 mission.
The extreme length of the B-70 necessitated special design features in the
flight control systems. For minimum friction felt by the pilot and minimum
freeplay by the differential servo operating loop, master cylinders were
provided in the pitch and roll control systems. The master cylinder also
provided a ground point for augmentation inputs. The B-70 flexibility was
another factor in the design of the flight control. The cable routing and
effective system balance were designed tominimize the induced surface
motions due to fuselage vibration and flextures. Surface actuators and
augmentation servos were selected with natural frequencies and maximum
rates which would not excite fuselage natural modes of oscillation.
Augmentation sensors were located at a point along the fuselage where
the combined fuselage bending and air vehicle motions experienced by the
sensors resulted in optimum damping. The selection of gains and provisions
of adequate filtering were required to insure stability of the higher order
flexible modes.
The Flight Control Subsystem of the B-70 consisted of the Primary, Secondary,
and Flight Augmentation Control Systems. The Primary Flight Control System
(PFCS) was the mechanical and hydromechanical connection from the pilot's
control to the control surfaces. The Secondary Flight Control System (SFCS)
was the pitch, roll, and yaw trim control, the flap control, and the wing
folding control. The Flight Augmentation Control System (FACS) was the
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electronic system containing air vehicle response sensors and hydrcmechanical
servos which, operating through the PFCS, provided augmentation and damping
functions to the air vehicle. Each of these systems are discussed in
subsequent paragraphs as identified by the WBS.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYST_4: FLIGHT CONTROL
MAJOR ASS_4BLY: PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
WBS CODE: 1.6
WBS CODE: 1.6.1
The Primary Flight Control System (PFCS) consisted of mechanical and hydro-
mechanical components extending from the pilot's controls to and including
the hydraulic actuators which powered the aerodynamic surfaces. The PFCS
also incorporated provisions for receiving inputs from the Flight Augmentation
Control System (FACS) servocylinders and for displacement of the neutral
(zero force) position by the Secondary Flight Control System (SFCS). Full
control of the air vehicle throughout its entire flight envelope was provided
placing no restrictions on the air vehicle with respect to allowable or
attainable limits of altitude, speed, range, rate of climb, normal acceleration,
and environment operating conditions.
The PFCS pitch and roll control components consisted essentially of inter-
connected control columns and associated wheels, feel system, cable system,
mechanical mixer, pitch and roll master cylinders, horizontal stabilizer
surface actuators, elevon surface actuators, override bungees, and an elevon
control fold mechanism. The control column and wheel for the pilot and
copilot were interconnected and moved in unison. The wheel was a twin-grip,
two-spoke, cast magnesium structure. Integrally attached to the wheel was
a rotary transmitter, two push button switches, a rocker arm switch, and
internal wiring. A special pilot's control wheel was provided for flight
testing purposes and contained, in addition to the above, an instrumentation
record switch, event marker, and force measuring instrumentation for pitch
and roll. The control wheel sttached to the control column by means of a
shaft which was in turn connected to a lower offset control column shaft by
means of a gear drive. A ball bearing assembly arrangement within the
control column permitted linear movement of the control column shaft and
transmitted rotary motion of the control column shaft. Each control column
had its individual column stowage mechanism. Stowage was accomplished either
manually or automatically and the mechanism consisted of a locking device, a
manual plunger integral with the column support assembly, a thruster and an
engagement mechanism. Exhibit 3_ page IV-139, and Exhibit 47 page IV-140_
present views of the cockpit showing the control columns and wheels.
In the pitch system, artificial feel was provided by a dynamic pressure
bellows with contribution toward feel from an overcenter spring, a hydraulic
damper, and a bobweight. In the roll system, artificial feel was provided
by a single-acting overcenter, compression spring type feel bungee. The
artificial feel for the yaw system was provided by a double-acting spring
type feel bungee.
The cables used throughout the pitch and roll systems were steel clad
(stainless steel tubing swaged over stainless steel cable) with the exception
of the cross ship cables between the horizontal stabilizer actuators, which
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were bare stainless steel flexible cables. At approximately ten foot
intervals in the forward cable system, each control cable was supported by a
three-roller carriage running in a limited length cylindrical tube. Six
such cylindrical tubes were in turn commonly affixed to a guided carriage
which could be wlthdrawn from the aft end of the integral control tunnel
that extended through the fuel cells. Spaced equally between the cable
supports in the forward cable system were control cable fairleads affixed
to each of nine guided carriages. Forward of the control tunnel the cable
fairleads were interspaced between the supports and seals. The cable seal
was a round shaft positioned within a cylindrical spacer with a minimum of
radial clearance. The close dimensionally controlled radial clearance
between the shaft and the spacer resulted in a controlled leakage through
the seals. The cable tension regulator consisted of three separate four-bar
parallelogram linkages supported by an idler bell crank. Primary flight
commands were transmitted through each respective parallelogram linkage;
cable tension regulation provided by compression bungees was transmitted
through the rotatable idler bell crank.
The mechanical mixer was a four-bar parallelogram linkage supported by an
idler bell crank. Roll commands were transmitted through the parallelogram
linkage while the pitch commands were transmitted through the idler bell
crank. The pitch and roll master cylinders were of the stationary, dual
tandem, hydraulically unbalanced type supplied simultaneously by primary
hydraulic systems No. i and No. 2. The dual servo valve was mounted on
the cylinder and was controlled by an external follow-up linkage. The
horizontal stabilizer actuators were of the dual tandem, unbalanced type
controlled by an external follow-up linkage. Exhibit 5, page IV-141
presents a view showing part of the mixer Bay.
Each elevon segment was actuated by two single system hydraulically balanced
actuators. Power to one actuator per segment was supplied by primary
hydraulic system No. i while the other actuator was supplied by primary
hydraulic system No. 2. The inboard elevon segment actuators in each wing
received inputs from the pitch and roll control systems. The actuators of
the remaining elevon segments were controlled from the output side of the
outboard actuator of the inboard elevon segment. Each actuator had a single
servo valve and was controlled by an external follow-up linkage. The
actuator valves were linked together through the input control linkage so
that simultaneous movement of all actuators in each wing was effected.
Exhibit 6, page IV-142, presents a view showing an elevon compartment
and the elevon actuators. The elevon control mechanism at the wing tip fold
consisted of a linkage which provided the function of disengaging and centering
the outboard elevon linkage during the wing folding operation. This was
essentially two bell cranks double acting type utilizing a single compression
spring. Each override bungee had a preload sufficient to produce an unJammlng
force on any servo valve spool within the respective system.
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The manual pitch and roll inputs were transmitted from the control column and
wheel through mechanical elements and master cylinders to full-powered
irreversible surface actuators. From the control wheel to the mechanical
mixer the manual pitch and roll inputs were separated. From the mixer to
the surface actuators the input motion was either pitch or roll or a combination
of both. The pitch differential servo and pitch master cylinder combined
outputs exceeded available surface travel. This excess travel, when it
occurred, was absorbed by the pitch override bungee. The roll override
bungee provided the same function in the roll axis, however, its preload
was lower that the pitch override bungee to prevent reduction of pitch
commands through roll inputs. The cable supports maintained cable alignment
and prevented excessive catenary sag of the control cables. The three-roller
carriage was constructed so that minimum of control system friction was
obtained. In the event of loss of cable rig, the falrleads afforded push-pull
transmission of pilot commands to overcome the normal operating loads of the
control valves. The cable tnesion regulator allowed independent pitch,
roll, and yaw primary flight control operation while maintaining cable
tension in all axes. The regulator compensated not only for the effect of
changes in temperature (-65°F to 450°F), but also for deflection of structure
under air loading. Motion of the regulator did not induce primary flight
control commands.
The mechanical mixer was capable of receiving roll command inputs or pitch
command inputs individually or simultaneously and issuing outputs to cause
elevon controls to move differentially for roll or symmetrically for pitch
commands. Stops were located at the mechanical mixer parallelogram linkage
to limit roll motion while the linkage connected to the idler bell crank
had stops to limit the pitch motion.
The portion of the PFCS which provided manual control to the rudders was
referred to as yaw control. The yaw control consisted essentially of pilot
and copilot interconnected rudder pedals, cable system, yaw gearing changer
system, yaw override bungee, and rudder actuators. The rudder pedals were
of rectangular cast lattice construction with adequate width to accommodate
a heavily-booted foot and at a height such that braking pressure could be
applied by the most desirable portion of the foot. The pedals were pivoted
about the lower edge and suspended from a set of links which provided
essentially straight line motion of the pedal. Angular altitude of the pedal
was dictated by the brake rod bungee. A rotary pedal position adjustment
knob, act_tion of which adjusted both pedals simultaneously, was provided on
the pedal support structure at the centerline of each crew station.
The yaw gearing changer system consisted of a changer actuator and connecting
linkages. The actuator was a dual-tandem, unbalanced, hydraulic actuator
with an integral valve that was operated by landing gear pressure. Built-in
flow restrictors slowed the shifting of pedal-to-surface gearing to an
operating time of 5 to i0 seconds. The changer linkage was essentially a
four bar linkage whose input link had a fixed pivot and whose movable output
link pivot was positioned by the actuator. A change in position of the
7
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movable pivot resulted in a change of gearing between input and output arms
of the changer. Stops on the input arm of the changer provided limits for
the combined yaw command inputs of the pedals and the FACS servocylinders.
Such yaw input commands were accordingly transmitted through the changer
linkage and were modified only when the landing gear was up and a resulting
change in gearing of the input and output arms of the changer linkage had
been made. Each rudder was actuated by a dual tandem, unbalanced, hydraulic
actuator with a dual servo valve controlled by an external follow-up linkage.
Power to the actuators was supplied simultaneously by primary hydraulic
systems No. i and No. 2.
Pedal deflections for yaw control were transmitted through mechanical elements
directly to the control valves on the rudder actuators. The inputs could be
modified by motion of the FACS yaw servocylinders. The yaw control pedals
provided for the pilot and copilot were interlinked in the cockpit region so
that operation of one pedal resulted in movement of all pedals in the applicable
direction. Travel was essentially linear and parallel to the cabin floor.
Angular altitude of the pedal varied throughout the range of travel to afford
a relaxed ankle position. The air vehicle wheel braking utilizes electrical
control consisting of dual linear potentiometers that were integral with the
brake feel bungees.
The ancillary control was an electrical control which operated in parallel
with the mechanical portions of the PFCS aft of the master cylinders in the
pitch and roll axes. The ancillary system consisted of two separate control
channels, one for operating in parallel with the rlght-hand elevon cable
system and the other operated in parallel with the left-hand elevon cable
system. Each channel was composed of a valve driver, a servocyllnder, an
override bungee, and linear displacement transducers. The valve drivers were
transistorized and packaged or printed circuit boards of modular form. The
electronics were located in the FACS yaw-roll computer. The servocylinder
was composed of a single-piston, rotary-output, balanced, hydraulic cylinder
and a four way electro-mechanical servovalve. The ancillary servocylinder
was mounted directly on the inboard elevon surface actuator and received
hydraulic power through face seals in its mounting. The ancillary control
utilized eight rectilinear, variable-permeance transducers to indicate the
shaft position of the pitch and roll master cylinders, pitch and roll
differential servos, and the ancillary actuators. The ancillary override
bungee was a double-acting, preloaded compression spring which tied the
ancillary servocylinder output to the mechanical portion of the PFCS.
For roll commands, the right hand and left hand ancillary actuators were
driven differentially by the transducer outputs produced by shaft displace-
ment of the roll master cylinder and/or roll differential servocyllnder.
Master cylinder and differential servo position were sensed by dua]ized
linear transducers which were shared with the FACS roll axis. Excitation
of each channel of FACS was 180 electrical degrees out of phase with each
other. Thus a given roll input produced two singles equal in magnitude but
180 degrees apart. Outputs of the roll master cylinder and differential servo
in one channel were fed to the right hand ancillary valve driver, and those
IV-137
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in the other channel to the left hand ancillary valve driver. Consequently,
since the ancillary valve drivers utilized a common reference supply, and
the control valves were connected in the same manner, the 180 degree shift in
signal phase caused the ancillary servo cylinders to drive in opposite
directions to operate the surfaces as ailerons. For pitch commands, a pitch
master cylinder position transducer and a pitch differential servo position
transducer, which was independent of the FACS pitch axis, were electronically
summed. The resultant output signal controlled both ancillary valve drivers.
Since the signal to both valve drivers were identical in both magnitude and
phase, the ancillary actuators were driven in unison to operate the surfaces
as elevators. For normal operation the ancillary control operated in unison
with the PFS and only assumed control if the mechanical portion became
dis connected.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: FLIGHT CONTROL
MAJOR ASS_4BLY: SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROL
WBS CODE: 1.6
WBS CODE: i. 6.2
The secondary flight control system (SFCS) consisted of those components
required to provide the functions of trim in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes
and operation of the flaps and wing folding tips.
Two linear electro-mechanical pitch trim actuators were utilized. They con-
sisted of llSV B-phase motor and associated gearing. A linear position
transducer was mounted on the primary pitch trim actuator to indicate
actuator shaft position. There were two modes of pitch trim, namely
primary trim and standby trim. Primary trim)controlled by a knob on each
control wheel,was proportional to the knob rotation. Standby trim_controlled
by a three position switch,was accomplished by actuation of the momentary
switch until the desired trim position was attained. The controls for
actuating standby trim and located on the FACS panel are shown in Exhibit
7, page IV-147.
There were two means provided for establishing lateral trim. The controls
were located on the center aisle console. A primary roll trim knob was
used to provide position trim and a three-position switch was used to pro-
vide standby (rate) trim. The knob operation provided an output through
the flight augmentation control system (FACS) to reposition the elevons.
The control for directional trim was provided by a three-position switch on
the center aisle console. This control, when operated, caused the trim
actuator to move at a fixed rate which repositioned the zero force point of
the directional control feel bungee.
A trim for the takeoff (TTO)push button was mounted on the FACS control
panel to provide the pilot with a quick and easy method of positioning the
primary surfaces for takeoff. Pressing and holding the TTO would auto-
matically position all the air vehicle primary control surfaces to their
respective takeoff positions. The TTO button would illuminate when all
surfaces were properly positioned for takeoff and the flaps were lowered.
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SUBSYSTEM:
MAJOR ASSEMBLY :
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
FLIGHT CONTROL WBS CODE: i.6
FLIGHT AUGMENTATION CONTROL SYST_4 (FACS) WBS CODE: I. 6.3
The FACS augments basic air vehicle control characteristics in three axes
to provide improved manual control and maneuverability throughout the
flight envelope. The functions of the FACS were dynamic stability augmenta-
tion, maneuver control augmentation, speed stability augmentation, primary
roll trim and trim for take-off.
The FACS was designed as an electrical control system operating in parallel
with the mechanical primary flight control system to enhance flight control
performance of the air vehicle. The FACS was designed to transform pilot
inputs and air vehicle motion into electrical signals which drive the air
vehicle surfaces through the differential servocylinders to produce the
desired damping, maneuver control, and trim characteristics. In each axis
the FACS servocylinder, controlled by these signals, was in effect series-
mounted with respect to the mechanical primary flight control system and
was free to add or subtract from pilot inputs to the mechanical system.
The FACS pitch axis was designed to transform pilot column deflection and
air vehicle motion about the pitch axis into displacements of the pitch
servocylinder. The column and air vehicle motion inputs were sensed in-
dependently by two identical channels of transducers and electronics, and
the resultant electrical signals then fed into separate servo valves on
the pitch servocylinder. The servocylinder shaft displacement commanded
by these signals then would drive the mechanical control system linkages.
The FACS roll axis was designed to transform pilot wheel rotation, primary
trim inputs, and air vehicle motion about the air vehicle roll axis into
displacements of the roll servocylinder. The wheel and air vehicle motion
inputs were sensed independently by two identical channels of transducers
and electronics, and the resultant electrical signals fed into separate
servovalves on the roll servocylinder. The servocylinder shaft displacement
commanded by these signals then would drive the mechanical control system
linkages.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: FLIGHT CONTROL WBS CODE: 1.6
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: GROUND TESTS WBS CODE: 1.6.4
To provide an efficient means of complete system development and to accurately
demonstrate in-flight performance and safety prior to flight, a full scale
functional mockup of the B-70 flight control system was designed and built.
This flight control system simulator was designed to: (i) verify system
design, (2) evaluate system performance including actual representation of
system non-linearities which were difficult to describe for system analysis,
(3) demonstrate compatible subsystem inte_ratlon, (4) provide system famil-
iarization for flight maintenance crews, and (5) to some degree, demonstrate
reliability and isolate potential reliability problems. The simulator con-
sisted of those systems and components normally used in aircraft control.
The simulation effort in the development of the flight control was continuous
beginning at initiation of preliminary analysis and ending at completion of
flight test support. The initial simulations utilized were comprised of com-
plete analog representations of pilot, control system and aerodynamics. As
the system development progressed and experimental or actual equipment became
available, the analoged simulations of the control loop were replaced by their
real counterparts with the complete system available and in operation before
flight.
The flight control system simulator permitted complete pilot evaluation of the
system throughout the mission of the B-70 while in a realistic environment.
The development phase emphasized the testing associated with system perform-
ance and the effects of component cnaracteristics.
The flight control simulator provided a complete air vehicle control instal-
lation, within practical limits, for development testing. This generally
included all major cockpit controls and displays, all significant control
linkages which a£fect control or feel, all surface actuators and hydraulic
and electrical power similar to that provided in the actual aircraft. Air
vehicle hardware and components fabricated to production drawings were used
wherever possible.
The pilot's forward view was the same as that in the air vehicle. Optical
displays external to the simulator were provided to indicate particular phases
of flight.
The development program was established as three phases. Phase I was classi-
fied as Evaluation and Finalization of overall system requirements and com-
ponents effectlng feel characteristics and handling qualities. Phase II
covered evaluation of preliminary control configuration for design verifica-
tion and integration compatibility. Phase III covered evaluation and verifi-
cation of final control configuration, demonstration of flight control and
safety prior to flight.
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The development test program for both the Primary and Secondary Flight Con-
trol Systems consisted of operational tests, design verification system
parameter evaluation, system parameter optimization and subsystem integra-
tion tests. Operational tests consisted of the normal tests performed
during simulator buildup and were to assure proper component fit, acceptable
buildup tolerances and adequate design margins. Design verification testing
included the Force and Displacement characteristics tests, Dynamic character-
istics tests and Trim characteristic tests. The force and displacement
characteristics tests determined the force and displacement relationship
between the control column, wheel, pedal, feel bungee, "q" bellows master
cylinders. Surface actuators outputs column force vs. rate characteristics
were also checked. These data were used to verify displacement character-
istics such as gradient, authority, linearity, freeplay, backlash, hyster-
esis, resolution, centering and cable stretch. The force characteristics
verified were force gradient, linearity, friction, preload breakout un-
balance and elasticity of spring constants.
In the system parameter evaluation the parameters of interest were control
and trim gradients throughout the entire flight envelope and were evaluated
with respect to pilot physical tolerances and control characteristics such
as sensitivity, overcontrol, and induced oscillations. System parameter
optimization involved displacement gradient, bungee location and gradient,
preload and friction. The cable failure tests were used to determine the
adequacy of backup provisions of the forward and aft cable system and the
effect of intentional cable failures on static and dynamic system character-
istics.
The development tests for the Flight Augmented Control System (FACS) con-
81sted of design verification, performance evaluation and system optimiza-
tion tests. The design verification tests verified the installation and
operation of the FACS electronics, servo-actuators and transducers. Per-
formance characteristic tests were conducted to evaluate the controllability
and adequacy of the system under normal and failed conditions.
Flight instruments, both experimental and prototype flight instruments,
were installed as an integral part of the cockpit of the flight control
simulator. The instrmnent system was subjected to a performance evaluation
of all instruments and mission analyses for complete instruments system
adequacy.
Hydraulic power supplied to the flight simulator came from actual air vehicle
system components. System design parameters such as pressure, flow, response,
temperature, service life, vibrations, fluid compressibility and surge
characteristics were verified. Characteristics of the individual pumps,
various combinations of redundancy, and master slave arrangements were eval-
uated. Additional effort included verifying the Braking and Steering Sub-
system and pilot familiarization and training.
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The simulator complex, control console and cabin simulator are shown in
Exhibits 8through 12. Reports indicate that effort expended as of
February 1962 was 3352 hours, 4416 hours as of June 1962 and 5174 hours through
November 1962. Within the total hours there were 1822 hours of testing of the
primary (PFCS) and secondary flight control systems (SFCS), 1333 hours of
flight augmentation control system (FACS) testing, 672 hours of flying
qualities evaluation and 500 hours of flight display evaluation which resulted
in approximately 500 hours of "flight time" on the simulator. Through July 1964
an accumulative test time of 7800 hours had been accomplished consisting of
2600 hours on the PFCS and SFCS, 2350 hours on the FACS, 1300 hours on flying
qualities, 1050 hours miscellaneous and 500 hours on flight display. These
test categories consisted of the following:
PFCS and SFCS - Static and dynamic performance characteristics, fail safety,
overall system operation for handling qualities investigations.
FACS - Performance, fail safety, overall operation for handling qualities
investigations.
Flying Qualities - Landing, first flight missions, trimability, accelerated
stability, speed stability, dynamic stability, inlet instant, flap transients.
Fli_ht Display - Controllability of air vehicle during instrument flying.
Miscellaneous - Throttle control, hydraulic system performance.
Cumulative "flight time" through July 1964 was 758 hours with 382 hours for
test pilots and 376 hours for engineers. "Flight time" was defined as
simulator operation time with a pilot at the controls performing maneuvers
for handling qualities or control equipment evaluation, or flying mission
profiles.
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WBS TITLE:
DEVELOPMENT DATA SUMMARY
FLYC, Wl_ CDNTRDL SUR.qYS_"_I WBS CODE:, 1.6
STATE-OF-THE ART RATING: 4 ..(,._e Remarks)
PERCENT DEVELOPED MATRIX
P_G_MLEVEL
PRIOR TO FLIGHT
CONFIGURATION GROUND TEST
9_ 85_
FLIGHT TEST
2°t93
GROUND TESTS (I)
TYPE OF TEST NUMBER OF UNITS TEST HOURS
CONFIGURATION RESEARCH
DESIGN FEASIBILITY
DESIGN VERIFICATION
AI RWORTHI N ESS
OUALI FICATION
OTHER
TOTAL
(2)
(2)
(3)
i0
22
32
6O
124
500
24,950
i0,350
600
36,4oo
REMARKS:
(I) Hydraulic actuators and electrical solenoid development testing
not included: See WBS 1.4, Secondary Power Subsystem.
(2) Includes full scale Flight Simulator operational tests.
(3) Test hours shown were for vibration and acoustics tests.
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State of the Art:
The Flight Control Subsystem was assigned an overall state-of-the art rating
of % based on definitions established using AFSCMI73-1 (11-28-67) as a guide.
This rating was determined by comparing the RS-70 requirements with the
existing capabilities at the RS-70 time period using state-of-the-art criteria
discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The RS-70 configuration was selected for
the comparison since it was the production configuration defined. This
selection is considered valid since the development atatus at "out-the-door"
and at program "end" is also based on the scheduled production configuration.
The definitions used in determining the state-of-the-art ratings are described
below. For ratings 3, &, and 5, the following B-70 design criteria was used
as an aid for rating selection.
A. High temperature application
B. High pressure/load/acoustics/etc., application
C. Light-welght/special materlals/unique processes
Ratln_ Description
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard military
issue which was installed "as-is."
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard military
issue which required only a physical modification for installation.
3 The item was considered within the state of the art but had no
commercial or military counterpart. As an aid, the item was
existing but required modification to be compatible with on___ee
of the design criteria. Also, any new design or process has a
rating of at least 3.
4 The item was slightly beyond the state of the art, and some
development was required. As an aid, the item was base d
on an existing concept but required modification to be
compatible with tw__£of the design criteria. Also, any new
design or process required to be compatible with one of the
design criteria will be rated 4.
The item was substantially beyond the existing state of the
art and required major development work. As an aid, any new
design or process required to be compatible with tw__2oof the
of the design criteria will be rated 5.
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The Flight Control Subsystem planned for the RS-70 was essentially the same
as installed in the XB-70 except for the "hold" functions, identified as:
altitude hold, Mach hold, attitude, and "station keeping" (position hold
function for inflight refueling). The "hold" functions, which were automatic
functions in the simplest form, were to receive their control signals from
the Bombing and Navigation Stable Platform and were to supplement the pilot's
tasks to relieve fatigue. In the assessment of the RS-70 configuration,
based only on its functional requirements, the Flight Control Subsystem
was assigned a state-of-the-art rating of 3. However, the design of the
subsystem was impacted by the high temperature and acoustic environments,
size of the air vehicle, and the large structural deflections inherent
with the B-70 type design. Based on these design factors, the state-of-the-
art rating was upgraded and assigned a rating of 4.
Percent Developed:
The development status percent comparisons of the XB-70 Flight Control Sub-
system to that scheduled for the RS-70, were made at two development stages;
one at prior to flight or "out-the-door" of the No. i air vehicle, and the
other for the flight test programs. The same methodology developed and
verified for the Airframe Structures Subsystem (WBS i.i) percent comparisons
was applied in the analyses of the Flight Control Subsystem status. As
noted above, the XB-70 configuration lacked only the "hold" functions of the
planned RS-70 configuration which were automatic functions in the simplest
form. Based on this, the XB-70 configuration at the time of "out-the-door"
was assessed as being 95% representative of that planned for the RS-70 for
the same time period. To determine what expenditure would have been required
to attain a first air vehicle production level status, the same curve used
for the Structures Subsystem was utilized for the Flight Control Subsystem,
Exhibit 13, page IV-172. Entering the exhibit on the left hand side at
95%, acorss to the curve and then down to the bottom scale, it shows that
18% more effort would have been required for a No. 1 RS-70 Flight Control
Subsystem, excluding ground test effort. In regard to the ground test
effort, the ground tests scheduled for the RS-70 at time of "out-the-door"
was apprximately 57,600 test hours not including the hydraulic and
electrical design test hours noted under "Remarks" or subcontractor effort.
Comparing this scheduled test effort with the 36,400 test hours expended, it
shows that the testing level or verification level of the XB-70 to be
approximately 63% of that planned for the RS-70 at the time of "out-the-door."
This shows that 37% more testing effort was required to attain the production
level status for the No. 1 air vehicle prior to flight. Entering Exhibit
13, page IV-172, on the bottom scale at 63%, it shows that the No. i
XB-70 was at a confidence level of approximately 85% for the flight controls
prior to flight. The XB-70 flight test program for the Flight Control
Subsystem was established at 11% of a production level status as presented
by Exhibit 13, page 11-23, under Air Vehicle: WBS i.O. However, this
percentage was obtained based on a direct comparison of equivalent test hours
and must be adjusted to reflect the flight envelope flown during the XB-70
program. As previously established for the AirFrame Structures Subsystem
(WBS i.I), the first 80% of the flight envelope requires only 60% of the
Iv-17o
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total effort compared to the last 20% of the envelope which requires 40% of
the total effort. For the Flight Control Subsystem, this 2 to 3 ratio was
directly applicable since all of the test hours were flown in the first 80%
of the flight envelope. Using this ratio as a weight factor so that direct
comparison can be made based on the RS-70 flight envelope, the flight test
effort expended on the XB-70 was adjusted by the equation 2:3:: X:ll%.
Based on this equation, the total flight test effort remaining to attain a
production level status for the Flight Control Subsywtem would be
40% + 60% - (2 x ii • 3) or 93% (where 40% is that effort required for the
last 20% of the flight envelope).
In summary, the prior to flight status comparisons are: (I) the XB-70 No. i
Flight Control Subsystem was 95% of an RS-70 system and would have required
18% more expenditure for configuration and 37% more ground testing effort;
and (2), the XB-70 Flight Control Subsystem flight test program was 7% of the
planned RS-70 program effort and would have required 93% more flight test
effort to attain a production level status. All of the above comparisons
are based on tooling, test articles, GSE, etc., being at the RS-70 or
production level in both numbers and fidelity. Exhibit iS, pag_ IV-172,
presents a graph showing the percent comparisons.
NOTE: THE USE OF THE "EFFORT TO GO" PERCENTAGES FOR COST DETERMINATION
SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED WITHOUT CONSULTING SECTION IV-8, VOLUME I,
PAGE 1-310 FOR APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS.
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY
TABULATION OF DATES
Subsystem: Flight Control
Engineering
Start Design FACS Pitch Roll Yaw Servo Clyinder
Start Design FACS Pitch Roll Yaw Computer
Complete Design FACS Pitch Roll Yaw Computer
Complete Redesign Secondary-Prime F/C Actuators Bungees
and Controls
Complete redesign Pitch Roll Yaw Computers
Complete 100% Drawing Release for Pitch Roll Yaw Computer
Stop Order Release Pitch Roll Yaw Computers
Testing
Start Phase II Flight Control Simulator
Complete Phase II Flight Control Simulator
Complete A/W Tests Pitch Roll Servo Cylinder
Complete A/W Tests Pitch Roll Yaw Computer
Complete Primary Flight Control System Test
Complete Secondary Flight Control System A/WTest
Complete Flight Control Simulator Test
Material (Subcontract)
Go-Ahead Curtiss-Wright Wing Fold Actuators
Go-Ahead Sperry Auxiliary Gyro Platform System, Air Vehicle
No. 1
Start Material Procurement, Air Vehicle No. 1
First Shipset Wing Fold Actuators on Dock
Complete Delivery All Hardware, Air Vehicle No. 1
Manufacturing
Start Fabrication Secondary F/C Actuators/Primary F/C
Actuators and Bungees
Start Fabrication FACS Pitch Roll Yaw Servo Clyinders
Complete Installation Phase III F/C Simulator Components
Complete Fabrication Pitch Roll Yaw Computers
Assembly, Test and Delivery, Air Vehicle No. 1 FACS
Computer
Assembly, Delivery Air Vehicle No. 1 FACS Pitch Roll Yaw
Servo Cylinder
Delivery A/W Configuration FACS Cylinders and Computers
Complete F/C System Installations, Air Vehicle No. 1
Complete Air Vehicle No. 2 Pitch-Roll Servo Cylinder
WBS 1.6
8-28-61
9-1-61
11-10-61
1-19-62
3-1-62
3-23-62
6-7-63
6-61
1-72
6-62
12-21-62
5-62
5-62
6-63
12-8-59
5-5-61
6-30-61
9-2-62
8-1-63
5-26-61
9-15-61
12-26-61
4-16-62
6-8-62
7-14-62
1-30-63
7-63
4-64
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DESIGN/PROGRAMMATIC IMPACTS
Subsystem: Flight Control WBS 1.6
June 1961
Development problems were encountered in the FACS during development
tests. Failures caused delays to delivery of acceptable units due
to design changes/rework.
During Phase II testing on the Flight Control Simulator, failure of the
purchased hydraulic pumps was encountered. The pumps were returned to
the supplier (Vickers) for repair and recycle.
July 1961
Due to problems encountered during Flight Control Simulator tests, the
18 actuators requlred rework. The rework was due to design changes of
the hydraulic barrier seal. Approximately 70 seals were scrapped and
replaced.
February 1962
Design changes to the Elevon Control System due to operational tests
on the Flight Control Simulator and airworthiness tests and checkout;
data showed a high friction rate (three to four times above basic design
requirements) in valves and actuators.
July 1962
Delays were experienced when wing tip fold hydraulic package was found
to be defective and was returned to the supplier for rework/repairs.
August 1962
Studies were conducted as the result of lateral stability problems
discovered during F/C simulator testing. Studies were conducted to
revise Air Vehicle No. 1 Control System in order to improve lateral
directional control and add 5 degrees dihedral to Air Vehicle No. 2 and
Air Vehicle No. 3 wing.
August 1962
Speed Stability. Analysis showed that there was a probability of flight
control reversal between Mach .8 and i.i. Engineering released an EWA
to revise the FACS speed stability mechanism. This required design and
fabrication of electrical control amplifiers and the addition of a
"black box." Changes were incorporated prior to first flight.
January 1963
A "safety of flight" EWA was released to lower the pilot's control
wheel due to inadequate clearance between the wheels and instrument
panel shroud. Rework was accomplished.
IV-176
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WBS 1.6
Jannaz7 1963
The wing tip fold actuator power hinge was disassembled and cleaned as
the result of oil being added by mistake. Replacement of the speed
reducer housings on the wing fold hydraulic package due to failure of
parts during airworthiness vibration tests was made.
The horizontal stabilizer actuator broke during tests and scored the
servo cylinder barrel. Safe_y of flight changes Were incorporated into
Air Vehicle No. 1 prior to first flight. Some delays were encountered
with delivery of pitch and roll servo cylinders to Palmdale due to
acceptance testing delays.
February 1963
Design change was released for a new centering spring for the lateral
bobweight, and rework was accomplished.
March 1963
Design change to the flap indicator position system. Due to problems
encountered during airworthiness tests, the change was made to show
when both flaps are in position.
August 1963
FACS test equipment redesign was necessary for the pitch computer and
auxiliary function computer. Redesign and modification of the yaw,
roll and auxiliary computers was necessary due to speed stability
(Reference EWA-191).
December 1963
Design change released (reference EWA 259-206) yaw control to change
the valve input linkage of the vertical stabilizer actuators.
Excessive friction in the actuator valve was affecting pilot control.
Fabrication of a new bellcrank support, link bellcrank and retainers
was required.
January 1964
Failure during yaw control system tests on the Flight Control Simulator.
Oscillation occurred when a pulse excited the system. An EWA was
released to revise the vertical stabilizer actuator override bungee
balance weight (EWA 259-209).
February 1964
Engineering EWA-211 was released to install a counter balance weight
to each horizontal linkage to dampen out oscillation; change authorized
as the result of flight control analysis.
March 1964
Redesign of the FACS pitch and roll servo attachment (EWA-210) on Air
Vehicle No. 1 and No. 2 input linkage to correct FACS pitch and roll
servo centering problem. Simulator tests showed some improvements.
The design changes were the result of problems at Autonetics in obtain-
ing consistent recentering at high temperatures. The new design
IV-Z?7
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WBS 1.6
separated the servo centering mechanism by adding linkage arms and
modifying existing bellcranks and supports.
May 1964
Redesign of Air Vehicle No. i Flap Electrical Control System (reference
EWA-182) revised the system to prevent flap flutter and power loss
during switching of electrical systems.
August 1964
During taxi runs, problems were encountered with nose wheel steering.
The system was checked out using hydraulic and electrical power and
cockpit controls. The steering torque was measured and retorqued prior
to the next taxi run.
September 1964
First Flight. The flap indicator changed to a "barber pole" indication
Just above 8000 feet, even though the flap handle had not been removed
from the down position. The flaps appeared okay to the chase plane.
October 1964
The flap indicator stuck in a "barber pole" position and the primary
pitch trim was intermittently inoperative. Air Vehicle No. 2 wing fold
actuator drive assemb!_ was reworked by machining the lip to match the
inside diameter of the snap ring. Curtiss Wright was responsible for
the rework.
Air Vehicle No. i, Flight No. 3. With the landing gear lowered, and
yaw damper on, feedback through the rudder pedals was sufficient to
"knock" the pilot's feet off the pedals. Prior to fourth flight, the
wing fold actuator system Hayden mlcroswitches were replaced.
On October 20, the Air Vehicle No. i pilot's control wheel was removed
and replaced with Air Vehicle No. 2's pilot wheel in order to improve
pitch and roll sensitivity.
November 1964
Air Vehicle No. engineering (EWA-182) change incorporated to the flap
system position and pressure indication system.
December 1964
EWA 249, 250, and 281-8, Flight Control System Linkage Revision.
Implemented to provide an overcenter linkage mechanism for the horizontal
stabilizer and to the flap under connecting linkage to prevent loads in
the horizontal stabilizer to flap interconnector linkage. A design study
was conducted to move the bobwelght to the aft mechanism compartment
forward of the pitch master cylinder at fuselage station 1912.5. The
change was to eliminate the excitation caused by symmetrical strut
bending mode experienced at the present location fuselage station 391.
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WBS 1.6
January 1965
Design change was released (EWA 254) and implemented for the Air Vehicle
No. 1 elevon actuators. The design change involved revision of the rod
seal return lines on the elevon actuators due to failures caused by
pressure surges entering and rupturing the lines. The change provided
a new ball check valve and seal to the nearest trunk line on each elevon
actuator to reduce surges.
May 1965
Malfunctions in flight of the flight control pitch augmentation servo
necessitated modification by the addition of stops to the pitch servo,
to prevent recurrence in flight.
June 1965
Failure of Air Vehicle No. 2 wing tip power shaft necessitated the
removal and torque of all the shafts. Failure was attributed to a poor
braze attachment between the shaft and splined fitting. A replacement
part from Curtiss Wright was installed in the airplane.
July 1965
Damage to the nose gear drag link trunnion fitting occurred to Air
Vehicle No. 2 during a "hard right" steering condition, while taxi-
ing to the parking area. Investigation revealed that the servo valve
filter was clogged with contamination. This condition would permit
fluid to bypass the filter and contaminate the valve. Duplication of
a hard right condition was simulated in the laboratory with a clogged
filter. Engineering EWA was released authorizing the use of an Air
Vehicle No. 3 surplus part for use on Air Vehicle No. 2. Air Vehicle
No. i filter inspection was also conducted for contamination.
August 1965
Wing fold tip malfunction during preflight on Air Vehicle No. i, causing
flight to be cancelled. Troubleshooting revealed faulty relays which were
removed and replaced.
During Flight No. 3, Air Vehicle No. 2 rudder buzz and pitch oscillation
occurred in the FACS. Recalibration of instruments and bench check of
FACS yaw and roll computer was accomplished.
December 1965
The nose wheel steering malfunctioned after landing of Flight No. 27,
Air Vehicle No. i, which necessitated towing the airplane to the run pad.
March 1966
Flight No. 35, on March 3. Shortly after takeoff the flap system mal-
functioned and an alternate flight of subsonic testing was followed.
Prior to Flight No. 36, the flap valves were removed and replaced.
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COST DEFINITION
SUBSYSTEM: FLIGHT CONTBOL WBS CODE: 1.6
Total costs presented in this WBS item include all identifiable
expenditures to design, develop, ground test, fabricate and assemble
all components, assemblies and developmental test hardware within the
Flight Control Subsystem as defined by the WBS. Total costs of
$24,k35,028 include the following items:
a) Developing subsystem specification requirements.
b) Subsystem installation and integration design.
c) Vendor coordination.
d) In-house ground testing including design and fabrication of
models, mockups and simulators.
e) Subcontracted hardware including the suppliers costs for
engineering, manufacturing, tooling and testing.
Excluded from the cost displayed for this subsystem are the in-house
costs associated with the:
f) Fabrication of subsystem provisions.
g) Miscellaneous purchased parts and installation materials.
h) Installation of the subsystem into the vehicles.
i) Subsystem, vehicle and preflight checkouts.
Costs for items f) through i) are contained in WBS 1.12 (Volume IV, page
647). Internal accounting procedures and the resultant cost reports do
not provide a basis for establishing expenditures for these items by
individual subsystems. Therefore, all costs are collected and reported
in one WBS item. Refer to WBS 1.12 for additional information.
Detail of the recorded costs associated with this subsystem is provided
by Element of Cost (EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SOW). Section llI of
Volume I provides a detail definition of these items. Further segregation
of the cost data is provided by the WBS. All cost data is displayed at
WBS level 5 (Flight Control Subsystem WBS 1.6) with the exception of in-
house ground testing (WBS 1.6.4). Cost data can be located on the following
pages:
Cost Time-Phased
Breakdown Detail
WBS 1.6 $18,407,365 page !V-184 page IV-185
WBS 1.6.4 Ground Tests 6t027t663 page IV-184 page I-V-205
Total WBS i. 6 $24,435,028 page IV-184 page IV-216
A summary of the subcontractor recorded cost data is provided on page 17-183.
Contractual arrangements, delivery dates, costs by supplier, quantity
of hardware delivered and other pertinent data is provided. Cost data
includes the supplier expenditures for engineering, production, tooling
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WBS CODE: 1.6
and testing (where identifiable) performed at the supplier's facility.
Refer to the subcontracting Element of Cost definition (Volume I, page 1-26)
for additional explanation.
As an aid in the definition and evaluation of the in-house engineering
costs associated with this subsystem, a matrix of engineering hours has
been developed. This matrix, displayed below, is a summary of all the in-
house engineering groups that provided support to the design and development
of the Flight Control Subsystem.
Group No. Title Hours Expended
4 Fluid Power Systems 18,277
6 Controls System 184,732
lO Structural Analysis 8,204
12 Checking 16,410
34 Structural Projects 35,779
48 Communication and Indicating System 73,369
49 Avionics Integration and Control 31,721
55 Flight Controls Analysis 231,404
57 Engineering Specifications 34,440
64 Design Support 7,576
75 Non-Metallics ll,816
94 Flight Simulation 178,540
95 Electrical System Design 26,992
97 Laboratory Services 39,404
99 Auxiliary Control System 89,739
109 Hydraulics Lab 60,007
125 Electrical System Equipment 35,979
Miscellaneous 4_t766
Total Hours 1,130,155
1,041,371 hours (page IV-184)
88t784 hours (page IV-L84)
1,130,155 hours
Ground testing activities associatedwith the development of the Flight
Control Subsystem have been identified and the costs assigned to WBS
1.6.4 (page IV-205). These costs reflect the in-house expenditures only.
Testing activities performed by the subcontractors where identified are
included under WBS 1.6, Test/QC Subdivision of Work and the subcontracting
Element of Cost. The following is a summary of the major in-house test
activities identified to this subsystem.
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WBS CODE: i.6
Description Recorded Costs
Flight Simulator - Phase III
Flight Simulator - Phase II
Flight Control Simulator
Fabrication of Actuators for Airworthiness Tests
Fabrication of Parts for Airworthiness Testing
Flight Control System Component Tests
Vertical Stabilizer Actuator Test
Horizontal Stabilizer Actuator Test
Flight Control Actuator Parts Test
Flap Actuator Test
Inboard Elevon Actuator Test
Electrical Equipment Lab Tests
Minimum Airworthiness Test of Hydraulic Pitch
Control Feel Damper
Various
$1,326,288
1,O56,070
955,668
620,152
171,785
116,592
87,526
84,235
79,912
52,804
50,120
46,377
30,265
1,2123t446
Costs (less MPC & G&A) 5,801,240
Material Procurement Costs 122,342
General and Administrative , i04/081
Total Cost WBS 1.6.4 $6,027,663
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SUBCONTRACTOR MATRIX
Subsystem: Flight Control WBS Code: 1.6
SUBCONTRACTOR
Curtis Wright
ENGINEERING PROD
2,188,837 4.768.647
TOOLING TEST TOTAL
467.552 - 7.425.036
CURTIS WRIGHT was selected to produce the Wingtip Fold Actuating Subsystem for
the B-70. Letter Contract LOJI-XZ-6OO2Oh was awarded to Curtis Wright on
March 28, 1960 for this effort and completed March 6, 1964.
The Statement of Work called for the subcontractor to provide designs, develop-
ment, fabrication, testing, and packaging effort required to produce the Wingtip
Fold Actuating Subsystem for Air Vehicles l, 2, and 3.
The design, development and fabrication of hardware for Air Vehicles i and 2
was completed prior to termination of the contract. Air Vehicle 3 was 81%
complete on March 28, 1960, the date of termination.
The residual hardware not utilized for flight spares was delivered to NRwith
the special tooling for salvage and the proceeds credited to the contract.
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST 8REAKOCWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1977
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
O_SIGN/ENGINEEFING
LABGR AT $ 4°926
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.529
SHOP SUPPORT
LABGR AT $ 2.937
TEST/QC
LABOR AT $ 3.230
MFG BURDEN AT $ .3.676
E_dGR MATERIAL
SLIBC ONTRAC T
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-T OT AL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
6-M ASSY 6-M ASSY
") 04 TOTAL
HOURS HOURS HOURS
OCLLARS DOLLARS DOLLARS
I041371
5210925
4720 _4B
_;1784 113O155
35608_ 5567013
_9 727_ 5 II 81 21
275q2 545765 57_357
78582 1634165 1712747
309 33784 34093
1264 1:2_870 I10134
I04!51 212_551 2232702
6715 I16_7_9 1173454
7425'330 7425030
304782 122342 427124
248415 9549 257964
18100715 5923582 24024295
396652 104081 410733
I@407365 6027663 24435028
SUBDIVISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV- 185 IV-205 IV-216
IV-18_
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDCWMS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ AS SY 0
FLIGHT (X)IqTBOL SUBSYSTEM
DESI GN/ENG INEERI N6
LABOR AT $ 5.C04
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4. 533
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 2.848
TESTIQC
LABOR AT $ 4.39I
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3. 73 3
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GCN & AOMIN
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
/ENGR
HOURS
DOLLARS
1041371
5210925
4720843
27592
78582
309
1264
104151
PROD
HOURS
DOLLARS
T OOt ING
AND STE
HOURS
DOLLARS
TOTAL
HOURS
OOLLARS
1041371
5210925
472084_
27592
78582
309
1264
10415I
0715 6715
2188_37 4768647 467552 74250B6
96706 188h30 19446 304782
248415 248415
12656_38 49_7277 486998 18100713
206000
12862458
91893 8759 906659
5C49175 495757 18407365
TIME-PKASED OOST
DETAIL - SI_. PAGE IV- 186 IV- 194 IV- 196 IV- 197
IV-185
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
{)-3
Q-4
9-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
O-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
4-SYS TEM
S-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD GF WORK
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
1
06 FLI(}IIT 00N'I_L b--XJBSYS'I_M
0
DES IGNIENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN-- LABOR LABOR LABLJR BUR DEN LABOR +
MONTHS I_OUR S RATE DCLLA,_ S OCLL APS _URDEN $
58 40.5 6891 4.80C 33076 31 352 64428
58
58 198.0 33360 4.4h9 14907/ 131368 280445
$8
59 231.0 39382 4.537 17865 c I _5264 313923
$9
59 47(_. S 8437_ 4. 334 365652 3014QR 667150
59
60 588.0 IC1943 4.558 474_8_ 382234 857119
60
60 592,S 99616 4.808 47_995 3-(0123 84"9118
60
61 769.0 131185 4.728 62G302 446 9[i3 1067285
61
61 4B4.S 87832 4.992 43842C 408C8( 84650?
6I
62 SBO,5 99064 5.218 51_96 r; 457046 974006
62
62 534.0 89740 5.135 460856 461C59 921895
62
63 435.0 7428(; 5.492 40799(_ 403202 811201
63
63 40(]. 0 67198 5.479 363192 385318 753510
63
64 319.5 54571 5.574 304155 344_78 649133
64
64 294.(3 51666 5.60C 289326 32945T 618783
64
6S 82,5 14346 6,183 88704 95044 I83748
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEI_D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
I
06 FLIGffT OONTIROL SUBSYSTEM
0
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LA B{_R LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS O(JLL _RS BURDEN $
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 24.0 4106 7.953 32654 35026 67680
Q-4 65
O-I 66 IG.5 1803 1.666 3003 2E34 5837
TOTAL 6063.0 IC61371 5210925 4720843 9931768
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SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPE_,D.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD DF WORK
SHOP
l
{36
0
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
SUPPORT
l_.,IOI_ OOl@l'I_I. 8tlBS'/S_
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR CEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLAR S DCLL _RS BURDEN $
Q-1 59 40 2. 025 81 t48 229
Q-2 59
Q-"3 59 13.5 2320 2.809 0516 8194 14710
0-4 59
O-I 60 25.5 4456 3.112 I_86_ I}'528 31396
0-2 60
Q-3 60 57.0 9525 2.875 27383 35792 53175
_-4 60
Q-1 61 51.0 8666 2.694 2_35C 38665 54015
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 12.0 2307 2,84C 6553 10502 17655
8-4 61
Q-I 62 93 3,172 292 424 719
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 -40 .156 -6 -Id4 -190
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 73 3,0C0 219 2:)4 513
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 -31 7.548 -234 -134 -368
Q-4 63
0-I 64 I15 3.052 351 564 915
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 68 3. 029 206 35,_ 564
TOTAL 159.C 27592 78582 L04151 [82733
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-[2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-1 60
Q-2 6O
Q-3 60
Q-4 6O
Q-I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
0-4 61
O-I 62
Q--2 62
Q-3 62
O-4 62
Q-I 63
Q--2 63
0-3 63
0-4 63
Q-1 64
0-2 64
O-3 64
Q--4 64
Q-1 65
TOTAL
TESTIQC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06 FLIGHT C01_L SI_SYS_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN-- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
18 2.889 52
64 3.43 _: 22C
1.5 lq4 4.407 865
21 4.81G I01
6 2.50C 15
1.5 309
I 2.GO0
5 3.6CC
2
18
1
1264
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
52
220
855
10 1
15
2
18
1
1264
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-1210O
TIME PHASED EXPEM].
B-70 AIRCRAFT STL'CY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD EF WORK
I
06 I_IGI_ ooIr_RoI,,81,IBS¥ST]_
0
DESIGN/ENGI NEERING
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
C-4
O-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-5
Q--4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
_-1
Q-2
0-3
MAN-- LABOR LAEUR LABOR BUKCEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS OOLLARS BURDEN $
58 40.5 E891 4. 800 33076 51352 64428
5_ Ig8.C 33360 4.469 14"_077 13136_ 280445
58
59 231.0 39422 4.534 178740 135412 314152
59
59 493,0 86717 4._9?_ 5/2230 3096_2 681_12
59
60 613.5 IC6463 4.5%3 488975 i_997b2 _88735
60
60 651.0 109335 4.639 507233 495915 915148
6O
61 820°0 139872 4.602 643753 477648 1121401
61
61 496°5 90145 4°936 444988 418589 863577
61
62 580.5 09157 5.217 517255 457470 974725
62
62 534.0 89700 5. [38 46085C 4_0855 921705
62
63 435.0 74362 5.490 408218 405496 811714
63
65 400.0 67167 5,478 55795_ 5851E_4 155142
63
64 319.5 54687 5.568 30450E 345542 650050
64
64 294.C 51739 5° 596 289550 529815 019355
64
65 82.5 14346 6. 183 83705 95044 183749
65
65 24.0 4106 7. 953 32654 35026 67680
ENGR
MATL
I064
1102
1281
761
193
88
12C
1812
79
114
_v-19o
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL X972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06 I_.IGI_OOI_L SI.IB_/ST_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS OCLLARS
LABOR +
_URDEN $
).0.5 ).803 1.666 3063 28_4 5837
6223.5 IC69272 529077! 4824594 I0115765
ENG_
MATL
6715
I%'-191
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEkD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 06 li'I-'IOI_OOl_l_OL_S 'I']_
6-MAd ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK OESIGN/ENGINEER[NG
TOTAL OTHER SUB TOTAL
SU_C MATERIAL MPC COST TOTAL G & A CUST
Q--I 58 3433 67861 67861
Q-2 58
0-3 58 "_486 294931 _84931
_4 5_I
Q-I 5 _) 5137 319289 3197_9
O-2 59
O-3 59 137905 138959 3857 14_82 _39611 839611
O-4 59
Q-I 60 87905 89007 5360 23,)33 1006185 19171 1025356
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 352846 353927 21091 2516_ 1313_25 25023 1338348
0-4 60
Q-1 61 372625 373186 10734 19807 1525128 28341 1553409
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 112999 113192 3253 17605 Q97627 18539 1_16186
Q-4 61
0--1 62 340167 340255 I0818 13326 1339124 22#,77 13618L) 1
Q-2 82
O-3 62 340166 340217 10819 1,q65 I 1291392 2[676 1313068
0-4 62
O-I 63 280355 280475 11_16 26 _l.g 1130424 18901 1149125
Q--2 63
Q-3 63 37558 39370 1385 24568 818465 13685 832150
O-4 53
O-I 64 126711 126790 17410 1702q _1127 °, 17262 828541
Q--2 64
0-3 64 176 63 13947 633549 13481 647030
O-4 64
Q-I 65 14687 198436 5294 203730
Q-2 65
O-3 65 5875 73555 1962 75517
zv-zg_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSIEM 06 /'I,IGI_ OOIITIIOI.,BU'BSYBT_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBO OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
TL]TAL DTHER
SUBC MATERIAL MPC COST
TOTAL 2188837 2195552 90706
42G
24a415
SUB
TO TAL
6257
12656438
G & A
188
206000
TOTAL
COST
6445
I2862438
 v-z93
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK PRODUCTION
FLIGHT CONTI_L SI.IBSYS'E_
Q--3 5g
0-4 59
Q-I 6__)
Q-2 60
Q--3 63
Q-4 60
Q-I 61
0-2 61
O-3 61
Q-4 61
O-1 6?
0--2 62
Q-3 62
Q14 62
O-I 63
Q-2 63
O-3 63
Q-4 63
O-I 66
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LAt)GR _UR_EN
MONTHS HOURS EATE DCLLAP, S DOLLARS
LABUR ÷
BURDEN $ SI.J3C
24595
64120
2178_I
11.29142
881846
761028
741027
610732
81818
210658
4-/68647
zv-z 
NORTH AMERICAN RDCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISIDN
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 19 72
k-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBO OF WORK PRODUCTION
FLIGHT O0]_mROL SUBSYSTEM
SUB TOTAL
MPC TOTAL G & A COST
0=-3 59 672 25267 25267
0-4 59
{]-I 60 3804 67924 1294 69218
0-2 60
Q-3 60 12927 230808 4398 235206
0-4 60
0-1 61 32351 1161493 21584 1183077
Q-2 61
0-3 61 25265 907111 16557 923968
Q-6 61
O"-I 62 23551 764579 12833 777412
Q-2 62
0-3 62 23529 764556 12833 777389
0-4 62
0-1 63 25_34 636666 13q89 650655
0-2 63
0-3 63 2629 84447 1415 85862
0-4 63
0-1 64 37968 314426 6690 321116
TOTAL 188630 4957277 91893 5G4917C
IV=195
° .
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND=
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK TOOLIt_G AND
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYST_
STF
O-t
@-2
f,_--3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
@-4
Q-!
0-2
Q-3
O-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
Q-it
@-1
TOT
SUBC MPC
60 IC475 621
69
60 49033 2909
60
61 100558 2892
61
61 66890 1916
61
62 72694 2310
62
62 72696 2308
62
63 59913 2544
63
63 8026 257
63
64 26867 3689
AL 667552 19446
SUB
TOTAL G 6 A
IIC96 21 1
51 942 99C
I0385C 193C
68806 1278
75004 1259
75C04 125(9
62457 1044
8283 138
30556 65C
486qQ8 8759
TOTAL
CCST
11307
52932
105780
70C84
76263
76263
63501
8421
31206
495757
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-T0
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-I
Q--2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q---3
0-4
0-1
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-1
O-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
4-SY S TEN 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
FI_OHT OOI_NOL _S_d
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
58 40.5 6891
58
58 198.0 33360
58
59 231.0 39382
59
59 679.5 84379
59
60 588.0 IC1943
60
60 592.5 99616
60
61 769.0 131185
61
61 484.5 87832
61
62 580.5 99066
62
62 534.0 89740
62
63 435.0 74289
63
63 400.0 67198
63
64 319.5 56571
64
64 294.0 51666
64
65 82,, 5 14346
65
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
4.80C 33076 31352
4.469 149077 131368
4. 537 178659 135264
4. 334 365662 301488
4.658 474885 382234
4. 808 478995 370123
4.728 620302 446983
4.992 638420 408087
5. 218 516960 457046
5. 135 460856 461039
5.4q2 407999 403202
5.479 368192 385318
5. 574 304155 344978
5.60C 289326 329457
6.183 88704 95044
LABOR +
BURDEN $
64428
280445
313923
667150
857119
849118
1067285
846507
974006
921895
811201
753510
649133
618783
183748
zv-197
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-?O AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
-J
4-SYSTEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
Q-] 65
Q-4 65
Q-I 66
TOTAL
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
1
06 FLIGRT OONT1ROL SUBSYS_
0
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR L_BOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS H{]URS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS 8URDEN $
24.0 4106 7. 953 32654 35026 67680
1 O. 5 |803 I. 666 3003 2854 5837
6C63,0 104137[ 5210925 4720843 _931768
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP
4-SYSTEM I
S-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
Q-1 59 40
Q-2 59
Q-3 5g 13.5 2320
Q-4 59
Q-I 60 25.5 4456
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 57.0 9525
@-4 60
O-I 61 51.0 8666
Q-2 61
O-3 61 12,0 2307
0-4 61
O---I 62 93
Q-2 62
0-3 62 -40
0-4 62
Q-I 63 73
0-2 63
0-'3 63 -31
0-4 63
O-I 64 115
O-2 64
0-3 66 68
TOTAL ISq.O 27592
SUPPORT
_IGHT_NTI_L SUBBYST_
LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR •
RATE D(]LLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $
2.025 81 168 229
2.80g 6516 81q6 14710
3. 112 13868 17528 31396
2.875 27383 35792 b3175
2. 694 23350 30 665 5601 S
2. 840 655_ 10502 17055
3. 172 295 426 719
. 150 -6 -186 -190
3. OOC 21q 206 513
7. 548 -234 - 134 -368
3. C52 35 I. 566 Ol 5
3. c2g 206 358 564
78582 104151 182733
"rv-199
NORTH AMERICAN RI]CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL lq72
4-SYSIEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
O-3 59
0-4 59
O-I 60
0-2 60
0-3 60
Q-4 60
Q-I 61
O-2 61
0-3 61
q-4 61
Q-1 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
q-3 63
Q-4 63
O-I 64
Q-2 64
Q-3 64
Q-4 64
Q-I 65
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
1.5
1.5
TESTIQC
I
06
0
ON-S[ TE LABOR
LABOR
HOURS
18
64
194
21
FI,IG_I_ O01_:_OL StrASYSTEH
LABOR L _BOR
RATE DOLLARS
2. 889 52
3.438 22C
4. 407 855
4._I0 I01
2.50Q 15
BURCEN
DOLLARS
30g
2
18
I
1264
LABOR +
BURDEN $
52
220
855
lOT
15
2
18
I
1264
IV-200
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAd AS SY 0
FLIaHT OORTROL SUBSYSTEM
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-6
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-%
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
C)-4
Q-I
Q- 3
0-'*
Q-i
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
58 40.5 6891 4. BOO 33076 31352
58
58 198.0 33360 6.665 169077 131368
58
59 231.0 39422 4. 534 17876C 135412
59
5q 493.0 86717 4.292 372230 309682
59
60 613.5 106463 4. 593 488973 399762
60
60 651.0 109335 6.639 507233 605915
60
61 820.0 139872 4.602 663753 677668
61
61 496.5 90165 4.936 646988 418589
61
62 580.5 99157 5,217 517255 657470
62
62,1 534.0 89700 5,138 #,60850 660855
62
63 435,0 74362 5.4g0 608218 403496
63
63 600,0 67167 5.678 367958 385184
63
64 319,5 54687 5.568 306508 345542
66
66 296.0 51739 5.596 28955C 329815
64
65 82.5 16346 6. 183 88705 95066
65
65 24.0 4106 7. 953 32654 35026
65
LA BOR +
BURDEN $
66628
280445
3 14152
681912
888735
913168
1121401
863577
976725
921705
811714
753142
650050
619365
183749
67680
ENGR
MATL
1054
1102
1281
761
I '_3
88
51
120
1812
79
176
IV-201
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME
B-TO
PHASED EXPEhD.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSIEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
FI.,IGI_ CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Q-I 66
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
I0.5
&223.5
LABOR
H[]UR S
1R03
IC69272
LABOR
RATE
1,666
LABOR
DCLLARS
3003
529077I
BURDEN
DOLL _RS
2834
4824904
LABOR +
BURCEN $
5837
10115765
ENGR
MATL
6715
IV-20_
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRI L 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SU8 SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 0
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-1
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
0-1
0-2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
58
58
58
58
59
59
59
59
60
60
60
60
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
SUBC
1625fl0
162 5(30
619560
1602525
1061735
1153889
11 53e89
951000
127402
430036
TOTAL
MATERIAL
163554
163602
620841
1603286
1061928
1153977
1153940
951120
129214
430115
174
OTHER SUB
MPC COST TOTAL
3433 67861
4486 284931
5137 319289
4529 14883 864878
0785 23083 1085205
36S27 25159 1596075
45977 19807 2790471
30434 17605 1973544
36679 13326 2178707
36656 18651 2130952
4C394 26310 1829547
4271 24568 9II I95
59C67 17029 1156261
63 13947 633549
14687 198436
5875 73555
TOTAL
G & A COST
67861
284931
3192R9
864878
20676 1105881
30411 1626486
51855 2842326
36674 2010218
36569 2215276
35768 2166720
33934 1863481
15238 926433
24602 1180863
13481 647030
5294 203730
1962 75517
-- IV-203
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASO-IZIO0
TIME PHASED EXPEhD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSIEM !
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY C
FLIG_ (DW_BOL Stm,SltST_4
SUBC
7425C36 7431 751
{]THE R SUB TOTAL
MPC COST TOTAL G & A COSI
42C 6257 188 6445
_04782 2484t5 L8100713 306652 I8407365
IV-204
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5--SUB SYS TEM 06
6-NAJ ASSY 04
FLIGHT C_NTROL GROUND TESTS
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
LABOR AT $ 4.011
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.475
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 2.094
TEST/QC
LABOR AT $ 3.223
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3.673
ENGR MATERIAL
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-T OT AL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
TEST
/qC
HOURS
DOLLARS
88784
356088
397278
545765
1634[65
33784
108370
2128551
1166739
122342
9549
5923582
104081
&027663
TOTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
88784
356088
397278
545765
1634165
33784
108870
2128551
1166739
122342
9549
5923582
104081
6027863
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE
IV-2o6 Iv-2o6
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEkD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
I
06 FLIGHT OORTROL GROURDTESTS
O4
TESI/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-1 53
Q-2 58
0-3 58
O-4 58
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
O-4 5q
0-1 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 73.5
Q-4 60
O-1 61 82.5
0--2 61
0-3 6l 70.5
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 73.0
0-2 62
Q-3 62 135.0
Q-4 62
Q--I 63 42.0
Q-2 63
Q--3 63 19.5
0-4 63
O-1 64 g.O
0-2 64
Q-'3 64 g.o
0-4 64
O-I 65 3.0
LABOR *
BURDEN $
12334 3. 917 48314 45972 94286
14193 3.996 56717 48446 105163
12794 3.917 5011C 56599 106709
12418 4. 113 51C7C 55208 106278
22785 2.976 67812 82C72 14q884
7121 7.369 52047 71(325 123072
3389 4. 402 1491 q 2095(, 35875
1479 3. 853 5699 6271 11970
1469 3. 849 5654 6224 11878
561 4. 674 2622 3153 577 5
I¥-200
j:
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
6,-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06 I_TOI_ O01qI'BOLGBOUIfD TESTS
6-MAJ ASSY 04
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
Q-1 66
1.5
LABOR +
BURDEN $
TOTAL 518.5
225 4.667 1050 1262 2312
I6 4. 625 74 90 164
88784 350088 39727(3 753366
IV-207
NORTH AMERICAN RGCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS?-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEF_D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYSTEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 04
SUBO CF WORK TEST/QC
CN-SITE LAeOR
MAN-- LABOR
MON TH S HOUR S
Q-3 59 l.C 127
Q-4 5,3
Q-I 59 ?.0 565
Q-2 59
Q--3 59 177.] 31ICC
O-4 59
O--I 60 418.5 72640
Q-2 60
0-3 60 378.0 63453
0-4 60
Q-I 61 760.5 119602
Q-2 6i
Q-3 61 64_.5 117666
Q--4 61
Q--I 62 350,5 59781
{)-2 62
Q-3 62 2dC.5 47G19
Q-4 62
O-I 63 cJ.C 1531
0-2 63
{)-3 63 I02.C I7048
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 40.5 6841
0-2 64
Q-3 64 22.5 4048
Q-4 64
Q-I 65 18.C 3041
Q-2 65
Q--3 65 7.5 1216
FLIGHT CONTBOL OIROUIID TESTS
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
2.55 1 324 557
2.75C 1554 2 147
2.98 I 927F_2 118620
2. g12 211514 2$6481
2.878 182057 220167
2.950 352834 415685
3. 040 357725 477999
3.04(3 181743 2205P_
3.074 14454) 196C76
4.651 712 C 13771
2. 962 5G499 96014
2. 578 17639 31979
4. 544 18392 31 180
3.439 10457 12034
3. 436 4178 4809
tABOR +
BURDEN $
_81
3701
211322
497995
402804
768519
835724
402431
340623
20891
146513
49618
49573
22491
8987
IV-208
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TINE PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYS TEN 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 06 FLI(}I_ O01_L'IK)I.GBOIJ]_ _['_8'_
6-MAJ ASSY 04
SUBD GF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
87 3. 437 29_
1634165TOTAL 3158.0 545765
LABOR +
BURDEN $
643
3762716
zv-zo9
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-7C AIRCRAFT STUgY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
4-SYSTEM !
S-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 04
SUB{) CF WORK TESTIOC
ON-SITE
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HUURS
Q-3 5_ 26
Q-4 58
Q-I 59 29
0-2 5q
(_-3 59 3.0 644
Q-4 59
O-I 60 18.0 314G
0-2 60
0-3 60 24.0 4082
Q-4 60
Q-1 61 46.5 804-/
0-2 61
Q-3 61 51.0 9303
Q-4 61
0-1 62 24.¢ 4184
0-2 62
Q--3 62 18.0 312-/
Q-4 62
0-I 63 1.5 319
Q--2 63
0-3 63 -6.C -1104
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 7.5 135g
Q-2 64
0-3 64 7.5 1358
0-4 64
O-I 65 -3.C -559
O-2 65
0-3 65 -1.5 -224
LABOR
FLIGHT CORTROL GROUND TESTS
LABOR LABOR
RATE DOLLARS
3. 231 84
2. 897 P.4
2..8F_7 185g
3. I00 976 2
3. 226 1317C
3. 196 2572 l
3. 320 30890,
3. 264 13658
3. 130 g7S6
4. 364 1654
2.722 -3005
3.051 4146
3.054 4147
3. 864 -2160
3. 857 -864
BURDEN
DOLLARS
t&BOR +
BURDEN $
84
84
185g
9762
13170
25721
30890
13658
9786
1654
-3005
4146
4147
-2160
-864
IV-210
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
6-SYSTEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
FLIGHT CONTI_L GROU_iD TESTS
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
--16 3.875 -62
190.5 3378_ 108870TOTAL
LABOR +
BURDEN $
-62
108870
IV-211
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4"-SYS TEN i
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 04
FLIGHT CONTROL GROUNO TESTS
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
LABOR +
BURDEN $
Q-1 58
0-2 58
Q-3 58 1.0 153 2. 667 408 557 905 196
0-4 58
Q-I 59 3.0 594 2.758 1638 2147 3785 11_8
0-2 59
_-3 59 180.0 31744 2.979 94561 118620 213181 15372
0-4 59
Q-[ 60 436.5 75789 2.920 221276. 286481 507757 20774
0-2 60
Q-3 60 475.5 79869 3.(357 244121 266139 510260 216466
O-4 60
Q-I 61 829.5 141842 3. 069 435272 464131 899403 70117
0-2 61
0-3 61 771.C 1397_3 3.139 435725 534598 973323 397177
0--4 61
O-I 62 447.5 76383 3.227 246471 275696 522367 76118
0-2 62
O-3 62 433.5 729_1 3. C46 222145 278148 500293 12879]
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 52.5 9031 6.735 60821 84796 145617 [49796
0-2 63
0-3 63 I15.5 19333 3.228 62413 116970 179383 16491
Q-4 63
O-I 64 57.C 9679 2.840 27484 38250 65734 32874
(_-2 64
Q-3 64 39.0 6875 4. I01 28194 37404 65598 32S45
0-4 64
O-I 65 18.0 3043 3.588 10919 15187 20106 (,057
0-2 65
0-3 65 7.5 I217 3. 586 4364 607[ I0435 2422
IV-212
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 06
FLIGHT CONTRDL GROUND TESTS
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOUR S R AT E
3867.0
87
668333
3. 575
LABOR
DOLLARS
311
2099123
BURDEN
DOLLARS
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
ENGR
MATL
I75
1166739
Iv-_13
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121OO
CORP.
TIME
8-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6-MAJ ASSY 04
FLIGHT CONTROL GROUND TESTS
OTHER
MPC COST
Q'-I 58 IC
Q-2 58
C}-3 58 11 -IO
Q-4 55
Q- 1 59 96
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 13C2
Q-4 59
Q-I 60 2731
Q-2 60
Q-3 80 28465
Q-4 60
O- 1 61 5S25
Q-2 6I
Q-3 61 33561 85C6
Q-4 61
O-I 62 5998 1127
Q-2 62
0-3 62 10149 2180
Q-4 62
Q--1 63 14-/54 -1905
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 1617 -64C
C}-4 63
Q-I 64 35O4 88
Q-2 64
Q--3 64 11949 87
0-4 64
Q--I 65 1812 74
Q-2 65
Q--3 65 432 30
SUB
TOTAL
1C
1162
5C19
229855
531262
7551o. 1
975445
1412 56 7
60561C
641413
308262
196781
102200
110479
34049
13319
G & _
10122
1438£
L_127
26250
10165
107._6
5154
329C
217E
235!
908
355
TOTAL
COST
10
1 162
501 c)
229855
541334
7595_0
993572
143d81l
61577.5
652 179
313416
200071
104375
11283,.)
34957
13674
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SY S TEN 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
6--MA J ASSY 06
FLIGHT CONTROL GROUND TESTS
Q--4 65
Q-1 66
TOT AL
OTHER SUB
MPC COST TOTAL
36 2
122362 9549
958
5923582
G 6 A
29
104081
TOTAL
COST
987
6027663
iv-2].5
NORTH AMERICAN RE)CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972.
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
FLIGHT CONTROL SURSYSTEM
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
LABCR AT $ 4.926
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.52_
SHOP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 2.q87
TEST/OC
LAB CR AT $ 3.230
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3.676
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBC[]NT_ACT
MPC
GTHER COST
SUB- T OT AL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
/ENGR
HOURS
DOLLARS
I041311
5210925
4720R43
27592
78582
309
iZ64
104151
6715
2188537
_b706
248415
1265643R
206000
128624_B
PRCD
HOUriS
DOLLARS
4957271
91893
5 C49170
TOOLING
ANO STE
HOURS
OCLLARS
TEST
/OC
HOURS
DOLLARS
88784
356088
3_,7278
545765
1654165
33784
108870
2128551
1166730
467552
19446 122342
954g
486998 5923582
8759 104081
495757 6027667
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-218 IV-226 IV-228 IV-229
IV-216
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL !972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
DESIGN/ENG INEERING
LABOR AT $ 4.g26
ENGR BURDEN AT $
SHOP SUPPORT
LABC__ AT $ 2.987
TESTI &W:
LABOR AT $ 3,,230
MFG BURDEN AT $
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
4.52 9
3°676
TOTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
1130155
5567G13
511812I
573357
1712747
34093
1[0134
2232702
zz73434
7425036
42712_
257964
24024295
410733
24435028
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PA@E 1-_V_239
1¥-217
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT N_Sg-t2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
O-I
"Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
O-2
Q-3
O-4
0-1
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-'2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
4-SYSIEM
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
I II_IGIIT O01_l_OL BI_BYDTI_I
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HL_UR S RATE DOLLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 40.5 6891 4. SO0 33076 31352 64428
58
58 198.0 33360 4.469 [49C77 131368 280445
5@
59 231.0 39382 4.537 178659 135264 313923
5O
59 47g.5 .P,4370 4. 3"_4 365662 3014_8 667150
59
60 588.C l_1943 4.658 474885 382234 857119
60
60 592.5 q.c616 4.60.8 478995 370123 849118
60
61 76g.0 1311_5 4.728 020302 446983 1067285
61
61 484.5 87832 4.9<)2 43842C 40_e87 846507
61
62 580.5 9q064 '5.218 51_96G 457C46 974006
62
62 534.C 8S74C 5, 135 46C8h6 461039 921895
62
63 435.6 74289 5.492 407999 403202 8112G1
63
63 400.0 67198 5.47 ° 368192 3_5318 753510
63
64 31g.5 54571 5. 574 304155 344978 649133
64
64 294.0 51666 5.600 289326 329457 618783
64
65 82.5 14346 6.183 88704 95044 183748
65
IV-218
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
D ES IGNIENGI NE ER ING
4-SY S TEM 1
5"-SUBSYSTEM 06 FLIGHT COI_BOL SI/BSYS_.N
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
NAN-- LABOR LABOR
NON TH S HOUR S R AT E
LABOR
DOLLARS
32654
3003
5210925
Q-3 65 2_,0 6106 7,953
Q-6 65
0-I 66 i0,5 1803 1,666
TOTAL 6063,0 IC.61371
BURDEN
DOLLARS
35026
2834
4720843
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
67680
583"/
9931768
_v-219
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVI SION
DATA PREPARED UNDEP
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPENC.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP
4-SY S TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
SUPPORT
l_I.,I(}I_ O01_I_OL SUBSXS_'EM
ON-S ITE LAROR
MAN- LABUR LA60R LABUR BUR CEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLL ARS BURDEN $
_J-I 5_ 40 2. 025 kl 149 229
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 13.5 23Z0 2. 809 6S16 B194 14710
0-4 59
C_-i 50 25.5 4455 3.112 13869 17528 31396
0-2 60
0-3 60 57.0 9525 2.875 27"_,_3 35792_ 63175
Q-4 60
O-I 61 51,0 8606 2.&94 2335C 30665 54015
Q-2 61
0-3 61 12,0 ?307 2.840 6553 10502 17055
Q-4 61
Q--I 62 93 3.172 295 424 719
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 -40 . 150 -6 -184 -190
Q-4 62
O-1 63 73 3,COO 2lq 2e,4 513
0-2 63
0-3 63 -31 7.548 -234 -134 -368
0-4 b3
0-I 64 I15 3.052 351 564 915
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 08 3.029 206 358 564
TOTAL 159,0 27592 78582 104151 182733
IV-L_O
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE OlVl SION
DATA I_EPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT N£$9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L lgT2
TEST/QC
4"-SYSTEM 1 II'LIG]RT CO]TROL 8U'Bb_B_L'D(
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-.1 60
Q-2 60
0-3 60
Q-6 60
Q-1 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
(_-4 61
Q-1 62
Q-2 62
Q-3 62
(_-4 62
Q--I 63
0--2 63
Q---3 63
Q-4 63
Q--I 64
Q-2 66
Q-3 66
Q-'6 64
Q-1 65
1.5
ze 2.BZ9 52
64 3.43 8 220
19_ 4.40 T 85 5
21 4.8_0 101
6 2. 500 15
1 2.000
5 3. 600
2
18
1
1266TOTAL 1.5 309
LABOR -m
BURDEN $
52
220
855
101
15
2
18
1
1264
IV-_21
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASO-1210C
TIME PHASED EXPFND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS "IEM 1
FLIGHT COHTROL SUBSYST_45-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD EF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-I
Q-2
C-3
0-4
O-I
0-2
C)-_
Q-4
0-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
O-I
0-2
O-_
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
_Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
G-4
C-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
MAN- LABOR LABOR L%80_ BURDEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS OOLL ARS 3UP DEN $
5,a 40.5 68c_ I 4. 800 _ _G76 _I 352 6442B
58
58 198.C 33360 4.469 149077 131368 280445
5_
59 231.0 394?2 4. 534 17374C 135412 314152
59
5_ 493.0 86717 4.292 37223C 309662 681912
5_
6"3 613.5 IC6453 4.5'_3 488473 399 762 8 8_ 73 5
6O
60 651.0 IC93_5 4.63q 5C72_3 405915 913148
60
61 82C.C I_9S72 4.602 643753 47764_ 1121401
61
6] 496.5 90145 4.93_ 44498_ 415589 8e3577
61
62 580.5 _9157 5.21.7 517255 457479 974725
62
62 534.C 8970C 5.1_8 1,63E_5C 460855 921705
62
63 435.0 7436? 5. 490 408218 403496 8 II 714
63
6_ 4C0.C 67167 5.478 367456 385 I84 753142
63
64 310.5 54687 5. 568 30450_5 345542 650C5C
64
64 294.0 51739 5. 596 28955C Z 298]15 6]9365
64
65 82.5 14346 6.183 8_705 95C44 183749
65
65 24.0 4 I0 6 7.953 32654 35026 67680
65
ENGR
MATt
1054
11C2
12_1
781
193
88
51
120
1812
7q
174
IV-222
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP=
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12IOO
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L I972
4-SYS IEM I I_IG]_ COI_t'ROL SUBSYSTI_
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
SUBD I]F WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-I 66
T[]TAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOF BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS H_URS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
IO.5 1803 ],666 3003 283_ 5937
6223.5 IC69272 529077I 4824994 10115765
ENGR
MATL
6715
TV-L_23
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
OATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1q72
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I FLIGHT COIfI_)LSUBSYST_W
O6
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
(J-1
0-2
O- 3
0-4
:Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
O-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
_-4
O-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q--'2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
0-3
O--4
5_
53
5S
59
5'9
5)
5g
6")
60
6O
60
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
&5
65
65
65
TOTAL
SUBC MATERIAL
137905
879L_5
352646
372425
112c.99
340167
340166
280355
37558
126711
OTHER SUB TOTAL
MPC COST TOTAL G & A Cf)ST
3433 67861 67861
4486 284931 284951
5137 319289 3192 _g
138959 3857 14883 839611 839611
89007 536JC 23083 1006135 19171 1025356
353927 21091 25159 I_133Z5 25023 1338348
373186 10(34 198C7 1525128 28341 1553469
I131_2 3253 176C5 W97627 19539 1016166
340255 1C818 13326 1339124 22477 1361601
3407.17 10819 18651 1291392 21676 1313068
230475 11916 26319 1130424 18'901 1149325
39370 1385 24568 S18465 13685 8321b0
12679G 17410 17029 81L279 17262 828541
174 63 13947 633549 15481 64703C
14687 198436 5294 203730
587 5 73555 1962 75517
IV-224
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I 1_.,l(}I_CONTROL SIJI_STI_
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
TOTAL
SU_C MATERIAL
2183_37 2195552
OTHER SUB TOTAL
MPC CCST TOTAL G & A COST
420 6257 188 6445
96706 248415 12656438 206000 12862438
IV-225
NJRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP..
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL lq72
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK PRODUCTION
FLIGHT CO_I_OL SI/BSYST_
0-3 5q
Q-4 5q
0-I 60
Q-2 60
0-3 60
Q-4 6r_
0-I 61
U-2 61
Q-B ol
_-4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
0-3 62
0-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 6B
Q-3 63
Q-4 63
0-I 64
TOT AL
MAN- LAB_JR LABOR LAB.qR BURDEN
MO_:THS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
LABOR +
BURDEN $ SU i_C
245q5
64120
2178_I
1129142
881346,
14102_
741027
6IC;7 32
_1818
276458
4768647
IV-226
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK PROCUCTION
_ _LSUBSYSTD4
SUB
MPC TOTAL
Q-3 59 672 25267
,O-4 59
Q-I 60 38C4 67924
O-2 6C
Q-3 60 12927 230808
0-4 60
Q-I 61 32351 1161493
Q-2 51
C_-3 61 252(5 907111
0-4 61
0-I 62 23551 764579
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 23529 764556
Q-4 62
O-I 63 25q34 636666
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 262g 84447
0-4 63
0-1 64 37968 314426
TOTAL 18863C 4957217
TOTAL
G _ A COST
25267
I294 69218
4398 235206
21584 I183077
16657 923968
12833 777412
12833 777389
13989 650655
1 41 5 d5 862
6690 321116
91893 504917C
IV-227
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED FXPEED.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRI L lg7Z
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK TOOLING
FLIGHT OORTRDL SI/BSYS___I
aND STE
O-I 60
_,Q-2 6O
_Q-3 6O
_-4 60
Q-1 61
Q-2 61
O-3 51
0-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q--3 62
Q-4 62
O-I 63
0-2 63
Q-3 63
Q-4 63
O---I 64
TOTAL
SUBC
10475
49033
1 00958
66890
72694
72696
59_13
8026
26867
467552
MPC
621
2909
2892
1916
2310
23C8
2544
257
3699
194_6
SUB
TOTAL G &
11096 21 1
51 _42 99C
103_50 1930
688(36 1 278
75004 125q
75C04 125_
62457 1C44
8283 13E
30556 650.
486998 8759
TOTAL
CCST
11307
52932
105780
70084
76263
76263
63501
.q421
31 206
495 157
IV-E_8
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP°
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
fi-SU8 SYSTE M
SUBD CF WORK
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
1
C6 1_]]}I_ C01W_BOI.,SIJ'BSYS'I_
TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
Q-I 5F_
Q--2 5q
Q-3 5:3
Q-4 58
Q-I 59
0-2 59
Q-3 .59
0-4 5_
Q-I 60
Q-2 6c,
Q-3 63 7_.5 12334
O-4 60
0--I 61 82.5 141_3
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 7C.5 12"/94
0-4 61
Q-I 62 73.C 12418
0-2 63
4-3 e2 135.C, 22785
(J--4 62
O-I 63 42.0 7121
0-2 63
0-3 63 19.5 3389
Q-4 6B
0--I 64 g.O 1479
Q-2 64
0-3 64 9.0 146 c,
0-4 64
0-I 65 3.0 561
O-2 65
LABOR +
BURDEN $
3. ql 7 43314 459/2 94286
3. 996 56717 48446 105 163
3.917 5011C 56599 10670g
4.113 51070 55208 104,278
2.976 67812 82C72 149884
7.30e 52047 71025 123072
4. 402 14919 20S56 35875
3° 853 5699 6271 11970
3. 849 5654 6224 I1878
4.674 2622 3153 5775
IV-229
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NAsg-121GO
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL lq72
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
0-1 66
T(]TAL
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
DES IGNIENGINEERING
1
FLIG_ COIqTROL SD-BSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABdR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
I. 5 2? 5 4. 667 I05C I 262 2312
[6 4° 625 74 '90 164
518,5 38784 356088 397278 753366
zv-23o
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONIRACI NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
0-3 5_ 1.0 127
0-4 58
O- I 59 3.0 565
0-2 59
0-3 59 177.G 31100
O- 4 59
O-I 6q 418.5 72640
Q-2 60
Q-3 6g 378.C _3453
Q-4 6:')
_-I 61 7CC.5 Iiq602
O-Z 61
0--3 61 649.5 117666
Q-a 61
_-1 62 350.5 59781
Q-2 62
0-3 62 28C.5 4701_
Q-4 62
O-I 63 c;.o 15Jl
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 102.0 17048
0-4 63
O-1 64 4C.5 t:841
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 22.5 4048
0-4 64
0-I 65 18.0 3041
Q-2 65
O-3 65 7.5 1216
0-4 65
SUPPORT
l_..IoI_' cONTROL SUESYST_I
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
2.551 324 557
2.75C 1554 2147
2.981 92702 118620
2. 912 211514 286481
2.878 182637 220167
2.950 352834 415685
3.040 351725 477999
3. 040 181743 220688
3. 074 144547 196C76
4.651 712C 13771
2. 962 504Vq 96014
2. 578 1763_ 31979
4. 544 18393 311BO
3. 419 10457 12034
3.4"36 4178 4809
LABOR +
BURDEN $
881
370 1
211322
497995
402804
768519
835724
402431
34062 3
20 891
146513
49618
49573
2249 1
8987
zv-a3z
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEED.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUUY
APRIL 1972
SH{]P SUPPORT
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06 I'I_IgI_ OOIITIiOI.SI_STI_
SUBD OF WORK TEST/OC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS OCLL ARS
Q-I 66
_7 3. 437 299
TOTAL 3158.0 545765 1634165
344
?128551
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
643
3762716
TV-2_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
_-3 58 26
O-4 53
Q- 1 59 29
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 3.C 644
C'-4 59
Q-I 50 18.0 3149
I_-2 O0
_-3 6': 24.0 4C_2
_-4 6O
Q-I 61 46.5 8C47
Q-2 61
0-3 61 51.C 9303
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 24.0 4184
O-2 62
_-3 62 18.0 3127
0-4 62
0-I 63 1.5 37g
O-2 63
0-3 63 -6.0 -II04
Q--4 63
0-I 64 7.5 1"359
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 7.5 1358
0-4 64
O-I 6_ -3.0 -55q
{_-2 65
O-3 65 -1.5 -224
Q-4 65
FLIGHT CORTBOL SUBSYS_
LABOR LABOR
RATE DOLLARS
3.231 84
2. 897 84
2. 887 1859
3, I_C; g762
3.226 1317C
3.196 25721
3. 320 3089C
3.264 13658
3. 130 9786
4. 364 1654
2. 722 -3005
3.051 4146
3. G54 4 147
3. _64 -2160
3.857 -864
BURDEN
DOLLARS
LABOR +
BURDEN $
84
84
1859
9762
1317C
2572 1
3089C
13658
9786
1654
-3005
4146
4147
-2160
-864
iv-233.
NORTH AMERICAN RI]CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAsq-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEkD.
B-T0 AIRCRAFT STUDY
TES TIQC
/,-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD CF WORK TESIIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS H{]UR S RATE DOLLARS DCLLARS
0-I 66 -16
TOTAL 19C.5 33784
3. 875 -_2
I0867C
APRIL 1972
LABOR +
BURDEN $
-62
IC8870
Iv-23_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I210O
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
S-SUBSYSTEM 06
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSM
MAN-
MONTHS
LABL_R LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
ENGR
MATL
Q-I 5_
0-2 58
Q-3 58 1.0 I53 2.667 408 557 965 196
0-4 58
0-I 59 3.0 5g4 2.758 163F_ 2147 3785 1138
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 180.0 31744 2.979 94561 118620 213181 15372
0-4 59
Q-I 60 436.5 75780 2.92C 221276 286481 507757 20774
Q-2 60
Q-3 60, 475.5 79869 3.057 244121 266139 510260 216466
Q-4 60
(.}-I 61. 329.5 141842 3. C69 435272 464131 899403 70117
0--2 61
Q-3 51 771.0 139763 3.139 43_725 534598 973323 397177
Q-4 61
0-1 62 447.5 76383 3.227 246471 275896 522367 76118
0-2 62
Q-3 62 433.5 72931 3.046 222145 278148 500293 1287g1
_-4 62
Q-1 63 52.5 9031 6.735 60821 84796 145617 1497q6
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 115.5 1933_ 3.228 62413 116970 179383 16421
0--4 63
O-I 64 57.0 9679 2. 840 27484 38250 65734 32874
0-2 64
0-3 64 39.0 6875 4. I01 28194 37404 65598 32845
Q-4 64
O-I 65 18.0 3043 3.588 10919 15187 26106 6057
0-2 65
Q--3 65 7.5 1217 3. 586 4364 6071 10435 2422
(Q-4 65
zv-235
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
D_TA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1q72
4-SYS TEM t
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD {IF WORK TESTIQC
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
MAN- LABUR
MPN THS HOURS
97
3a67.0 668333
LABOR
FATE
3.575
LABE;R
DCLLARS
311
209_123
BURDEN
DOLL A_S
434
252_?_j
LABOR *
BURDEN $
745
4o34952
ENGR
MATL
175
I16c,/_9
IV-236
v I
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD CF WORK TESTIOC
FLIO, RT CORTROL SUBSYSTD4
OTHER
MPC COST
Q-2 59
0-3 5_ ii -1C
0-4 58
O-I 5q 96
0-2 59
O-3 59 1 3C2
0-4 59
O-I 60 2731
Q-2 63
0-3 6'2 28465
O-4 60
0-I 61 5925
O-2 61
Q-3 61 33561 8506
_-4 61
O--1 62 5qeJ8 1127
Q-'-2 62
0-3 62 lO14q 2180
0-4 62
O-I 63 14754 -1905
Q-2 63
0--3 63 1617 -640
0-4 63
Q-I o4 3504 88
O-2 64
0-3 64 11949 87
Q-4 64
Q-I 65 1812 74
O-2 65
0-3 65 432 30
O-4 65
SUB TO[AL
TOTAL G & A COST
I0 I0
1 162 1 162
5019 5019
229855 229855
531262 10122 541384
755191 I%389 769580
975445 18127 993512
1412567 2625C 143S817
60561,9 10165 615775
641413 10766 652179
3Cfl262 5154 313416
196781 3290 230071
102200 2175 104375
110479 2351 112830
34049 908 34957
1331_ 355 13674
IV-237
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL I_72
_-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
SUBD OF W_RK TESTIQC
FLIGItT CONTROL SUBSYST_
CTHER SUB TOTAL
MPC COST TOTAL C, (_ _ CCST
36 2 _58 29 987
122342 9549 5923582 104J81 6C27663
IV-238
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIMF
B-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
0-I
Q-2
O-3
Q-4
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-1
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
O-1
Q-2
0--3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-L
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
4-SYSTEM l
5-SUBSYSTFM 06
FL IGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITF LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
5._ 40.5 6891 4.80C 33076 31 352
5R
58 198.0 33360 4.469 149077 131368
58
59 231.0 39382 4.537 178659 135264
50
5 °., 47_.5 84379 4.334 365662 3,,31488
59
60 588.0 101943 4.658 474885 382234
60
60 666.C 11105C 4. 710 527309 _16G95
60
61 652.C 145378 4.657 67701_ 495429
61
6l 555.C 10C626 4.855 4_853C 464686
61
62 653.5 111482 5. C95 56803C 512254
62
67 67C.0 112525 4.698 52_668 543111
62
63 477.0 81410 5.651 460046 474227
63
63 42C.C 70587 5.42e 383111 4,96274
63
64 32e.5 56c5c 5.52e 3QgR54 351249
(:4
64 30 1.5 53135 5. 552 294980 335681
64
6b B5.5 14907 6. I26 91326 981_7
65
LABOR +
BURDEN $
64428
280445
313923
667150
857119
943404
i172448
953216
1083284
1071779
934273
789385
661103
63066 l
189523
_V-239
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-1210O
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1.972
DES IGN/ENGI NFERING
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
FL IGHT CONTROL St_BSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
Q-3 65 25.5 43_1
Q-4 65
O-L 6_ 10o5 LB1q
TOTAL 65_2.C 1130155
LABOR
RATE
7,7_2
I. 6q2
LABOR
DOLLARS
33704
3C77
5567C13
BURDEN
DOLLARS
36288
2g2_
5118121
LABOR +
RURDEN $
6g g92
6001
1068.5134
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME
B-TO
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-!
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
9-4
Q-I
_-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
_-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
(_-3
0-4
SHOP
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
FLIGHT CONTROL
SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN-
M(]NTHS
LABOR
HOURS
127
605
33420
77096
72978
128268
I19073
59R74
46979
16C4
17017
6056
4116
3041
1216
59
58
59
59
5C_
59
6O
6O
6:)
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
64
e4
64
54
65
65
6_
65
l.C
3.0
190,5
445.C
435.C
751.5
661.5
351.0
27g.0
q.O
IGI.5
4G.5
24.0
18.0
7.5
LABOR
RATE
2.551
2.702
2 • g6q
2.927
2.878
2.933
3. C36
3.04C
3,077
4. 575
2.054
2. 586
4. 519
3.439
3.436
LABOR
DOLLARS
324
1635
9g218
225382
21002C
376184
36427e
182038
144541
7339
50265
17990
18599
10457
4178
BURDEN
DOLLARS
557
2295
126814
304C09
255_59
446350
488501
221112
105892
14065
_588C
32 543
315_8
12C34
4809
LABOR +
BURDEN $
881
3930
226032
529391
465979
822534
85277o
403150
340433
21404
146145
50533
50137
2249 I
8987
IV-2_l
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP,
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPARECUNDER
NASACONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPENC,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L lg72
SHOP
4-SY S TEM [
5-SIIBSYSTEM Of,
FL IGHT CONTROL
SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOP
MONTHS HL)URS RATE
Q-I 66 87
TOTAL 3318.0 573357
3°437
LABOP
DOLLARS
29q
17t274/
_UnDEN
DOLLARS
344
2232702
LABUR +
BURDEN
643
394544g
IV-2_2 -"
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
T IME
B-TO
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TEST/QC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR L4BOR LABOR
MC_NTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
Q-3 5_3 26 3.231 84
Q-4 58
Q-I 59 2g 2. 897 84
O-2 59
Q-3 5q 4.5 662 2. 887 1911
Q-4 59
Q-I 6n [9.0 32[3 3. I07 9982
0-2 60
12-3 60 25.5 4216 3.28C 14025
Q-4 60
O-I 51 ,,8.0 _068 3.2ei 25822
0-2 61
Q-3 61 51.0 930cJ 3.32C 30905
0-4 61
Q-I 62 24.0 4184 3.204 1365P
O-2 62
Q-3 62 18.0 3127 3. 13C 9786
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 1.5 37(_ 4.364 1654
Q-2 63
0-3 63 -6.0 -1 104 2. 722 -3005
12-4 63
Q-I 64 7.5 1360 3.050 4148
0-2 64
0-3 64 7.5 1363 3. C56 4165
O--4 64
O-I 65 --3.0 --55g 3.862 --215S
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 -1.5 -224 3. 857 -864
_-4 65
BURDEN
DOLL &RS
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
84
84
1911
9982
14025
25822
30905
1365R
9786
1654
-3005
4148
4165
-2159
-864
IV-243
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPE_C.
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
4-SY S TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
FL IGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
-16
195.0 34093
3.875
LABOR
DOLLARS
-b2
II0134
LABOR +
BURDEN $
-62
110134
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I2100
TIME
B-?O
PHASED EXPEkD.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 06
FL IGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
O-[
0-2
0-3
Q-4
O-[
0-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
0-1
Q-2
0-3
0-4
0-1
Q-Z
0-3
0-4
O-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
0-1
0-2
0-3
Q-4
,Q-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR DEN LABOR + ENGR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DO.LLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $ MATL
5_ 40.5 689I 4.800 33076 31352 64428
58
58 199.0 33513 4.461 149485 131925 281410 196
5,q
59 234.0 40016 4. 508 180378 137559 317937 1138
59
59 674.5 118461 3._40 466791 428302 8_5093 [6426
59
6,! lC51.O 182252 3.897 71024 c, 686243 1396492 21876
60
60 1126.5 189204 3.971 751354 872054 1423408 217747
60
61 I651.5 2e1714 3.830 1079025 o41779 2020804 70_78
61
61 I267.5 229908 3.844 883713 953187 [830900 397_70
61
62 1028.5 175540 4.351 763726 733366 1497092 70206
62
62 967=G 162631 4. 206 6829q5 739003 1421998 128842
6_
63 4_7.5 83303 5.624 46gC3 c 488202 957331 149916
63
63 515.5 86500 4°975 430371 502154 932525 18233
03
6{_, 376°5 64366 5. 158 331992 383702 715784 32953
64
64 333.0 58614 5.421 3177_4 367219 684963 33019
64
65 ]C0°5 17389 5.7Z9 99624 110231 2(39855 6057
65
65 31.5 5323 6,g54 37018 41(397 78115 2422
65
Iv=z_5
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPE_B.
AIRCRAFT STUBY
APRIl 1972
4-SY STEM I
5-SUB SYS TEM 06
FLIGHT CCNTROL SUBSYS TEM
MAN-
MONTHS
10.5
10095.0
LABOR
HE)UR S
1890
1737605
t ABOR
RATE
I. 153
LABOR
DCLLARS
3314
7389894
RURDEN
DOLLARS
3268
?350823
LABOR +
BURDEN $
6582
14740717
ENGP
MATL
175
1173454
1V-2_6
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CDNTRACT NAS9-12IO0
TIME
B-70
PHASEC EXPE_.
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 06
FL IGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
O-I 5_
Q-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
_-I 5Q
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-t 6")
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
0-1 61
0-2 61
Q-3 61
O-4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
0-3 6.2
0-4 62
Q-I 6_
Q-2 63
O-3 6_
0-4 6_
_-1 64
0-2 64
Q-B 64
Q-4 64
O-I 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
0-4 65
SUHC
1625C0
16290n
619560
1_02525
1061735
115388O
1153889
9510CC
1274C2
430C36
TOTAL
MATER I&t
196
1138
178926
184376
837301
1673403
1459105
12300Q5
1282731
llOCqt6
145635
46298£
33C19
6057
2422
MPC
II
96
5831
12516
65392
51S02
63£95
42677
46805
55148
58_8
62571
12C12
1812
432
OTHER
CCSI
3443
4476
5137
14883
23083
25159
19807
2_111
14453
20831
24414
23928
17117
14034
14761
5905
SUB
TOTAL
67871
280093
324308
1094733
1616467
2351266
3765q16
3386111
2784317
2??2365
2137809
1107976
1258461
744028
232435
86874
G _ A
30798
44800
69982
62924
46734
46534
39088
1852R
26777
15832
6202
2317
TOTAL
COST
57871
286093
324308
1094733
1647265
2396066
3835998
3449035
2831051
2818899
2176897
1126504
1285238
759860
238687
80191
IV-2_?
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-T0
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL L972
4-SYSTEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 06
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
O-! 66
TOTAL
SURC
7425C36
TOTAL
MATERIAL
I75
(/5c384g0
_PC
3e
427124
OTHER
COST
422
257964
SUB
TOTAL
7215
24024295
O & A
217
410-/33
TOT A L
COST
74.32
24435028
IV-2&8
_ Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE WBS CODE: 1.7
WBS LEVELS
5 6 7 8
1.._ PERSONNEL, ACCOM3DATION AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
1.7.1 Personne I Equipment
1.7.1.1 Aircrew Helmet (GFK)
Mi crophone s
Headsets
1.7.1.2 Oxygen Mask (GFE)
1.7.1o3 Flight Suit (GFE)
1.7.l.k Pressure Suit (GFE)
1.7.1.5 Relief System (GFE)
1.7.1.6 Data Case
i. 7. i. 7 Thermal Underwear (GFE)
1.7.1.8 Mse West (GFE)
1.7ol.9 Flash Light
1.7.2 LO2 Subsystem
1.7=2ol Converters (GFE)
1.7.2o2 Check Valves (GFE)
1.7.2.3 Heat Exchanger
1=7.2.4 Flex Hoses
1.7.2.5 Quick Disconnects (GFE)
1.7.2.6 Quantity Probes
1.7.2.7 Pressure Suit Regulator
1=7.2.8 Capsule 0 2 Cylinder (GFE)
1.7.2.9 0 2 Pressure Regulator (GFE)
1.7.2.10 Portable 02 Cylinder
IV-250
SD72- SH-O00 3
_ Space DivisionNorth Amencan Rockwell
WORE BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE
WBS LEVELS
5 6 7 8
1.7.2.11 02 Filter Assy
1.7.2oL_ 02 Control Panel
Quantity Indicator (GFE)
Mode Switch (GFE)
Function Indicator
Test Circuitry
1.7.3 Crew Station Accommodations
1.7.3.1 Controls and Displays
1o7.3.2 Fire Extinguishing Cylinder (GFE)
1.7.3.3 Relief Container (GFE)
1.7.3.4 Emergency Ax
1.7.3.5 Escape Reels
1.7.3.6 Safety Pins
1.7.3-7 Streamers
1.7.3.8 ILS Chart Holder
1.7.3.9 Map Case
1.7.3.10 Data Holder
1.7.3.11 Sun Visors
1.7.3.12 Seat Adjusters
Vertical Motor
Longl tudinal Motor
Actuators
Switches
Sensors
1..7.4. Escape Subsystem
WBS CODE: i. 7
IV-251
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCq_/RE
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE
WBS LEVELS
'_ 5 6
Encapsulated Seat
Upper Door
Lower Door
Shell Assembly
Rotary Thrusters
Foot Positioners
Seal Assembly
Initiators
Door Hinges
A/VDeseent Control
1.7._.2 Seat Ejection
Restraint Harness
Inertial Reels
Reel Power Take-up Assembly
Seal Retract Actuator
Parachute Container
Parachute Container Lid
Parachute Container Lid Actuator
Aneroid Control Unit
Parachute
Manual Chute Control
Chute Cutter
Retraction Thruster
Gas Flow Check Valves
Rocket Catapult
Propellants
Pressure Controller
Relief Vent
Altimeter
Chute Release Mechanism
Impact Attenuators
Attenuator/Door Interlock
Stabilization Booms
Boom Thrusters
Stabilizer Chutes
Door Closure Thrusters
Gas Generators
Door Close Sensor
Sequence Valving
Hatch Initiators
Hatch Boosters
Hatch Removers
Catapult Rails
Iv-252
WBS CODE: 1.7
SD72-SH-OOO3
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SUBSYSTEM:
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE
WBS LEVELS
I_ 5 6 7 8
1.7.k.3 Control Column Stowage
Thruster
Initiator
Gas Generator
1.7._o4 Ejection Control and Display
Hand Grips
Triggers
Encapsulation display
Ejection Display
1.7.4.5 Survival Equipment (GFE)
Stowed Kits
Radio Beacon
Chaff Dispenser
1.7.5 Aft Escape Hatch
1.7.5.1 Ejection System
"Tee" Handle Controls
Cabling
Initiators
Booster
Hatch Remover
External Initiation
i. 7- 5•2 Manual Removal
Release Handle
Cabling
Locking Mechanism
1.7.6 Development Tests
i°7.6.1
1.7.6.2
1.7.6.3
Wind Tunnel
Rate of Descent
Chute Integrity
WBS CODE: 1.7
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SUBSYSTEM:
4
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE
WBS LEVELS
5 6 7 8
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1.7.6o9
1.7.6.10
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1.7.6.12
1.7.6o13
1.7.6o14
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1.7.6°17
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Shell Altitude Ejection
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Sled Deceleration Tests
Centrifuge Tests
B-58 Rocket Ejection
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMDDATIONS AND
ESCAPE
WBS CODE: 1.7
The Personnel Accommodations and Escape Subsystem consisted essentially of
equipment, furnishings, the efficient arrangement of controls and displays
for normal and emergency operation of the air vehicle, and an escape system
for the survival of each crewman in the event the air vehicle had to be
abandoned. The XB-70A side-by-side, pilot-copilot configuration essentially
conformed to the standard cockpit of Specification MIL-STD-203. Complete
duality of flight controls and flight instruments permitted control of the
air vehicle from either station which also had backup flight instruments,
such as altimeters and airspeed indicators. Exhibit i, page IV-256,
presents a view looking forward of the No. i XB-70 cockpit showing the
arrangement of the controls and displays which are identified in Crew
Accommodations: WBS 1.7.3.
The "shirt-sleeve" environment requirement for the B-70 necessitated a
number of advances in the state-of-the-art for the emergency and escape
operational functions. The "shirt-sleeve" environment concept freed the
crew of inhibiting clothing, such as, pressure suits, ventilation garments,
exposure suits, life vests, etc., and enhanced their efficiency through
better communicatioas, vision, comfort and mobility. However, these
improvements for crew efficiency impacted the survival systems due to the
unimpaired survival requirements for the crew without protective clothing
for an undelayed escape regardless of altitude and Mach number. The
encapsulated seat approach was selected in order to accomplish the
objectives of "shirt-sleeve" operations and yet furnish both a pressurized
retreat within the cabin ar_ an exit device for abandonment of the air
vehicle.
The escape system consisted primarily of an escape capsule for each crew
member, escape hatches, rocket catapults, and the necessary controls and
actuating devices for safe ejection within the escape envelope shown by
Exhibit 2, page IV-257. The escape capsule is shown by Exhibits 3,
4, 5, on pages IV-258, IV-259, and IV-260, respectively. During
ejection, the resultant acceleration, applied to the center of gravity of
the ejected mass, was limited to 30g's and the acceleration forces in the
direction seat-to-head and parallel to the backrest was limited to 2_g's.
The escape capsule catapult was designed to provide a 300-foot runway
clearance at a 90knot airspeed.
In addition to the items discussed above, the Personnel Accommodations and
Escape Subsystem included a breathing oxygen system for normal flight and
emergency descent, rescue and survival equipment, suit pressurization and
ventilation (for flight test), and miscellaneous furnishings.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
WBS CODE: 1.7
WBS CODE: 1.7.1
Personnel equipment was primarily Government Furnished Equipment. See
WBS listing on Page IV-250 for details.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE WBS CODE: i. 7
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: LIQUID OXYGEN SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.7.2
A liquid oxygen subsystem was provided to supply breathing oxygen for the
crewmen during normal flight. Two lO-liter liquid oxygen converters were
positioned within a closed compartment Just inboard and aft of the main
entrance door of the air vehicle. An oxygen quantity indicator was located
on the main instrument panel with a quantity indicator test button located
immediately below the indicator. Oxygen flow to the crewman was regulated
by regulators in the personal equipment worn by the crewman. Connection to
the oxygen subsystem from the personal equipment (oxygen mask and regulator
or the pressure suit) was provided by a quick-disconnect fitting on a hose
attached to the forward edge of each seat. The liquid oxygen converters
were capable of being quickly disconnected from the air vehicle for ground
servicing.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATIONS AND
ESCAPE
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: CREW STATION ACCOMMODATIONS
WBS CODE: 1.7
WBS CODE: 1.7.3
The XB-70 pilot-copilot slde-by-side crew station configuration provided the
capability of air vehicle control from either station. Exhibit l,
page IV-256, presents the cockpit layout showing the arrangements of the
instrument panels and associated controls and displays. The engine controls
consisted of engine brake, fire warning and shutdown, tachometer, exhaust
gas temperature, nozzle opening, primary throttle, and alternate throttle
which were essentially in the center and available to both crewmen. Also
located between the pilots was the standby trim, primary roll trim (primary
pitch trim was on each control wheel), UHF No. l, TACAN, ILS, intercom,
flaps, drag chute, landing gear, wingtip fold, nose steering, brakes, and
caution lights.
The overhead panel had switches for interior and exterior lights and the
electrical generators. The copilot had the fuel system controls comprised
of: total quantity, tank selection quantity, fuel sequencing, fuel transfer,
and refueling valves. The copilot also had the air induction system
controls and controls for environment, personnel equipment, IFF, SIF, fire
detector test, and utility light. The pilot's side console had the
following controls: augmentation power, personnel equipment, UHF No. 2,
gyro platform, standby secondary nozzle, and utility light.
In addition to the crew station provisions noted above, other various
equipment items were provided for the comfort and safety of the crew.
These miscellaneous items included a fire extinguisher, relief container,
portable oxygen unit, escape ropes, maintenance and flight status safety
pins and streamers, ccmbination map case and flight data card holder, sun
visors, frequency card holders, and an emergency axe holder. The relief
container had a one-pint capacity and along with the portable oxygen unit
was located in a holder on the cockpit floor immediately aft of the center
aisle control pedestal. The escape ropes were provided in canvas containers
mounted on the bulkhead above and forward of the main entrance door. The
ropes, with their descent devices, permitted the crew to leave the air
vehicle in the event ladders or stands were not available.
The flight status safety pins and the "Remove Before Flight" streamers were
stowed on a roller in the headrests of the seats. The safety pin was
inserted in the right-hand grip of the seat following flight to inactivate
the seat ejection system. The maintenance safety pins were used to
deactivate the various initiators during maintenance activities.
The flight test instrumentation controls and displays are identified and
discussed under Test Instrumentation Subsystem, WBS 1.11.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS WBS CODE: i. 7.3
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE WBS CODE: 1.7
MAJOR ASSEMBLY : ESCAPE WBS CODE: 1.7.4
Each pilot's seat was enclosed in a capsule shell of bonded aluminum honeycomb
construction. The encapsulated seat furnished the crew member with a secon-
dary pressure environment in the event of cabin decompression, and adequate
protection from adverse effects of windblast, accelerations, and low atmos-
pheric pressure during ejection from a disabled air vehicle. The capsule
internal pressure increased to 5 psi within 12 seconds after the capsule doors
were closed. The pressure level was designed to remain between 5 and 9.5 psia
during ejection and descent. The pressurization medium was 60 percent oxygen
and 40 percent nitmo_n. The encapsulation subsystem consisted of a seat
retraction thruster, door closure thrusters, initiators, foot positioning
sensing pedals, actuation controls, the capsule doors and the seat mechanism.
The encapsulation subsystem provided for emergency encapsulation of the crew
members. During the encapsulation sequences, the system unlocked the seat,
translated it aft into the capsule shell and locked into position. The cap-
sule doors then moved to the closed position. The encapsulation sequence
could be initiated by raising either hand grip which would initiate seat
retraction and arm the door closure ballistics. Actuation of foot pedals in
the capsule was designed to actuate the door closure thrusters. Seat retrac-
tion and door closure could also be accomplished manually.
The capsule seat system consisted of the capsule seat assembly, the seat
vertical adjustment actuator, the restraint harness and inertia reel. The
seat assembly included armrests, the headrest and controls for seat adjust-
ment, inertia reel locking and unlocking, encapsulation and ejection.
Propellant actuated devices were used in the capsule escape system. These
included initiators, the seat retraction thruster, rocket catapult, door
closure thrusters, stabilization booms, inertia reel power-takeup, and control
column stowage thruster.
There were a total of 59 initiators employed for the emergency escape system.
Each capsule contained 23 initiators (explosive devices) and 13 were used for
hatch Jettison and capsule rocket catapult actuation and sequencing.
IV-273
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WBS CODE: 1.7.4
A seat retraction thruster was located aft of and attached to the undersurface
of the two seats. The thruster was actuated when the seat handgrips were
raised to initiate the encapsulation sequence. After operation of the
thruster, the propellant gases, which are retained in the mechanism, by-pass
the thruster piston making it possible to extend the seat for resumption of
manual operation of the air vehicle. The seat and thruster design is such
that the seat may be manually retracted or extended without affecting subse-
quent functioning of the thruster by propellant actuation.
The capsule doors were closed by gas operated thrusters as a final step in
the encapsulating system. The thrusters were powered by gas from an initiator.
The design would permit manual operation of the doors without affecting gas
operation of the thruster.
Provisions were incorporated in the capsule which permitted limited control of
the descent of the air vehicle. Electrical switches and circuits were pro-
vided by which the crewman could reduce engine thrust, and orient the vehicle
by altering the pitch and roll trim control surfaces.
A rocket catapult (see Exhibit 3_ Page IV-258) was used to eject the
capsules from the air vehicle. The catapult was a two-stage telescoping
ejector. The catapult charge was designed to propel the capsule up the
ejection rails until tube separation occurs. Just before tube separation,
rocket motor ignition was programmed to occur and thrust the capsule through
a trajectory sufficient for parachute deployment,
Two telescoping stabilization booms were located on the back of each capsule.
(Refer to Exhibit 3, Page IV-258) A self-contained propellant charge
was provided in each boom. As the capsule moved up the rails during ejection,
initiators mounted on the back of the capsule were designed to fire thereby
actuating the charge in the booms. The booms then became unlocked and rotated
away from the back of the capsule, and extended to 116 inches. Deploy stabili-
zation parachutes stowed in the boom end-compartments then were released to
stabilize the capsule in pitch and yaw after ejection.
Incorporated in the capsule was an inertia reel which was a lightly spring-
powered takeup device for retracting the crew restraint harness. The reel was
designed to lock mechanically when the pilot's body moved forward with an
acceleration of 2g to 3g. The reel contained a power-takeup unit which was a
cartridge-actuated device initiated by gas pressure. During the encapsulation
sequence, the initiator gas flow which activated the seat retraction thruster
also was designed to initiate the cartridge in the power-takeup unit resulting
in retracting the restraint harness (and the crew members). Another event
which occurred in the encapsulating sequence was the stowage of the control
column so as to prevent interference with the closing capsule doors (see
Exhibit 5_ Page IV-260). The control column thruster was designed to be
activated by gas pressure from an integral cartridge. Actuation resulted in
disconnection of the control column and forward movement so it was stowed
against the instrument panel.
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WBS CODE: 1.7.4
The capsule was provided with breathing oxygen, a pressurization system, a
recovery system and an impact attenuation system.
The emergency supply of oxygen for descent after ejection of the capsule was
supplied by 1800 psi oxygen contained in a 205 cubic inch bottle installed
beneath the seat. The emergency oxygen supply was designed to be auto-
matically activated as the capsule ascended the ejection rails by a tripping
mechanism. The crewman could also manually activate the system by pulling
an oxygen control handle located under the seat.
The capsule interior was also pressurized automatically when the capsule doors
closed. The pressurization source was a gas mixture of 60 percent oxygen
and 40 percent nitrogen (by volume) contained in four cylinders with a total
capacity of 376 cubic inches. The capsule internal pressure was maintained
at a minimum pressure of 5 psia. A relief valve was also provided to protect
the capsule against over pressurization. The valve alsopermitted the entrance
of outside air when outside pressure exceeded interior pressure by 0.5 psia.
The recovery parachute subsystem was designed as a fully automatic high
altitude system for controlled descent of the encapsulated aircrew member
after ejection. The main parachute was designed to provide a sea level rate
of descent of 29 feet per second maximum and limit oscillations to _+ 15
degrees. The system was capable of deployment at 410 knots at an altitude of
15,000 feet. The subsystem was composed of the main recovery parachute, the
pilot chute, and the deployment sequencing systems, all packed in a container
in the top of the escape capsule (see Exhibit 3, Page IV-258). During
descent, the sequencing system was also designed to actuate the impact
attenuator system. This system was installed in the bottom of the capsule
shell to reduce impact forces when the capsule struck the ground. The
attenuator consisted of a neoprene impregnated nylon cloth bladder which was
inflated by gas stored in a cylinder mounted on the lower aft surface of the
capsule. The impact attenuation was accomplished by controlled deflation of
the bladder through four blowout orifices which activated upon impact.
Extensive survival equipment was provided either within or attached to the
capsule. In addition to personal survival gear, a chaff dispenser was incor-
porated which actuated automatically during descent to assist in providing a
radar fix for subsequent rescue. An emergency radio beacon assembly was also
provided to transmit distress signals during descent. This radio beacon was
actuated as part of the automatic ejection sequence.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION & ESCAPE WBS CODE : 1.
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: AFT ESCAPE HATCH WBS CODE : 1.7 •5
There were four escape hatches provided in the air vehicle. Two forward
hatches were located above the pilot's and copilot's escape capsules. These
hatches were jettisoned as part of the ejection sequence. Aft of these
hatches there were two additional hatches. The left-hand hatch was subse-
quently fastened closed. The right-hand aft escape hatch was intended to be
used for emergency ground escape in the event the main entrance door was
inoperable. The hatch was jettisoned from inside the air vehicle by means of
either of two "Tee" handles. One handle was located on the pilot's left con-
sole, the other was located on a bulkhead below the escape hatch. Pulling
these handles would fire an initiator resulting in ejection of the hatch. The
hatch was also designed to be removed manually by unlocking the hatch locks
and then lifting and removing the hatch.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMDDATION & ESCAPE WBS CODE: i. 7
SUBSYSTEM
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: DEVELOPMENT TESTS WBS CODE: 1.7.6
Wind tunnel evaluation of the capsule included testing of a O.08 scale model
both when isolated and when in proximity of the air vehicle.
From April through November 1959, recovery parachute evaluation at the Joint
Parachute Test Facility, E1 Centro, California, consisted of a total of fifty-
two rate of descent and structural integrity tests. By May, 1960, five
capsule aerial drops had been performed at 130 knots using a C-1BO and twelve
ejections at 200 to 380 knots at an altitude of 40,000 feet using a B-47.
Ejection tests were also performed at speeds of Mach 0.8 at 21,000 feet
altitude and mach 1.6 at 38,000 feet. Sled tests were accomplished at both
HurricareMesa, Utah and at Edwards Air Force Base.
In addition, there were development tests demonstrating operational integrity,
structural capability, flotation characteristics and impact resistance. The
overall test program is depicted in Exhibits 9_ Page IV-282_ through 12_
Page IV-285 respectively.
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TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS
TITLE: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION/ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.7
During the development of the B-70, the state-of-the-art was advanced signi-
ficantly in the area of personnel escape and protection. The major advance-
men_ achieved are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Note: Since the items discussed did not impact subsystem or air vehicle
schedules, the term Technical Innovation is used in place of
Technical Drivers.
i. Capsule Concept:
The crew escape requirements for the B-70 air vehicle necessitated a number
of state-of-the-art advances since unimpaired survival of the crew was
required under conditions of (1) complete freedom from inhibiting clothing,
(2) undelayed escape regardless of altitude. To attain these objectives,
it was necessary to employ a protective cocoon or capsule which could be
ejected from the air vehicle and serve as a vehicle during the crewman's
descent to earth.
2. Stabilization Booms:
To assure that the capsule would descend in a predictable manner, two
booms were attached to the capsule framework. These booms were of tele-
scoping design and upon actuation extended to ll6 inches and rotated out-
warded. From the upper end of each boom, parachutes are released which
stabilize the capsule from tumbling and excessive oscillation.
3. Descent Control:
In the event of cabin damage or loss of the oxygen breathing system, the
capsule was designed to serve as a temporary protective area for the pilot
and copilot. Controls were provided In the capsule by which the engine
thrust could be reduced and the air vehicle could be put in a descent
orientation by adjusting the trlm surfaces. Upon reaching a safe altitude,
the crew would leave the capsules and resume normal air vehicle control.
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DEVELOPMENT DATA SUMMARY
WRSTITLE: PERSORREL ACCO_. & ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: 1°7
STATE-OF-THE ART RATING:__ 4__(See remarks)
PERCENT DEVELOPED:MATRIX:
PROGPJLM LEVEL
EFFORT TO GO
;PRIOR TO FLIGHT
t -CONFIGURATION -GROUND TEST
FLIGHT TEST
GROUND TESTS
TYPE OF TEST NUMBER OF UNITS TEST HOURS
CONFIGURATION RESEARCH (1) (2)
DESIGN FEASIBILITY (1) (2)
DESIGN VERIFICATION (1) (2)
AIRWORTHINESS (I) (2)
QUALIFICATION
OTHER (2)
TOTAL
12
ii
ii
24
61
1322
240
1233
2031
_oo
5226
REMARKS:
(1) Includes following Personnel Acco=aodations Testing
Item
m
Units
FlIEht Displays
Crew Training
Lighted Panels (Blue/Whlte edge light)
Shock Mounting: Instrument Panels
Ground Escape Devices
Pressure Suit Cooling (Liquid Air)
2
2
3
6
4
2
19
(2) Includes Escape System Tests as presented on page IV-281.
Test Hours
5OO
382
300
321
_o
800
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State-of-the-Art
The Personnel Accommodations and Escape Subsystem was assigned an overall
state-of-the-art rating of 4 based on definitions established using AFSCM
173-1 (ii-28-67) as a guide. This rating was determined by comparing the
RS-70 requirements with the existing capabilities at the RS-70 time period
using state-of-the-art criteria discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The
RS-70 configuraticmwas selected for the comparison since it was the
production conflguraticm defined. This selection is considered valid since
the development status at "out-the-door" and at program "end" is also based
on the scheduled production configuration.
The definitions used in determining the state-of-the-art ratings are
described below. For ratings 3, 4, and 5, the following B-T0 design
criteria was used as an aid for rating selection:
A. High temperature application
B. High pressure/load/acoustics/etc., application
C. Light-weight/special materlals/unique processes
Rating
1
Description
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard
military issue which was installed "as-is".
2 The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard
military issue which required only a physical modification
for installation.
3
4
The item was considered within the state-of-the-art but had
no commercial or military counterpart. As an aid, the item
was existing, but required modification to be compatible with
on.__eeof the design criteria. Alsop any new design or process
has a rating of at least 3.
The item was slightly beyond the state-of-the-art, and some
development was required. As an aid, the Item was based on
an existing concept but required modiflcation to be
compatible with two of the design criteria. Also, any new
design or process required to be cumpatible with one of the
design criteria will be rated _.
The item was substantially beyond the existing state-of-the-
art and required major development work. As an aid, any new
design or process required to be compatible with two of the
design criteria will be rated 5-
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State-of-the-Art :
To arrive at the state-of-the-art rating of 4 for the overall RS-70
Personnel Accommodations and Escape Subsystem, an assessment was made in
each of two areas: (i) the escape system design, and (2) all other design
requirements for the subsystem. The escape system was considered a major
advancement in the state-of-the-art for manned aircraft and was assigned
a rating of 5. This rating was based on the extreme requirements to provide
unimpaired survival for a "shirt-sleeved" crewman over land or water, for
low to high "Q's", low to high temperatures, and zero to high altitude.
The encapsulation concept developed not only provided a controlled
environment for the crewman within the cabin for emergencies, it was also
the device utilized for abandoning the aircraft. This concept, which
allowed "shirt-sleeve" operation (no pressure suits, no mae wests, no
parachutes, etc.), provided the crewman with maximum mobility and increased
vision for the performance of his tasks. All other design requirements for
the overall subsystem was assigned a state-of-the-art rating of 3 since
these requirements were complex only in the provisioning designs for the
four crewman. Combining the two ratings, the overall Personnel Accommodations
and Escape Subsystem was assigned a state-of-the-art ratine of 4.
Percent Developed:
The Personnel Accc_aodations and Escape Subsystem development status
percent comparisons of the XB-70 configuration to that scheduled for the
RS-70 were made at two development stages; one at prior to flight or at the
time period of "out-the-door" of the No. i air vehicle and the other for the
flight test programs. The same methodology developed and verified for the
Airframe Structures Subsystem (WBS i.i) percent comparisons was applied in
the analysis of this subsystem. The analysis was performed to establish a
status level for the overall subsystem; however, to achieve this goal,
the two major areas were assessed (as with the state-of-the-art analysis)
as presented in the following paragraphs.
The escape system configuration was assessed as 95 percent representative
of its RS-70 counterpart being downgraded mainly due to the two crew stations
instead of four. The additional two crew stations impacted the escape
system due mainly to the sequencing circuitry for ejection required with the
aft stations. This impact would be for air vehicle wiring and would not
impact the individual capsule operation after the programmed ejection was
initiated. The remaining configuration of the Personnel Accommodation and
Escape Subsystem was assessed as being 40 percent representative of the
RS-70 configuration. This downgrading was also due to the lack of the aft
two stations_ plus a ten percent downgrading for the pilot and copilot
stations which were below the standard planned for the RS-70. To establish
what effort would have been required to allow a No. i air vehicle
production level status for the two major design areas, the same curve used
for the structures analyses was utilized for the Personnel Accommodations
and Escape Subsystem_ Exhibit 13, page IV-293. Entering this exhibit on
the left-hand scale at 95 percent and at 40 percent, the bottom scale shows
that 20 percent and 82 percent more effort would have been required
for a No. i RS-70 escape system and the remaining configuration,
IV-289
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respectively. Combining the 95 percent and hO percent for a composite
percentage resulted in the XB-70 Personnel Accommodations and Escape Sub-
system being assessed as 68 percent representative of the RS-70 configu-
ration at the time period of "out-the-door" for the No. 1 air vehicle.
Entering Exhibit 13, page IV-293, on the left-hand scale at 68 percent_
the bottom scale shows that 58 percent more effort would be required to
attain a No. 1 air vehicle production level status for the overall subsystem.
Comparing this percentage with the average of effort remaining of the two
major areas (20% + 82% $ 2 = 51%) shows a 7 percent spread in effort
remaining. This is due to the complexity curve showing a larger impact for
the crew station provisioning than for the escape system. To provide a
single percentage remaining, the difference between the two was taken or
54 percent. In summary, for the "out-the-door" time period, the Personnel
Accommodations and Escape Subsystem of the XB-70 was 68 percent repre-
sentative of the RS-70 configuration and 5h percent more effort would be
required to attain a production level status, excluding ground testing.
To determine the ground testing status, a comparison was made of the ground
test hours expended on the XB-?O to that scheduled for the RS-?O at the
time of "out-the-door" for each of the two major areas. It should be noted
that for the escape system there was no prime air vehicle flight testing,
only test beds and these flight test hours are included as part of the total
prlor-to-fllght testing effort. For the escape system status prior to
flight, the RS-70 had 3600 test hours scheduled compared to the 2883 test
hours expended on the XB-70 program. This shows that the XB-70 prior to
flight testing effort was 80 percent of that planned for the RS-70 or that
20 percent more testing effort would be required to attain a production
level status for the escape system. This testing effort remaining would
be essentially for sled testing of sequencing and for water endurance tests
with the capsule under sea conditions. Entering Exhibit 13_ page IV-293_ ,
on the bottom scale at 80 percent, it shows that the escape system was at
a program confidence level of 95 percent, the same as for configuration.
For the remaining configuration of the overall subsystem, the RS-70 had
h700 ground test hours scheduled compared to the 23h3 test hours expended
on the XB-70 program. This shows that the XB-70 prior to flight testing
effort was 50 percent of that planned for the RS-70 or that 50 percent
more testing effort would be required to attain a production level status
for the crew station provisioning. Entering Exhibit 13, page IV-293_ on
the bottom scale at 50 percent, it shows that the crew station provisioning
was at a program confidence level of 75 percent (off the left-hand scale)
prior to flight.
To establish a composite percentage for the Personnel Accommodations and
Escape "out-the-door" testing level status, the above 75 percent and the
escape system 95 percent are averaged for an overall subsystem program
confidence level of 85 percent. Entering Exhibit 13, page IV-293 _ at
85 percent on the left-hand scale, the bottom scale shows that 37 percent
r
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more testing effort would be required to attain a production level status
at the prior-to-fllght time period. The averaging of test effort remaining
for the two major areas (20% + 70% _ 2) shows 35 percent or a spread in the
two methods of analysis of 2 percent. For the overall subsystem, the
difference was split and the grc_md test effort remaining assessed at 36
percent.
The XB-70 flight test program for the Personnel Accommodations and Escape
Subsystem was established at 61 percent of a production level status as
presented by Exhibit 13, page II-23, under Air Vehicle: WBS 1.O.
However, this percentage was based on the direct comparison of equivalent
flight test hours with no adjustment for envelope flown or for the escape
system test bed programs which were part of the total effort at the "out-
the-door" time period. Since no prime air vehicle flight testing was
scheduled on the RS-70 or expended on the XB-70 for the escape system, the
flight test program comparison was for personnel accommodatloas or crew
station provisioning only. Based on this ground rule, the flight test
program comparisons must be made between the 15 hours of the XB-70 program
and the 155 hours scheduled for the RS-70. This shows that, based on
equivalent flight test hours only, the XB-70 program was lO percent of that
planned for the RS-70.
As previously stated, an adjustment must be made for the envelope flown;
however, no adjustment was required for the configuration flown since the
comparisons are for basic air vehicle only and the configuration down-
grading was due mainly to the military subsystem stations. The XB-70
flight envelope explored was 80 percent of the RS-70 envelope as shown by
Exhibit l_, page II-24, under Air Vehicle: WBS 1.O. As previously
established for the Airframe Structures Subsystem (WBS: 1.1), the first
80 percent of the flight envelope requires only 60 percent of the total
effort compared to the last 20 percent of the envelope which requires
40 percent of the total effort. For the Personnel Acc_odations and Escape
Subsystem, this 2 to 3 ratio was directly applicable since all of the test
hours were obtained in the first 80 percent of the flight envelope. Using
this ratio as a weight factor so that direct comparisons can be made based
on the RS-70 flight envelope, the XB-70 flight test effort expended
was adjusted by the equation 2:3::X:10%. Using this equation, the total
flight test effort remaining to attain a production level status would be
40 percent + 60 percent - (2 x i0 $ 3) or 93 percent (where the 40 percent
is that effort required for the last 20 percent of the flight envelope).
Entering Exhibit 13, page IV-293, at seven percent on the bottom scale.
the left-hand scale shows that the XB-70 flight test program attained a
production program confidence level of 20 percent.
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Exhibit 13, page IV-293, presents a graph showing the Personnel
Accommodations and Escape Subsystem comparisons. It should be noted, all
comparisons are based on tooling, test articles, GSE, etc., being at the
RS-70 or production level in both number and fidelity.
NOTE: THE USE OF THE "EFFORT TO GO" PERCENTAGES FOR COST
DETERMINATION SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED WITHOUT CONSULT-
ING SECTION IV-8, VOLUME I_ PAGE 310 FOR APPLICATION
CONSIDERATIONS.
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY
TABULATION OF DATES
Subsystem: Personnel Accommodation and Escape Subsystem
Engineering
Capsule Mockup Design Completed
"A" Shell Design Complete
"B" Shell Design Complete
"X" Prototype Design Complete
"T" Capsule Design Complete
Testing
Wind Tunnel Test Complete
Low Altitude "A" Shell Drop Test Complete
Medium and High Altitude "A" Shell Ejection Test Complete
High Speed "B" Shell Sled Ejection Test Complete
"A" Shell Flotation and Impact Test Complete
"X" Capsule Land and Water Impact Test Complete
"T" Capsule Maximum Sled Test Complete
Material (Subcontract)
Group II Hardware Supplier Selected
Group I Hardware Supplier Selected
Air Vehicle No. 1 Group I Hardware Received
Air Vehicle No. 1 Group II Hardware Received
Air Vehicle No. 1 Stabiliation Booms Received
Air Vehicle No. 2 Stabiliation Booms Received
Air Vehicle No. 2 Group II Hardware Received
Air Vehicle No. 2 Group I Hardware Received
Start Fabrication Air Vehicle No. 3 Group I Hardware
Start Assembly Air Vehicle No. 3 Stabilization Booms
Start Fabrication Air Vehicle No. 3 Group II Hardware
Manufacturing
Capsule Mockup Fabrication Complete
"A" Shell Fabrication Complete
"B" Shell Fabrication Complete
"X" Prototype Fabrication Complete
"T" Capsule Fabrication Complete
Air Vehicle No. 1 Capsule Assembly Complete
Air Vehicle No. 2 Capsule Assembly Complete
WBS 1.7
9-15-58
4-7-59
8-8-59
6-4-60
5-12-61
4-1-59
1-15-60
6-1-60
2-1-61
4-1-61
11-1-61
8-15-62
6-1-61
7-7-61
8-26-62
11-9-62
2-7-63
3-7-63
4-22-63
6-4-63
12-20-63
1-3-64
1-31-64
11-1-58
12-15-59
2-15-60
7-1-61
2-23-62
9-21-62
12-7-63
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DESIGN/PROGRAMMATIC IMPACTS
Subsystem: Personnel Accommodation and Escape Subsystem WBS 1.7
ll-3-61
Completion of structural static test of X-1 capsule was delayed due to
lower door failure and cracks during 100% ultimate internal pressure.
2-7-62
Assembly of "T" capsules was extended due to a combination of engineering
and tooling changes and late receival of equipment.
4-6-62
Maximum "Q" sled tests were delayed due to modification of instrumentation
and mechanical elements.
6-7-62
An explosion and fire occurred at the Pacific Division of Houston-Fearless
Corporation. Four escape capsule stabilization booms and one spare
trunnion were destroyed.
7-6-62
The completion of two T-1 aerial ejection tests were delayed due to non-
availability of a functional B-58 test bed airplane.
8-7-62
Due to excessive voids in the rocket propellant found by X-ray inspection,
Air Vehicle No. 1 rocket catapult was returned to the supplier.
10-8-62
Stabilization booms A/W test failed during test stand vibration test.
11-7-62
Some of the rocket motors were rejected for out-of-tolerance conditions
necessitating remachining of the rocket nozzles.
12-7-62
Upon final check prior to shipment of two capsules to Palmdale the seal
regulator would not allow the seal to deflate on one capsule. The
regulator was returned to the supplier for repair.
1-7-63
Completion of control column thruster A/W testing was delayed due to
marginal cartridge ignition. Investigations indicated changes to the
prime-igniter and cartride closure disc retention were required.
7-31-63
Air Vehicle No. 2 oxygen equipment assembly comprising the heat exchanger
was delayed due to material shortages.
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The start of Air Vehicle No. 2 capsule assembly was delayed due to
window fitting scrappage resulting in remachining and approximately
four weeks rework.
2-7-64
Stabilization booms for Air Vehicle No. 3 experienced a cartridge test
failure during hot fire testing at the supplier.
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COST DEFINITION
SUBSYSTmM: PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATION AND ESCAPE SYSTEM WBS CODE: 1.7
Total costs presented in this WBS item include all identifiable expenditures
to design, develop, ground test, fabricate and assembly all components,
assemblies and developmental test hardware within the Personnel Accommodation
and Escape Subsystem as defined by the WBS except for those items supplied to
North American as Government Furnished Equipment (GFE). The GFE items are:
a) iO 2 System Converters (WBS 1.7.2)
Check Valves
Quick Disconnects
Capsule 02 Cylinder
02 Pressure Regulator
Quantity Indicator
Mode Switch
b) Fire Extinguisher Cylinder (WBS 1.7.3.2)
c) Relief Container (WBS 1.7.3.3)
d) Survival Equipment (WBS 1.7.4.5)
Total costs of $12,557,555 include the following items:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
developing subsystem specification requirements
subsystem installation and integration design
vendor coordination
in-house ground testing includingdesign and fabrication of
models, mockups and simulators
subcontracted hardware including the supplier's costs for
engineering, manufacturing, tooling and testing.
Excluded from the cost displayed for this subsystem are the in-house costs
associated with the:
f) fabrication of subsystem provisions (brackets, racks, wire harnesses,
shelves, supports, etc.)
miscellaneous purchased parts and installation materials
installation of the subsystem into the vehicles
subsystem, vehicle and preflight checkouts
GFE items
g)
h)
i)
J)
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Costs for items (f) through (i) are contained in WBS 1.12 (Volume IV, page
647). Internal accounting procedures and the resultant cost reports do
not provide a basis for establishing expenditures for these items by individual
subsystems. Therefore, all costs are collected and reported in one WBS item.
Refer to WBS 1.12 for additional information.
Detail of the recorded costs associated with this subsystem is provided by
Element of Cost (EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SDW). Section III of Volume I
provides a detail definition of these items. Further segregation of the
cost data is provided by the WBS. All cost data is displayed at WBS level 5
(Personnel Accommodation and Escape Subsystem, WBS 1.7) with the exception of
in-house ground testing (WBS 1.7.6). Cost data can be located on the following
pages :
Cost Breakdown Time-Phased Detail
WBS 1.7 $7,330,611 page IV-304 page IV-305
WBS 1.7.6 Ground Tests 5,226,944 page IV-304 page IV-328
Total WBS 1.7 $12,557,555 page IV-304 page IV-336
A summary of the subcontractor recorded cost data is provided on page IV-302
Contractual arrangements, delivery dates, costs by supplier, quantity of
hardware delivered and other pertinent data is provided. Cost data includes
the supplier expenditures for engineering, production, tooling and testing
(where identifiable) performed at the supplier's facility. Refer to the
Subcontracting Element of Cost definition (Volume I, page 1-26) for
additional explanation.
As an aid in the definition and evaluation of the in-house engineering costs
associated with this subsystem, a matrix of engineering hours has been
developed. This matrix, displayed below, is a summary of all the in-house
engineering groups that provided support to the design and development of
the Personnel Accommodation and Escape Subsystem.
Group No. Title Hours Expended
3 Electrical and Avionics Installation 2,602
ii Weight Control 1,925
12 Checking 8,084
34 Structural Projects 2,132
40 Wing and Empennage Structures 9,676
47 Human Factors and Cockpit Displays 416,139
57 Engineering Specifications ll,611
64 Design Support 1,579
67 Structural Test Laboratory 4,118
74 Flight Test Instrumentation 4,881
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Group No. Title Hours Expended
94 Flight Simulation 3,810
95 Electrical Systems Design 3,895
97 Laboratory Services 6,334
ii0 Electrical Power Laboratory 14,310
114 Flight Test Instrumentation Development 1,990
125 Electrical System Equipment 4,200
146 Thermodynamics Laboratory 5,657
150 Life Sciences 13,406
Miscellaneous ..... 9t77_
Total Engineering Hours 526,124
WBS 1.7 489,801 hours (page IV-304)
WBS 1.7.6 _6t323 hours (page IV-304)
526,124 hours
Ground testing activities associates with the development of the Personnel
Accommodation and Escape Subsystem have been identified and the costs
assigned to WBS 1.7.6 (Page IV1328). These costs reflect the in-house ex-
penditures only. Testing activities performed by the subcontractor where
identified are included under WBS 1.7 Test/QC Subdivision of Work and the
Subcontracting Element of Cost. The following is a summary of the major
in-house test activities identified to this subsystem.
DESCRIPTION RECORDED COSTS
Escape Capsule Tests
Escape System Test Sled
Modification and Repair of Test Capsules
Weighted Shells - Escape Capsules
Modification and Repair of Weighted Shells after Test
Encapsulated Seat-Operational Tests
Encapsulated Seat-Sled Test
Encapsulated Seat-Pressurization Tests
Encapsulated Seat-Zero Speed Ejection
Structural Tests - Escape Capsule
Encapsulated Seat "T" Ejections from B-58 Pad
Air Force Test Sled Adapter
Various
Costs (less MPC & G&A)
Material Procurement Cost
General and Administration
Total Cost WBS 1.7.6
$1,746,638
898,863
417,480
302,773
85,108
73,635
67,644
60,700
53,800
47,659
41,246
24,712
1_224;020
$5,044,278
99,770
82 8 6
$5,226,944
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SUBCONTRACTOR MATRIX
Subsystem: Personnel Accommodations and Escape
SU BCONT RACTOR ENG INEERI NG
Houston-Fearless
Rocket Power
TOTAL
177,899
8,873
186,772
WBS Code: 1.7
PROD TOOLING TEST TOTAL
709,810
139,137 58,354
58. 354848 °947
59,258
59.258
887,709
265,622
1.153.331
HOUSTON FEARLESS was awarded Letter Contract LOF1-VJ-600209 for the Ballistic
Stabilization Booms on May 28, 1963.
The Statement of Work required the subcontractor to provide design, development,
engineering test, manufacturing and other effort necessary to produce the
Ballistic Stabilization Booms per NR specification NA5-4309-lG for Air Vehicles
l, 2, and 3.
The program required fabrication of 22 sled test boom assemblies, i0 develop-
ment units, 12 prototypes, 6 qualification test specimens to support the
Airworthiness Test Program, 8 complete Air Vehicle Boom Assemblies, and qualifica-
tion test specimens to support the Acceptance Test Program.
The Ballistic Stabilization Booms are extremely critical to the safe recovery of
the B-V0 airmen ejected in the Escape Capsule-Man combination. The primary
purpose of the Boom is to dampen erratic Pitch, Roll, and Yaw effects of the
Escape Capsule during the time period between capsule ejection and until the
recoveryparachute takes effect.
NR conducted test sled firings at Hurricane Mesa test site to determine the
reliability of the boom assemblies. These tests resulted in design changes
which ultimately produced a satisfactory product.
The cost of the test effort was not segregated by the subcontractor and is
therefore included in the Engineering cost for Houston-Fearless.
Residual inventory was shipped to NR on June 6, 1963, and special tooling was
received in Government Stores on July 22, 1963. The proceeds were credited to
the purchase order.
ROCKET POWER was selected to produce the Ballistic Rocket Catapult. Purchase
Order LOF1-XZ-60023 was issued June 25, 1959 for this effort. The qualification
test report was scheduled for June 28, 1960 and the contract was completed in
November 1962.
The Statement of Work called for the subcontractor to provide design, develop-
ment, test and fabrication of the Ballistic Rocket Catapult for the B-70
program.
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Rocket Power was awarded the fixed price purchase order L961-X-316 to develop
a ballistic rocket catapult for the F-f08 and the B-70. Cancellation of the
F-f08 program in September 1959 revealed that the fixed price contract then
in effect was not a satisfactory framework to develop the item. Design and
test problems were of such complexity that a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract
was determined to be the most practical basis for completing the program.
Tooling was retained for follow-on replacement units. Residual inventory was
disposed of and proceeds applied to the base contract.
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-IRIO0
CORP.
COST BREAKOCWI_S
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACC OMM ANO ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
b_Sl GN/ENC, INFER I NG
LABCR AT $ 4.904
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.515
SHOP SUP PtTRT
LABCR ._T $ 3.15_
TEST/QC
LABOR AT $ _'.103
MFG BURDE_'_ AT $ 3.63_
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUG-TCTAL
GEN K ADMIN
IDW_
U_TAL COST
6-M ASSY 6-M ASSY
0 06 I _I'AL
HOURS HOURS H_URS
DOLLARS DCLLARS DOLLARS
48_C1
2434S3_
2213214
36323 525124
146426 2580264
162077 2375291
1521 538528 51CG49
4249 16_6697 I6L09_6
397 20869 21266
1598 643_5 65983
g452 192_417 ]eB2Q69
144q2 95160I q66093
1153331 11.53331
46637 99770 146407
475_5 22531 69926
5925206 4915gC4 10901110
117845 82896 200741
t287b,5C 16_144 1455704
7333611 5226_44 12557555
SUBDIVISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEEPAGE IV-305 IV-328 IV-336
IV-30_
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SPACE DIVISION
OATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12IO0
CORP.
COST BREAKDOWI_S
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
8-MAJ ASSY 0
PERSONNEL ACOOI_ AND ESCAPE SI/_ST}_
Dt:SIGN/ENG INEFR ING
LABOR AT $ 4.971
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.51 e
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 2.1_4
TEST/QC
LABOR AT $ 4.(:25
MFG BURDEN AI $ 4.Q28
ENG_ MATERIAL
SUBC F]NTRAC T
MPC
CTHER COST
SUB-TQT AL
GiN & AUMIN
IOWA
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
IENGR PR_O
HOURS HOURS
DCLLARS DOLLARS
489801
2434838
2213214
1521
4249
397
1598
9452
14492
186772
IOhOb
47395
4922618
75_03
4998419
TOOLING
AND STE
HOURS
DOLLARS
848947
31403
58354
2445
880350
39866
1287560
2207716
60799
1139
61938
TFST
/QC
HOURS
DOLLARS
59258
21_3
61441
I091
6253_
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV- 307 IV-315 1-V=316 IV-317
IV-305
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP.
SPACEDIVISION
D_TA PREPAREDUNDER
NASA CONTRACTNASg-12100
CCST BREAKOCWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1°77
4-SYS IEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
6-MAd ASSY 0
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
DFS I GNI ENG INEE_ ING
LABOR AT $ 4. "371
ENGR BURDEN AT $
SHOP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 2.794
TEST/:C
LABOR AT $ 4.C25
_FG BURDEN _1 $
__NGR MATERIAL
SUBCO_TRAC T
MPC
OTHER COST
SIJB-TCTAL
GEN& ADMI_
IDWA
TOTAL COST
4.51_
4.¢2_
!CTAL
HOURS
DCLLARS
4B9801
243483__
22132_4
1521
4_49
_97
lSg_
g452
I4492
46_37
47Sg5
5025 _
IIT_45
128756_'
7330_11
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE
IV-318
IV-306 --
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
MAN-
MONTHS
Q-I 58 g.o
0-2 58
Q-3 58 117.0
{)-4 58
0-I 59 169.5
_-2 59
Q-3 59 287.5
0-4 59
Q-I 6C 390.0
Q-2 6O
Q-3 60 319.0
0-4 60
O-i 61 444.0
Q-2 61
_-3 CI 312.0
0-4 61
Q-I 62 226.5
Q-2 62
O-3 62 187.5
q-4 62
O-I 63 138.0
0-2 63
Q-3 63 g7.C
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 86.5
O-2 64
Q-3 6q 43.5
Q-4 64
O-I 65 12.e
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
I
07 PERSONNEL ACOOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYST]_4
0
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
,
LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN
HOURS RATE DOLLARS DCLLARS
1613 4. 725 762 1 7339
I9585 4. 318 84562 76719
28988 4.316 125098 99850
50578 4.056 205163 18_394
67676 4.51£ 305805 24_H13
53563 4.893 262106 195555
75713 4.764 36;3714 380311
56573 5. 069 286787 284461
38608 5.305 204812 17'3159
315C1 5.208 164049 162873
23602 6. C88 143682 128C67
16246 6.332 102871 94891
14726 6.990 102932 97930
7620 6. 995 53304 53463
2149 7. 894 16964 14180
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
14960
161281
224948
385757
554618
460661
741025
571248
38297 1
326922
271-/49
197752
203862
106767
31144
IV-307,
NORTHAMERICANR_CKWFLLCORP.
SPACEDIVISION
OATA PREPAREO UNDER
NASA CONIRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPI:INC.
B-70 AII_CRAFT STUEY
APRIL 1977
4-SYS IEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY
SUeD CF WC]I-_,K
,_-2 65
Q-_ 65
Q-I 66
I'CT AL
MmN-
MONTHS
OES IGNIENG[ NEERING
I
07 PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SI/BSYSTEM
O
UES IGN/ENC- [ NE ER ING
ON-SITE LABCR
L_ _l_;i' L ,hL_I__I LA6:;P HIJR O,EN
t-blURS RATE DCLLARS DCLL ARS
6.,,'" 797 7. H89 73LC_ 65.;, } 143_6
£ 7.371 542 44_ _ 1
2d.,5.0 489,_C 1 2434_3t ?215214 464_;)52
iv-3o8
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREG UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND°
B-70 AIRCRAFT SIUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSIEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD CF WORK
SHOP SUPPORT
1
07 PERSO_ ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTI_4
0
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LAB[JR LAB{JR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
Q-I 5g
O-2 58
O-3 58
0-4 5S
Q-I 59
Q-2 5@
0-3 59 21.0 381'9
Q-4 59
Q-I 6_3 -15.C -25t,2
Q-2 60
Q-3 6m 62
O-4 60
O-I 61 92
Q-2 61
0-3 61 I
Q-4 ol
Q-I 62 1.5 22_I
0-2 62
0-3 62 -1.5 -21w_
0-4 62
O-I 63 31
Q-2 63
Q-3 6B 13
TCTAL 6.C 1321
BURDEN
DOLL ARS
28
13Q
R 2._75 23
30 4. 467 134
LA 80R ÷
BURDEN $
31
273
2. 804 10707 15158 23865
2.829 -7191 -68')3 -14054
2.516 156 ]75 331
2. 7ol 254 380 634
I. OO0 i 2 3
3.751 _29 IC16 1845
3. 757 -804 -gF_5 -1780
3.22 6 [00 124 224
3. 077 4C 278 318
4249 9_52 13701
IV-3o9
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUEY
APRIL ] _'7?:
4-SYS/EM
5-SU8 SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD CF WqRK
C_-3 53
0-4 5d
_-1 59
0-2 59
0-3 59
Q-4 5")
Q-1 6O 1.5
{Q-2 60
rJ-3 6n
0-4 60
0-I 61
C,-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
_-I 62
0-2 62
0-3 62
Q-4 62
O-I 6:3
Q-2 63
O-3 63
0-4 63
Q-I 64
TCTAL 1.5
IFSTIQC
1
0 7 PERSONNEL ACOOMM AND ESCAPE Sb'I_S_
0
DESIGNIENGINEE_ING
CN-SITE L_OR
LAS(;R L_qOR LABbR
HUUt_ S KATFZ DOLLARS
9 2.OOC I _
-!
91 2. £57 2oC
211 4. 545 95q
24 4. 625 II i
16 5. 575 _
I l._eO I
47
-I
39 I
3.48 _ 16
1598
]8
269
q5 :-_
III
B6
163
1598
IV-310
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhD.
B-?O AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
PERSONNEL ACOO]_ AND ESCAPE SI]BSYST_M
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBL) OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
(Q-2
(Q-3
Q-4
0-1
_-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-1
Q-2
O-3
Q-4
Q-I
_-2
G-3
Q-4
Q---1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
0-2
Q--B
C--4
_-I
Q-2
0-3
MAN- LA BL,'R LABOR LAB(_R BURDEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS OOLL ARS BURDEN $
5_ 9.0 162.1 4. 716 7644 7367 15011
5,3
58 I17.C 19624 4.317 8_+714 76858 161572
58
59 169.5 28087 4.316 125098 99850 224948
59
59 30_.5 54488 3.967 ?1613G lq5752 411882
59
6: _ 376.5 65345 4.584 29_)57 3 241950 54152B
60
81; 319.0 53649 4.891 2621373 L08750 4611CB
6C
61 4'I4. C 75821 4.762 361054 380691 741745
61
61 312.0 56574 5.069 2_86788 284463 571251
61
62 228.C 3982 O 5.296 205641 179175 384816
62
62 Id6.C _12B_ 5.2[8 IS32W4) 161888 425134
62
63 138.0 23633 6.0,84 145782 128191 271973
63
63 97.6 16:_C6 6.321 103074 95169 IC;8243
64 86.5 14725 6.99(] 102952 97S50 200862
64
64 4-4.5 7620 6. 995 533C_4 53483 1 C6767
54
65 12.0 214_ 7. 894 16964 14180 31144
65
65 6.C 992 7.B89 7826 656U 14386
ENGR
MATt
22
75
12
I031
308
499
l Jl
-9
10172
58
1434
-90
789
IV-311
NORTH AMERICAN R_CKWEIL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-121C _)
TIME PHASEO EXP{_NO.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM
6-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
[
07 PERSONN_ ACOOMM AND ESCAPE Sb'BS¥STEM
0
OFS IGN/FNGI NEERING
T OT AL
MAI_ LABI]R l A BF_R l _ BOR _Uk C,6N
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DCLL ARS
2B52.5
6_ 7.971 542 449 991
491719 244C695 2222606 4663351
MATL
144_?
_v-3_-
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREP UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SY S IEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD I]F WORK
1
07 PERBOIW_L ACCOI_ AIW'DESCAPE SUBb-_/S_
C
DES IGN/ENGI NEER ING
SUBC
0-I 58
Q-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-4 5_
Q-I 59
O-2 59
Q-3 59
C-4 59
Q- 1 60 92 679
0-2 60
O-3 60 20110
0--4 6G
Q-I 61 1449(3
0--2 61
0-3 61 8478
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 10352
(J-2 62
C_-3 62 17258
0-4 62
Q-I 63 18t45
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 46_I
Q--4 63
Q-I 64
0-2 64
0-3 64
_-4 64
Q-I 65
Q-2 65
O-3 65
TOTAL OTHER SUB
MATER IAL MPC COST TOTAL
22 I 308 15 342
75 4 I_1651
12 I 224961
1031 87 413000
92gq7 5538 I1302 651350
206,_$ 1258 7528 490498
1469C 431 18571 775437
8469 241 572 580533
10352 329 1294 396791
2753C 1352 4578 358594
18703 797 I18 2q1591
6C85 290 836 205454
-90 -I0 1000 201762
789 287 1000 108843
20 2 31 346
1 14467
G 6 A
12410
q345
14410
10788
6660
6019
4875
343 5
4293
2316
836
386
TOTAL
COST
15342
161651
224961
413000
663780
499843
789347
59132 1
40345 1
3646 13
296466
208889
206055
111159
32182
14353
"rv-313
NGRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NAS9-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-M_J AS SY
SU._D OF WORK
I
0 7 P_RBO_N]TIE, ACO01_ AND ESCAPE SIJBS¥ST_N
0
DES ICN/ENGI NEERING
SU3C
TOTAL OTHE P SU_
MATER IAL MPC CCS 1 TOTAL
TOTAL 186772 201264 I0606
G & A
5 ggb ,30
47395 4'_22616 75803
T{;rAL
COST
IV-31_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
I
07 PERSONNEL ACCO_ AND ESCAPE SUBSYS_M
0
PRODUCT ION
0-I
Q-2
_-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
(Q-4
Q-I
0-2
_-3
Q-4
Q-1
0--2
Q-3
TOT
SUBC
60 706C0
60
6C 107618
6C
61 346469
61
61 19383
61
62 1C2968
62
62 llOqc_
62
63 74391
63
63 18549
AL 868967
SUB
MPC TOTAL G & A I DWA
4188 74788 142 5
6385 114003 2552 19966
9869 354338 17696 597916
412 19795 12812 669678
3272 IC624C 1783
3523 116492 I922
3158 77569 1296
5q6 Ig145 320
31603 88(_350 .398C6 1287560
TOTAL
COST
76213
t36521
969950
702285
108023
1166I 6
78845
19465
2207716
zv-315
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL [972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 07 PmltBON_ ACO01,_ AIID F.._E 8U_8'1'_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK TOOLING AND STE
SUB TOTAL
SUBC MPC TOTAL G (; _ CCST
Q-3 60 25052 1486 20538 506 27044
Q--4 60
Q-1 61 27160 778 27 c_38 51g 28457
Q"-2 61
Q-3 61 4[07 [].7 4224 78 4302
{_-4 61
Q-1 62 lOlg 32 1051 18 IC69
Q-2 62
Q--3 62 1016 32 1048 18 1066
TOTAL 58354 2645 607¢g 1 139 61938
IV-316 ....
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CDRP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEMD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTE M 07
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK TEST/QC
PERSOMREL ACCOMM AMD ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
(J-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
TOT
SUBC
(50 IO5tO
6O
61 3535
61
61 18156
61
62 16C35
o2
6.2 IIC32
AL _cJ2_6
SUB TCTAL
MPC I{!IAL G & _ CCST
622 II 122 212 II 334
1C 1 3636 6 _ 37(';_
520 18676 347 19023
5qo 1662 5 27 °' 16_.04
35(5 ii B82 19 I l 1513
;/_1"33 61 441 1097 62 5"30
1¥-317
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
OATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
MAN-
MONTHS
Q-I 58 9.0
Q-2 5Q
0-3 58 117.0
Q-4 $8
0-I 59 169.5
0-2 59
Q-3 59 287.5
0-4 59
0-1 60 39C.0
Q-2 SO
Q-3 60 319.0
Q-4 60
Q-L 61 644.0
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 312.0
0-4 61
Q-I 62 226.5
Q-2 62
0-3 62 L87.5
q-4 62
Q-I 63 138.0
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 97.0
Q-4 63
Q-I b4 B6.5
0-2 64
Q-3 64 43.5
Q-4 66
O-I 65 12.0
Q-2 65
DES IGN/ENG[ NEEP ING
1
07 PEBSO]_ ACOOIQ4 AND ESCAPE Sb'BSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCFN
HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
1613 4. 725 762 1 7339
19585 4. 318 84562 76719
2898B 4.316 125098 99850
50578 4.056 205163 I_0594
67676 4.515 305805 248813
5356_ 4.8g3 262 ICE 198555
75713 4. 766 360714 380311
565?3 5.C69 286787 284461
38698 5. 305 204812 I 1815_
31501 5.208 164049 162873
23602 6.C88 143682 128C67
Io246 6,_a32 102871 94891
1_726 6.990 }.02932 gYg30
7620 6. g95 53304 53463
214q 7.894 16g66 14180
LABOR +
BURDEN $
14960
161281
224948
385757
554618
46066 1
741025
571248
382q7 1
32h922
271749
197762
2(]0862
106767
31144
Iv-318
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L I972
4-SYSIEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
0-3 66
Q-4 65
O-I 66
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
6.C
2845.C
DES IGNIENGINE ER ING
I
07 PERSONNEL ACOOMN AND ESCAPE SI.IBSYS_
0
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR
HO(IRS
992
68
489801
LABOR LABOR PUREFN
RATE OCLLARS DOLLARS
7.880 7826 0560
7, g7 1 542 449
2434_3E 2213214
LABOR +
BURDEN $
14386
99l
4648052
IV-319
NORTH AMFRICAN R(]CKWEL[
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
T[ME PHASED EXPE_O.
8-70 AIRCRAFT SIUCY
APRIL 19 7?
SHOP
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 0
Q-I 58
Q-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
O-! 59
0-2 59
Q-3 50
Q-4 5q
Q-I 6n
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
Q-I 6I
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
0-6 61
£)-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
0-3 63
TOTAL
SUPPORT
PERSONNEL ACCO_R4ANDESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABCR LABOR LABC_
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS
21.0
-15.C
1._
-1.5
6.0
BURDEN
OGLIARS
28
139
8 2.875 2_
3m 4.467 L34
3e19
-2542
62
92
I
221
-214
31
13
1521
LABOR +
BURDEN $
51
273
2. 804 10707 15 158 25865
2._2S -7[91 -6863 -14C54
2,516 156 175 33[
2. 761 254 380 634
l. OCC l 2 3
3. 751 82q 1016 1865
3. 757 -804 -985 -1789
3.22£ IOC 124 22 z,
3. C77 4C 278 ?I 8
624g (9452 13701
IV-320
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRI t 1972
4-SYSTEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MA,J ASSY
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-I 59
Q-2 50
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-I 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
O-4 69
Q-I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
Q-3 02
Q-4 62
O-I 63
Q-2 63
Q-3 63
Q-4 6:_
Q-I 64
TOTAL
MAN-
MUNTHS
1.5
1.5
TESTIQC
I
O?
0
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR
HOURS
9
-1
91
211
16
PERSOIt'NEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SIBS¥ST_4
LABCR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
2°000 18
2. 857 26C
4. 545 g5S
4.625 Ill
5. 375 86
I.OOC 1
47
-i.
397
3.46E 162
1598
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
I8
260
g59
111
86
163
1598
-__. IV-321
NO'CTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACF DIVISION
DATA PREPAREB UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASEO EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRI L 1'_72
4-SY S IEM t
5-SUBSYSTEM O?
6-MAJ ASSY 0
PEBSONNEL ACO0)_4 AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
MAN-
MONTHS
0-1 5 R 9.0
L_-2 58
0-3 R_ L17.0
0-4 58
0-I 59 169.5
0-2 59
O- ] 59 30 P. 5
0-4 59
C}-1 hO 376,,5
0-2 6O
0-3 60 _19.0
0-4 60
Q-1 61 444.0
(_-2 61
_-3 61 312.0
q-4 61
Q-I (-,2 228.0
O-2 6P_
Q-3 62 186.0
["3-4 62
Q-1 63 138.0
C-2 63
0-3 6_ 97.0
0-4 63
0-I 6':, 86.5
Q-2 64
0-3 64 43.5
0-4 64
0-1 65 12.0
0-2 65
0-3 65 6.0
.Q-4 65
LAS(;k t &(_CR L&BQR 6UP CLN LAS@R *
HOURS RATE DCLLAR S OOLL aRS _UROEN $
1621 4. 716 7644 7367 15011
19624 4. 317 84714 76858 161572
20987 4.316 12509R 99950 224048
54486 3.967 21617£ 195752 41'1.882
_5345 4. 584 299573 241950 54152 _
5 '-6,',_ 4.bql 262373 19_47_0 461103
75821 4. 762 361 C54 _qt)6g I 741745
56574 5. 069 2867RR 284463 57125l
38@2q 5.296 205641 179175 384fl16
31298 5.218 163246 IbI8R8 325134
23033 6.094 1437a2 124101 271973
1630e 6.321 103074 95169 IG824B
14725 6.eqC 102932 q7930 200862
762C 6.q95 533(?4 53463 106767
2149 7. 894 16964 14130 31144
992 7.88'3 7826 6560 14386
F (4QP
MAT[
Z2
/S
12
It;q|
308
49q
191
-q
1O172
5e
1454
789
IV-3_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAsg-1210C
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEI_D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
6-MaJ ASSY 0 PERSONNEL ACCO_ AND ESCAPE S5_SYST_M
MAN- LABOR LABOR
_ONTHS HOURS RATE
2852.5
68 7. q7 1
4qtTlq
LABOR 9URI]EN
D{]LLARS DOLLARS
542 449
2440685 2222666
LABOR +
BURDEN $
991
4663351
ENGR
MATL
14492
ZV-323
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIV[ SIC)N
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM t
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
6-f,'AJ ASSY 0
PERSOIIEL ACCOI@4 AND ESCAPE SU_SYST_/
0-1
0-2
Q-4
O-I
0-2
0-4
Q-t
0-2
0-4
Q-i
0-2
Q-4
O-t
Q-2
0-3
0-4
0-2
Q-3
O-4
Q-!
Q-2
Q-3
G-4
0-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
SUBC
58
58
58
58
59
59
59
5q
60 1632/g
60
6n 1632_0
60
61 389663
61
61 50124
61
62 130376
62
62 140375
62
63 g3C36
63
63 232C0
63
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
TOTAL OTHE R SUB
MATER IAL MPC COS I TO TAL
22 I 308 t5342
75 4 161651
12 1 22496]
10_1 87 4L3000
163587 9776 11302 726138
163779 9751 7528 642161
389854 11179 18571 1161349
50115 12c)c 572 623228
130374 4223 1294 520707
150567 5257 4578 48551O
93094 3r_55 118 369140
24636 886 836 2?4599
-gO -I0 IOOC 201762
789 287 1000 108843
2('2 31346
81 14457
G & A
13835
12615
32693
24025
8740
8150
6171
3755
4293
2316
8"36
386
If)WA
19946
597916
669678
IV-324
NORTH AMERICAN RI]CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISICN
DATA PREPARE_ UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-[2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS IEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 0
PERSONNEL ACCOMM ARD ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
SUBC
1 153331
TOTAL
MATERIAL
1167U? 3
CTHE R SUB
MPC CCSI TOTAL G & A
5 996 30
46637 47395 5_2520h 117845
IDWA
12F_75C_0
IV-325
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12[00
TIME PHASED EXPEI_D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STbDY
APRIL Ig7)
4-SYS TEM !
5-SUB SYSTFM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 0
PEIRSOIW_L ACCOMM AID ESCAPE SIJ'Ik_S1_4
Q-I
_-2
0-3
Q-I
O-2
Q-3
(j-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
9-4
0-1
0-2
0-3
Q-4
_-I
Q-2
Q---3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
TOTAL
COST
5B 15342
58
58 161651
5_
59 224961
5q
5g 413000
5g
60 73gg73
60
60 674742
6O
61 1791S_._
61
61 1316931
61
62 52g447
62
62 493_66
62
63 3753II
63
63 2283_4
63
64 206055
64
64 11115g
64
65 32 182
65
65 14853
65
IV-326
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP,
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREDUNCER
NASACONTRACTNASg--1210n
TIMF PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYS TEM 1
S-SUB SYSTEM 07
6-MAJ AS SY 0
PERSONIqEL ACOOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYStem4
Q-I 66
TOTAL
TOTAL
COST
1026
7330611
IV-327 '
N3RTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASr-12100
COST BPEAKOC_NS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL I_72
4-SYS]EM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY J6
PERSENNEL ACCdM_ ESCAPE G _ C.UN D TESTS
n<Sl G_IENS INEEI_ I NO
LABCR A1 _ a."04
Ei:GR I_UIEDEN AT $ _.467
SI_(JP SUPPOF T
LABOR AT $ _.£_6
TSSTICC
LAS&P _T $ x.,735
4FG BURDEH AT $ 3, ,b3 _.
FNG!- WAT F r I;_L
IoC
dTHFR COSI
SUB-T( TAL
8LN _ ADMI N
IOW,_
['3TA L C_)ST
T_ST
/QC
HqUPS
DOLLARS
3L32B
145_ 26
162q-vl
b)_52_
I eC _ _ q?
64365
[923417
9DlhC!
9977 .'
27. > 31
4975_,?_
5226'_44
TCIAL
HL:UR S
DCI LA P3
-J6323
L45426
162-:.; 71
I t,O,q5 57
20_3S
643_5
IC,? _41T
225 _.1
5226o44
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-329 IV-329
IV-328
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg--12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
DES IGN/ENGI NE ER I NG
A-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM O7 PERSONBEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPI_. OI:tOUIlD TESTS
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
52 3. 769 196 196
24.0 4017 3.68 8 1481 4 14650
goO 1516 5° 093 7721 4064
73.5 13338 3.735 49812 51807
68.0 8109 4. 585 37179 43038
43.5 7244 3° 912 2833 5 38 767
6.0 1056 3,765 3976 5483
3.0 527 3° 330 1755 -I 188
1L5 26-3 3. 506 85 2 4668
29 6,207 122 206
1.5 135 3,, 281 443 445
56 3°296 178 178
3 14. 333 43 43
210.C 36323 1%5426 162077
0"-1 60
Q'-2 60
Q'-3 60
0-6 60
Q-1 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q..-6 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-1 63
Q-2 63
1_-3 63
Q'-A 63
0-1 64
Q'-2 64
Q-3 64
Q-'A 6A
G"I 65
Q-2 65
0-3 65
Q--A 65
0-1 66
TOTAL
LABOR +
BUR DEN $
392
29464
11785
101619
80217
67042
9659
567
5300
328
888
356
86
307503
zv- .9
NORTH AMERICAN
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED
NASA CONTRACT
ROCKWELL CORP.
UNDER
NASg-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP
4-SY S TEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD CF WORK IESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HCURS
Q-3 58 76.5 12858
Q-4 58
Q-X 59 289.5 49514
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 94.5 16759
0-4 59
O-I 60 30_.0 5_4e3
O-2 63
Q-3 6_ 166.5 279s7
0-4 6C
O-I 61 1012.5 172823
0-2 61
Q-3 61 40S.5 74272
O-4 61
(,)-1 62 433.5 73882
Q-2 62
0-3 62 156,_G 26172
O-4 62
O-I 63 I0,5 1685
0-2 63
0-3 63 44
Q-4 63
Q-1 64 1.5 194
O-2 64
O- 3 64 44
Q-4 64
O-I 65 -112
O-2 65
{_-3 65 -44
SUPPORT
PERSONNEL ACOOMM _ ESCAPE OROWIqD TESTS
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DCLLARS DOLL APS
2.72C 3497(; 46853
2.922 144663 179854
2.8C8 47053 72C74
2.933 153945 165457
2.SI_ BI57S 9LC97
2.983 5155S6 559565
3. 105 230622 305626
4. 234 31280C 358728
2.985 78113 108603
4. 160 7C09 6863
2.97 7 131 23285
I. 933 375 668
I. 817 -8C -_I
.491 -55 - 124
.47 7 -21 -49
LABOR +
BURDEN $
81842
324517
119127
3 19402
177676
1075151
536248
671528
186716
13872
23416
1043
-171
-179
-70
IV-330
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
rdPJ£E DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-T0 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
6-SYSTEM 1
5--SUBSYSTEM 07 P]gCBO]THELACCO)I(A]ID]_E GROU]IDT]EST3
6--MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD OF _RK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
TOT AL 2953.5
LABOR 4.
BURDEN $
-3 .667 -2 -2 -6
508528 1606697 1923617 3530116
IV-331
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
j
0-3 58
Q-4 58
O-1 59
0-2 59
0-3 59
O-4 59
Q-I 60
Q-2 69
0-3 6O
0-4 60
0--I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q---4 6I
O-I 62
0-2 02
0-3 62
0-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
Q-3 63
Q-4 63
Q-I 64
O-2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
q-I 65
0--2 65
0-3 65
4-SY S TEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD CF WORK TEST/OC
MAN-
MONTHS
1.5
4.5
3.C
13.5
15.0
37.5
IC;.5
18.0
9,.0
1,5
t,5
-1.5
TESTIQC
1
07 PEI_O1WEL ACCOMM AND ESOAPE GROUND _S_S
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR LABOR LABOR
HGURS RATE DOLLARS
225 4.2_9 965
744 3. 094 2302
441 3. 522 1553
2333 3.0[2 7C28
2468 3.615 8922
6498 2. 777 IS044
3562 3. C77 10962
3106 3.217 9992
1403 3. 087 4331
58 3.052 177
24 3.75C 9C
162 .105 17
157
-218 . 8 2
-87
BUROEN
DOLLARS
LABOR *
BURDEN $
965
2302
1553
7028
8922
18044
10962
9992
4331
177
90
17
rv-332
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NA59-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TOTAL
TEST/QC
4-SYSTEN l PEI_:_31qlq'ELACOOMM AND E_..,APE GROUI_ _ST3
5-SUB SYS'TEN 07
6-MAJ ASSY 06
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
-7
123.0 20869 6/+385
LABOR +
BURDEN $
64385
rv-333
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME
B-TO
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1977_
4-SYSTEM I
S-SUB SYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 06
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE GROUND TESTS
MAN- LABOR
MON IH S HOUR S
Q-3 5d 78,0 13083
Q-4 58
Q--I 59 294.C 50258
0-2 59
Q-3 59 97.5 17200
0-4 59
0-I 6C 316.5 54868
O-2 6¢
Q-3 60 205.5 34442
Q-4 60
Q-I 61 IC5g. O 180837
Q-2 6L
Q--3 61 502,,5 g[172
Q-4 61
(J-[ 62 499.5 85097
(J-2 62
0-3 62 208.5 _481g
_-4 62
0-1 63 16,5 2799
O-2 63
0--3 63 3.0 5q5 •
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 4.5 599
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 1.5 230
(O-4 64
0-1 65 -lg5
O-2 65
O-3 65 -77
Q-4 65
0--I 66 -7
TOTAL 3286.5 565720
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE OOLLARS DOLLARS
2. 747 35944 46 863
2.924 I4o965 179854
2. 826 48606 72074
2.937 161169 165653
3.C58 I0531E 110747
2.994 541351 563629
3. 196 ?91396 357433
4.230 359971 401"/66
3.182 110779 147310
3. q_8 11162 12346
3.32 1 1976 22C97
2.(]77 1244 5116
.lq3 42 I15
1. 999 39C 321
2. 038 157 129
5.856 41 41
1816508 20854g4
LABOR ÷
BUROEN $
82807
326819
120680
326822
216062
1104980
648829
761737
258089
23508
24073
b360
I57
711
286
82
3962002
ENGR
MATt
11585
34C02
13952
I08958
251811
174683
147295
120874
66028
2759
-590
7222
12787
165
66
4
9516CI
ZV-33_
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-[2[O0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-7G AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4"-SYS TEM 1
5--SUBSYSTEM 07
6-MAJ ASSY 06
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE GROUND TESTS
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-I 59
Q'-2 59
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-I 60
Q'-2 60
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
0-1 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q--3 62
0-6 62
Q-.-1 63
0-2 63
Q..-3 63
Q-4 63
Q--I 64
Q-2 66
Q-3 64
0-4 66
Q-[ 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
0-4 65
Q-I 66
TOTAL.
OTHER SUB TOTAL
MPC COST TOTAL G & A IDWA COST
634 95 C,2_ 95026
2 880 363701 36370 1
t
1 182 135816 135814
16328 450 IO 8 8576 658684
33113 500986 9597 2717 513300
14761 240 1294_66 25333 122391 1463388
12446 5694 816C66 15927 43036 873027
9525 5989 898125 15075 913200
5203 3102 332422 5580 338002
27,2 -2367 26172 604 26576
-58 -2822 20603 364 20947
770 2 16356 305 16659
4652 2 17598 374 17972
69 9024 9949 265 10216
12 3609 3973 106 4079
I 258 345 10 355
99770 2253 1 4975904 82896 168 144 5226944
IV-335
NORTH _MERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I2IO0
COST BREAKOOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
DESI GN/ENG INEERI NG
LABCR AT $ 4.904
ENGR RURDEN AT $ 4.515
SHCIP SUPPORT
LAGER AT $ 3.15P
TEST/QC
LABCR AT $ 3. In3
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3.638
ENGR MATERI_L
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN _ ADMEN
IOWA
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
/ENGR
HOURS
DOLLARS
480801
2434838
2213214
L52L
4249
397
1_98
9452
14492
186772
10606
47305
492261_
PRCL)
HOURS
_.-)CLLA RS
ff48947
31403
880350
TOOLING
AND STE
HOURS
OCLLARS
TEST
/QC
H(]URS
DOLLARS
36323
[45426
I62077
508528
1606697
20869
e4385
1923417
951601
58354 59258
2445 101953
22531
66799 5037345
75803 398C6 I139 B3qg3
1287560 16814_
t_
499_419 2207716 61938 52894B2
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-338 IV-346 IV-347 IV-348
Iv-336
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
DESI GN/ENGINEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 4.904
ENGR BURDEN AT $
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 3.158
TESTIQC
LABOR AT $ 3.103
MFG BURDEN AT $
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN _ ADMIN
IOWA
TOTAL COST
4.51 5
3.638
TOTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
526124
2580264
2375291
510049
1610V46
21266
65q83
1932869
966093
1153331
146407
69926
10901110
200741
1455704
12557555
TIME-P_S_ _
D_L - S_ PAGE IV-356
IV-337
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9--12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-T0 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL [q72
Q-1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
O-1
0-2
O-3
Q-4
0-1
0-2
Q'--3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q"-2
Q-3
Q--4
Q--I
0-2
Q'--3
0-4
Q-I
O-2
Q-3
0-4
0-I
O-2
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
MAN-
MONTHS
5_ q.O
58
58 117.0
58
59 169.5
59
59 287.5
59
60 390.0
60
60 319.0
60
6l 444.0
61
61 312.0
61
62 226.5
62
_2 187.5
62
63 138.0
63
63 97,.0
63
64 86.5
64
64 43.5
64
65 12.0
65
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
1
07 PgRSOIIIIEL ACCOI_ AND g,SC,APE S_8T_I
DES IGN/ENG I NEER ING
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
HOURS RATE DI]LLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $
1613 4. 725 7621 7339 14960
19585 4.318 84562 76719 161281
28988 4. 316 125098 99850 224948
50578 4.056 205163 180594 385757
67676 4.519 305805 248813 554618
53563 4. 893 262106 198555 460661
75713 4. 764 360714 380311 741025
56573 5. 069 , 286787 284461 571248
38608 5.305 204812 178159 382971
315C1 5.208 164049 162873 326922
23602 6.088 143682 128067 271749
16246 6. 332 102871 94891 197762
14726 6.990 102932 97930 200862
7620 6.995 53304 53_63 106767
214g 7. 894 16964 14180 31144
zv-33B
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
@-SYSIEM
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
0-1 66
T OT AL
5-SUB SYSTEN
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
1 PERSOIql_EL AO(X)k94 AND ESCAPE _ST_4
07
SUBO OF MORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
NAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
NONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
6.0 992 7. 889 7826 6 560
68 7.97 1 542 449
2845.0 489801 2434838 2213216
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
14386
991
4648052
IV-339
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEI_D.
8-?0 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL ]97; )
SHOP
4-SYSTEM l
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
SUBD CF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
MAN-
MONTHS
Q-1 5R.
0-2 58
Q-3 57
Q-4 5_
Q-1 5O
0-2 5'_
(Q-3 5"), 21.0 381q
(3-4 59
_-I 6q -1_.6 -2542
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 02
0-4 6'3
Q- 1 61 _)2
O-2 61
C)-3 61 1
0-4 61
0-1 6_ 1.5 221
_-2 62
0-3 62 -1.5 -214
{)-4 62
Q-I 63 31
0-2 63
Q-3 63 13
TGTAL 6.C 1521
SUPPORT
PERSONNEL AC001_4 AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOP LABOR LABOR BURCEN
HOURS RATE COLLARS DELL ARS
8 2. 875 2 3 28
3C 4. 467 134 139
LAB{JR +
BURDEN $
51
273
2. 804 L()TQ7 L5 L58 25865
2.829 -7191 -6fl63 -14054
2. 51 6 156 [75 331
2.76 1 25_ 3_I0 634
I. OL)O I 2 3
3. 751 32 g 1 016 1845
3. 757 -804 -985 -1789
3.22 6 I_]C 124 224
3. C77 4C 278 318
&24g 0,452 13701
.._j"
IV-3_0
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPo
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TEST/QC
6-SYSTEM 1 PERSOR_EL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYST_4
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
Q-3 58
0-4 58
Q-1 59
Q-'2 59
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-1 60
Q-2 6O
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
0.-1 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q---6 61
Q-1 62
Q-2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-1 63
0-2 63
Q-3 63
0"-4 63
Q-1 61.
1.5
9 2.00C 18
-I
91 2. 857 26_
211 4.545 959
24 6. 625 II I
16 5.375 86
47
-1
I 1.000 I
3o%68 163
TOTAL
18
260
959
111
86
163
1.5 397 1598 1598
IV-3_1
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-1.2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I PERSONNEL ACOO)@I AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
O7
DES IGN/ENGI NEERING
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
O-I
0-2
_-3
_-4
Q-I
£)-2
0-3
0-_
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
0-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-1
Q-2
0-3
0"4
MAN- LAB(JR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
58 9.0 1621 4. 716 7644 7 367
58
58 II 7.0 19624 4. 317 84714 76858
58
59 15_.5 28987 4.316 125098 99850
5)
59 308.5 544_8 3.967 21613C 195752
59
6r 376.5 65"545 4.584 299573 241059
6O
60 31S.C 53/;49 4.89 1 26237? 198730
6 <i
61 444.0 75821 6. 762 361G54 380691
61
61 312.0 56574 5.069 28678_ 2_.4463
61
62 228.0 38829 5.2_6 205041 179175
62
62 186.C 31298 5.218 163246 161888
62
63 138.0 2_633 6. G84 143782 [28191
65
63 97.C 16306 6. 321 103074 95169
6_
64 86.5 14725 6.990 102932 97930
64
64 43.5 7620 6. 995 53304 53 _H53
64
65 12. O 2149 7. 894 18(964 14180
65
65 6.C 992 7. 889 7826 656G
65
LABOR +
BURDEN $
15011
161572
224948
411882
541523
461103
741145
571251
384816
325134
271973
198243
200862
106767
31144
14386
ENGR
MATL
22
75
12
1031
308
499
tg[
-q
10172
58
1434
-90
789
Iv-3_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKNELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
T[ME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
S-SUB SYSTEM OT
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
APRIL 1972
Q-I 66
T OT AL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR 4.
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
68 7.97I 562 649 991
2852.5 691719 2440685 2222666 6663351
ENGR
MATL
I6692
IV-3M3
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE OlVZ SION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07 PERSONNEL ACO01_ AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-I 58
0-2 58
0-3 58
Q-4 58
O--I 59
Q-2 59
0-3 59
Q-4 59
_-1 60
0-2 60
0-3 60
O-4 60
O-1 6l
0-2 61
0--3 61
Q-4 61
Q-.-I 62
0-2 62
O-3 62
0-4 62
Q-I 63
0-2 63
0-3 63
Q-4 63
0-1 64
0-2 64
0-3 64
Q-4 64
Q-I 65
0-2 65
0-3 65
0-4 65
TOTA L OTHE R SUB
SUBC MATERIAL MPC COST TOTAL
22 I 308 15342
75 4 161651
12 1 224961
1031 87 413C00
92679 q29_7 5538 11302 t_51 350
20110 2C609 1258 75Z8 490498
14499 14090 431 13571 775437
8478 8469 241 572 580533
10352 10352 329 1294 396791
17358 27530 1352 4578 358594
18645 18703 797 118 291591
4651 6085 290 83¢_ 205454
-9C -I0 IOOC 201762
789 287 lOOC 108843
202 31346
8 1 14467
G E A
L2410
9345
14410
10788
6660
6019
4875
3435
4293
2316
836
386
TOTAL
C03T
15342
161651
224961
413000
663760
499843
789847
591321
403451
364613
296466
208889
206055
111159
32182
14853
Iv-3hh
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKNELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM 1 PERSONWEL ACOOMM AIiD ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
SUBD OF _RK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
C)-I 66
TOTAL
TOTAL
SUBC MATERIAL
186772 2012O4
OTHER SUB TOTAL
MPC COST TOTAL G E, A COST
5 996 30 1026
10606 1,7395 4922616 75803 6998419
I¥-3_5
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
5-SU8 SYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I PERSO_ ACOOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYS_
07
PRODI_CT ION
O-I 6n
Q-2 60
0-3 60
0-4 60
O-I 61
0-2 61
0-3 61
_)-4 51
0-I 62
0-2 62
0-3 62
O-4 62
Q-1 63
0-2 63
0-3 63
TOTAL
SUBC
7_6CC
107618
344e, 59
193_3
1C2_67
110969
74391
IS549
848947
SUB
MPC TIJTAL G S _ IOWA
41 $8 74788 i',25
63e, 5 II4GC.,B 2552 I_g66
9869 354338 17696 5t;7916
412 19705 12812 669678
3_72 IC6240 178 3
_523 11_-_92 I_22
3158 77549 1296
5qb 19145 32G
31_03 88035C 3Cq06 1287560
TOTAL
COST
76213
136521
969950
702285
108023
116414
78845
19465
220;716
IV'3 h6 i
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-'/O AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SY S TEM I PERSOI_ ACOO_f AND ESCAPE SI.I_YSTEN
S-SUBSYSTEM 07
SUBD OF WORK TOOLING AND STE
SUB TOTAL
SUBC MPC TOTAL G & A C_ST
0-3 60 25052 1486 26538 5Oh 27044
0-4 60
O-I 61 27160 -(78 27938 519 28457
0-2 61
Q-3 61 41C7 I17 4224 78 4302
O-4 61
0-I 62 IC19 32 1051 18 1069
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 IOI6 32 1048 18 1066
TOTAL 58354 2445 6079g I139 6195C_
Iv-3_7
NORTH AMERICAN RGCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STULY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SUBO OF WORK TESTI_C
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
O-1 69 52
0-2 60
0-3 6C' 24.C 4017
0-4 60
Q-1 61 9.C 1516
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 73.5 13338
q-4 6t
0-I 67_ 48.C _I,_9
Q--2 62
O-3 62 43.5 7244
Q-4 62
Q--I 63 6.C IC.56
0-2 63
Q-3 63 3,0 527
0-4 63
0-1 64 l.b 243
O-2 64
Q-3 64 2q
0-4 64
Q-] 65 1.5 135
Q-2 65
(J--3 65 54
O-4 65
Q-I 66 3
TOTAL 21C.C 36323
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
1
07 PERSONI_I, ACOOMMAIIDK.qCAPE SUBSYST_4
LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
RATE DOLLARS DULL _RS BURDEN $
3. 70C 196 196 392
3.68 8 14814 14650 29q.64
5. C93 772 1 4064 11785
3.7R5 4_812 5]80? 101619
4. 585 3717g 43638 80217
3, ql 2 23335 38 7C7 67042
3. 765 3976 54Q3 9qsg
3.33G 1755 -I 188 507
3. 506 852 4448 5300
4. 207 122 206 328
3. 251 443 445 888
3. 296 17_ 178 356
14. 333 43 43 86
145426 162077 307503
_V-3_8
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKNELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APR[L 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
k-SYSTEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 07 PEI_O]I]IELACCOMMA_NOESCAFESUBSYS_M
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
76.5 12858 2. 720 3497'9 46863
289.5 49514 2. 922 144663 179854
94.5 16759 2. 808 47053 72074
303.0 52483 2.933 153945 165457
166.5 27957 2.918 81579 96097
1012.5 172823 2.983 515586 559565
409.5 74272 3. 105 230622 305626
433.5 73882 4.234 312BOC 358728
156.0 26172 2.985 78113 108603
I0.5 1685 4. 160 7cog 6 863
66 2.977 131 23285
I. 5 194 Io 933 375 668
44 I. 817 -80 -91
-I 12 .491 -55 - 124
-66 .677 -2 1 -49
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-I 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
0-4 60
Q-I 61
O-2 61
Q--3 61
Q-4 61
0--I 62
_2 62
Q-3 62
Q-6 62
Q-I 63
Q"-2 63
Q--3 63
0--4 63
Q-I 64
O-2 64
0.-3 64
Q-4 64
0-I 65
Q---2 65
Q--3 65
0-4 65
LABOR +
BURDEN $
81842
324517
119127
319602
177676
1075151
536268
671528
186716
13872
23416
1043
-171
-179
-70
IV-3_9
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYS TEN 1
5-SUBSYSTEM C_7 PERSONNEL AO(X)MM AINTDESCAPE SUI3_STI_4
SUBD OF WORK TESTIOC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOU,<S RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
- _ ,66 7 -2 -2
2953.5 5C8528 1606691 1923417
LABOR ÷
_URDEN $
-4
3530114
IV-35o
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TESIlQC
4- SY S TE M 1 1_ILqOl_ ACOOMIW AND ,_-_E 81.1BSYS_
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
SUBD CF WORK TEST/OC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-I 5(
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
0-I 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
Q-4 6O
O-I 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
0-I 62
0--2 62
0-3 62
{)-4 62
O-I 63
0-2 63
0-3 63
0-'4 63
0-I 64
0-2 64
0--3 64
0--4 64
0-I 65
0--2 65
0-3 65
0--4 65
1,5 225 4. 289 965
4.5 744 3. 094 2302
3.0 441 3. 522 1553
13.5 2333 3. 012 702
15.C 2468 3. 615 3922
37.5 6498 2. 777 18044
19,, 5 3562 3. 077 10062
18.0 3106 3. 217 9992
g. 0 1403 3. C87 433 l
5 _ 3. 052 177
24 3. 750 90
1.5 162 .I05 17
1.5 157
-1.5 -218 . _ 2
-87
LABOR +
BURDEN $
965
2302
1553
(028
8922
18044
10962
9992
4331
1"/7
90
1"I
2
IV-35]
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NSS_-I21G0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APR] L 1972
4-SYS TEN
5"-SUB SYSTEM 07
SUBO _F WORK TEST/QC
TESTIQC
I
P_SONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
MAN-
MONTHS
123.C
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR
H(JUR S
-7
2_869
LABOR LABI]R BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
64385
LABOR +
BURDEN $
64385
zv-352
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APR| L 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD OF: WORK
I PERSOgRELAC(DMMAgDESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
07
TESTIQC
NAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 58 78.0 13083 2.747 35944 46863
Q-4 58
Q-1 59 294.0 50258 2.924 146965 179854
O-2 59
Q-3 59 97.5 17200 2. 826 48606 72074
0-4 59
0-I 60 316.5 54868 2.937 161169 165653
0-2 60
0-3 69 205.5 34442 3°058 105315 110747
0-4 6O
O-I 61 1059.0 180837 2.994 541351 565629
0-2 61
Q-3 61 502°5 91172 3.196 291396 357433
Q-4 61
O-I 62 499.5 85097 4.230 359971 401766
0-2 62
_-3 62 208.5 34819 3.182 II077S 147310
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 16.5 2799 3.988 11162 12346
0-2 63
0-3 63 3.0 595 3o 321 1976 22097
0-4 63
0-1 64 4.5 599 2.077 1244 5116
O-2 64
0-3 64 I°5 230 .183 42 115
Q-4 64
0-I 65 -195 1.999 390 321
0-2 65
Q-3 65 -77 2.038 [57 129
Q-4 65
Q-I 66 -7 5.856 41 41
TOTAL 3286.5 565720 1816508 2085494
LABOR +
BURDEN $
82807
326819
120680
326822
216062
1104980
648829
761737
258089
23508
24073
6360
157
711
286
82
3902002
ENGR
MATL
11585
34002
13952
108958
2518 11
174683
147295
120874
66028
275g
-590
7222
12787
165
66
4
951601
Iv-353
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NA59-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEl[;.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBU 6F WORK
1 PERSONNEL ACCONN AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
07
TESTIQC
0-3 58
Q-4 58
0-1 59
0-2 59
Q-3 5g
0-4 59
Q-I 6 '_
O-2 6!3
g-3 69
0-4 60
0-I 61
0-2 6!
0-3 6l
0-4 61
0-I 67
Q-2 62
0-3 62
O-4 62
0-i 63
0--2 63
0-3 63
0-4 63
Q-I 64
0-2 64
0-3 64
O-4 64
O-I 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
0-4 65
0-I 66
TOTAL
TCTAL OTHER SUB
SUBC MATERIAL MPC C(]ST TOTAL G E A
115_5 634 95026
34002 2886 363701
13952 1182 135_14
108958 14328 450108 8576
1'3500 262311 33735 512108 9809
3535 178218 14862 240 1298300 26401
181b_ 165451 12966 5494 332740 16274
16035 136909 10115 5989 914750 15354
IIC32 77C60 5553 3102 3438C4 5771
2759 272 -2367 24172 404
-590 -58 -2822 20,503 344
7222 770 2 14354 305
12787 4652 2 17598 374
i_ 49 9024 9949 265
06 12 _609 3973 106
4 I 258 345 I0
59256 I010859 101953 22531 5037345 83993
IOWA
2717
122.391
430_6
168144
Iv-35_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1'972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
SUBD OF: MORK TEST/QC
_Rso_ ACOOml AND r.SC_E suls_s_
Q-3 58
Q-6 58
0-1 59
q-2 59
Q-3 59
0-4 59
0-1 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
0--6 6O
O-1 61
0-2 61
0-3 61
0-'6 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q--3 62
Q"6 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
Q,-3 63
Q-6 63
Q-I 64
Q-2 66
0-3 64
Q--6 64
O-I 65
Q-2 65
0-3 65
Q--6 65
Q-I 66
TOTAL
TOTAL
COST
95026
363701
135816
6.58686
526634
16.67092
892050
930106
369575
26_76
20967
14659
17972
10214
6079
355
5289682
IV-355-
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
IIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
e-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
g-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
e-3
(Q-4
g-I
e-2
0-3
0-4
0-I
Q-2
0-3
g-4
Q-I
Q-2
O-3
Q-4
Q-I
_-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
¢)-2
DESIGN/FNGIKEERING
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCC_M AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
GN-S ITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MON THS HOUR S RAT E
58 9.0 16] 3 4, /25
58
5_ I17.0 I45_5 4.318
58
59 169.5 289B8 4. 316
5g
59 287.5 50578 4. C56
59
60 391 .O 6772.8 4. 518
60
60 343.0 575_C 4.80g
60
61 453.0 7722(; 4.77 1
61
61 385.5 69911 4. 815
61
62 274.0 46717 5. lqO
62
62 23 1.0 38745 4. 965
62
63 144.0 24658 5. 088
63
63 100.0 16773 6. 238
63
64 38.0 14964 6.q33
64
64 43.5 7649 6. q_ 5
64
65 13.5 2284 7.621
65
LABOR
OCLLARS
7621
84562
123098
2r)5163
30b001
27692C
368435
336594
2419O1
192384
147658
104626
103784
53426
I7407
BURCEN
CCLL aRS
7339
76719
99850
180594
249009
213205
384375
336268
2211Q7
20I 58O
133550
93703
102378
53669
14625
LAB(JR +
BURDEN $
14960
1612AI
22494R
385757
555010
4cJO 12 5
752810
672867
463188
393964
281208
I98329
20616 2
107095
32032
-__J
IV-356
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
Q-I 66
TOTAL
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
4-SYS IEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCONM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABDR BURCEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DtJLL ARS
6,0 1046 7,652 8004 &738
71 8. 239 585 /_92
3055.5 526124 258026_ 2375291
LABOR +
BURDEN $
14742
1077
4955555
IV-357
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
lIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND°
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL [972
_...J
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
_-4
Q-I
Q-3
Q-4
Q-[
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
{Q-4
Q-I
_-2
_-3
Q-4
G-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
SHOP SUPPOPT
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCCMM ANG ESCAPE SSBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLAQ S OGLL ARS BURDEN $
5B fl 2,875 23 2R bl
58
58 76.5 12R_ 2. 724 3,5113 47002 82115
58
59 289.5 49 514 2.92 2 144603 179 854 324517
59
59 117.0. 20578 2. 807 5776C 37232 144992
59
60 ?B3.0 49941 2.939 146754 158594 3O5348
60 166.5 2_01 <) 2.917 81735 96272 I76007
60
61 IC12.5 172915 2.9R3 51584C 559945 1,075785
61
61 409.5 74273 3. 105 23062_ _ 305628 536251
61
62 434.5 74123 4.232 313629 359744 67337"3
62
62 154.5 25958 2. q78 7730_ IC761B 184927
62
6:_ 1C,5 1716 4° 143 710_ 6q87 14096
63
63 57 3. CO0 171 23563 23734
63
64 I •5 194 1. 933 _75 668 1043
64
64 44 I. 817 -80 -(91 -171
64
65 -I 12 ,4(91 -55 - 124 -]_79
65
zv-358
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-T0
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1977
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
Q"-I 66
TOTAL
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYSIEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN-- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
-44 ,477
-3 .667
2960,5 510049
SUBSYSTEM
LABOR
DOLLARS
-21
-2
1610946
BURCEN
DOLLARS
-4q
-2
Lg3286g
LAB3R +
BURDEN $
-70
-4
3543815
IV-359
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND°
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1q72
TEST/OC
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCCM_ AN{_ ESCAPE SbBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABCR LABOR BUR L_EN
MONTHS HOURS RATE D{]LLAR S D_LLARS
Q-3 58
0-4 58
Q-l 59
Q-? 5q
Q-3 59
0-4 50
G-I 60
O-2 6O
Q-3 60
Q-6 60
O-1 6L
C}-2 6L
O-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-1 62
O-2 62
O-3 62
0-4 62
0-1 63
O-2 63
0-3 6_
Q-4 63
0-[ 64
O-2 64
Q-3 64
@-4 64
Q-1 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
0-4 65
1,5 234 4. 201
4.5 743 3.098
3.0 532 3.408
15._ 2544 3.14C
15,0 2402 3.625
37.5 65L4 ?.783
lq,5 3562 3.077
I._.0 3106 .3.217
9.0 1404 3.C35
58 3. 052
71 3. 563
t.5 161 .106
1.5 157
-1.5 -21B . 8
-97
q83
2302
1812
7qB7
9C33
t3130
10962
9992
4332
177
253
17
2
LABOR +
BURDEN $
983
2302
1813
7o87
_033
18130
10962
%)992
4332
177
253
17
IV-360
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPENO,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL lg72
4-SYSTEM
Q-L 66
T OT AL
TESTIQC
1
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCCMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABCR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS R_TE DCLLARS DOLLARS
-7
LABOR +
BUR DEN $
12_. 5 21266 65983 65983
I¥-361
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-i2100
TIME
B-TO
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYS "{EM I
5-SU8 SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACC CMM ANO ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
G-3
Q-4
0-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
(_-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
O-2
Q-3
Q-4
MAN- LABOR LA60R LABOR BUR EEN LABOR ÷ ENGR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS F_URDEN $ MATL
5_ 9.0 1621 4. 716 7644 7367 1501 I 22
5_
58 195.C 32707 3.689 120653 123721 244379 II_60
53
59 463.5 79245 3.433 272063 27o704 551767 34014
59
59 407.5 71688 3.6_3 264736 267926 532562 149_3
59
6,] 694.0 120213 3.833 460742 407603 868345 I0g266
60
60 524.5 R.gO9 [ 4.174 367688 309477 677165 252110
6]
61 1503.C 2=,6658 3.518 g02405 944320 1846725 174874
61
61 814.5 147746 3.913 578184 641896 122CC80 1472_.6
61
62 726.5 123926 4.564 565612 5g0941 1[46553 120874
62
62 394.5 66107 4. 145 274025 309198 58_223 76200
62
63 154.5 26432 5.Ph2 154944 [40537 295481 2817
63
63 ]OC.O 16901 6.216 I0505C 117266 222316 844
63
64 01.0 15324 6. 798 104176 103046 207222 7132
64
64 45.0 7850 6.7g6 53_46 53578 106924 13576
64
65 12.0 I 954 8. $8 I 17354 14501 31855 [65
65
65 6.0 915 8. 725 7983 6b89 14672 66
65
IV-362
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-IZIO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-7O AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCCMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
Q-I 6b
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
61 9,557 58_ _90 1073
6140.5 1057639 62S719_ _308160 8565353
ENGR
MATL
4
966093
IV-363
NORTHAMERICANRCCKWELLCORP.
SPACE DIVISION
r)_TA PREPARED UNDER
N-_SA CONTRACT NASq-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEI_D.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCCMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
TOTAL
SUSC MATER IAL
0-i 58 22
Q-2 58
O-B 28 I1660
Q-4 S:,3
Q-I 50 34014
Q-2 59
0-3 59 14993
0-4 59
0-1 60 1632/9 272545
0-2 8O
0-3 60 1632_0 4155eC
Q-4 6O
0-1 61 3_9663 564537
0-2 61
0-3 61 50124 197410
0-4 61
Q-I 67 13C374 251248
Q-2 62
0-3 62 140375 216575
O-4 62
Q-I 6"3 93036 05853
O-2 63
Q-3 63 2;_2C C 24044
0-4 63
O-1 64 7132
O-2 64
Q-B 64 13576
0-4 64
O-1 65 165
0-2 65
Q-3 65 66
0-4 65
MPC
I
638
P8RI
1269
24054
42 864
2594C
13736
1374_
10460
4227
828
76C
4q3q
4q
12
OTHER
COST
3O 8
11302
7528
18811
6066
7283
76SC
-224(7
-1986
1602
10Q2
9226
36gC
StI_
TOTAL
15342
256677
5RR6._2
54Re_4
1176246
11_3147
2456613
1437292
141R832
._1793_
3q3312
745202
216116
126441
4 1295
18449
G _ A
7241 ]
2/212
59_26
39952
23815
13730
h575
4099
4598
2690
itOl
4o2
I()WA
22b_3
712714
IV-36_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1q72
4-SYSTEM !
5-SUBSYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
Q-I 66
TOTAL
I
TOTAL OTHER
SUBC MATERIAL MPC COST
4 I 263
1153331 2119424 146407 69926
SUB
TOTAL
1341
10901110
G & A
40
200741
IV-365
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
4-SY S TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNFt ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
APRI L 1972
O-I 5_
Q-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-4 5B
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
0-4 59
0-1 60
0-2 60
0-3 60
0-4 60
0-1 61
q-2 61
O-3 61
0-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
0--3 62
Q-4 62
O-1 63
{_-2 63
0-3 63
Q-4 63
Q-I 64
Q--2 64
¢_-3 64
0-4 64
O-I 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
0-4 65
TOTAL"
COST
15342
256677
588662
548814
1198657
1188042
3235346
2189_5e
1442_47
831668
3_9887
269301
220714
129131
42396
18932
IV-366
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
D_TA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I2IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEhC.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1q72
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCCMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
TOTAL
COST
1381
I2557555
I¥-367
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
SUBSYSTEM: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE 1.8
j
WBS LEVEL
'4 5 _ 7 8
1.8 ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTEM
1o8.1 M_in Landin_ Gear
1.8.l.1 Shock Strut
Pressure Relief Valve
Seals
Scissors
1.8.1.2 Bogie Rotate Actuator
Down Lock Pin
Up Lock Latch
Rotate Flow Control Valve
Rotate Actuator Transfer Valve
Rotate Lock Transfer Valve
Beam
1.8. i.3 Brake Sys tern
Disc Cartridge
Actuator
Control Valve
Torque Sensor
Wheel Load Sensor
Wheel Speed Sensor
1.8.1.4 Reference Wheel Assembly
Wheel Speed Sensor
Wheel Shock Strut
Wheel
Tire
1o8.1o5 Bogie Fold and Pitch Control Assembly
Control Valves
Control Manifold
1.8ol.6 Main Gear Door Actuator Mechanism
Door Locks
Door Position Sensor
Iv-37o
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SUBSYSTEM:
4 5
WORK BREAKDUWN STRUCTURE
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING
WBS LEVEL
6 ? 8
1.8.1.7 Brake Control Unit
1.8oi.8 Brake Pedal Position Valvlng
1.8.1.9 Main Gear Wheel
1.8.1.10 Main Gear Tires
1.8.1.11 Tire Temperature Sensor
1.8.1.12 Gear Uplock Assembly
1.8.1.13 Electrical Emergency Exto Control
1.8.2 Nose Gear
i.8.2.1 Shock Strut
Pressure Relief Valve
Seals
Scissors
1.8.2.2 Nose Gear Steering
Actuator
Valve Manifold Assembly
Control Valve
Position Output Transducer
Position Input Transducer
1.8.2.3 Nose Gear Wheel
1.8.2.4 Nose Gear Tire
1.8.2.5 Nose Gear Door Actuator Mechanism
Door Locks
Door Position Sensor
1.8.2.6 Gear Up Lock Assy
1.8.2.7 Electronic Emergency Ext. Control
WBS CODE 1.8
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WORK BREAKDUW-N STRUCTURE
SUBSYSTEM: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING
WBS LEVEL
5 6 7 8
1.8.B Dra_ Chute Subsystem
1.8.3oi Compartment Door Actuation
Actuators
Locking Mechanism
1.8.3o2 Chute Release Mechanism
Hook Lock Actuator
Control Cabling
Servo Valve
1.8.3.3 Drag Chute
1.8.B.4 Over Temperature Detector
1.8.4 Controls and Displays
1.8o4.1 Gear Indicator Panel
1.8.4.2 Gear Control Handle
1.8.4o3 Drag Chute Control "Tee"
1.8.5 Ground Tests
1 o8 •5-1 Mockups
1.8.5.2 Simulators
1.8.5.3 Mission Hydrostatic Tests
1.8.5.4 Wind Tunnel
WBS CODE 1.8
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
The Alighting and Arresting Subsystem of the B-70 consisted of a conventional
tricycle landing gear arrangement and a drag chute system to reduce the landing
roll. The landing gear system was composed of two main landing gears and a
nose gear which retracted aft into the fuselage and were enclosed by contoured
doors. Each main gear assembly consisted of a shock strut, bracing, actuators,
and bogie beam on which were mounted four wheels and tires, two brakes with
steel heat sinks, plus a small fifth wheel to sense braking action. The nose
gear assembly was composed of a shock strut, bracing, actuators, two wheels
with tires, and a steering unit. Exhibit l, page IV-374, presents a
series of pictures of the landing gear and checkout criteria.
The drag chute system was installed in the upper aft fuselage and consisted
of three 28-foot diameter ring slot drag chutes. Each drag chute was in-
stalled in individual deployment bags in the drag chute compartment with in-
dividual canopy risers attached to a trunnion assembly which was hooked to
the air vehicle structure. Exhibit 2, page IV-375, presents an overview
showing the drag chute system installation.
The landing gear shock struts and bogie beams of the B-V0 pioneered the use
of high heat treat, high temperature H-II tool steel for aircraft use. (See
Technical Driver: Use of H-II Tool Steel under Airframe Structures Subsystem,
WBS i.i) The gear assembly was in the heat treat range of 280 to 300,000
psi and would withstand stowage for extended periods of temperatures as high
as 650 ° F without becoming annealed. The tires of the gear assembly were also
an advancement in the state-of-the-art. The tires had higher load ratings
than ever before achieved within the envelope of h0 x 17.5 and operated at
greater speeds than ever before used on heavy aircraft.
The brake control system of the B-70 was a new concept of fully automatic
regulation of braking the air vehicle upon a given input command by the pilot.
The braking torque on each of the four brakes was individually and automati-
cally controlled to provide maximum retarding force, regardless of runway
conditions, without skidding the tires. The braking system was not of the
conventional anti-skid ("0n"-"Off") type but a much more refined type of con-
trol which utilized a "fifth wheel" to provide a true ground speed reference.
The Alighting and Arresting Subsystem is described in detail along with the
functional interfaces in subsequent paragraphs as identified by the WBS.
IV-373
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: i. 8
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: MAIN LANDING GEAR WBS CODE: 1.8.1
Exhibit 3, page IV-379_ presents a picture looking forward under the
air vehicle showing the conventional tricycle landing gear installation. As
shown, each main landing gear assembly had a shock strut assembly with an
attached bogie beam on which were mounted four wheels, four tires, two tan-
dem brake assemblies, and a fifth wheel for ground speed reference. The
shock strut assembly was a modified metering pin air-oll shock absorbing
type with provisions incorporated for attachment of the bogie beam, actuators,
doors and braces. All basic structural members were fabricated of H-If tool
steel with a heat treat of 280,000 to 300,000 psi. Exhibit 4, page IV-380
presents the total main gear assembly while Exhibit 5, page IV-381,
shows the upper end of the strut assembly with its braces, main actuator,
and air vehicle attachment configuration.
As shown by previous exhibits, the bogie beam was attached to the bottom
of the main gear shock strut and provided axles on which the four wheels
were mounted in a dual tandem configuration. The bogie beam also incorpo-
rated provisions for the brake control sensing "fifth wheel." Exhibit _,
page IV-382 , presents a bogie beam in the build-up stage while Exhibit 7
page IV-383 , and Exhibit 8_ page IV-384, show the bogie beam with the
wheel assemblies installed. The design of the bogie beam was such that suf-
ficient motion was provided to permit flat tires or wheels on either axle
to maintain contact with the runway. Each end of the bogie beam incorporated
provisions for Jacking up that gear with the air vehicle at maximum taxi
weight. Provisions for towing and restraining were also incorporated and
each bogie beam assembly had skid plates attached to the forward and aft
underside to protect the beam from damage such as would occur due to blown
tires.
Each main gear strut incorporated a hook to receive and lock the bogie beam
roller at the completion of the bogie fold and rotate cycle. Exhibit 9,
page IV-385 , presents a picture of the main gear being retracted showing
the gear doors extended and the bogie folded and rotated. The hook was held
in the locked position by a compression bungee to prevent unfolding of the
beam during retraction. During extension of the gear, rotation of the bogie
beam automatically disengaged the roller from the hook so that the bogie could
be unfolded. The folding and unfolding of the bogie beam was accomplished
by an actuator which also dampened landing roll pitch oscillations and pro-
vided partial compensations for moments due to braking torque.
The wheels, which were fabricated of steel, mounted silver painted 40 x
17.50-18 ply tires. Each pair of wheels were co-rotating and each wheel
assembly contained provisions for tire inflation and deflation. A pressure
gage, filler valve, and thermal release unit was attached to each wheel
IV-377
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WBS CODE: 1.8.1 i
with a counterbalance weight containing a pressure relief valve attached to
the opposite side of the wheel rim. The pressure gage had a dial range of 600
psi with markings for the allowable pressure range of 350 to 525 psi. The
pressure relief devices incorporated in each wheel automatically bled off
tire pressures that excluded a safety margin well below tire burst pressure.
The 40 x 17.50-18 ply tires were extra-high pressure, Type III tubeless
tires, inflated with gaseous nitrogen, and designed to withstand an environ-
ment of 360 ° F. The same tire was used for the main gear and nose gear in-
stallations.
The braking system consisted of the main power brakes, the braking control
unit (computer), and the crew brake pedal assembly along with the fifth
wheel, plumbing, sensors, valving and associated electrical controls. Each
main landing gear assembly had full power brakes with steel heat sink type
discs as shown by Exhibit i0, page IV-386. As indicated by the exhibit,
one brake assembly was provided for each pair of co-rotating wheels. The
full power braking system of the B-70 was a dual system including the pilot
input device, electronic control unit, pressure control unit and sensing
units.
The concept of skid control governed the control function of the automatic
brake system. The reference wheel, located between the two outboard main
wheels on the landing gear bogie, provided a ground speed signal that was
compared with brake wheel speed by the electronic control unit. The pilot's
application of braking power on the foot pedals was sensed by brake torque
sensors which was also provided as an input to the electronic control box.
The control modulated the pilot input and brake torque output to prevent
exceeding a value consistent with usable ground coefficients of braking.
As a backup to the automatic system, a manual brake control was provided
and was engaged by crew selection. In the manual mode, the pilot's applica-
tion of braking power on the foot pedal provided an electrical input
directly to the brake servo valves which resulted in braking torque being
applied. In the manual mode, all automatic brake control features were
bypassed requiring pilot technique to prevent tire skidding.
IV-378
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: NOSE LANDING GEAR WBS CODE: i. 8.2
The nose landing gear assembly consisted of a shock strut, wheels, tires,
and a steering unit mounted on the shock strut along with braces, actuators,
doors, plumbing, valving and electrical control devices. Exhibit ll_
page IV-391 , presents a view of the nose gear installation showing the
nose gear actuator at upper right, the steering unit centered behind the small
door, strut scissors in the foreground, and the two co-rotating wheels.
The wheels, tires, pressure gage, and counterbalance installations of the
nose gear were identical to the main landing gear installations.
The shock strut was a conventional alr-oil shock absorbing type with the
main structural elements fabricated of H-II tool steel. Exhibit 12,
page IV-392 , presents the nose gear strut in the build-up phase, while
Exhibit 13, page IV-393, shows just the nose gear strut installed in
the air vehicle. As indicated by the exhibits, the lower strut segment
incorporated a member for mounting an axle for two co-rotating wheels. The
strut was so designed that it automatically centered the wheels when the
wheels were not in contact with the ground. The strut incorporated provi-
sions for jacking up the nose gear at maximum air vehicle taxi weight.
Provisions were also provided for towing the air vehicle and for mooring.
The nose wheel steering unit was hydraulically powered and was controlled
electrically by the pilot's directional control foot pedals (rudder pedals).
The B-70 nose wheel steering control system was engaged and disengaged by
the selector switch on the landing gear control panel and was also auto-
matically disengaged when the gear lifted off of the runway. The steering
actuator had the authority to rotate the nose wheels 58 degrees each side
of center.
A new concept in nose wheel steering control, consisting of complete fail-
safety provisions, was incorporated in the B-70 steering control system.
Previous systems were capable of detecting hard-over failures only after
the failure occurred and were often "fooled" by a pilot's large abrupt in-
puts resulting in disengagement when control was critical. In contrast,
the B-70 system was designed to detect the failure before a hard-over con-
dition materialized. In addition, the electrical circuit was such that
large abrupt pilot demands were not sensed as a failure. In aircraft the
size and configuration of the B-70, where hard-over failures or lack of
steering could result in severe damage or loss of the aircraft, the fail-
safety protection offered by the nose wheel steering design was essential.
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SUBSYST_4:
MAJOR ASS]_KBLY:
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING
DRAG CHUTE SYSTEM
WBS CODE: i. 8
WBS CODE: 1.8.3
As previously stated, the drag chute system was installed in the upper aft
fuselage and consisted of three 28 foot diameter ring slot chutes and asso-
ciated risers with each chute packed in individual deployment bags. Attached
to each main chute was a pilot chute and an extraction chute to provide the
extraction force. The individual main risers of each main chute assembly
were individually attached to a trunnion assembly which also functioned as
the drag chute release mechanism. Exhibit 14, page IV-398, presents
the drag chute compartment (looking forward) with the compartment doors
open and the trunnion assembly installed. Exhibit 15, page IV-399,
presents the trunnion assembly which was attached to the air vehicle struc-
ture and functioned as both the main chute restraint and chute release
mechanism.
Exhibit 16, page IV-400, shows the drag chute assembly at its initial
installation phase with the chute supported over the compartment and the
chute attach hook initially engaged in the trunnion. In Exhibit 17,
page IV-401 , the chute attach hook is being rotated forward to its stowed
position. For drag chute deployment the hooks of the trunnion, shown engaged
to the chute hook assembly, rotate aft to provide solid attachment. Exhibit
18, page IV-402, shows the chutes installed with the pilot chute lan-
yard attached to the compartment right hand door. As indicated by the
exhibit, if the doors were inadvertently opened in flight, the chute hook
assembly would sllp out of the trunnion hooks and the chutes would be auto-
matlcally Jettisoned.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYST_4: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS WBS CODE: 1.8.4
The Alighting and Arresting Subsystem Controls and Displays were essentially
grouped into four areas: (i) the extension and retraction of the landing
gear, (2) the control of the braking system, (3) nose wheel steering control,
and (4) drag chute operation. Exhibit 19, page IV-407_ depicts the
landing gear control panel which was located on the main instrument panel
in the lower center section and convenient to both the pilot and copilot.
This panel included the landing gear control handle, emergency switch,
position indicators and the audible warning cutout switch. As shown, the
control handle was a plastic knob in the shape of a tire and was moved up
for retraction and down for extension of the landing gear. The emergency
gear extension switch was provided to override the normal electrically
controlled hydraulic system sequencinK and provide gear extension using
the hydromechanical sequencing which always worked in parallel with the
electrical system. _ne landing indicating system consisted of one green
light for each retractable landing gear assembly and one red light in the
plastic knob of the landing gear control handle. The red light illuminated
when any gear was not in the position indicated by the position of the con-
trol handle, i.e., handle up but any gear not up and locked. The red light
also remained illuminated if any gear door was not up-and-locked with the
gear control handle either up or down. The audible warning signal assembly
was installed at the pilot's station and the signal was audible in both
headsets. The signal was initiated when the landing gear was in any posi-
tion other than down-and-locked and (i) the air vehicle was below a pre-
determined altitude and airspeed and (2) the engine throttles were not in
the afterburner position. The pilot-operated cutout switch on the panel
permitted the pilot to discontinue the audible signal.
An emergency manual control handle was provided on the overhead panel in
the cockpit and in the electronics bay. Either handle could be used to
extend the landing gear by either hydraulic utility system No. 1 or No. 2
without changing electrical sequencing. This provided (combinations of manual
handle and emergency switch) four methods of extending the landing gear.
In addition, since the nose gear had to be down and locked for any abnormal
gear configured landing, an emergency nose gear manual control handle was
provided on the cockpit overhead panel. This handle could be used to extend
the nose gear through a system separately supplied by the hydraulic replen-
ishing reservoir system without electrical sequencing. Manual switches were
also provided in the electronics equipment bay to override the normal main
and nose gear "door open" function limit switches and the utility No. 1
bogie power valve. This system was for the condition of doors not opening
for gear extension, and it provided another backup to get the doors opened
with subsequent hydromechanical sequencing.
SD72-SH-O003
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WBS CODE: 1.8.4
A second landing gear control panel was located on the left side of the
center aisle pedestal and provided the following functions.
(i) Manual and automatic brake selector switch for pilot selection of
braking control mode.
(2) Nose gear steering control selector switch with positions for take-
off and landing, taxi, and off (In the take-off and landing position,
the steering was armed but not engaged).
(3) A brake system test switch to test for dual hydraulic pressure and
computer "on-llne".
(4) A brake hold pushbutton switch for extended non-taxi conditions. The
hold function was disengaged by depressing the brake pedals.
(5) A nose gear steering engage switch for engaging the steering control
when selector was other than off (item 2).
(6) A second brake selector switch which permitted the selection of either
the front or rear brakes only.
(7) A brake control caution light which indicated a malfunction of the brake
computer.
A "Tire Overheat" caution light was provided on the left upper surface of
the center aisle pedestal caution light panel. The heart of this system
was the heat sensors which were installed in all wheel wells and which made
contact with the tire when the landing gear was retracted. When the tire
temperature approached the high temperature limit, but below the actuation
of the thermal pressure relief devices installed on the wheels, the caution
light illuminated. This alerted the pilot to initiate corrective action to
prevent the actuation of the thermal pressure relief devices which would
result in subsequent landing with low pressure or flat tires.
A drag chute control panel was located on the right aft section of the center
aisle pedestal. The knob of the control handle was shaped llke a chute can-
opy and was a two-position switch that was level locked in both positions.
An aft movement of the handle electrically activated the hydraulic system to
open the chute compartment doors and engage the hook mechanism with the drag
chute trunnion assembly. A forward movement of the drag chute control handle
electrically activated the hydraulic system to disengage the hook mechanism
from the drag chute trunnion assembly. This allowed the drag chute assembly
to disengage from the air vehicle. Jettisoning of the drag chutes had to
be accomplished at a speed no slower than 60KIAS to ensure that the trunnion
assembly would clear the aft fuselage.
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WBS CODE: 1.8.h
A "Drag Chute Overheat" caution light was provideC on the left upper surface
of the center aisle pedestal caution light panel. A sensor was installed
in the drag chute compartment to indicate the compartment temperature and
had a setting of 255 ° F _ 5° F. If the caution light illuminated, it alerted
the pilot that the landing might be without drag chutes.
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SUBSYST_:
DRIVER:
TECHNICAL DRIVER
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING
IANDING GEAR SEQUENCE SWITCHES
WBS CODE: 1.8
The landing gear system required high temperature switches in the sequencing
and indicating portions of both the main and nose gear assemblies. The
airworthiness testing of the new developed switches was scheduled for com-
pletion by mid 1962. However, development problems were encountered which
involved the bellows type seal that was designed to isolate the contact por-
tion from the actuating elements of the switch. To minimize the impact of
the schedule slippage, low temperature substitute switches were installed
for initial system checkout.
An analysis of data obtained during development tests showed that the orig-
inal bellows design was too stiff which resulted in unsatisfactory actuating
loads and caused seal leakage. The bellows were redesigned by the subcon-
tractor, new tests parts fabricated, and the testing of the switches con-
tinued. However, torque valves were still high, and case seal leakage was
still experienced.
By the second quarter of 1963, it appeared that all major development prob-
lems had been solved; however, leakage from the static case seal was still
being experienced in attempted airworthiness tests. In addition, the high
torque valves that were accepted required that all switch installations
be evaluated to determine if adequate return spring forces were available.
This review showed that the main gear door opened, door locked, and door
closed switch springs forces were marginal and required redesign to ensure
satisfactory operation with the higher torque switches.
By mid 1963, the development effort by Controls Company of America had not
produced a satisfactory hermetically sealed case. At this time, NR sent a
special team to the subcontractor to initiate a development program of
hermetically sealing the cases by welding which the subcontractor had attempted
unsuccessfully. Due to these problems and schedule impacts, the 350 ° switches
were authorized for the initial flights which would not exceed the limit
temperature. In addition, a second substitute switch which had limited high
temperature capability was purchased in sufficient quantities to support the
higher mach flights and for spares. This switch had a 600 ° F rating but was
limited to 25 flight hours which impacted landing gear maintenance during
the first half of the flight test program.
j'
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TECHNICAL DRIVER
SUBSYSTem: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
MAJOR ASSemBLY: MAIN LANDING GEAR: TIRES WBS CODE: 1.8.1
The basic requirements of the B-7Omission and air vehicle configuration
dictated that tires be capable of supporting 62,500 ibs/tire while operating
at ground speeds of 288 mph, exert surface loads and stresses compatible
with existing SAC hangar floors and runways, and be capable of withstanding
_½ hours of high mach-high temperature environment. An industry study con-
ducted showed that the B-52 tires were the most advanced product at that
time; however, these tires fell way short of the B-70 requirements. As a
result of this study, a tire development program was initiated with the final
product representing a very significant advancement in the state-of-the-art
of tires.
The space allotted for stowing the tlre dictated that the tire be no larger
than 40 inches in diameter and 17.5 inches wide. In addition, as a weight
control measure, the cooling requirements of the tire, in its stowed posi-
tion, had to be minimized. In this regard, a weight-cooling requirement
trade-off study showed that a tire compartment environment such that the
tire could be at B60° F for approximately h½ hours would be compatible with
the other environment loadings of the B-70. This temperature goal for the
tires was very demanding, since this temperature was very close to the
reversion and deterioration temperatures of the rubber and nylon materials,
respectively, used in tires. The tire life for the B-70 was established
as eight thermal cycles with a compatible tread life. (The wheel life for
the B-70 was established as I000 miles but was reduced to 80Omiles for
the XB-70 and was accepted with bearing life waivers after 500 miles was
demonstrated.)
The initial problems encountered in the tire development was with Aeronau-
tical Systems Division (ASD) facilities where the oven wheel rotation equip-
ment subjected tires to temperatures up to 500 ° F. A complete redesign
of the rotation equipment from a tlre tread friction wheel to a wheel drive
still exposed the test tires up to bOO ° F. However, these damaged tires
were not completely lost, since a study of the sidewall and tread blisters
was performed followed by a burst test after which a cord depth of strength
loss analysis was conducted. Subsequent modification of the oven facilities
provided temperatures that were satisfactory during tire testing.
The XB-70 tires essentially met all of the B-T0 requirements, and when com-
pared to the B-52 tire, they were 28% smaller in diameter and rotated 63_
faster while carrying 83_ more load per lb. of tire. They weighed 55_ less
and were exposed to stowage temperatures approximately 250% higher. The
tires were 18 ply with a special cord-tread configuration including a "special"
covered sidewall or outer layer that was built into the tire to reflect or
repel heat.
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SUBSYST_4: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
MAJOR ASSemBLY: MAIN LANDING GEAR WBS CODE: 1.8.1
AUTOMATIC BRAKE CONTROL
GENERAL
A major advancement in the state-of-the-art was achieved in automatic brak-
ing control during the development of the B-70. The dual full power brake
control system, which was hydraulically powered and electrically controlled,
provided full automatic control upon pilot demand for maximum braking.
The braking torque on each of the four brakes was individually and automatic-
ally controlled to provide maximum retarding force regardless of runway
conditions. The control was provided by means of a four channel electronics
computer in combination with sensing devices located on the main wheels and
brakes, plus an additional "fifth" wheel located on each main gear bogie
which sensed relative ground velocity of the main wheels. In this highly
adaptive method of brake control, actual tire slippage and ground retarding
forces were continuously computed and compared to determine the "peak"
braking forces which could be tolerated by tire to runway coefficient of
friction and this information fed electrically to the electro-hydraulic
servo valves which controlled hydraulic pressure to the brakes. This brak-
ing system differred from previous "anti-skid" systems, which operated
in an "On-0ff" manner in response to tire skid, in that brake torque was
continuously regulated to maintain operation at an optimum level as demanded
by the pilot.
The ability of the B-70 system to provide the intended functions was demon-
strated on the 192 inch dynamometer at ASD (Aeronautical Systems Division)
utilizing actual air vehicle hardware. The development tests were concluded
by demonstrating 50 consecutive max design landings under full automatic
control without a single malfunction or skid. The data obtained during each
stop showed deceleration rates exceeded specification requirements by a
substantial margin.
The development of the braking system, in addition to the pilot control
and computer, involved the selection of material for the linings within
the wheel brake assemblies which incorporated steel heat sink type discs.
The lining had to be compatible with the overall system, in that it not
only had long wear characteristics, but that it provided the required co-
efficient of friction without "rough," "grabby," or "chattering" charac-
teristics.
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DISCUSSION
During the initial stages of brake tests, several "rough" brake operations
_ere experienced which analysis showed to be caused by the brake lining co-
efficient of friction being too high. Based on this study, the lining
coefficient of friction was reduced from 2.0 to 1.5. After this basic
coefficient change for linings, tests continued on many types of lining
material with final choice being either an iron-base lining or a copper-
base lining. During these tests, two other problems became evident. One
was a ripple in the angular rotation signal, and the other was the physical
arrangement of the brake test setup.
Although the angular rotation signal output ripple represented a very small
percentage (one percent) of the difference between the angular velocity
signal of the driver and the driven elements of the sensor, it was suffi-
cient to prevent normal automatic brake control. Detailed analysis disclosed
that the ripple in the sensor signal was due to slight eccentricity between
the axis of rotation of the driver and the driven elements caused by deflec-
tion of the axle under load. To correct the problem, it was decided to add
a floating element between the driver and driven portions of the sensor which
employed essentially a slotted pin drive to assure precise angular alignment
of the two elements.
The problem with the brake test setup was the manner in which the "fifth"
wheel was mounted. In the original dynamometer installation of the brake
control system, the speed reference wheel was mounted on the dynamometer
base structure rather than the bogie beam with the braked wheel. This in-
stallation, since flexing and vibration of the bogie beam and axle occurred
during braking, caused a discrepancy between the speed sensed by the reference
wheel and the actual speed of the braked wheel. The problem was corrected
by mounting the fifth wheel to the bogie per the air vehicle configuration.
Signal "noises" were also encountered during the automatic brake control
development. One was the excessive "noise" from the braked wheel speed
sensor mechanism which was sufficient under some conditions that the "slope
logic" circuit operation was compromised. The final fix for this was to
desensitize the "slope logic" circuit below the desired optimum level,
which in effect placed the major dependence for brake control on the slip
control circuit at high speeds. Another problem experienced was brake
"noise" due to vibrations set up by the relief slots in the brake discs at
low taxi speeds (below 25 knots). This noise caused some loss of performance
at the low speed conditions and required a reduction of feedback gain. This
low taxi speed chatter was never completely resolved and occurred during the
flight test program. Inmost instances, the "chatter" condition could be
minimized by the pilot (if taxi conditions allowed) with intermittent-light
application of brakes.
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DEVELOPMENT DATA SUMMARY
WRSTITLE: ALIGErINO AND ARRESTING 8UBSYST_[ WBSCODE: I._
STATE.OF-THE.ART RATING:__ __ .5 (See Remarks)
PERCENT DEVELOPED [_Ik_'_:_.I3{t
PROGRAM LEVEL Js_FORT TO GO
GROUND TESTS
PRIOR TO FLIGHT
CONFIGURATION GROUND TEST
FLIGHT TEST
TYPE OF TEST
CONFIGURATION RESEARCH
DESIGN FEASIBILITY
DESIGN VERIFICATION
AIRWORTHINESS
QUA LI F I CATI ON
OTHER
TOTAL
NUMBER OF UNITS TEST HOURS
REMARKS:
(i) Essentially all alighting and arresting subsystem ground testing
was performed by Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company and their sub-
tler subcontractors. The detail breakdown of the responsibilities
are presented under major subcontractor data, page IV-428. The NR
effort consisted mainly Of installations, checkout, preflight and
structural calibrations. The gear calibrations were included under
structural ground testing (WBS: 1.1).
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State-of-the Art
The Alighting and Arresting Subsystem was assigned an overall state-of-the-
art rating of 5 based on definitions established using AFSCM 173-1
(11-28-67) as a guide. This rating was determined by comparing the RS-70
requirements with the existing capabilities at the RS-70 time period using
state-of-the-art criteria discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The RS-70
configuration was selected for the comparison since it was the production
configuration defined. This selection is considered valid since the
development status at "out-the-door" and at program "end" is also based on
the scheduled production configuration.
The definitions used in determining the state-of-the-art ratings are
described below. For ratings 3, 4, and 5, the following B-70 design
criteria was used as an aid for rating selection.
A. High temperature application
B. High pressure/load/acoustics/etc., application
C. Light-weight/special materials/unique processes
Description
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard
military issue which was installed "as-is".
2 The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard
military issue which required only a physical modification
for installation.
S
4
5
The item was considered within the state-of-the-art but
had no cQmmercial or military counterpart. As an aid,
the item was existing but required modification to be
compatible with on___eof the design criteria. Also, any
new design or process has a rating of at least 3.
The item was slightly beyond the state-of-the-art, and
some development was required. As an aid, the item was
based on an existing concept but required modification
to be compatible with two of the design criteria. Also,
any new design or process required to be compatible with
one of the design criteria will be rated 4.
The item was substantially beyond the existing state-of-the-
art and required major development work. As an aid, any
new design or process required to be compatible with two
of the design criteria will be rated 5-
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The Alighting and Arresting Subsystem was comprised essentially of the
landing gear system and the deceleration or drag chute system. In the
analysis performed to establish a state-of-the-art rating, the drag chute
system was not considered since it relatively represented only a fraction
of the total effort required for the overall subsystem. The landing gear
system development, described under Technical Descriptions with the special
design areas defined under Technical Drivers, was considered a major
advancement in the state-of-the-art for manned aircraft. Although the
tricycle gear arrangement was an existing concept, the design of the gear
system was required to meet all three of the B-70 design criteria: high
temperature and acoustic environment, high pressures and structural
loading, and light weight. To meet the B-T0 design criteria, the gear,
brakes and actuator mechanisms were fabricated of H-11 tool steel which
imposed new manufacturing techniqucs and prccesses. T_e tires developed
were also a major advancement in the state-of-the-art as related to
temperature, loading versus size, and arrangement for low footprint
loading. Based on the ground rules established, the subsystem was assigned
a state-of-the-art rating of 5.
Percent Developed
The Alighting snd Arresting Subsystem percent comparisons of the XB-70
configuration to that scheduled for the RS-70 were made at two stages of
development; one at prior-to-flight or "out-the-door" of the No. 1 air
vehicle, and the other for the flight test programs. For the "out-the-door"
time period, a percentage was established for the configuration status and
also for the level of ground testing achieved. The Alighting and Arresting
Subsystem configuration of the XB-70 was assessed as 95% representative of
its RS-?O counterpart while the ground testing status was assessed at a
program confidence level of 90%. It was the opinion of the Design Group
that additional testing was required in specific areas to reduce the mainte-
nance requirements. In addition, the co-rotating wheels/bogie main gear
arrangement required more design effort due to the undesirable single axle
failure mode. To establish what effort would be required to attain a No. 1
air vehicle production level prior-to-flight status, the same curve used
for the structures analysis was utilized for the Alighting and Arresting
Subsystem; Exhibit 20, page iV-416. Entering this exhibit on the left-
hand scale st 95% and 90%, it shows on the bottom scale that 18% and 29_
more effort was required for the configuration and the ground testing,
respectively.
The flight test program comparisons, presented by Exhibit iS, page 11-23,
under Air Vehicle (WBS: 1.0), shows that during the XB-70 flight test
program, the Alighting and Arresting Subsystem had an equivalent test hour
total equal to 19 percent of that scheduled for the RS-70. However, this
was an across-the-board comparison of equivalent test hours and did not
reflect the testing envelopes of the two flight test programs. Although
design loads for the Alighting and Arresting Subsystem were attained during
the XB-70 flight test program, maximum performance landings and aborted
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take-offs were not scheduled and did not occur. In addition, the effect
on directional control and braking of wet and icy runways was not
determined, as well as the impact of hydroplaning with excessive water.
Based on program comparisons, the Alighting and Arresting Subsystem XB-70
Flight test program was assessed as being approximately 80 percent of the
test envelope scheduled for the RS-70. Since all of the XB-70 effort
occurred within this less demanding envelope, an adjustment had to be made
to the test hours obtained before the two flight test programs could be
compared. The same weight factor established for the Structures Subsystem
(WBS: 1.1) was applied in the analysis of the Alighting and Arresting Sub-
system flight test effort; that is, the first 80 percent of the test
envelope requires only 60 percent of the total effort while the last 20 per-
cent of the envelope requires 40 percent. Using this weight factor, the
equation 2:3::X:19% was generated for the XB-70 test effort adjustment.
With this equation, the flight test effort remaining to attain a production
level status would be stated as 40% + 60% - (2 X 19 _ 3) or 87 percent,
where the 40 percent is that effort required for the last 20 percent of the
envelope. It should be noted that all of the comparisons conducted on the
Alighting and Arresting Subsystem are based on test articles, tooling, GSE,
etc., being at the RS-?O level in both numbers and fidelity. Exhibit 20,
page IV-hlg, presents a graph of the comparisons made for the Alighting and
Arresting Subsystem.
NOTE: THE USE OF Th_ "EFFORT TO GO" PERCENTAGES FOR COST Dk_/ERMINATION
SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED WITHOUT CONSULTING SECTION IV-8_ VOLUME I,
PAGE 310 FOR APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS.
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMAEY
TABULATION OF DATES
SUBSYSTJ_: ALIGHTING & ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
ENGINEERING:
Start Design - Subcontractor
Comp MLG Stress Analysis - Subcontractor
Testing
Start Dev. Dynamometer Tests
Compl. Brake Computer A/W Test
Compl. MLG Drop Test
Compl. Fail Safe Steering A/W Test A/V #i
Compl. N.L.G. Phase I Proof Load Static
Tests A/V #l
Compl. L.H. Main Gear Door Static Proof
Load Testing
Material
Cleveland Pneumatic Go-Ahead
Nose L.G. Complete on Dock A/V #i
MIE Complete on Dock A/V #I
Complete Assembly, Nose Gear (Drop Test)
Ree. Wheels & Tires A/V #l
Compl. Assembly MLG L.H. (Drop Test)
Compl. Refurbish Drop Test Nose Gear &
Receive for A/V#2
Brake Unit on Dock A/V #1
Modified BCS Computer A/V #l
MIE Complete on Dock A/V#2
Manufacturing
Complete - Initial Gear Installation (A/V #i)
Complete - Chute Doors Proof Loadi_
Complete - Drag Chute Operations (A/V #i)
Complete - Gear Installation (A/V_2)
Complete Gear Operations (A/V #I)
Complete Drag Chute Rigging (A/V#2)
Jan. I, 1960
May 19, 1961
Oct 21, 1960
Nov 21, 1962
Mar i, 1963
Mar 8, 1963
Mar 1964
1964
Apr i0, 1959
Nov 27, 1961
Dec 1961
Jan 1962
Apr 1962
Apr i0, 1962
Aug 1962
Oct 1962
Jan 1963
oct 1963
Sep 15, 1962
Jan 196_
Jun 8, 196h
jun 1964
Sep 18, 1964
May i_, 1965
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DESIGN/PROGRAMMATIC IMPACTS
SUBSYSTI_4: ALIGHTING & ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
22 Jan - 14 Aug 1962
March 1962
22 Apr - 26 Oct 62
19 May 62 - 8 Mar 1963 -
15 June 62 - Nov 1962
15 Sept - Oct 1962
20 Jan - 8 March 1963
15 Feb - i March 1963
i April - i0 June 1963
1 April - July 1963
Wheels and locknuts were being redesigned,
fabricated and air worthiness tested.
Brake delivery delayed due to cracked lugs on
brake stator housing. Immediate action was to
weld lugs to stator. Concurrently with rework
a backup program was implemented by the sub-
contractor to procure closed die, integral lug,
H 11 Stator housing forgings.
Brake assembly was redesigned and fabricated.
Fail safe steering was redesigned, fabricated
and air worthiness tested.
Brake control computer was redesigned, fabri-
cated and airworthiness tested.
During the main landing gear fold and rotation
tests, being conducted under hydraulic pressure,
the bogie H ll casting on the LH gear was
cracked at the uplatch roller arm attachment
point. Repair of the MLG bagie beam and rework
of both hands of the lock arm was required and
completed.
Redesigned and reworked the shock strut to add
ring groove and piston ring.
Reworked nose landing gear due to failure
experienced during airworthiness test, of the
actuating cylinder attachment pin A/V #l.
Due to relief valve malfunction, the LH bogie
fold actuator for A/V #2 failed during acceptance
tests. Consequently CPI was required to install
new valves in A/V #i actuators.
A failure occurred during rupture testing of the
bogie fold actuator which required redesign and
fabrication of the retainment nut and cap end.
RH and LH bogie fold actuators, reworked to
incorporate design changes, were received and
installed in A/V #i.
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28 June - 5 July 1963
30 Aug - 9 Sept 1963
18 Oct - 15 Nov 1963
13 March - 8 June 1964
3 April - i0 April 196h
18 June - 2 July 196h
WBS CODE: 1.8
- Rework of the main landing gear uplock box
required due to negative stress margin (81%)
due to a combination of gear retraction snubbing
loads and wlugbending loads.
- Replaced one nose landing gear trunnion fitting
on A/V #i due to cracks and distortions that
occurred after weld rework. Engineering simpli-
fied design to reduce machining.
- The L H landing gear was damaged during railroad
transit to NAA. Rail car bumping apparently
caused wire tie downs to break allowing gear to
shift. Tires were badly chaffed and declared
unusable. Other components were also damaged.
No structural damage to the main strut and
bogie beam assembly.
- Operational test on A/V #i showed drag chute
door operational speed so excessive that it
could cause structural damage. Actuator change
to decelerate action was accomplished on the
Drag Chute and operations completed 8 June.
During cycling of A/V #I RH main landing gear
down lock H ii support fitting failed due to
cracks induced by weld beef up. The first
reworked part was delivered to Engineering
Structure Lab for destruction testing. During
test one of the supporting components failed.
Previously (6 April) B-70 Management decided to
make one set of substitute parts of 4340 steel
as a backup. On 9 April the fitting completed
the 500 cycles of limit load followed by one
ultimate load application without failure.
- Due to erratic operations of the landing gear on
A/V #i, the emergency landing gear 4 position
valves required rework to reduce surge effort.
Engineering was released on 18 June for valve
rework. In addition new lines, restrictors and
check valves were added to the hydraulic instal-
lation. Additional rework was required due to
thread strippage of the arm attach bolt on the
bogie beam. The thread stripping was due to
extreme force action during operations. The
bolt was redesigned and the method of rotate
sequencing was revised. On July i, the RH bogie
fold lock arm failed on A/V _i during operations.
The A/V _ part was installed on A/V #i to
continue operations. Cleveland Pneumatic (CPI),
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the gear supplier was on strike at this time.
A beefed-up part made from 43h0 steel was
designed at NAA, approved by CPI, to be made
locally to support A/V #i, #2 and spare.
zo - 24 July 1964
i0 Aug - ii Sept 1964
21 Sept - 25 Sept 1964
28 Sept - 23 Oct 1964
Engineering released landing gear valve and
structure rework drawings for emergency bypass
valve. Structure rework was required to facili-
tate the installation of reworked valve on
A/v#1.
Completed installation of new i0 port valves
and brake computer modification/installation
on A/V #i. During taxi tests the LH brakes
were smoking due to brake actuator leakage.
Viton seals were installed on all brake
actuators.
During the first flight of A/V #i the landing
gear remained down locked position. During
landing non rotation of the LH gear wheels
resulted in a fire at the wheel area. The MLG
in flight malfunction was traced to one of the
switches on the rotate pin. The switch was
replaced. Bogie replacement due to damage from
the wheel fire was completed.
The bogie fold actuator was reworked and the
LH and RH MID support tee repaired.
During flight the gear was extended on emergency
Manual #l. The RH was slower than the LH side.
The RH side also started to rotate and unfold
prior to strut full down. Replacement of the LH
bogie pitch dampers resolved the problem.
Redesign of the bogie fold and pitch compensator,
main landing gear valves, MIX) bogie beam skid,
MLG brake seals and revised MID door lock switch
mechanism. Rework was accomplished during proof
load phase.
Removed and replaced thirty-two H 18 switches
with modified H 18 switches.
Removed and replaced nose gear strut relief valve.
Removed and returned to Parker, for rework,
seven main landing gear control valves. (A/V #l).
Wheel bearing rework on A/V #i and #2. Damaged
wheel bearings were found on A/V #l. Analysis
indicated deficient wheel bearings received from
the supplier.
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31 Oct 64 - 9 Feb 1965
5 March - 9 April 1965
16 April - 23 July 1965
20 April - 26 April 1965
19 July - 30 July 1965
24 Sept - 27 Sept 1965
24 Nov - 29 Nov 1965
WBS CODE: 1.8
Per EWA 259-241, Engineering was issued to
modify brake control system to improve control
and brake chatter tendancy. (A/V #i andS2).
Reworkedmain and nose gear door and strut
control selector valves (EWA 259-233) on A/V #I.
Structural rework was required.
Modified bogie pitch dampers were installed on
A/V _i and gear operations completed.
A/V #iBogie fold and pitch compensation assembly
valve packs were reworked in house to improve
reliability. (EWA 59-223).
The head of the bolt connecting the RH main gear
strut actuator to the structure was broken off
during flight 9 of A/V #i, a recurrence of the
problem encountered on Flight _7. Redesigned
strut actuator attach bolts were installed
complete 9 April.
Three phase program for development and air-
worthiness testing of a new brake lining to
eliminate chatter.
A/V #i - Two cycles were required to retract
gear. The LH main strut required rework due to
a leaking seal. The strut control valve on the
RH gear was also replaced.
After landing from first flight (A/V_2) and
while taxiing, the nose wheel went hard right.
Inspection revealed drag link trunnion fitting
failure. Repair completed 30 July.
The sixth A/V#2 flight was aborted due to
power roll back. While taxiing back to the pad
tires #7 and #8 blew out. Inspection revealed
that the remaining eight tires required replace-
ment. The blowout resulted in damage to the
brake Junction box, on top of the bogie, and
wiring on the LH gear.
Main gear actuator fitting failure on A/V #i
resulted from cracked fitting. The fitting was
replaced and gear operations completed 29April.
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14 March - 18 April 1966
19 April - 26 July 1966
A/V #i Flight #37, 14 March 1966. - When the
landing gear was lowered the nose and LH main
gear extended normally and showed down and locked.
The RH gear extended very abruptly when the
strut actuator attach fitting failed and showed
unsafe in the cockpit. The fitting failure
caused damage to the lines in the wheel well,
resulting in the loss of U1 and U2 hydraulic
systems. The loss of hydraulic power caused both
bogies to drift to the upright position. The
airplane was landed and after touch down the RH
bogie unfolded to the normal position but the RH
remained vertical. The roll out was made on four
RH wheels and the front two wheels of the LH bogie.
The airplane was Jacked on the lakebed, the LH
bogie unfolded and the RH gear locked down and
was towed to the hangar. Repairs were completed
16 March.
On ii April the A/V #i flight was aborted due to
tire failure during takeoff, the flight was
rescheduled to 13 April and accomplished. Post
flight inspection, however, revealed damage to
the LH main gear bogie. The hot damper lugs had
snapped off and a crack propogated approximately
8 inches into the bogie beam. The beam was
replaced with a spare which was available in
LSS inventory.
(A/V #I) Nose Gear failed to retract after take-
off on 19 April. The nose gear sink rate
arm, in the unlatched position, had prevented
gear retraction. At post flight the sink rate
arm (NASA instrumentation) was removed and the
gear successfully operated.
(A/V#2) When the nose gear retracted, the door
Jan_ned and cut the LH tire, resulting in nose
gear hanging up partially retracted. Numerous
attempts to lower the gear failed until the Co-
Pilot, following ground instructions, shorted
across two circuits in the EE bay. The gear
lowered when electrical emergency down was
selected. When the airplane landed the brakes
were locked and caused six main gear tires to
blow out and damaged both bogies. Cause was a
crimped wire in a Junction box on the EH forward
bogie which shorted and blew the circuit breaker.
Structure damage was completed and A/V#2 readied
for the next flight on 19 May. Bogie beam repair
was completed on 26 Jul 1966.
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5 May - 9 May 1966
A/v#l
4 June - 2 Aug 1966
A/V#i
15 Aug 1966
WBS CODE: 1.8
Red light on first retraction. Gear was re-cycled
and on this second retraction attempt, the nose gear
gear retracted but the main gear folded and
rotated without retraction. Malfunction was due
to broken main gear uplock linkage. Up-lock
linkage repaired for subsequent flight on 9 June.
On the June 9 flight the gear retracted normally.
Upon re-cycling the nose gear extended but the
main gear did not. The electrical emergency
system was used to extend the gear. Malfunction
was caused by a failed ground safety relay.
While the rear wheels were being jacked, as a
part of the proof load test, (4 June) the center
beam failed fore and aft of the strut attach
point permitting the strut to penetrate into the
run pad. The Manufacturing repair effort was
completed 19 July. Structures Lab. completed
proof loading 25 July. Magnaflux and pen-stripe
inspection was successfully completed and Air
Force permission was received for reinstallation
on A/V #i, 2 August 1966.
Directorate of Research Vehicle (XB-70) requested
that the bogie skid plates be redesigned.
Original plates contained 307 cubic inches of
metal, below the fastening point. DRV requested
a minimum of bOO cubic inches. Designed, fabri-
cated and delivered as of 15 Aug. 1966.
IV-_25
SD72-SH-O003
#I_ Space DivisionNorth Amencan Rockwell
COST DEFINITIONS
SUBSESTEM: ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING WBS CODE: 1.8
Total costs presented in this WBS item include all identifiable expenditures
to design, develop, ground test, fabricate and assemble all components,
assemblies and developmental test hardware within the Alighting and Arresting
Subsystem as defined by the WBS. Total costs of $17,259,216 include the
following items:
a) developing subsystem specification requirements
b) subsystem installation and integration design
c) vendor coordination
d) in-house ground testing including design and fabrication
of models, mockups and simulators
e) subcontracted hardware including the supplier's costs for
engineering, manufacturing, tooling and testing.
Excluded from the cost displayed for this subsystem are the in-house costs
associated with the:
f)
g)
fabrication of subsystem provisions (brackets, racks, wire
harnesses, shelves, supports, etc.).
miscellaneous purchased parts and installation materials
h) installation of the subsystem into the vehicles
i) subsystem, vehicle and preflight checkouts
Costs for items (f) through (i) are contained in WBS 1.12 (Volume IV, page IV-
6h7). Internal accounting procedures and the resultant cost reports do
not provide a basis for establishing expenditures for these items by
individual subsystems. Therefore all costs are collected and reported in one
WBS item. Refer to WBS 1.12 for additional information.
Detail of the recorded costs associated with this subsystem is provided by
Element of Cost (EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SDW). Section III of Volume I
provides a detail definition of these items. Further segregation of the cost
data is provided by the WBS. All cost data is displayed at WBS level 5
(Alighting and Arresting Subsystem, WBS 1.8) with the exception of in-house
ground testing (WBS 1.8.5). Cost data can be located on the following
pages.
IV-_26
SD72- SH-O003
#_ Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
WBS CODE: 1.8
Cost Breakdown Time-Phased Detail
WBS 1.8 $17,147,634 Page IV-429 Page 1V-430
WBS 1.8.5 Ground Tests iii,582 Page iV_429 Page IV-441
Total WBS 1.8 $17,259,216 Page IV-429 Page IV-447
A summary of the subcontractor recorded cost data is provided on page IV-428.
Contractual arrangements, delivery dates, costs by supplier, quantity of
hardware delivered and other pertinent data is provided. Cost data includes
the supplier expenditures for engineering, production, tooling and testing
(where identifiable) performed at the supplier's facility. Refer to the
Subcontracting Element of Cost (EOC) definition (Volume I, page 1-26) for
additional explanation.
Ground testing activities associated with the development of the
Alighting and Arresting Subsystem have been identified and the costs assigned
to WBS 1.8.5 (page IV-441). These costs reflect the in-house expenditures
only. Testing activities performed by the subcontractors where identified
are included under WBS 1.8, Test/QC Subdivision of Work and the Subcontracting
Element of Cost. The following is a summary of the major in-house test
activities identified to this subsystem.
Description Recorded Costs
Airworthiness Retest of Nose Landing Gear Actuator $ 40,521
Airworthiness Retest of Main Landing Gear Cylinder 28,256
Airworthiness Retest of Main Landing Gear Door Actuator 19,122
Main Landing Gear Mockup 6,004
Nose Landing Gear Mockup 3,117
Various 12.133
Costs (less MPC and G&A) $109,153
Material Procurement Cost 57Z+
General and Administrative 1.855
Total Costs WBS 1.8.5 $111,582-
* Calibration of the Landing Gear is included in the Structural Ground
Test, WBS item 1.1.8.
IV-&R7
SD72-SH-O003
#I_ Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
SUBCONTRACTOR MATRIX
Subsystem: Alighting and Arresting WBS Code: 1.8
SUBCONTRACTOR ENGIKEERI NG
Cleveland Pneumatic 1,933,284
PROD TOOLING
10,567,577 1,851,888
TEST TOTAL
- 14,352,749
CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC was selected to produce the Landing Gear Subsystemfor the
B-70 Air Vehicle.
Purchase Order L9JI-YZ-600122 was awarded to Cleveland Pneumatic July i0, 1959.
The final piece of hardware was completed and delivered to NR on September 13,
1965,
The Statement of Work called for the subcontractor to provide design, develop-
merit, and test effort necessary to produce and deliver the Landing Gear
Subaystem for the B-70 Air Vehicles l, 2, and 3.
The subsystem consisted of the following assemblies:
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Brake Control System
Brake System
Main Wheel Assembly
Nose Wheel Assembly
Nose Steering Assembly
Tires
A considerable portion of the Landing Gear effort was subcontracted to other
firms byCleveland Pneumatic Tool Company. The wheels, tires, and brakes were
subcontracted to B. F. Goodrich Company. The Brake Control System was sub-
contracted to the Instrumentation and Control Division of CPT at Kalamazoo,
Michigan, and the Nose Steering System was subcontracted to the National Water
Lift Division of CH at Grand Rapids, Michigan. All of the above effort was
in accordance with NR specifications and controlling documentation.
All residual inventories were disposed of, and applicable credits were taken
against Purchase Order 600122. The tooling used in the performance of this
purchase order was sold on a salvage basis to Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company.
IV-h28
SD72-SH-OOO3
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDCWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 197Z
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM C8
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUB SY STEM
DES [GNIENGINEERI NG
LABCR AT $ 5.010
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.387
SHOP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 3,502
TE ST I GC
LABCR AT $ 4.229
i_FG BURDEN AT $ 3. 932
ENGR MATFRIAL
SUBCO_TRAC T
MPC
OTHER C(3ST
TOTAL COST
6-M ASSY
0
H_URS
DOLLARS
190672
958_6_
_35757
143527@9
703702
17147534
6-M AS SY
C5
H(]URS
DOLLARS
_6_7
396 2,_
3Cl 1,1
265G
9283
301
1273
! !b02
8199
574
61
109727
1855
II15_2
T OT AL
HOURS
DOLLARS
I99309
998488
87_375
265C
928G
301
1273
[1602
_199
14B52749
7O42?6
61
1696G303
298913
17259216
SUBDIVISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE IVf43o I-V-441 IV-447
IF-_9
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAB9-[2100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM OB
6-MAJ ASSY 0
ALIGIFFIEG All])AI_STI_ S_BTEbl
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
LABOR AT $ 5°029
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.381
SUBCONTRAC T
MPC
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
IENGR PROD
HOURS HOURS
DOLLARS DOLLARS
190672
958868
835257
TOOLING
AND STE
HOURS
DOLLARS
TOTAL
HOUR S
DOLLARS
190672
958868
835257
1933284 10567577 1851888 143527_9
93943 508867 100892 703702
3821352 11076444 1952780 16850576
59194 202009 35855 297058
3880546 11278453 1988635 17147634
TINE-PNASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-431 IV-435 IV-436 IV-437
Iv-_3o
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
0-I
0-2
(0-3
Q-4
(Q-I
Q-2
O-3
9-4
'Q-I
(3-2
,_-3
Q-4
0-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
@-3
Q--4
Q-[
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
4-SYSIEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBO GF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
DES [GN/ENGINEERING
I
O B AI,IGI_INO AND ARESTIIII 81r_YSTEM
ON-S ITE LABOR
MAN- LAI_OR LABGR L_BOR BUR CEN LABGR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLAP S DOLL A_5 _URU[N $
58 95 4. 674 444 4_2 876
58 40.5 6708 4. 628 31044 26 2%9 57313
58
59 82.5 14041 4.518 63437 48273 111710
59
59 7C.5 125_.4 4.34 6 54342 44 877 99219
5q
60 118.5 2C444 4.445 Q"_74 18219 169093
6G
60 127.5 21535 4.655 100245 83 I'96 180441
60
61 174.C 2W806 4._27 14_74 102_562 246436
61
61 108.0 10568 4.843 94765 8_C93 1838,(51
61
62 99.G 16780 5. 331 89454 77440 166894
62
62 75.0 12503 5,415 67704 64315 132019
62
63 57. C 9649 6,725 6J,89 C 60373 125263
63
63 46.5 7755 5.12C 3970(: 3'_372 79078
63
64 3 7.5 6299 5. 922 3730 3 39 633 76936
64
64 4E,O 8359 5,895 49276 53673 102949
64
65 16.5 2765 6.811 13832 18255 37087
Iv-_31
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APR| L 1972 v°"
TOTAL
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
4v-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 08 AI_GHTI_IO AgO AI_RESTZ]qG SU]iSYSTD4
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESTGN/ENGINEEi_ING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN .li,
10.5 1861 6.811 12675 12275 24950
1111.5 190672 95_868 835257 1796125
zv-_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWEEL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEKD°
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD CF WORK
i
08 ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTI_4
0
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
MAN _- tABOR LABCR LA86R
MONTHS HOURS RATE _OLL.AR S
O-I 58 95 _.674 644
Q-2 58
0-3 58 40.5 07C_8 4.628 3IG44
Q-4 58
Q-1 59 82.5 14041 4.518 63437
0-2 59
O-3 59 70.5 12504 4°346 54342
Q-4 59
0-I 60 118.5 20444 4.445 9O874
Q-2 60
0-3 60 127.5 21535 4.655 I!]0245
Q-4 60
O-i 61 174. C 29806 4.827 14_8/4
0-2 61
0-3 61 106.0 19568 4.843 94758
0-4 61
Q-I 52 99. C le78G 5.331 89454
Q-2 O2
Q-3 82 75.'2 12523 5. 415 67704
Q-4 62
O--I 63 57.0 0.649 6. 725 64B90
0-2 63
(J-3 63 46.5 7755 5.120 3970_
Q-4 63
t,)--I 64 37.5 6299 5.922 37303
0-2 84
Q-3 04 48.0 8359 5. q95 49276
C-4 64
Q-I 65 16.5 2765 6.811 188_2
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 I0.5 1861 6.811 12675
TOTAL 1111.5 190672 958868
BURDEN
DOLL aRS
432
26269
482/'3
44877
78219
80196
102502
89C93
77440
64315
60373
39372
39635
53073
18255
12275
835257
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
876
57313
111710
99219
169093
180441
246436
1_3861
166894
13>'019
125263
79078
76936
1C2949
37681
24950
1794125
SdHC
1863fl
171197
45057C
138596
1133 55
172642
112215
212215
1656,24
48177
162309
1933284
iv-_33
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP..
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SY S TEN
5-SUB SYSTEM
6--NAJ AS SY
SUBD OF WORK
1
08 ALIGETING AID ARI_ST'Z_ 8UBSYS_
0
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
O-I 58
Q--2 58
Q-3 58
0-4 58
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
0-4 59
Q-I 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
O-4 60
Q--I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
q-6 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
0-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
Q-'3 63
Q-4 63
Q-1 64
Q-2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
O-1 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
TOT AE
MPC
4941
4677
26732
8223
3248
4946
3566
6738
7C33
1548
22291
93943
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL G 6 A COST
876 876
57313 5731 3
303022 303022
275093 275093
646395 12316 65_7i I
327262 6235 333497
363050 6746 36_)796
361449 6716 ?68165
282675 4744 287419
350q72 5891 356863
297920 4981 302901
128803 2154 130957
261536 5565 267101
IC2949 2191 10514C
370_7 989 3,3076
24950 666 25616
3821352 59194 3880546
IV-_3_
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-73 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 19 ? 2
4-SYSIEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBO OF WORK
1
08 /LI.,IGI_G AND ARRESTING SI.I_ST]_.I
0
PRODUCT I(3N
O-1
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
0-1
Q-2
,Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
G-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q--4
Q-1
TOT
SUB
SUBC MPC TOTAL G & A
59 27317 724 28041
59
59 27318 746 28064
59
60 1376C36 _1640 1457676 27773
60
60 15C4C4_ 8q239 15_32d7 3J357
60
61 1366153 3-_141 140529_ 26110
61
61 16c0|15 48423 173_538 32507
61
62 1359_56 45218 1403074 2355C
62
62 1159256 368,2 8 1196604 ?00_6
62
63 qC5218 38440 q4B6_Sa [5778
63
63 2633C @ 8462 271 770 4544
63
64 888352 122006 1010356 2149P.
AL 10567577 50_867 [ Ie76444 2C2C09
TL_TAL
CCS[
28041
28 C_64
IW85449
162 _ _44
1431410
1770845
142_624
1216770
959436
276314
1031856
I 1278_53
IV-_35
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPo
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK TOOLING
ALIGI_I_Alfl) AI_I_STII_BUBS'/S_14
AND STE
O-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-1 60
{}-2 6O
Q-3 60
Q-4 6O
Q'-I 61
(Q" 2 61
O-3 61
Q--4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
t_-3 62
0-4 62
Q-I 63
O-2 63
G-3 63
Q-4 63
0-1 64
TOTAL
SUBC
15174
775997
128677
104497
161306
103392
203393
158739
46173
154540
1851888
MPC
414
46039
7634
2993
4621
3286
6458
674G
1483
21224
100892
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL G _ A COST
15588 15588
822036 15662 837698
136311 2597 138908
107490 1997 109487
165927 _083 [6gClO
106678 1791 108409
209851 35,9_2 213373
165_79 2766 16_245
47656 797 48453
175764 364C 179404
195278C 35855 19_8635
.. IV-_36
NOPTH AMER ICAN POCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARFD UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-T0 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L lg72
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O---I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
4-SYS TEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY 0
ON-S ITE LABCR
_AN- LAF30R
MONTHS HOUR S
5_ 95
58
5_ 40.5 67Ce
58
59 82.5 14041
59
59 7C .5 12504
5q
60 II _..5 2C444
60
60 127.5 21h_5
60
61 174.0 29806
61
61 I08.0 19568
61
62 gg.O 167_C
62
62 75.0 1?509
62
63 57.0 964g
63
63 46.5 7755
63
64 37.5 6299
64
64 48.C 8359
64
65 16.5 2765
65
DES IGK/ENGI _,?FP ING
i
08 ALIGI_ING AND ARRES_r£NG SUBSYST]_4
LABCP L 68_]R _UR CEN
PATE DGLLARS DOLLARS
4. 674 444 432
4. 628 31044 26269
4.518 63437 48273
4. 346 54342 44 _77
4. 445 g9874 7_ 21g
4.¢J55 100245 gOlq5
4. 827 143874 102562
4, 843 9476 p R90o3
5. 331 89454 77440
5. 41 5 67704 64315
6. 725 54896 60373
5. l?O 39706 39372
5.922 37303 39633
5. 895 49276 53673
6.gll I_832 IH255
LABOR +
BURDEN $
876
51313
II1710
9921q
16g093
18044 l
246436
1 83 _ I
166894
132019
125263
79078
76g36
IG2940
37087
"- IV-_37
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPENDo
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
Q--3 65
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
I0.5
IIII.5
DES IGN/ENGI NEERING
I
08
0
ALIGHTI_ AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR
HOURS
I_61
190672
LABOR
RATE
6, 81 1
LABOR
DOLLARS
12675
958868
BURDEN
DOLLARS
12275
835257
LABOR +
BURDEN $
24950
17_4L25
IV-_38
NOPTH AMERICAN RGCKWF_LL
SPACF DIVISION
DATA PREPAREED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASq-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPE_.
6-70 AIRCRAFT STUUY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
6-MAJ _SSY 0
ALIGHTING AND ARHESTING SUBSYST_14
M_N- LABOR LABCR LABOR BIJR CEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLE _RS
O-1 5_ <)5 4.674 444 432
_-2 58
Q-3 5_ 4C.5 670_ 4.628 31044 26269
q-4 58
Q-I 59 82.5 14041 4.518 63437 48273
0-2 59
Q-3 59 7C.5 125C4 4. 346 54342 44277
0-4 _g
Q-1 60 118.5 20_44 4.445 90874 7_219
Q-2 60
Q-3 6,3 127.5 21535 4.655 100245 80196
Q-4 _o
Q-I 61 174.C 2_R06 4. 827 143874 102562
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 I08.C 10568 4.843 9470_ 89093
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 9S.C 167_C 5.331 8)454 ?7440
0-2 62
0-3 62 75.0 125G3 5.415 67704 64315
Q-4 62
O-I 63 57.C 9649 6.725 6489C 60373
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 46.5 7755 5. [20 39706 39372
Q-4 63
0-1 64 57.5 62gq S.022 37303 39633
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 48.0 8359 5.895 4927(:: 53673
_--4 64
Q-I 65 I6.5 2765 6.811 19832 18255
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 10.5 IF_61 6.811 12675 12275
TOTAL IIII.5 19'3672 95_868 935257
LABOR +
BUROEN $
876
57313
II1710
09219
16909 3
18044 1
246436
183861
|66894
1 3201_
125263
79078
76936
10294O
37087
24950
17q4125
SIj_ C
213o_c
26026)3
1771323
1584016
20249V3
15754_3
1575464
1229581
357658
1205201
14352749
IV-4.39
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
6-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
6-MAJ ASSY O
A.T_O_J[NO AND A_.z_ST]_I'Gi 8U88_8'1_
Q-1 58
0-2 58
Q-3 58
0-4 58
Q-1 59
Q-2 59
0-3 59
0-4 59
O-1 6O
0-2 60
Q-3 60
0-4 60
0-! 61
0-2 61
Q-3 61
0-6 61
O-1 62
O-2 62
O-3 62
Q-6 62
g..-I 63
Q-2 63
Q-3 63
O-4. 63
Q-I 6¢
0-2 64
0-3 64
O-6 64
O-1 65
0-2 65
Q-3 65
TOTAL
MPC
5665
5837
154.611
105096
65382
57990
50070
50024
52213
11693
165521
7037C2
SUB
TOTAL
876
57313
331063
318765
2926107
2C5686C
1875834
2265914
1792627
1757507
16C7057
448229
1447658
i02949
37087
24950
16850576
Tr]TAL
G _ A CCST
876
57313
331063
318745
55751 2981858
39189 209604_
74859 1910693
42106 230802C
30085 1822512
29499 1787006
23525 1430582
7495 455726
30703 1678361
2191 I0514C
989 38076
666 25616
297058 17167636
IT-_O
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-7_ AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1977
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 08
6-MAJ ASSY 05
ALIGHTING ANO ARRESTING GROUND TESTS
DESI GhI ENG INEER ING
LABOR AT $ 4.587
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.52 g
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 3.502
TESIIQC
LABOR AT $ 4.229
_MFG BURDEN AT $ 3. q32
ENGR MATERIAL
MPC
_THER COST
SUB-TGTAL
GEN & ADMIN.
T_TAL COST
TEST
IQC
HOURS
DOLLARS
_637
3962D
3gll_
2650
g280
301
1273
11602
81gg
574
61
109727
IR55
111582
TGTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
P,6_7
39020
3gll_
265:3
9280
301
1273
I16C2
8199
574
61
109727
1R55
111582
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL -SEEPAGE IV-442
zv-_.4.z
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL I972
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
6"-SY STEM I
S-SUBSYSTEM 08 ALI(]_ING AND AILI_,STING GBOUIID TEBTB
6--MAJ ASSY 05
SUBO OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABUR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
6,5 865 8.7]3 7537 7537
118 7. 816 9Z2 407 1329
6,0 969 3. 998 3876 %474 83%8
28.5 4727 4.(_52 1_152 2.3150 42302
12.0 1952 6.13% 807C 10739 18809
6 16,000 6z_ 367 41 1
1 -1 -1
1
O-1 61
Q-.-2 61
0-3 61
Q-6 61
0-1 62
Q-2 62
O-3 62
q-6 62
Q--I 63
O-Z 63
Q-3 63
Q--6 63
O-I 64
Q_-2 66
g-3 64
0-4 64
Q-I 65 1 2
51o0 8637 3962C 39118TOTAL
3
78738
IV-_
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD CF WORK
SHOP SUPPORT
1
08 A.I._GI_NGA.ND ARRESTING GIROIJIfDTESTS
05
TEST/OC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABCR LAB,JR BURGEN
MONTHS HOURS _ATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
0-3 5,9
0-4 5g
Q-I aO
0-2 60
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
0-I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
0-4 61
Q-[ 62
O-2 62
Q-3 62 9.0
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 4.5
Q-2 63
Q-3 63
Q-4 63
Q-I 64
Q-2 64
Q-3 64
O-4 64
Q-1 65
Q-2 65
O-3 65
0-4 65
0-1 66
TOTAL 13.5
1 3.COC
29 2.724
108 3. 167
78 3.Cb]
9C 3. 233
1615 3. 797
861 3. 105
-72 3. 556
4
7"3
-I . sgq
-41 3. 537
-17 3. 353
-I 4. COC
265C
342
23E
273
6132
2673
-256
1
1
-145
-5 l
-4
9280
215
717
346
7129
3741
-6
-3
-3
- 139
-56
-3
116G2
LABOR +
eUROEN $
79
617
555
619
13261
6414
-262
-2
-2
-284
-I13
-7
20882
IV-kh3
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
Q-1 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-1 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
O-1 63
Q-2 63
0-3 63
k-SYSTEM
S-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY 05
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
NON TH S HOUR S
1C
10
3
1.5 200
78
TOTAL 1.5 301
TEST/OC
1
08 A,T.,ZOHTZgO AID _Y]IJO OBOUI_ 'IZS'I_
LABOR LABOR
RATE DCLLARS
4. 700 47
3. [00 3 1
2. 667 8
4. 420 854
3.88 5 303
BUROEN
DOLL ARS
1273
LABOR +
BURDEN $
47
31
8
884
303
1273
IV'_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 08
6-MAJ ASSY 05
ALIGHTING ANO ARRESTING GROUND TESTS
Q-1 5q
g-2 59
Q-3 59
(Q-4 59
Q-1 6G
g-2 60
g-3 60
g-4 60
Q-I 61
0-2 61
0-3 6l
Q-4 61
C)-I 62
Q-2 62
0-3 62
0-4 62
O-I 63
Q-2 63
Q--3 63
0-4 63
O-1 64
Q-2 64
1_-3 64
Q-4 64
Q-I 65
0-2 65
0-3 65
0-4 65
0-I 66
TOTAL
MAN-
MCNTHS
4.5
0.0
39.0
16.5
66.0
LABOR
HOURS
29
983
206
1062
654Z
2891
-68
1
-41
-I?
-I
11588
LABOR
RATE
3.0()0
2.724
8. g63
5. 782
3.912
4. OOC
3.821
2. B24
l. OOC
3.512
3.353
4.C00
LABOR
DOLLARS
79
7926
1191
4155
2616_
11046
-102
I
1
-144
-57
-4
50173
BURDEN
DOLLARS
4
275
724
4820
30279
14480
341
-4
-3
-137
-55
-3
50720
LABUR +
_URDEN $
7
7_
8201
1915
5_75
56447
25526
149
-3
-2
-281
-113
-7
100893
i_w, - rL 4G,,_
MAIL
-IbO_
1025
6q,/9
23 _i;i
6,35
-702
-tlC
-111
154
62
4
819£
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPo
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,,
B-?O AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
6,-SYSTEN 1
5-SUBSYSTEH 08
6-RAJ ASSY 05
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING GROUND TESTS
OTHER SUB
NPC COST TOTAL
Q---I 59 7
Q-2 59
0-3 59
0-4 59
O-1 60 79
Q-2 60
0-3 60 -209 -1797
Q-4 60
Q-1 61 2 8223
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 87 18 3045
0-4 61
Q--t 62 510 3 15967
0.2 62
Q-3 62 181 7 58936
Q-4 62
0.1 63 66 26257
Q-2 63
0-3 63 -69 27 -595
0.4. 63
Q-1 64 -12 2 -123
0.2 64
0--3 64 -40 1 -152
Q--6 66
O-1 65 46 1 -80
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 11 1 -]9
O-4 65
Q-1 66 1 1 -1
TOTAL 574 61 109727
G _ A
2
-34
153
57
268
989
439
-10
-3
-3
-2
-1
1855
TOTAL
COST
7
-1831
8376
3 102
16235
5q925
26 6'96
-605
-126
-155
-82
-40
-1
1 II 582
ZV-_
.NJRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL C{]RP.
SPACE DIVISIUN
Da, TA PREPARED UN_F_R
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKI)CWKS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUBY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS IEN I
5-SUB SYSTEM O_
AL IGHTINr_ ANU ARRESTING SUBSYSIEM
OESI GI_/ENG [NEER I NG
LAYER AT $ 5.C10
E,'gGR EURDEN AT $ 4,387
SH{3P SUPPL]RT
L_BLR AT $ 3,50Z
TE ST / _C
LASC;' AT $ 4.22'J
_FG R LR_)E,r, AT 3. g32
FNGv MATE_ IAL
SUE_COKT RAC T
MPC
CT H,. F_ COST
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
IENGR
HOURS
DOLLARS
19C672
95Bg6__
_35257
PR{.D
H_URS
DOLLARS
I127_453
TOOLING
ANO STE
H_'.URS
DOLLARS
198 8(,35
t';:: S T
/ 0 C
HLJUP, S
_COLLA_<S
6637
3962
-311 ;
265,3
3_}I
1273
11507
B l. 9
574
51
10972 7
1#55
II15_2
TII_E-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-449 IV-453 IV-454 IV-455
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
..t
4-SYSTEM I
5--SUB SYSTEN 08
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTEM
DESIGNIENGINEERING
LABOR AT $ 5.010
ENGR BURDEN AT $
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 3.502
TEST/L'_C
LABOR AT $ 4.229
MFG BURDEN AT $
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN.
TOTAL COST
4.387
3. 932
TOTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
199309
998488
874375
2650
9280
301
1273
11602
8199
14352749
704216
6t
16960303
298913
1725q216
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-460
TV-_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASO-121(]O
TIME PHASED EXPEkD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SUBD OF WnRK
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
1 ALIGHTII_ANDARIRESTINO SI/B3YBTSM
08
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LAB_]R 8URCEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS PATE DOLLARS DOLLARS _URDEN $
Q-I 5_ 95 4,,674 444 432 876
0-2 58
Q-3 5q 40.5 6708 4.6Z8 31044 26269 57313
Q-4 5_
0-I 59 82.5 14041 4o518 63437 48273 tlI7IC
0-2 59
0-3 5£ 70.5 12504 4. 346 54342 44877 qc_219
0-4 5q
_-I 6C 118.5 2C444 4.445 90874 78219 169093
0-2 60
{)-3 60 127.5 21535 4.655 10'3245 80196 180441
Q-4 60
Q-I 61 174.0 298C6 4. 827 143874 I02562 246436
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 i08.0 19568 4.843 9476_ 89C93 183861
0-4 61
Q--I 62 99.C 1o780 5° 331 89454 7"7440 t6_qq4
Q-Z 62
0-3 62 75.0 125C3 5.415 67704 64315 132019
0-4 62
O-I 63 57.0 9649 6. 125 6489(] 60373 125263
0-2 63
0-3 63 46.5 7755 5. 120 39706 39372 79C78
0-4 63
O-I 64 37.5 6299 5.922 31303 396.33 76936
0-2 64
&_-3 64 48.0 8359 5.895 49276 536?3 102949
0-4 64
O-i 65 16.5 2765 6.811 I _3832 18255 37087
Q-2 65
I¥-h_9
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASq-12IOO
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
6-SYS TEM
Q-.-3 65
T OT AL
5--SUBSYSTEM 08
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
DE S 1GN/ENGI NE ER ING
1
AI.,IOEZ'ZIIO AND ARRESTI_ SUBSYSTD4
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ,.I-
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
I0.5 ] 861 6.8! ! t2675 t2275 2+950
1]1].5 lq0672 q58868 835257 t796125
I¥-k50 .
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
OATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUF_D CF WORK
1 ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTEM
08
DES IGNIENGI NEERING
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS R AT E DOLLARS DgLL ARS
0-I 5._ 95 4.674 444 432
Q-2 58
O-3 5;_ 40.5 6708 4.628 31044 26269
Q--4 58
O-1 59 82.5 14041 4. 518 03437 48273
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 7C.5 12504 4. 346 54342 44877
0-4 5g
Q-I 6 r 118.5 2C444 4.445 90874 78219
Q-2 60
0-3 63 127.5 21535 4.655 100245 80196
Q-4 6]
Q-I 61 114.0 298_6 4.827 143874 1(52502
0-2 61
Q-3 61 108.3 19568 4. 843 9,,769, _c)C93
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 99.0 16780 5.331 89454 77440
{Q-2 62
0-3 62 75.C 1250,3 5.415 67?04 _4315
O-4 62
Q-I 63 57.0 9649 6.725 6480C 60 _'73
Q-2 63
0-3 63 46.5 7755 5. 120 39706 39372
Q-4 6?
0-I 64 37.5 6299 5.922 373'03 39633
0-2 64
0-3 6" 48.0 8359 5. 805 49276 53673
Q-4 64
%3-I 65 16.5 2_765 6.811 18832 18255
0-2 65
0-3 65 IC.5 1861 6.811 12675 12275
TOTAL 1111.5 Ig0672 950808 835257
LABOR +
BURDEN $
876
57313
lllTIC
9¢219
169 09 3
180441
240436
I ;33861
160894
132019
125263
790?8
76936
102949
37C87
2495C
1794125
SU_:C
186371
171197
45057C
13859_
113366
172642
112215
212215
165624
48177
162309
19332_4
IV-_51
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKMELL COR@.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PRIEIPAIIED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-]L2100
TIME PHASED EXPENO.
B--TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SY S TEN 1 AI, ZGII'I'X]IO AND JURR_TZ]_ S1L_SY8'I'B!
5-SUBSYSTEM 08
SUBD OF MORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-1 58
Q-2 58
Q-3 58
@-4 58
Q-1 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
Q--4 59
0-1 60
@-2 60
Q-3 60
0-4 60
Q-I 61
0-2 61
0-3 61
Q--4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
Q-3 62
Q--4 62
Q-1 63
0-2 63
O-3 63
O-4 63
Q-I 64
Q--2 64
0-3 64
0-4 64
0-1 65
Q-2 65
0-3 65
TOTAL
SUB TOTAL
MPC TOTAL G & A COST
876 876
57313 5731 3
4941 303022 303022
4677 275093 275093
26732 646395 12316 658711
8223 327262 6235 333497
3248 363050 6746 369796
6.946 361449 6716 368165
3566 282675 4764 287419
6738 350972 5891 356863
7033 297920 4981 302901
1548 128803 2154 139957
22291 261536 5565 267101
102949 2191 105140
37087 989 38076
24950 666 25616
93943 3821352 59194 3880566
IV-_Sz
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_ UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD C_F WORK
1 ALIGBTING A.B'DAI_TING SUBSYST]_
08
PROUUCT ION
O-2 59
0-3 59
0-4 59
Q-I 60
Q-2 60
0-3 69
Q-4 ou
0-1 6!
Q-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
0-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
0-3 6_
0-4 63
Q-I 64
TOTAL
SUB TOTAL
SUBC MPC T(]TAL G & A CCST
27317 724 28C41 28041
27318 746 28064 28_64
1376C36 8164C 14576-76 27773 14_5449
1504C48 89239 1593287 30357 1623644
1366153 3q141 1405294 26116 1431416
10901L5 48423 1738538 32307 1770845
1359856 4"3218 1403074 2355Q 1426624
1159856 36825 Iig66_4 20086 1216770
9C5218 38440 943658 15778 959436
2633C8 8462 27177C 4544 276314
888352 122C06 ICI0358 2[498 1031856
10567577 5C8867 11_76444 202909 L1278453
IV-_53
NORTH ANEII|CAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TINE PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SYSTEM 1 ALZO]_L_ING AND ARR_3TZ]IG SIJ'LS_8_I_4
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
SUBD OF MORK TOOLING AND STE
SUB TOTAL
SUSC MPC TOTAL G f, A COST
Q-3 59 15174 414 15588 15588
Q--4 59
Q-1 60 775997 66039 822036 15662 837698
0"2 60
Q--3 60 128677 7634 136311 2597 13890_
_-4 60
Q--1 61 104497 2993 107490 1997 109487
Q--2 61
Q-3 61 1613C6 4621 165927 3083 169010
Q-4 61
Q-1 62 103392 3286 106678 1791 108469
0-2 62
Q'-3 62 203393 6458 209851 3522 213373
0-4 62
0"-'1 63 158739 6740 165479 2766 168245
Q-2 63
0"-3 63 66173 1483 47656 797 48453
Q'-'4 63
Q-1 64 154540 21224 175764 364C 179404
'r
TOTAL 1851888 100892 1952780 35855 1988635
IV-_5_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL X972
DES IGN/ENGI NEERING
4-SYS IEM 1 ALIGHTIIIG ABD ARRESTING SUBS¥ST]_4
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LAB(JR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
4.5 865 8. 713 7537
118 7. _14 922 407
6. G 969 3. 998 3874 4474
28.5 4727 4. C52 10152 23 150
12.0 1952 4. I34 ,307C 1'3739
4 16. 000 64 347
I -I
I
Q-I 61
0-2 61
0-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
0-4 62
Q-I 6B
Q-2 63
0-3 63
0-4 63
0-1 64
0-2 64
0--3 64
0-4 64
0-I 65 1
51.0 R637 3962 0TOTAL
LABOR +
BURDEN $
7537
132g
r_348
4230 2
18869
41l
-1
3
78738
IV-_55
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYSI_M 1
ALIGRTING AIID ARI_BTINO SUBSYS_:M5-SUBSYSTEM 08
SUBD OF MORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
0-3 59
Q-4 59
0-1 60
0--2 60
0-3 60
0-4 60
Q--I 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
0-1 62
Q-2 62
0-3 62
0-6 62
Q--1 63
0'-2 63
Q-3 63
Q--4 63
O-1 66
0-2 64
(-3 64
(:-4 64
Q-I 65
0-2 65
O-3 65
0-4 65
Q--[ 66
9,.0
4.5
°,
I 3. 000 3
29
108
78
90
1615
861
-72
-1
-41
-17
-1
2.724 7_
TOTAL 13.5 2650
LABOR ÷
8URDEN $
7
79
3. 167 342 275 617
3.051 238 317 555
3. 033 27 3 346 619
3.797 6132 7129 13261
3. 105 2673 3741 6414
3. 556 -256 -6 -262
1 -3 -2
.999 1 -3 -2
3. 537 -145 - 139 -284
3. 353 -57 -56 -113
4. 000 -4 -3 -7
928 0 11602 2088 2
IV-_56
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L Iq72
TEST/QC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ALI]NTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYS_
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN
MONIHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
C}-I 61
Q-2 6I
Q-3 61
0-4 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 _'2
0-4 62
O-I 63
0-2 6_
0-3 63
I,S
I0 4. 700 ,_7
1C 3.1:!0 31
3 2.607 8
2")0 4.420 _84
7B 3. 885 303
LABOR +
BURDEN $
47
31
8
886
303
TOTAL 1.5 301 1273 1273
_v-l_yf
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKMELL CORP+
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
T|Mi PHASED EXPENO+
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEN [
5-SUBSYSTEN 08
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ALXO]_r_lIO AIID A_SI_IlO SUBBYS_
Q-I 59
q-2 59
q-3 5g
O-4 59
0-I 60
0-2 60
0-3 60
0-4 60
0-1 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 bl
0-1 62
Q-2 62
_-3 62
0-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
0-3 63
0-4 63
Q--I 64
0-2 66
0-3 64
0-4 b4
0-1 65
Q'-2 65
0-'3 65
0-4 65
0-1 66
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
4.5
6.0
39.0
16.5
66.0
LABOR
HOURS
29
983
206
1062
6542
2891
--68
1
-41
-1T
-1
11588
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
3. 000 3 4 7
2. 724 79 79
ENGR
MATL
-1588
8. 063 7926 275 8201 20
5. 782 1191 "724 1915 1025
3.912 4155 4 820 8975 6479
4. O00 26168 30 279 56667 2301
3.821 1104 6 14480 25526 665
2. 824 -192 341 149 -702
1. OOO 1 -4 -3 -110
I -3 -2 -111
3* 512 - 144 - 137 -281 154
3. 353 -57 -56 -113 62
4. 000 -4 -3 -7 6
50173 50720 100893 8199
ZV-_.58
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CCRP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT N_S9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972_
4- SY S TE M 1
5- SUB SYSTEM 08
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTEM
MPC
_THER SUB TOTAL
COST TOTAL G g A CEST
Q-L 59 7 7
0-2 59
Q-3 5<-)
0-4 5q
J-I 60 7'; ? '31
0-2 60
.t-'v-'300 -2Cg -17S7 -34 -I831
O-4 60
O-I 61 2 8223 153 8376
0-2 61
0-3 61 87 18 3045 57 310,2
0-4 61
O-I 62 51C 3 15967 26_ 16235
0-2 62
Q-3 62 181 7 5,_g36 989 5qS25
0--4 62
O-I 63 66 26257 43q 26696
0-2 63
(]--3 63 --_ 27 --595 -IO -605
f_-4 63
(3--1 64 -12 2 -123 -3 -120
0-2 6/,
0-3 64 -40 1 -152 -3 -155
0-4 64
Q-I 65 46 I -NO -2 -82
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 II I -39 -I -4C
Q-4 65
O-I 66 I I -I -I
TOTAL 574 61 10q727 1855 111582
IV-459
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-7O
PHASED EXPEkD,
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
O--I
0--2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-'2
0-3
O-4
O-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
DES IGNIENGINEERING
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTIkG SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
58 95 4. 674
58
58 40.5 6708 4.628
58
59 82.5 14041 4.518
59
59 70.5 12504 4. 346
59
60 118.5 20444 4. 445
60
60 127.5 21535 4.655
60
61 180.0 30671 4. g37
6I
61 I08.0 Ig686 4.861
61
62 103.5 17749 5.25 8
62
62 102.0 17230 5. 041
62
63 67.5 11601 6. 289
63
63 46.5 7759 5. 126
63
64 37.5 63C0 5.921
64
64 48.0 8360 5. 894
64
65 16.5 2765 6. 811
65
LABOR
DOLLARS
444
31044
63437
54342
90874
109245
151411
9569C
93328
86856
7296C
3977C
37303
49276
18833
BURDEN
DOLLARS
432
26269
48273
44877
78219
80196
102562
89500
81914
87465
71112
397i9
39632
53673
18257
LABOR +
BURDEN $
876
57313
111710
99219
i69093
18044 1
253973
185190
175242
174321
144072
79489
76935
102949
37090
IV-_6o
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-I21GO
CORP,
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEKD.
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRI L 107P
Q-3 65
TOTAL
4-SYSIEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
AL IGHTI NG
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
I
08
AND ARRESTING _UBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABGR LABCR BUR DEN LABGR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DCLL ARS _URDEN $
10.5 1861 6. BII 12675 12275 24950
I159,5 lqq30q qqF_4_ _ 874375 1872863
IV-h61
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUOY
APRIL 1972
J
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYSTEM I
S-SUB SYSTEM 08
ALIGHTING AND ARRESTING SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LAROR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
0-4 5'9
Q-I 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 6O
Q-4 6O
Q-I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
Q-3 62
O-4 62
Q-I 63
Q-2 63
Q--3 63
0-4 63
O-I 64
Q-2 64
Q-3 64
O-4 64
Q-I 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
0-1 66
9.0
4.5
I 3.C0C
?q
108
78
90
1615
861
-72
-I
-4l
-17
-I
2.724
3.167
3.051
3. 033
3.7'97
3. 105
3. SS6
. g99
3. 537
3.353
4. COC
TOTAL 13.5 265C
LABGR
OOLLARS
7q
342
238
273
6132
2673
-256
1
1
-145
-57
-4
928C
BURDEN
DCLLARS
275
317
346
7129
3741
-6
-3
-3
-13'9
-56
-3
L1602
LABOR +
BURDEN $
7
79
617
555
619
13261
6414
-262
-2
-2
-284
-113
-7
20882
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVIS|ON
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121C0
TIME PHASED EXPEhC.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STGCY
APRIL ]g72
0-I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61.
0-4 61
Q-I 62
_-2 62
Q-3 62
C-4 62
e-I 63
n_-2 63
Q-3 63
TEST/OC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 08
ALIGHTING AND ARPESTING
MAN-
MONTHS
ON-SITE LABOR
LA_OP
HOURS
I0
I0
1.5 200
78
TOTAL 1.5 3CI
SUBSYSTE_
LABOP
RATE
4.70C
3. IF)C
2.667
4. _20
3.885
LABC_
DOLLARS
47
31
9
8_4
3O3
1273
LABOR +
BUR lIEN $
47
31
8
_84
303
1273
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 08
AL IGHTI NG AND ARRESTI NG SUB SY STEM
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
Q- I 58 95 4. 674
q-2 58
Q-3 58 4C.5 6708 4.628
Q-4 58
O-I 59 82.5 [4042 4.518
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 70.5 12504 4.346
Q-4 59
O-I 60 118,5 20473 4.443
0-2 60
Q-3 60 127.5 21535 4.655
0-4 60
O-1 6! 18C.C 30789 4.930
{)-2 61
Q-3 61 108.0 19774 4. _53
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 103.5 17842 5.247
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 112.5 19045 4.929
Q-4 62
Q-1 63 72.0 12540 6.056
q-2 63
0--3 63 46.5 7687 5.14C
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 37.5 6300 5.S21
Q-2 64
0-3 64 48.0 R3_9 5.8q5
0-4 64
0-1 65 16.5 2724 6. 860
Q-2 65
0-3 65 I0,5 1844 6.843
Q-4 65
LABOR
DOLLARS
444
31044
63440
54342
90953
100245
tSl80C
95959
93609
93872
75936
39514
37304
49277
18688
12618
8URI]EN
DCLL_RS
432
26269
48277
44877
78219
80 196
102837
89817
82260
94594
74853
39713
39629
53670
18118
12219
LABOR +
BURDEN $
876
57313
111717
99219
169172
180441
254637
185776
175869
188466
150789
79227
76933
102947
36806
24837
ENGR
MATL
-1588
20
1025
6479
2301
665
-702
-II0
-lll
154
62
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N{)RTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL C{]RP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREE UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-7C AIRCRAFT STI,CY
APRI L lq72
4-SYS IEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM OA
AL IGHTING AND ARRESTING StJB SYSTEM
1174.5
LABOR
HOURS
-1
2C2260
4. OOC
LABOR
DOLLARS
-4
1C09041
BUR EEN
DCLL aRS
-3
._5 _77
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
-7
1895018
ENGP
_ATI
4
lq19cj
_V-k65
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNEER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPENC.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 08
AL IGHT [NG AND ARREST ING SUBSYSTEM
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-6
O-t
Q-2
0-3
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-6
O-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-6
Q-1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-[
0-2
Q-3
Q-6
Q-[
(]-2
Q-3
0-6
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
58
58
58
59
59
59
5g
59
60
60
60
60
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
66
65
65
65
65
SUBC
213688
213689
2602603
1771323
1586016
2026063
1575463
1575464
1229581
357658
12C5201
TOTAL OTHER
MATERIAL MPC COST
213688 5665
21368g 5837
2602603 156611
1769735 104 887
1586C36 65386
2C25088 58C77 18
1581962 505R0 3
1577765 50205 7
1230266 57279
356956 11424 27
1205091 16550g 2
-ill -4C l
154 66 I
62 II I
SUB
TOTAL
876
57313
331070
318765
2926186
2055063
1884057
_268959
180R394
1816443
1433314
447636
1447535
102197
37007
26911
TOTAL
G _ A COST
876
57313
331070
318765
55753 298193q
39155 20q4218
35012 1919060
42163 2311122
30353 1838767
30488 [846931
23964 1657278
7485 455119
30700 1478235
2188 106985
987 37994
665 25576
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SPACF DIVISION
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NASA CONTRACT NASg-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL lqTZ
4-SYSTFM 1
5-SUB SYSTFM 08
AL IGHTING AND ARRESTING SUB SY STEM
TOTAL
N_ATERIAt
4
14360948
MPC
I
704276
OTHER
CGST
61
-I
t6960 3O
G 8 _,
298013
TEJ1 AL
C_]ST
-I.
L7259216
ZV-_7
o
-.j
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WORK BRFA_ STRUCTURE
SUBSYSTem: MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL
WBS LEVELS
i_ 5 6 7 B
i._ MISSION AND TRAFFIC CO,tirOL 8UBSYSI_4
i._. ! Co_mications Equipment
1.9.1.1 Co_=and Radio Group
ReeeLvers/Tran_mlt tere (GFE)
Control Unit (GFE)
Antenna Selector Unit (GFE)
Antennas
RF Transmission Lines
RF Transmission Lines Switch (GFE)
1.9.1.2 Intercommunications Group
Intercom Set (GFE)
C0m_unications Control (GFE)
Ground Intercom Control (GFE)
Crew Extension Assembly
i._.2 Navigation Aids Equipment
1.9.2.1 Instrument Approach Equipment
Glide Slope Receiver IGFEILocalizer Receiver GEE
Control Assembly (GEE)
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
SUBSYSTEM: MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL
WBS LEVELS
5 6 7 8
1.9o3o2 IFF Control Assembly (GFE)
Receiver/Transml tter Control
Coder/Decoder Control
1.9o3 °3 Antennas
Upper
Lover
1o9o3.k Antenna Lobing Switch (GFE)
1.9.3.5 RF Transmission Lines
1.9.3.6 RF Transmission Switch
1.9.4 Portable Tape Recoder
1=9.5 Ground Tests
1.9.5.1 Models
1.9,5.2 Mockups
1.9.5.3 Antenna Test
WBS CODE: 1.9
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: MISSION TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (MTCS) WBS CODE: i. 9
This subsystem included the communication equipment, navigation aids equip-
ment, and identification equipment.
The MTCS was essentially provided as GFE (Government Furnished Equipment)
and therefore no technical drivers, percentage of accomplishment and
state-of-the-art assessment will be provided. Although the MTCS was GFE2
effort was involved in the installation and integration activities.
IV-_Tz
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: MISSION TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (MTCS)
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
WBS CODE: 1.9
WBS CODE: 1.9.1
The UHF Receiver - Transmitter Group was airborne radio communication
equipment capable of being operated on 3500 discrete frequency channels in
the frequency band of 225.0 to 399.95 megacycles. The equipment normally
transmitted and received amplitude - modulated signals with a minimum
transmitted carrier power output of 30 watts. Receiver sensitivity was 3
microvolts open circuit and had a signal-to-noise ratio of l0 decibels.
A remote control panel provided control of all receiver-transmitter functions.
Five rotary switches permitted manual selection of any of the 3500 frequency
channels in 0.05 megacycle steps. Any 20 channels could be preset on a
memory drum in the panel. A MANUAL-PRESET-GUARD control enabled the receiver-
transmitter to be tuned to a manually set channel, a preset channel on the
preset guard channel. An ll-position switch (PWR) controlled the transmitter
power attenuator in the transmitter, permitting power output reduction of up
to 80 decibels in approximately 9 decibel increments.
An antenna selector assembly was provided which through electronic circuitry
switched between the two air vehicle antenna at a rate of 70 cycles per
minute. When either antenna received a sufficiently strong signal level the
cycling ceased and the selector assembly would hold on that antenna. In the
event signal reception was lost the cycling would resume. A selector switch
was also provided for manual selection of either the upper or lower antenna
if desired.
Each crew member was provided with equipment for monitoring, receiving and
initiating internal and external communications with respect to the air
vehicle. Located on the face of the control panel (See Exhibit l) were seven
push-pull type monitoring switches ganged to individual volume controls which
provided the facility for monitoring and individual level adjustment of
specific inputs. Five of the seven switches selected UHF-1, UHF-2, Intercom
(INT_marker Beacon (MKR BCN), Instrument Landing System (ILS), and TACAN.
The two other switches selected HOT MIC ON-OFF and HOT MIC VOL control. A
six-position rotary selector switch enabled transmission over the interphone
line or operation and modulation of the UHF radio transmitters. For
emergency communication between crew stations, a momentary contact CALL
pushbutton was provided. When a CALL signal was initiated existing monitored
signals were overridden. The landing gear unsafe warning signal was also
directed through this communication equipment. To provide in-flight inter-
communication capability between the cockpit and the equipment bay an extension
cord was stowed in the equipment bay area.
Intercommunication system, when integrated with TACAN equipment, instrument
landing system equipment and the UHF ccmmunlcations equipment comprised a
complete communication system which provided Interco-,,unlcation within the
aircraft, ccmmunication beyond the aircraft by means of radio equipment, and
monitoring any ccmblnation of radio and navigation receivers. Transmission
IV-h73
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WBS CODE: 1.9.1
was initiated through the use of the push-to-talk switch located on each
control wheel and at the forward side of the equipment rack. The two modes
of transmission were intercrew communications and radio transmission.
The ground intercom control consisted of a manually operated toggle switch
located on the copilots side console plus a relay located in the electronic
equipment bay. The switch positions were ground intercom (G_ I_ERCOM)
-off-ground power intercom (G_D POWER II_I_RCOM). In the off position the
ground intercom isolation amplifiers are disabled and the electrical connections
to the remote outlets are opened. In the G_D INTERCOM position the amplifiers
are activated and connections again completed to the remote outlets, enabling
full use of the remote outlets, with ground equipment and with a single
microphone. In the ground power intercom (G_D POWER INTERCOM) position the
air vehicle intercom system was able to utilize 28 vdc power provided by the
ground maintenance intercom power supply. This mode is used immediately
following engine shutdown and prior to attachment of the normal ground power
units.
A "hand free" mode of intercommunication was automatically selected when any
one of the following conditions occurred in flight: bailout warning relay actuated,
encapsulate warning relay activated, or one or all escape capsules are closed.
Contained within the escape capsules were personnel lead disconnects for
microphone and headset connections plus an additional microphone button re-
dundant to the normally used microphone button, and which was available for
use during encapsulation to initiate radio transmission.
IW-_7_
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: MISSION TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (MTCS)
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: NAVIGATION AIDS EQUIPMENT
WBS CODE: 1.9
WBS CODE: 1.9.2
The instrument landing system (ILS) equipment consisted of a 20 channel glide
slope and localizer and a single-frequency marker beacon receiving set to
provide the pilot and copilot with vertical and lateral guidance for landing
when the system control was turned on and set for a desired localizer
frequency, the correct glide slope frequency was automatically selected.
The TACAN receiver-transmitter contained the receiver, transmitter, azimuth
and range circuits. In operation the receiver-transmitter continuously re-
ceived from a selected surface beacon, random generated, paired pulse,
amplitude modulated signals. Multiplexed with the filler signal were the
precisely regulated paired pulse signals for reference bearing, variable
bearing, station identification and distance reply. The distance signal was
a reply to an interrogation signal initially generated and transmitted by the
receiver-transmitter plus a 50-microsecond fixed delay at the beacon. The
time lapse from interrogration to reply formed the basis for computation of
the slant range distance from the aircraft to the surface beacon. The bear-
ing information was determined by measuring the phase difference between the
variable and reference bearing signals transmitted by the ground beacon.
The reference signal phase remained constant for all points around the
beacon. The variable signal phase varied as the aircraft bearing varied to
the ground beacon. The control panel for the TACAN system was designed with
a selector switch, channel knob and volume control. With the selector
positioned at "OFF" all power was removed; at position "REC" only bearing
information was provided; in the "T/R" position the transmitter became
actuated and both bearing and range information received.
The air vehicle was provided with two anntenas which worked in conjunction
with an automatic antenna selector which switched between the two antennas
at a 70 cycle per minute rate. When either antenna received a sufficiently
str_ng signal the selector would hold on that antenna. If the signal becomes
weak the cycling would resume. This assured signal reception which might
otherwise be obscured by the air vehicle configuration.
The TACAN system, when tuned to and operated in conjunction with a surface
beacon_ was designed to provide polar coordinate information with respect to
a known geographical location which may be used for terminal or cross-country
navigation.
 v-k' 6
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: MISSION TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (MTCS)
MAJOR ASSEMBLY: IDENTIFICATION EQUIPMENT (IFF)
WBS CODE: 1.9
WBS CODE: 1.9.3
The identification equipment consisted of a receiver-transmitter, antenna and
antenna switching unit. The receiver-transmitter were designed to receive
interrogation signals, process these signals through a coder-decoder circuitry
and generate preselected reply signals in accordance with associated coder-
decoder control settlngs. The transmit reply frequency was 1090 megacycle.
The receiver frequency was 1030 megacycle. Front panel controls include
adjustments for transmitter tuning, normal sensitivity, low sensitivity, and
Mode 2 code selection. On the same panel an operation time totalizer and
go-no-go self-test provision were also provided. The control panel also
contained a rotary selector master switch with "OFF", "STANDBY", "LOW",
"NORM", and "EMERGENCY" positions. In addition there was a Mode 2 toggle
switch, Mode 3 toggle switch and an I/P (identification of position) toggle
switch. There were also rotary selector switches designated Mode 1 and Mode 3
which, by their setting, established the frequency range between 960 to 1220
megacycles. Two of these antennas were incorporated in the air vehicle and
operated in conjunction with an antenna lobing unit which provided signal
reception and transmission which might otherwise be obscured by air vehicle
attitude.
IV-477
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY
TABULATION OF DATES
Subsystem: Mission and Traffic Control
Engineering
Equipment Specifications Complete
Air Force Configuration Direction Received
Design Criteria Complete
Process Specifications Complete
100% Drawing Release
Testing
Start - Radome Model Testing
Start - Antenna Model Testing
Complete - SOCK0 Bench Testing
Complete - SOCK0 Compatibility Testing
Complete - Airworthiness Testing
Material
Initial Subcontract Awarded
Subcontractor Effort Cancelled
Final M&TC Delivery (GFE)
Manufacturing
Complete - Prototype Radome Fabrication
Complete - Test Antenna Fabrication
Start - Air Vehicle Antenna Fabrication
Complete - Air Vehicle No. 1 M&TC Components
Complete - Air Vehicle No. 1 System Installation
WBS 1.9
2-28-59
3-2-59
5-31-59
9-30-61
12-2-61
12-1-58
1-1-59
12-I 5-61
5-15-62
3-22-63
9-3-59
12-3-59
12-6-63
9-30-60
9-30-60
12-29 -61
4-27-62
6-10-64
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COST DEFINITION
SUBSYSTEM: MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL WBS CODE: 1.9
Total costs presented in this WBS item include all identifiable expenditures
to design, develop, ground test, fabricate and assemble all components,
assemblies and developmental test hardware within the Mission and Traffic
Control (M&TC) subsystem as defined by the WBS except for those items supplied
to North American Rockwell as Government Furnished Equipment. The GFE items are:
a) 1.9.1.1 Command Radio Group
Receivers/Transmitters
Control Unit
Antenna Selector Unit
RF Transmission Line Switches
b) 1.9.1.2 Intercommunications Group
Communications Control
Ground Intercom Control
Intercom Set
c) 1.9.2.1 Instrument Approach Equipment
Glide Slope Receiver
Localizer Receiver
Control Assembly
Marker Beacon Receiver
d) TACAN
Receiver/Transmitter
Control Indicator Assembly
Antenna Selector Unit
RF Transmission Line Switches
e) 1.9.3.1
f) 1.9.3.2
g) 1.9.3.4
Receiver/Transmitter
IFF Control Assembly
Antenna Lobing Switch
Total cost of $3,770,766 includes the following items:
l)
2)
3)
4)
developing subsystem specification requirements
subsystem installation and integration design
vendor coordination
in-house ground testing including design and development of models,
mockups and simulators
subcontracted hardware including the supplier's cost for engineer-
ing, manufacturing, tooling and testing. (Suppliers terminated;
equipment furnished as GFE.)
IV-480
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WBS 1.9
Excluded from the cost displayed for this subsystem are the in-house costs
associated with the:
h)
i)
J)
k)
l)
fabrication of subsystem provisions (brackets, racks, wire
harnesses, shelves, supports, etc.)
miscellaneous purchased parts and installation materials
installation of the subsystem into the vehicles
subsystem, vehicle and preflight checkouts
GFE items
Costs for items (h) through (k) are contained in WBS 1.12 (Volume IV, page IV-
647). Internal accounting procedures and the resultant cost reports do
not provide a basis for establishing expenditures for these items by
individual subsystems. Therefore, all costs are collected and reported in
one WBS item. Refer to WBS 1.12 for additional information.
Detail of the recorded costs associated with this subsystem is provided by
Element of Cost (EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SDW). Section III of Volume I
provides a detail definition of these items. Further segregation of the cost
data is provided by the WBS. All cost data is displayed at WBS level 5
(Mission and Traffic Control Subsystem, WBS 1.9) with the exception of in-
house ground testing (WBS 1.9.5). Cost data can be located on the following
pages:
WBS 1.9 $3,421,495
WBS 1.9.5 Ground Tests $ 349,271
Total WBS 1.9 $3,770,766
Cost Breakdown Time-Phased Detail
Page IV-484 Page IV-485
Page !V-484 Page IV-504
Page IV-484 Page IV-511
A summary of the subcontractor recorded cost data is provided on page iV-483.
Contractual arrangements, delivery dates, costs by supplier, quantity of
hardware delivered and other pertinent data are provided. Cost data includes
the supplier expenditures for engineering, production, tooling and testing
(where identifiable) performed at the supplier's facility. Refer to the
Subcontracting Element of Cost definition (Volume I, page 1-26) for additional
explanation.
As an aid in the definition and evaluation of the in-house engineering costs
associated with this subsystem, a matrix of engineering hours has been
developed. This matrix, displayed below, is a summary of all the in-house
engineering groups that provided support to the design and development of
the Mission and Traffic Control Subsystem.
IV-_81
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WBS 1.9
Group No. Title Hours Expended
3O
49
57
75
86
95
97
ii0
125
Numerical Design
Communication and Indicating System
Avionics Integration and Control
Engineering Specifications
Non-Metallics
Electronic Integration
Electrical System Design
Laboratory Services
Electrical Power Laboratory
Electrical System Equipment
Miscellaneous
Total
3,907
75,340
15,355
17,726
3,068
24,025
11,315
5,078
38,493
1,507
17.494
213,308 Hours
WBS 1.9 196,472 Hours (page IV-484)
WBS 1.9.5 16,836 Hours (page IV-484)
213,308 Hours (page IV-484)
Ground testing activities associated with the development of the Mission and
Traffic Control Subsystem have been identified and the costs assigned to
WBS 1.9.5 (page IV-504) _hese costs reflect the in-house expenditures only.
Testing activities performed by the subcontractors where identified are
included under WBS 1.9, Test/QC Subdivision of Work and the Subcontracting
Element of Cost. The following is a summary of the major in-house test
activities identified to this subsystem.
Description Recorded Costs
Basic Recording Equipment - Air Vehicle No. i
Impedance Model
Testing and Techniques Required to Reduce
Radar Back Scatter
Radiation Pattern Tests - UHF Communications
and Telemetry Antennas
High Frequency Tail Cap Antenna High Voltage
Corona and Breakdown
Radiation Pattern Tests - Localize Glide Slope
Antenna
Various
Costs (less MPC and G&A)
Material Procurement Cost
General & Administrative
Total Cost WBS 1.9.5
60,632
53,744
48,772
11,073
10,473
9,197
i_8.524
$332,415
11,249
_,607
$349,271
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SUBCONTRACTOR MATRIX
Subsystem: Mission and Traffic Control WBS Code: 1.9
SUBCONTRACTOR ENGINEERING i PROD I TOOLING TEST TOTAL
!
Motorola 968,890 122,9&0 - 382,356 1,L7A,186
Zenith Plastic 27,675 3,509 - - 31,18A
TOTAL 996,565 i 126,1J_9 382,356 1,505,370
MOTOROLA was selected to produce the Mission and Traffic Control Subsystem
Group and the Mission and Traffic Control Antenna Subsystem Group for the B-70.
Two contracts were awarded to Motorola for this effort:
L961-GX-600129
LIEI-YX-600301
September 15, 1959 - December 3, 1959
October 27, 1960 - - March 31, 1961
The Statement of Work required the subcontractor to provide design, development,
test, production and related support necessary to produce the Mission and Traffic
Control System for the B-70 Air Vehicle per NR specification.
The supplier was in the early design and development phase when Contract 600129
was terminated on December 3, 1959 for the convenience of the Government. The
substantial portion of the work accomplished was in the managing and planning
effort of the development and fabrication tasks, both within Motorola and at
their subcontractors. The contract was &7.5% complete at the time of termination.
When the B-70 Program was reinstated in 1960, Motorola was awarded Letter
Contract 600301 for the continuation of the Mission and Traffic Control Subsystem
on October 27, 1960. The contract was 62.6% complete on March 31, 1961, the
date the contract was terminated for the convenience of the Government. The
substantial portion of the effort completed was in the engineering, management,
and support areas.
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SY S TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
DESI GN/ENGINEERING
LABOR AT $ 4,,666
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4. 260
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 2.926
TEST/(X:
LABOR AT $ 3.394
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3.6qq
ENGR MATERIAL
SUBC ONT RAC T
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
6-M ASSY 6-M ASSY
0 05 TOTAL
HOURS HOURS HOURS
D_LLARS DOLLARS OCtLARS
196472
928712
843906
16836 213308
66538 995250
64688 908594
1427 14796 16223
4213 43260 47473
68 703 771
ZOO 2417 2617
5676 5-/I 84 62860
245 982 12 98457
1505370 1505370
742 89 11.249 85538
9941 1 16 9157
3371652 343664 3715316
49843 5607 55650
_4214g5 349271 3770766
SUBDI_'ISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-485 rv-5o4 Iv-51z
NURTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
5-MAJ ASSY 0
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
OES IGNIENg [t_E_R ING
LABCR AT $ 4.727
ENGP PUR DEN AT 4.295
SHOP SUPPORT
LAgOR AT _ 2. c) 52
TESTIQC
L_BCR AT $ 2.041
_FG F_L_DEN AT $ 3. 797
ENG_ MATERIAL
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TCTAL
DESIGN
/ENGR P_,OU
HEIURS HCKIF',S
OGLLARS DOLLARS
196472
928712
843906
1427
4213
2 _{:'
_6 t6
245
996:565
51860
9041
284941B
126449
0235
132684
2431
135115
TEST
I _C
HOU;S
DOLLARS
382350
16194
398550
7493
406043
T'JTAL
H( lug S
Ot3tL.&RS
196472
g2S71Z
84390e
[427
421 3
68
202
5676
249
15%537_
I_28_
9041
3371652
49q43
34214q5
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-486 IV-494 Iv-_95 IV-496
IV-_85
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-1
O-2
(}-3
(}-4
Q-I
Q-2
{)-3
Q--4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
O-4
Q-1
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
q-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-1
4-SYSTEM
5- SUB SYS TE M
6-MAJ A$SY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
DESIGNIENGINEERING
I
09 MISSION A]_) TILde OONTROL _J_S_'EM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
58 15,0 2605 4. 382 11415 l1852
58
58 99.,0 16556 4.26 1 70537 65 031
58
59 124.5 21353 4. 132 8_221 73551
59
59 168.0 29494 4. C08 ll_21g 106203
59
60 I16.5 20 143 4. 606 92783 75259
60
60 54.0 9055 4. 945 44778 33435
60
61 120.0 20484 4.580 93819 688cg
61
61 76.0 13750 5. 034 6921 _ 68827
61
62 85.5 14673 5. 333 78248 67719
62
62 94.5 15807 5. 275 83387 80146
62
63 61.5 10453 5. 727 59867 56814
63
63 52.0 8710 5. 225 65510 50 125
63
64 39.5 6765 8.21g 55599 42213
64
64 31 °5 5485 1. 574 863 5 36406
64
65 4.5 745 7. 447 5548 4919
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
23267
135568
161772
224622
168042
78213
162628
138043
145967
163533
116681
95635
97812
45041
I0_67
IV-_
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNC._R
NASA CONTRACT NASO-121G_
CORP.
TIME PHASELI EXPEND,
B-?C AIRCRAFT STUDY
_°RIL I_72
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB__YSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUI3U CF WORK
MAN-
MONTHS
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
i
09 KISS_N AND TRAFFIC COI_BOL SUBSYSTEM
0
OESIGN/ENGINEE_ING
C_-SITE LAb_
LABOR LABCR La_[IF fURB£N
HEJUPS PATE [_OLLARS DULt. ARS
tJ,-2 65
Q-3 65 1.5 367 7.652 27.55 2424 5159
C-z, 55
Q-I 6_5 27 7.2,;2 195 173 _b8
TOTAL 1143.5 /_)6472 923712 843 q_'_6 177P_bl 8
_V-_87
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKHELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
6--SY S TEM 1
5-SUBSYSTE" 09 MISS][(_]q AJIO TRA.3_C OOrZI:IO'L ._U_8¥STI_4
6-MAJ AS SY 0
SUBD OF MORK DESXGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
HAN-- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 58
Q.-6 58
Q-1 59
Q-2 59
0-3 59
0-4 59
@--1 6O
0-2 60
Q-3 60
(_-4 60
Q-I 61
_-2 61
0-3 61
Q-4 bl
Q--I 62
Q-2 62
Q-3 62
123
1.5 138 3. 645 503 482
7.5 1268 2. 865 3&33 5246
21 3.667 77 -175
3 3.000 9 14
-3 3. 000 -9 -14
9.0 1427 4213 5676TOTAL
LABOR 4.
BURDEN $
123
985
8879
-98
23
-23
9889
IVJ_88
NORTH AMERICAN RGCKWELL CORP.
SPACE OlVISICN
OAT_ PREPARED IJNCEq
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12[O0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT ST_,DY
APRIL Iq72
0-3 5_
O-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
g-4 59
Q-I 60
TOTAL
TESI/QC
4-SYSTEM I
5-SLIBSYSIEM C_ MISSION AND TIRA_C 001W'T1ROLSUBSYST_
6-F'AJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK OESIGN/ENGINEEPING
CN-hlTE LASC_
MAN- LA ti_;R L A BI._R LAdOR f_U_ CLq LA_GR ÷
MONTHS H{JU_,S RATE DGLLARS OCLL ARS _UROEN $
34 2,971 [Ol
,@ 3.25O, ]
_0 2. 9h7 ::i_
68 2C.C
IOl
13
86
2_)0
IV-I_89
NORTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CQNTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SY STEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
I
09 MISSIOI_ AIID TP,A/_'IC
0
DES IGN/ENGI NEERING
OOWLn_OL SI;BSYS_
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-I 58 15.0 2605 4.382 11415 11852
0-2 58
Q-3 58 99.0 16590 4.258 70638 65154
Q--4 59
Q--I 59 126.5 21353 4.132 88221 73551
Q--2 59
0-3 59 169.5 29636 4.006 118735 106685
Q-4 59
O--I 60 124.0 21441 4.501 96502 80505
Q--2 60
Q-3 60 54.0 9076 4.942 44855 33260
Q--4 60
Q-I 61 12040 20484 4.580 9381_ 68809
Q-2 61
{)-3 61 76.0 13750 5.034 69216 68827
0-4 61
Q-I 62 85.5 14676 5. 332 78257 67733
Q-2 62
0-3 62 94.5 15806 5. 276 83378 80132
0-4 62
Q-1 63 61.5 10453 5. 727 59867 56814
{)-2 63
Q-3 63 52.0 8710 5.225 4551G 50125
Q-4 63
Q--I 64 39.5 6765 8. 219 55599 42213
Q-2 64
0-3 64 31.5 5485 1.574 8635 36606
Q-4 64
O-I 65 4.5 745 7.647 5548 4919
{)-2 65
0-3 65 1.5 367 7.452 2735 2424
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
23267
135792
161772
225420
177007
78115
162628
138043
145990
163510
1 16681
95635
97812
45041
10467
5159
ENGR
MATL
240
-15
20
IV-_9O
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_ UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,,
B-7F) AIF>CRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
5-StJ6SYSTEM
6- lv;AJ ASSY
SU_,F) CF WORK
1 I(ISSION AND TRAFFIC OONTROL SUBSYSTEM
C9
0
DES ICN/E_,CI NEE._ ING
TOTAL
MAN- LAB:JR LA_I]R LABOR 81JRCLN LA 80l_ +
MI]N TFS HOURS RATE DLI.L AR S D(;LL _RS [!URi)FN $
I152.5
27 7.22 2 1_95 1/-_, 368.
197c_ _'_7 9}3125 '349532 178270.7 245
IV-491
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPENO.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4- SY S TEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 09 I(IBBIOH AINII)Tibet OOI_I., Sb'_S__,M
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-I 58
Q-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-1 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 5q
Q-4 59
(_-1 60
Q-2 60
0-3 60
Q-4 60
O-1 61
0-2 61
Q-.-3 61
Q--4 61
Q-.-I 62
0-2 62
_--3 62
Q-4 62
Q--I 63
0-2 63
0-3 63
Q-4 63
0-1 64
_'- 2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
O-I 65
Q-2 65
Q--3 65
TOTAL
SUBC MATERIAL MPC
22308 22308 591
22 3C8 22548 641
558349 558334 33L24
202935 202_55 12042
136972 136972 3924
536q3 53693 1538
OIHE R SUB TOTAL
C_ST TOTAL G _ A COST
264 23531 23531
16 135808 1358.08
184671 184671
?.48609 248609
2938 771403 14698 786101
1222 294334 5608 29q942
Z885 306409 5694 3121C3
935 194209 3608 197817
58 146C48 2451 148499
269 1637"19 2749 166528
422 117103 1958 119061
-1 95634 1599 97233
17 9782@ 167 97996
16 45 057 959 46016
L0467 279 10746
5159 138 5297
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREDUNDER
NASACONTRACTNASa-L2100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1c_72
4-SYSTEM
5-SdBSYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY
SUBD CF WORK
1
09 MISSION AND _AI_C OONTROL SIJ"_S_
0
DES IGN/ENGI NEER IN6
TUIAL
SU[_C
996505
TOTAL (]THE R
MATERIAL ,_PC C_]ST
SUB
TOTAL G & A
11
39919
T,',]T AL
C ,J __.l
Iv-h93
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
¢-SYS TEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 09 MZSSIOII AXD _qAl_'la'ZC CONTROL SUBS_S_M
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK PRODUCTION
Q-I 59
Q-2 5_
Q-3 59
q-4 59
Q-1 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
Q--4 60
Q-1 61
0-2 61
{)-3 61
TOTAL
SUB TOTAL
SUBC MPC TOTAL G _ A COST
2046 54 2100 2 I00
2046 55 2101 2101
59728 3543 63271 1206 64477
25 750 1527 27277 52 0 27 797
30069 861 30930 575 31505
6810 195 7005 130 7135
126469 6235 132684 2431 135115
IV-_9&
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP.
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREDUNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASQ-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 09 _IISSION AND TRAgiC OO_'ROL _I_¥S_
6-MAd AS SY 0
SUBD CF WORK TESTIQE
SUB TOIAL
SUBC MPC TOTAL G & A CCST
_-I 60 q29dl __516 q8497 1877 100374
Q-2 O0
Q-3 6'} 778e3 4619 82487 1572 b4C54
Q-4 60
G-1 6L 190(_23 5470 Igb3q3 3650 ?00043
Q-2 61
0-3 61 20589 5d9 21178 3q4 21572
TOIAL 3823_6 161S4 BgB550 v493 4_664B
IV-_95
NORTH
SPAC E
DATA
NASA
AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
DIVISION
PREPARED UNDER
CONTRACT NAS9-[2IO0
TIME PHASED EXPEkD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
5-MAJ ASSY 0
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
0-1 58 15.0 2505
0-2 58
O-3 58 99.0 16556
Q-4 58
Q-I 59 124.5 21353
0-2 59
0-3 59 158.0 29494
0-4 59
O-1 60 115.5 2014_
Q-2 50
O-3 60 54.0 q055
Q-4 60
Q-I 51 120.0 20484
{)-2 61
q--3 61 76.0 13750
0-4 61
Q-I 62 85.5 14673
0-2 62
0-3 62 94.5 158_7
q-4 62
0-1 63 61.5 10453
0-2 63
0-3 63 52.0 871C
Q-4 63
O-I 64 39.5 6765
0-2 54
0-3 54 31.5 5485
0-4 64
O-I 65 4.5 745
Q--2 65
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
l
og MISSION ANI)_tITI000_I_ROLBU3S_STI_(
LABOR LABOR _URDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
4. 382 11415 II 852
4.261 70537 65031
4. 132 88221 73551
4.C08 I1821q 106203
4,605 92783 75259
4. 945 44778 33435
4.58(] 93819 58809
5.034 69215 58827
5. 333 78248 67719
5. 275 83387 80145
5.72 7 59867 56814
5. 225 4551C 50 125
8.21 g 55599 42213
I. 574 8535 36406
7.447 5548 4919
LABOR +
BURDEN $
23267
135568
161772
224422
168042
78213
162628
138043
145967
153533
11668 1
95635
97812
45041
10467
IV-_96
NORTH AMERICAN PCEKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PRFPAREC UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NASO-121Cn
PHASED EXPE_C.
AIRCRAFT ST UP,Y
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
Q-3 05
0-4 65
q-I 6S
TOTAL
1,5
i143.5
DES IGN/ENGI NEER ING
1
0 9 MISSION AND
o
RN-SITE LABOR
LARC}R
Hf! UR S
367
27
196472
TRAFFIC 00IITROL SUBSYSTEM
l.APFIR LABCR 6URCEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
7.452 2 735 2424
7. 222 195 173
92:_712 B43906
LA B[]R +
BUR P_Etq $
5159
360
17726] 8
IV-497
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUPPORT
MISSIOgANDTIIAI_C OONTBOL SUBBYS_'M
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOP LABOR LABOR _URDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS _ATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
0-3 58
Q-4 58
0-I 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 1.5
Q-4 59
Q-I 60 7.5
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
0-4 60
O-1 61
0-2 61
0-3 61
0-6 61
Q-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
TOTAL g.O
123
13FI 3, 645 503 _82
1268 2. 865 3633 '5246
21 3.667 77 -17'5
3 3.000 9 14
-3 3. OOC _cj -14
1427 421 "_ 5676
123
985
_879
-98
23
-23
9889
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELL
SPACEDIVISION
DATA FREPAREOUNDEP
NASA CONTRACTNAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPENC.
B-TC AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL
4-SYS TEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
CQ-3 5n
Q-4 5._
Q-I 59
0-2 59
Q-9 59
Q-4 5c)
Q-I 60
T_TAL
TESTIQC
I
09 MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
0
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR LABOR LABOR
HOUPS R_TE DOLLADS
34 2.97I 101
4 3.25C 1_
30 2. R6 I _
68 2CC
101
R6
2OO
IV-499
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
6-MAJ ASSY 0
MISSIO_ AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
MAN-
MONTHS
Q-I 58 15.0
Q-2 58
Q-3 58 9_.0
Q-66 58
Q-I 59 124.5
Q-2 59
Q-3 59 169.5
0-4 59
0-I 60 124.0
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 566.0
0-66 60
O-I 61 120.C
0-2 61
0-3 61 76.0
O-4. 61
Q--1 62 85.5
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 94.5
0-66 62
0-I 63 61.5
0-2 63
Q-3 6_ 52.0
0-4 03
O-I 666 39.5
0--2 64
0-3 666 31.5
0-66 666
O-I 65 66.5
0-2 65
0-3 65 1,5
0-6 65
LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR CEN
HOURS RAIE DCLLARS DOLLARS
2605 4. 382 1 16615 II 852
16590 4. 258 70638 65 156
21353 66. 132 88221 73551
29636 4.C06 118735 1066.'15
21441 66.50 1 96502 80505
9076 4.. 942 4.66955 33 260
206684 66.58C 93 819 68809
13750 5. 034 69216 68 82 7
1666676 5. 332 78257 67733
15804 5. 276 83378 80 132
10453 5. 727 59867 56814
8710 5. 225 6551 C 50 125
6765 8. 219 55599 42213
5485 1.574 8635 36406
74'_ 7.447 55668 66919
367 7. 452 2735 24266
LABOR +
BURDEN $
23267
135792
L61772
225420
t 77007
78115
162628
138043
165990
163510
t 1668 1
95635
97812
665066 1
10667
5159
ENGR
MATL
260
-15
20
zv-5oo
NORTH AMERICAN I'(CCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREI] UNOER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEhD,
B-7C AIRCRAFT ST_CY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM Oq
6-MAJ ASSY 0
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SgBSYSTEM
Q-I 66
TOTAL
MAN- LABflR L &BCP LABCR BUP, CEN
MONTHS Ht]UR S RATE DCLLARS OqLL A_S
P7 7. ,_P2 195 173
1152.5 I_7q£7 933125 a495_.2
LABUP +
BURDFN $
368
1762707
_N(;P
MATL
2_5
rv-5oz
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
6-MAJ ASSY 0
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTD(
0-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
O-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
O-I
0-2
0-3
C-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
Q-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
O-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
O-I
0-2
0-3
0-4
58
58
5d
58
59
59
59
5O
60
60
6O
6O
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
SUBC
24354
24354
711C58
306548
357964
81092
TOTAL
MATERIAL
24354
24594
711043
306,568
357964
81092
MPC
645
696
42183
18188
10255
2322
OTHER SUB TOTAL
COST TOTAL G K A COST
264 235JI 235 31
16 135808 1358C8
18o771 186771
250710 250710
2938 ")33171 17781 950952
1222 404C93 7700 411793
2885 533732 q919 543651
935 222392 4132 226524
5_ 146C48 2451 148499
26q 163779 2749 16659_8
422 117103 1958 119061
-I 95634 1590 97233
17 97829 167 97_96
16 45057 950 460 l 6
10467 279 10746
5159 138 5297
_v-5oe.
N(IRTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
D,STA PREPAREC UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-|2100
TIME PHASED EXPEI_D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STLCY
APRIL 1972
4-SY S TEM l
5-SUB SYSTEM Oq
6-MAJ ASSY F)
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL SUBSYSTem4
SUI_E
15C5376 lbC5_15
LJTHE n S_J_, T6r ^,L
_pc COST TCTAL G & A ("_JST
368 I I 37q
7428q q,_41 3371 _,_P 4_)84 B 3421495
Iv-5o3
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
COST BREAKOOWNS
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
-j
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
6-MAJ ASSY 05
MISSION ANO TRAFFIC CONTROL GROUND TESTS
DESIGN/ENGINEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 3.952
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 3. 842
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 2.924
TEST/QC
LABOR AT $ 3.438
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3.690
ENGR MATERIAL
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMI N
TOTAL COST
TEST
IQC
HOURS
DOLLARS
16836
66538
64688
14796
4326C
7C3
2417
57t84
98212
11249
116
343664
5607
349271
TOTAL
HOURS
DOLLARS
16836
66538
64688
14796
43260
703
2417
57184
98212
11249
116
343664
5607
349271
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-505
IV-50_
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 197Z
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD CF WORK
0-3 O0
0-4 6G
Q-I 61
0-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
Q--2 62
Q-3 62
Q-4 62
Q-I 63
0-2 63
Q-3 63
0-4 63
0-I 64
0-2 64
Q-3 64
_-4 64
Q--I 65
0-2 65
0--3 65
0-4 65
Q-I 66
T OT AL
MAN-
MONTHS
40.5
36.0
15.0
3.0
1.5
96.0
DES IGN/ENGI NEER ING
I
09 _SSION AIfD E_RA__IC
05
TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABUR
LABOR
Ht]URS
6919
6069
2727
5,05
66
GONTROL GROUND TESTS
351
68
67
45
18
I
16836
LABOR LABUP i]URCEN
RATE DCLLAR$ DOLLARS
4. G50 26020 25893
3. _q2 2362 3 20627
3. 795 .1.)349 13236
4.238 ?14C 2325
4. _33 31'V 438
3
3. 954 1388 ] 470
3. 500 238 237
3. 537 237 235
3.48 c. 157 158
3.444 6 2 62
5.00C 5 4
66538 64688
LABOR +
BURDEN $
53913
44250
23585
446 5
757
3
2858
475
472
315
i24
9
131226
1V-505
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM 09
MISSIO_ AND TRAFFIC CORTROL GROURD TESTS
6-MAJ ASSY 05
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR , LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
I. 5 250 2. 772 693 905 1599
12.0 2136 3. 047 6509 7896 14405
18.0 3145 2. 837 b922 12876 21798
- I° 5 -227 . 608 -13 8 -I 495 -1633
6.0 884 2° 859 2 52 7 4397 6924
30.0 5009 3. 094 15498 17202 32700
I0.5 1996 2.77 {3 552 g 8 869 14398
9. O 1439 2 •459 353 9 5 558 9097
3.0 432 2. 602 1124 1903 3027
5 5
2 3.00C 6 6 12
8 2.625 21 34 55
I I
-8 3 2. 675 -22 2 -226 -448
-78 3°487 -272 -272 -546
Q-3 58
0-4 58
Q-I 59
0-2 59
Q-3 59
0-4 59
Q-1 60
_-2 60
Q-3 60
Q---4 60
0-1 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
Q-4 bl
0--1 62
0-2 62
0-3 62
0-6 62
O-I 63
0-2 63
0-3 63
Q-4 63
O-I 64
0-2 64
0-3 64
0-4 64
Q-I 65
0-2 65
0-3 65
IV-5O6
NORTH AMERICAN R_CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NASg-12IO0
TIME PHASED EXPE_.
B-IO AIRCRAFT STIJOY
APRIL 1972
SHCP SUPPOP T
4-SYS IEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM c,9 MISSION AND _RA._IC O01_L GROUND TESTS
6-MAJ ASSY 05
SUBO CF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITF LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABLIR _URCEN
MO_QTHS H(wUKS RATE DOLLA}', S DOLLAPS
LABOR +
tIUk DEN $
TOTAL
- I 17 4. C08 -476 -476 -952
88.5 14796 4320_ 57 134 IOG444
IV-5O7
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND°
B-7G AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL Iq72
Q-I 59
Q-2 59
_)-3 59
Q-6 59
Q-I 60
Q-2 60
Q-3 60
0-4 60
O--I 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
0-I 62
0-2 62
Q-3 62
0-4 62
O-I 63
{)-2 63
0-3 63
0-6 63
Q-1 64
0-2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
O-I 65
6-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY 05
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
TESTIQC
1
09 KI88ION AXl) TIV_O OOWl'BOL OROUIID TI&B_"3
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLAD, S
IZt 3.357 _7
63 2.889 182
5 3; 200 1 6
1,5 267 3. 547 947
1.5 221 2. 995 662
1,0 135 4. 104 554
-1 8. gq9 g
-1
BURDEN
DOLLARS
TOTAL 4.0 703 2417
LABOR +
BURDEN $
47
182
16
947
662
554
q
2417
1W-508
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
CORP.
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPENd.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 09
6-MAJ ASSY 05
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CCNTROL GROUND TESTS
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR EEN LABOR + ENGR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLAR :_ DOLLARS BURDEN $ MAIL
Q-3 58 1.5 250 2.772 693 906 1599 93
Q-4 5_1
Q-1 59 12.0 2150 3.049 4556 7896 14452 1623
Q-2 59
O-3 59 18.0 3208 2.838 91C4 12876 21980 852
Q-4 5o
O-I 6_ -1.5 -29_2 .550 -122 -1495 -1617 2_8
O-2 60
_-3 60 48.0 8070 3.903 314o4 3029'3 61784 3518
O-4 60
O-1 61 67.5 11299 3.521 30783 37829 77612 37272
0-2 61
0-3 61 26.5 4858 3. 382 16432 22105 38537 881.3
Q-4 61
(_-I 62 12.0 1943 2.927 5_8 7883 13571 22:54
0-2 62
(2,-3 62 3.0 498 2.898 1443 2341 3784 243
0-4 62
Q-I 63 8 8 26103
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 1.5 352 3. c.6C 1394 1476 2870 3509
Q--4 63
_J-1 64 76 3.408 259 271 530 4565
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 67 3.537 237 2:36 473 6450
G-4 64
Q-I 65 -38 1.711 -65 -68 -133 1848
(_-2 65
0-3 65 -60 3. 500 -210 -210 -420 739
Q-4 65
Q-I 66 -116 4. 060 -471 -472 -943 52
TOTAL 188.5 32335 I12215 121872 234087 98212
_v-5o9
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM 1
5--SUB SYSTEM 09
6-MAJ ASSY 05
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL GROUND TESTS
g)-3 58
Q-4 58
O-! 59
Q-2 59
Q-3 59
Q-4 59
Q-I 6O
0-2 60
Q-3 60
Q--4 63
Q-1 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
Q--3 62
Q-4 62
Q-] 63
0-2 63
O-3 63
Q-4 63
0-1 64
0-2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
Q-I 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
0-I 66
TOTAL
OTHER SUB
MPC COST TCTAL G f A
5 1697
137 16212
72 22904
21 -1382 -26
463 65 765 125 3
3140 118033 2193
745 72 48 167 895
176 I 15982 268
19 4046 68
258G 28781 481
346 37 6762 II 3
487 2 5584 I19
2347 1 9271 197
553 2 2270 6 1
132 I 452 12
II -_80 -27
11249 116 343664 5607
TOTAL
CCST
1697
16212
22<)04
-1408
67018
120226
49 062
16250
4114
29262
6875
5703
g468
2331
464
-907
349271
IV-510
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE OIVI SION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
COST BREAKDCHNS
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CDNTROL SUBSYSTEM
OESI GI_/ENG INEERI NC
LABCR AT $ 4,,666
Ei_GR BURDEN AT $ 4.26¢)
SHOP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 2.926
TESTIGC
LABCR AT $ 3.3c;4
HFG BURDEN AT $ 3.699
_NGR MATERIAL
SUBCOKTRACT
MPC
CTHFR COST
SUB- T CTA L
G_N & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
DESIGN
IENGR
HOURS
DELLARS
196472
92,3712
843q06
1427
4213
63
200
567C
PRC,q
HOURS
DOLLARS
TEST
I QC
HrJUR S
DCLLARS
16836
66538
646B8
14796
43260
7C3
2417
571Q4
TOTAL
HOUES
OOLLARS
21330d
99525 _)
g08594
16223
47473
771
2617
62860
245 98212 98457
996565 12644(> 382356 15C537]
51_360 62 35 2744_ 8553_:
9_41 I16 9157
2840_18 132684 742214 3715310
3q919 24_I 13100 55450
2_B0337 135l 15 755314 37707_¢-,
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-512 EV-520 IV-521 IV-527
IV-511
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12[O0
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SUBD CF WORK
MAN-
Mf)NTHS
Q-I 58 15.C
Q-2 58
Q-3 58 99.0
0-4 5_
Q-I 59 124.5
Q-2 59
0-3 5") 168.0
Q-4 53
0-I 60 116.5
Q-2 60
Q-3 60 54.0
Q-4 6(3
Q-I 61 120.0
Q-2 61
O-3 61 76.0
Q-4 ol
0--1 62 85,5
Q-2 62
0-3 62 94.5
Q-4 62
0-1 63 61.5
0-2 63
0-.-3 63 52.0
0-4 63
0--1 64 39.5
0-2 64
O-3 64 31.5
0-4 64
0-1 65 4.5
O-2 65
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
I
09 |(IBBION AND TRAFFIC OONTBDI, SIJBS_/B_
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
LABCR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
2605 4. 382 11415 II 852 23267
ib556 4.261 70537 65031 135568
21353 4. I32 88221 73551 161772
29494 4.0C8 1 I_219 106203 224422
20143 4.606 97783 75250 168042
9055 4. 945 4_778 33635 78213
2G484 4.580 93Plq 68809 162628
13750 5.034 69216 68827 138043
14673 5. 333 78248 67719 145967
158(]7 5.275 83381 80146 163533
10453 5.777 59867 56814 116681
8710 5. 225 4551C 50 125 95635
6765 8.219 555Q9 42213 97812
5485 1. 576 8635 30406 45041
745 7. 447 554 8 4919 10467
IV-512
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
DES IGN/ENGI NEERING
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM Og MISSION AND TE_IC O01YrIROLSIJ'BSYSTI_N
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
M_N- LABOR LABOR LABOR E_URDEN
MONTHS H[!UR S RATE DCLLARS O(]LL aRS
Q-3 65
Q-4 65
Q-I 66
1.5 36/ 7.452 2735 2424
27 7. 222 195 173
TOTAL I143.5 Ig6472 928712 843g06
LABJR ÷
BURDEN $
515g
368
1172618
_v-513
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE[} UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL lg72
SHOP SUPPORT
6-SYSTEM 1
S-SUBSYSTEM 09 MIBBION A_I) T BAP_CCO]I'I'BOL SU]B_ST]_
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR CEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-I 59
q-2 59
q-3 59
Q---4 59
q-I 60
0-2 60
Q-3 60
q-4 60
0-1 61
Q-2 61
0-3 61
0-4 61
O-I 62
Q-2 62
_--3 62
123
1.5 138 3. 645 503 482
7.5 1268 2. 865 3633 5246
21 3. 667 77 -175
3 3. 000 9 14
-3 3. 000 -9 -1_
9.0 1427 4213 5676TOT AL
LABOR +
BURDEN $
123
985
8879
-98
23
-23
9889
Iv-51_
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NAS_ CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND°
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
4-SYSTEM 1 _EISSIONA.ND_RA_CCONTROL SI_ST_
5-SUBSYSTEM 09
SUBD OF WORK OESIGNIENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABbR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HUURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 5_
Q-4 5_
Q-I 59
Q-2 5'_
Q-3 5g
Q-4 59
O-I 60
34 2.911 lOl
4 3.25C 13
30 2. 867 _6
TOTAL 48 2GC
LABOR +
BURDEN $
101
13
.q8
200
IV-515
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASD-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I MISSION A._ TRAFFIC 001_L SI/BS¥S_"
09
DES IGN/E NGI NEERING
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-t
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-i
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
C)-2
Q-3
0--4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLL ARS
5_ 15.0 2605 4.382 11415 11852
58
58 9g.c 16590 4. 258 7063 8 65 154
58
59 124.5 21353 4. 132 8322 1 73551
59
59 I69.5 29636 4.006 119735 I056Q5
59
60 126.0 21441 4.50 1 96502 80 505
60
60 54.0 q076 4. g42 4485 5 33260
60
61 120.0 20484 4. 580 938I S 68809
61
61 76, 0 [3750 5, 036 6q216 68 827
61
62 85,5 14676 5,332 78257 67733
62
62 94, 5 15806 5, 276 83378 80132
62
63 6 I, 5 10453 5,727 5986 7 56 814
63
63 52,C 87I 0 5,225 4551 C 50 125
63
64 39.5 6765 8. 219 55599 42213
64
64 31.5 5485 Io574 S635 36406
64
65 4,5 745 7,447 554 8 4919
65
65 I. 5 367 7,452 2735 2624
65
LABOR +
BURDEN $
23267
135792
161772
225420
177007
78115
162628
138043
145990
163510
I16681
05635
97812
4.5041
10467
5159
ENGR
MATt
240
-15
2O
1v-516
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-].2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM 1 MISSION A_D TRAFFIC OONTROL SU_STI_N
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
27 7.222 195 173
1152.5 197967 933125 849582
LABOR +
BURDEN $
368
1782707
ENGR
MATL
245
I¥-517
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I
,39 MISSION AND TBAFI_IC 6DII'f_L SUBSYSTII_
DE-& IGN/ENGI NEERING
G-I
0-?
Q-3
O-4
Q-I
Q-2
(_-3
0-4
0-]
Q-2
Q-3
O-4
(O-I
0-2
(Q-3
0-4
O-|
C-2
0-3
_-4
Q-1
0-2
_Q-3
0-4
O-I
0-2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
Q--3
Q-4
5.(_.
5d
58
58
5'9
59
59
59
6 :.J
6q
61
O1
61
61
62_
62
62
63
6"_
6_
6_
64
64
64
66
65
65
65
6_
TOTAL
SU3C MATERIAL MPC
223Ce 22308 591
223G8 22548 64 1
55S34q 55_334 33124
2C2 S-_ 5 262955 12042
136672 lB6972 3924
536',3 5-_b93 1538
OTHE R SUB
COST T(_TAL G & A
264 23531
16 13_5 :_08
184671
24£609
2<)38 7 l1403 14698
12Z/ 294334 5608
2SE35 3C045:_ 5694
93 5 I°42,)9 3608
5 @ i46C48 2451
269 163779 2749
422 117103 1958
-I 95534 1599
1.7 97829 167
16 45057 $59
10407 279
5 159 138
TOTAL
CO S T
235BI
1.3580e
184611
248609
786 ! O 1
299942
3121(}3
I_37817
14849g
160528
119061
97233
e,79S6
46016
10746
5297
IV-SZ8
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-7O AIRCRAFT STUEY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUBSYSTFM CO l_ffSSION AND TRAleFIO O01NI_L SUBSYSTEM
SUB0 OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
TOTAL
SUSC MATERIAL
996565 996810
OTHER SUB TOTAL
MPC CCST TOTAL G { A CUST
368 11 379
51866 9041 284041_ 39919 2880337
zv-519
NORTH AMERICAN RC_CKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDEP
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-121CO
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
4-SYSTEM I MISSION AND TRAFFIC OONTROL SUBSYSteM
5-SUBSYSTEM 09
SUBO CF WORK PRODUCTION
APRIL 1972
rj-I 5'9
Q-2 59
Q-3 5O
Q--4 59
Q-I 50
C-2 6(7
0-3 6"_"
Q-4 60
O-i 61
_-2 51
_-3 61
TOTAL
SUB
Sb6C MPC TOTAL G & A
2C46 54 2100
2G4o 55 21C1
5972_ 354_ 6327 1 1206
2975(5 1527 27277 52C
30069 861 309_:_C 5? 5
6%10 195 7G05 13C
12h449 6235 132684 2431
IOTAL
C CST
2100
2101
644?7
27797
31 5(95
7135
135115
iv-52o
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SUBD CF WORK TEST/OC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR
MONTHS HOURS
Q-3 60 40.5 6919
Q-4 6O
O-i 61 3_.0 6069
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 15.0 2727
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 3.0 505
Q-2 62
OIB 62 66
0-4 62
0-I 63
Q-2 6_
O-3 63 1.5 351
_-4 63
Q-I 64 68
Q--2 64
Q-3 64 67
Q-4 64
Q-I 65 45
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 18
Q-4 65
0-I 66 1
TOTAL 96.0 16836
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
I
09 MISSION ARDTRAFFIC00RTROL SUBSYSTEM
LABOR LABOR BURDEN
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
4.05 0 28020 25893
3. _92 2362 3 20627
3.795 1034S 13236
4. 238 2140 2325
4. 833 319 438
3
3. 954 1388 1470
3.500 23 8 237
3. 537 237 235
3.489 157 158
3. 444 6 2 62
5.0_0 5 4
66538 64688
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
53913
44250
23585
4465
757
3
2858
475
4-12
315
124
9
131226
IV-Sel
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASP-121C3
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4- SY S TEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SLIF_L)GF WORK
O-B 5P, 1.5
0-4 5_
e-I 59 12.C
Q-2 59
_-3 5Q IB.O
0-4 59
_-I 6(_ -i._
0-2 6O
_-3 6n 6.C
Q-4 6¢
Q-I el 3r',O
Q-2 61
w-3 61 IC.5
0-4 _i
,r)-I 62 9.0
0-2 62
0-3 a2 3.C
_-4 67
Q-I 63
&Q-2 63
Q-3 63
0-4 63
0-[ 64
0-2 64
O-_ 6I,
0-4 64
0-I 65
0-2 65
O-3 65
0-4 65
SHOP
I
09
TESTIOC
ON-SITE LABDR
LABOR
HOURS
250
2136
3145
->_'21
i,_. 6
1439
432
SUPPORT
MISSION _ _C 001@I'IDL SUBSYSTI_
2
8
LABOR LABGR BURDEN LABUR +
RATE DELL AP,S DCLL ARS BURDEN $
2. 772 6_ 3 g06 ] 599
3. 047 ,S5C. S 7896 14405
2. £37 _92 2 12 876 217gS
• 608 --lJ 8 --1495 -1633
2. 869 2 _,2? 4 3')7 6924
3. C94 1549_ 1720Z 32700
2.77 C 552 S 8 S69 1439P_
2.45S 3b39 5558 9097
2. 602 ii;-4 ](,03 5627
5 5
3.00C 6 6 12
2.625 21 34 55
I I
2. 675 -222 -226 -448
3°487 -27 ? -272 -544
IV-522
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP°
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM
O-I 66
T OT AL
SHCP SUPPORT
1
5-SUBSYSTEM 09 KISSION AND _RAFI_C O0_ROL Sb1B_SI_4
SUBD CF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR
MONTHS H_URS RATE DOLLARS
BUR EEN
DOLLARS
-476
57186
-I17 4. C68 -476
88.5 147S6 63260
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
-952
100444
IV-523
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELt CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPE_O.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TEST/OC
4-SYS IEM 1
5-SUBSYSTFM 09 MISSION AND _1¢1_C CONTROL Sb-BB¥S_
SUBD GF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE L,_BOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
0-] 59
0-2 59
0-3 59
Q-4 59
0-I 60
0-2 6P
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
0-I 61
0-20[
_J-3 51
G-4 6I
Q-I 62
_)-2 62
Q-3 62
O-4 62
O-I 63
0-2 63
G-_ 63
0-4 63
O-I 64
Q-2 64
0-3 64
,_-4 64
Q-I 05
J[o_
1.5
1.0
14 3. 357 47
63 2. _89 I_2
5 3.20C I6
267 3. 547 94 ?
Z21 2. Sq 5 662
135 4. i04 554
- 1 8. ggg g
-I
LABOR ÷
6URDEN $
47
182
16
947
662
554
9
TOTAL 4.0 733 ;417 2417
Iv-52h
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-[2IO0
TIME PHASED EXPENd.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM
5-SUBSYSTFM
S!JBD OF WORK
I
09 MISSION AIID TRAFFIC CX)]I'I'ROLSUBSY8_'_4
TEST/QC
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABFJR BUR DEN LABOR + ENGR
M(]N THS HOURS £ATE DOLLARS OOLL ARS BURDEN $ MATL
(_-3 5£ 1.5 250 2.772 6g3 906 1599 93
_-4 5C
O-1 5° 12.G 215C 3.04q 6556 /896 14452 1623
0-2 5 o.
Q-_ 59 18._ 32C£ 2.8_8 91Q4 12876 21980 852
0-4 59
Q-I 60 -1.5 -222 .550 -122 -1495 -16!7 208
0-2 60
Q-3 60 48.C 807G 3.£q3 31494 3G290 61784 Z518
0-4 6')
Q-I 61. 67.5 I12_g 3.521 3_,7_ 3 37829 77612 37272
0--2 61
Q-3 61 26. _ 4858 3. 382 [6432 221C,5 38537 8813
0-4 61
Q-I 52 12.C 1943 2.9Z7 5688 7883 13571 2234
O-2 62
O-3 h2 3.0 49£ 2.8q_ I443 2341 3784 243
Q-4 62
O-I 63 8 8 26103
Q-2 e3
0-3 63 1.5 352 3.960 1394 I_76 2870 3509
0-4 63
W-1 6_ 76 3.40£ 259 27I 530 4565
Q-2 e4
O-3 64 67 3.537 237 236 473 6450
0-4 64
0-I 65 -38 1.711 -65 -68 -133 1848
O-2 65
Q-3 65 -6C 3.500 -2tC -210 -420 739
O-,, 65
_-I 66 -116 4.060 -471 -472 -943 52
TOTAL 188.5 32335 1122t 5 121812 234087 98212
Iv-525
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
SUBD OF WORK
I
C q MISSION AND TI_C O011TBDL SUBSYSTEM
TEST/OC
0-3 5_,
0-4 5_
Q-L 59
0-2 59
£)-3 59
0-4 59
0-I 6"
_-2 60
0-3 O0
0-4 6O
0-I 6i
r_-2 51
(J-3 61
0-4 _1
O-I 62
0-2 62
0-3 62
0-4 62
W-1 63
_-2 63
0-3 6_
0-4 63
Q-I 64 _
n.-2 64
O-3 64
Q--4 64
Q-I 65
O-2 65
O-3 65
Q-6 65
0-1 66
TOTAL
TOTAL OTHER SUB TOTAL
SUBC MATERIAL MPC CCST T{}TAL G & A C[JST
93 5 1697 16q7
1623 137 16212 16212
852 72 22904 22904
92981 931_9 5543 07 [15 I@5l 03966
77863 81381 5Ca2 L48247 Z825 151372
190927 228195 8619 314426 5843 320268
205E9 294C2 1334 72 69345 [289 7Co 34
2234 116 I 15 982 26 B 16250
243 Ig 4C:46 68 4114
26193 ?580 28781 481 29262
3509 346 3 7 6762 113 6d15
4565 487 2 5584 119 57C 3
6450 2347 I 9271 197 0468
I848 553 2 2270 61 2331
739 1o2 1 452 12 404
52 I I -880 -27 -q07
382356 480568 27443 116 142214 I3100 755314
IV-526
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
0-I
0-2
Q-3
O-4
O-1
0-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-t
0-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
O-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
O-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
4-SYSIEM 1
5-SUBSYSTEM 09
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CCNTROL SUBSYSTEM
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DCLLARS
53 15,0 2605 4. 382 11415 11852
53
58 99.0 16556 4. 261 7053 7 65031
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6O
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61 91.0 16477 4.82_ 79565 82063
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62
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O-i 61 30.0
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Q-3 _I IC.5
Q-4 61
O-I 62 q.c
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0-3, 62 3.0
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(Q-I 64
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1
09
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Q-!
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Q-I
TEST/QC
4-SYS IEM !
5-SUB SYSTEM 09
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTRI]L
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HOURS
_4
14
67
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P6?
221
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-!
58
5_
5q
5(O
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5'3
oO
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6,]
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e2
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SCBSYSTEM
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4. I04
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MO_N THS HF]UR S P AT E
0-! 5el 15.C P6C5 4.3q2
(3-2 5q
(J-3 fib IGC.5 16_4C 4.23_
0-4 5S
O-I 59 13_.5 2350-_ 4.033
C-2 5o
0-3 59 I_16 .q 32B44 3._O2
C-4 59
(_-I 6 _) 122.5 21219 4.542
0-2 63
0-3 60 1_2.0 1714_ 4. 453
_-4 69
_-I ol 187.5 31733 4. 2f_4
C-2 _l
0-3 _i 102.5 1_60_ 4.603
0-4 61
0-1 62 q7,5 1661g 5.051
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Q-3 62 c;7.5 16"_02 _.2Q3
0-4 6P_
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTem4: FLIGHT INDICATION WBS CODE: I. I0
This system provided the pilot and copilot with continuous information neces-
sary to maintain a desired flight status in terms of altitude, speed and
direction. The flight situation indicators were grouped on the left and
right sections of the main instrument panel immediately forward of the
pilot's and copilot's seats. The complete instrument panel is shown in
Exhibit i_ page 1V-542, and a close-up of the pilot's instruments
is shown in Exhibit 2_ page IV-543. The flight indicators received
their stimuli from the auxiliary gyro platform, the central air data computer,
the flight director computer and other miscellaneous input sources. The
integrated inlet duct indicator and controls were mounted on the right-
hand instrument panel section for copilot operation only.
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SUBSYSTEM:
MAJOR ASSEMBLY:
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
FLIGHT INDICATION
AUXILIARY GYRO PLATFORM SUBSYST_4 (AGPS)
WBS CODE: 1.10
WBS CODE: 1. i0.1
The AGPS was designed to provide roll and pitch information in the form of
three-phase synchro signals to the pilot's and copilot's attitude director
indicators for attitude display and to the flight director computer (FDC)
for asymptotic steering computations in the pitch and roll channels. In
addition, heading information was supplied to the pilot's and copilot's
horizontal situation indicators and attitude director indicators for azi-
muth display. The pilot could select either magnetic, derated magnetic,
true north or great circle heading modes of' operation.
The gyroscope reference unit computer amplifier and remote deviation com-
pensator were located in the electronic racks aft of the copilot. The
remote magnetic heading detector unit was installed in the upper fuselage
surface in the aft portion of the crew compartment. The control panel
for the AGPS was located on the pilot's left console. The pilot's control
panel was provided with controls with which to manually insert values of
latitude and magnetic variation to compensate for meridian convergence,
earth's rate and bias drift. The gyro, computer amplifier and the pilot's
control panel are displayed in Exhibit 3 page IV-546 •
IV-545
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SUBSYSTEM:
MAJOH ASSEMBLY:
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
FLIGHT INDICATION
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS
WBS CODE: I. i0
WBS CODE: I. i0.2
Flight instruments were incorporated which provided to the pilots horizontal
situation and attitude including heading, pitch and roll, rate of turn, and
air vehicle slip. The Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI) was designed to
provide an integrated display of navigation information in the horizontal
plane. The displays included:
(a) Great circle, true north, or derated magnetic north as transmitted by
the AGPS and selected by the pilot.
(b) Command heading marker as manually selected by the HDG SET knob.
Numerical indication of the selected course was also shown in the
COURSE window.
(c) Course deviation from selected TACAN radial or localizer course in-
dicated by a course deviation bar displacement relative to course
arrow.
(d) Slant range distances to ground TACAN station indicated by the DIS-
TANCE counter.
(e) Relative bearing to a selected TACAN station indicated by a bearing
pointer.
The Attitude Director Indication (ADI) was designed to provide an integrated
display of navigation information in the vertical and horizontal planes.
The display included:
(a) Pitch and roll information from the AGPS or Standby Gyro indicated on
the sphere.
(b) Great circle, true north, magnetic north or derated magnetic from the
AGPS as selected by the pilot and indicated by azimuth markings on the
azimuth axis of the sphere.
(c) Turn rate information from turn rate gyro and indicated by the turn
rate needle with slip information indicated by an inclinometer.
(d) Glide slope deviation indicated by the glide slope displacement pointer.
(e) Asymptotic steering to a selected manual heading, TACAN radial course
or localizer course indicated by the vertical steering pointer.
IV-549
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W-BS CODE: i. i0.2
(f)
(g)
Asymptotic steering to a glide slope beam or a selected altitude in-
dicated by a horizontal steering pointer.
Steering pointers were biased out of view when not required during
specific modes of operation. Warning flags appeared when the computed
signals were marginal or unreliable.
The turn rate gyro was designed to provide signals proportional to the rate
of turn about the yaw axis. These signals were displayed by the turn rate
needle of the attitude director indicator.
A standby roll and pitch displacement gyro and standby indicator was designed
and installed to continuously provide pitch and roll information to an in-
dicator on the pilot's flight panel. The gyro also was used to provide roll
and pitch signals to the copilot's attitude director indicator in the event
signals were not available from the auxiliary gyro platform subsystem.
A flight display control panel was installed on the lower portion of the
pilot's flight panel of the main instrument panel. A front and back view
of the panel assembly are shown in Exhibits 4_ page IV-5_il, and 5_
page IV-552, respectively. Its installation location is shown in Exhibit I,
page IV-542. The various controls provided were as Follows:
(a) Command control was a simple toggle switch which permits selection
of which pilot would have command responsibility for controlling the
manual set of command heading course for the horizontal situation
indicators and steering information on the attitude director indicators
and selection of command altitude, command mach numbers and command
airspeed.
(b)
(c)
A toggle switch was provided for selection of the altitude hold submode
operation which maintained the air vehicle in its preset attitude,
An attitude director indicator switch was designed to permit selection
of either the AGPS or the standby gyro as the source of roll and pitch
inputs for the various indicators.
(d) A rotary mode selector switch allowed selection of one of five operating
modes.
(e) A pushbutton switch was incorporated which upon actuation would fast
slave the standby gyro to vertical following a flight maneuver.
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SUBSYSTEM •
MAJOR ASSemBLY:
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
FLIGHT INDICATION
CENTRAL AIR DATA SUBSYST_4
WBS CODE: 1.10
WBS CODE: 1.10.3
In the B-T0 many of the subsystems, such as flight controls, pilot's in-
struments and radio navigation aids required inputs of air data in the form
of airspeed, mach number and altitude. For each of the subsystems to sense,
convert and use its own parameters would have unduly complicated and pena-
lized the B-70 from a weight standpoint. Therefore, a Central Air Data
Subsystem (CADS) was developed which sensed the air pressure for the condl-
tions of flight and converted this stimuli Into electrical signals to supply
the needs of all the air vehicle subsystems. Due to the advanced performance
of the B-T0 and the accuracy to which the pilot was required to know his
flight condition, it was necessary to develop computing equipment with a
sensing and computing range of about twice that previously required. It
was also necessary to overcome the problem of pressure sensing inaccuracies
due to the proximity of the air vehicle. This problem is defined as posi-
tion error. The laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base developed
a probe with an aerodynamic shape which compensated for the presence of the
air vehicle and thus minimized the inaccuracies due to position error. The
pitot static boom assembly (partially disassembled) is shown in Exhibit 6,
page IV-560.
The CADS sensed flight pneumatic and temperature conditions and converted
them to analog electrical signals which represented output functions of
mach number, airspeed, and altitude which were compatible with the using
system requirements.
The air data computer consisted of five basic modules and three transducers
which performed the computing and monitoring functions. The five basic
modules were:
Mach number rate module
Total temperature module
Calibrated airspeed module
True airspeed module
Major output module (altitude, mach number, static pressure, altitude
hold and maximum safe mach number outputs)
The output signals from the computer were:
Mach number
Altitude rate
Altitude change
Calibrated airspeed
IV-558
SD72-SH-O003
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WBS CODE: 1.10.3
Maximum safe mach number
Mach number rate
Static pressure
True airspeed
The subsystems receiving these output stimuli were as follows:
USING SYSTem4 TOTALS
Vertical Scale Indicator
Flight Augmentation Counter
Bomb Nays.
Engine Control
Flight Director Computer
Landing Gear Warning
B-N Displays
Flight Test Instrumentation
Anti-Collision Lighting
AGPS
Spares
8
6
4 (Deleted)
7
i
2
4 (Deleted)
6
i
2
6
The pitot-static tube (reference Exhibit 47 Page IV-560) was installed
on a boom mounted to the nose of the air vehicle. The tube was connected
to pneumatic lines which transmitted the dynamic and static air pressure
effects to the CADS and to the standby pneumatic airspeed and altitude
indicators and flight instrumentation. An electrically energized heater
was provided to prevent ice accumulation on the pitot static tube.
A total temperature sensor was installed below the duct splitter located
in the lower aft intermediate fuselage. The sensor element extended into
the airstream to sense local temperature conditions. The sensor converted
the thermal data into electrical signals which were transmitted to the
CADS and to the total temperature indicator located on the pilot's main
instrument panel. The total temperature sensor is shown in Exhibit 77
page IV-561.
An indicator was installed to provide mach number, maximum safe mach number
and calibrated airspeed. Vertical tapes driven by electrical signals from
the CADS provided the indications. An indicator which displayed vertical
speed and sensitive, fine and gross altitude by means of a vertical scale
was also provided. A DC power supply was installed to furnish excitation
for the command functions of the indicators. These command functions
initiated by the pilots would actuate counter-type indicators.
A standby altitude indicator _'as mounted on the main instrument panel.
This indicator received pressure variation signals from the static n_tot
system and provided visual indication of altitude from -lO00 to 80,000 feet.
An 8-day mechanical clock was also installed on the pilot's and copilot's
instrument panel.
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SUBSY STEM:
MAJOR ASSEMBLY:
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
t
FLIGHT INDICATION
FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMPUTER (FDC)
WBS CODE: i.i0
WBS CODE: I.i0. h
The FIE was a two-channel computer, one for roll computations and the other
for pitch computations. Input signals to the FDC are obtained from the aux-
iliary gyro platform subsystem (AGPS), instrument landing subsystem, TACAN,
CADS and Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI). Data outputs include computed
vertical and steering signals to the Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and
automatic activation of the ADI horizontal needle when approaching the glide
slope in the instrument landing mode.
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DEVELOPMENT DATA SUMMARY
WBS TITLE: Fl$ght Indleatlom Subs_s%em WBS CODE:
STATE-OF-THE-ART RATING:__3_(_See Text on FollowinE 3 PaEes)
i.i0
PERCENT DEVELOPED NLA.TRTY; • PRIOR _"0 FLI_I-_T
CONFIGURATION GROUND TEST
PROGRAM LEVEL 95_ , 66_
EFFORT TO GO 18_ 60_
GROUND TESTS
TYPE OF TEST NUMBER OF UNITS
mCONFIGURATION RESEARCH
DESIGN FEASIBILITY
DESIGN VERIFICATION
AIRWORTHINESS
OUALI FICATION
OTHER
TOTAL
m
9
26
5
40
• FLIGHT TEST
285
TEST HOURS
m
135o
22_o
650
4240
REMARKS:
_V-507
SD72- SR-OO03
_ Space DivisionNodn Amencan Rockwell
WBS CODE: l.lO
State -of-the-Art
The Flight Indications Subsystem was assigned an overall state-of-the-art
rating of 3 based on definitions established using AFSCM 173-1 (11-28-67)
as a guide. This rating was determined by comparing the RS-70 requirements
with the existimg capabilities at the RS-70 time period using state-of-the-
art criteria discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The RS-70 configuration
was selected for the cGmparison since it was the production configuration
defined. This selection is considered valid since the development status
at "out-the-door" and at program "end" is also based on the scheduled
production configuratlon.
The definitions used in determining the state-of-the-art ratings are des-
cribed below. For ratings 3, 4, and 5, the following B-70 design criteria
was used as an aid for rating selection.
A. High temperature application
B. High pressure/load/acoustics/etc., application
C. Light-weight/special materials/unique processes
Rating Description
i
2
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard
military issue which was installed "as-is".
The item was off-the-shelf commercial item or a standard
military issue which required only a physical modification
for installation.
The item was considered within the state-of-the-art but had
no commercial or military counterpart. As an aid, the item
was existing but required modification to be compatible with
on___eeof the design criteria. Also, any new design or process
has a rating of at least 3.
4 The item was slightly beyond the state-of-the-art, and some
development was required. As an aid, the item was based on an
existing concept but required modification to be compatible
with tw__2 of the design criteria. Also, any new design or
process required to be compatible with one of the design
criteria will be rated 4.
5 The item was substantially beyond the existing state-of-the-
art and required major development work. As an aid, any new
design or process required to be compatible with two of the
design criteria will be rated 5.
_J
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WBS CODE: 1. i0
The Flight Indication Subsystem installed in the XB-70 was essentially the
same as planned for the RS-70 except for a best climb speed indicator and
some downgrading of equipment due to the lack of development effort. In
the assessment of the RS-70 flight indication configuration, based only on
its functional requirements, the Flight Indication Subsystem was assigned
a state-of-the-art rating of 2. However, the Auxiliary Platform and the
Central Air Data systems were unique designs for the RS-70 application and
were the heart or the major part of the subsystem. Based on the above
application and the ground rules established, the state-of-the-art for the
Flight Indication Subsystem was upgraded to a rating of 3-
Percent Developed
The development status percent comparisons of the XB-70 Flight Indication
Subsystem to that scheduled for the RS-70 were made at two development
stages; one at prior-to-flight or "out-the-door" of the No. i air vehicle,
and the other for the flight test programs. The same methodology developed
and verified for the Airframe Structures Subsystem (WBS: I.i) percent
comparisons was applied in the analyses of the Flight Indication Subsystem
status. As noted above, the XB-70 configuration was very close to that
planned for the RS-70, being short development effort and one indicator.
Based on this, the XB-70 Flight Indication Subsystem configuration was
assessed as being 95 percent representative of that planned for the RS-70
for the time period of "out-the-door", excluding the ground testing status.
To determine what effort would have been required to attain a first air
vehicle production level status for the configuration, the same curve used
for the structures subsystem was utilized for Flight Indication Subsystem;
Exhibit 8, Page iV-571. Entering the exhibit in the left-hand scale at
95 percent, across to the curve and down to the bottom scale, it shows that
18 percent more effort would be required for a No. 1 RS-70 Flight Indication
Subsystem, excluding ground testing.
The ground tests scheduled for the RS-70 at time of "out-the-door" was
approximately 10,500 test hours. Comparing this scheduled test effort with
the 4,240 test hours expended, it shows that the testing level of the XB-70
Flight Indication Subsystem to be approximately 40 percent of that planned
for the RS-70 at the "out-the-door" time period. This shows that 60 percent
more testing effort was required to attain a No. 1 air vehicle production
level status prior to flight. Entering Exhibit 8, Page IV-571, on the
bottom scale at 40 percent, the right-hand scale indicates that the No. 1
XB-70 Flight Indication Subsystem was at a confidence level of 66 percent
prior-to-flight. In summary, the Flight Indication Subsystem of the XB-70,
when compared to the RS-70 at the time of "out-the-door", was at a configuration
level of 95 percent with 18 percent more effort required. The confidence
level due to ground tests was 66 percent with 60 p@cpent more ground testing
re qui red.
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WBS CODE: i.i0
The XB-70 flight test program for the Flight Indication Subsystem was
established at 15 percent of a production level status as presented by
Exhibit 13, Page 11-23, under Air Vehicle, WBS: 1.0. However, this
percentage was obtained by a direct ccmrparison of equivalent flight test
hours and some adjustment must be applied to reflect the flight envelope
flown during the XB-70 program. As shown under Air Vehicle (WBS: 1.0),
the flight envelope of the ](B-T0 was approximately 80 percent of the
RS-70 envelope. As previously established for Airframe Structures
Subsystem (WBS: i.i), the first 80 percent of the flight envelope requires
only 60 percent of the total effort compared to the last 20 percent of the
envelope which requires 40 percent of the total effort. For the Flight
Indication Subsystem, this 2 to 3 ratio was directly applicable since all
of the equivalent test hours were obtained in the first 80 percent of the
flight envelope. Using this ratio as a weight factor so that direct
comparisons can be made based on the RS-70 flight envelope, the flight
test effort expended on the XB-70 was adjusted by the function 2:3: :X:15%.
Based on this function, the total flight test effort remaining to attain
a production level status for the Flight Indication Subsystem would be
40% + 60% - (2 X 15+3) or 90 percent (where 40 percent is ths_ effort
required for the last 20 percent of the flight envelope). Entering
Exhibit 8, Pag_ IV-571, on the bottom scale at i0 percent, it shows by
the left-hand scale that the XB-70 flight test program attained a
confidence level of 28 percent as related to the Flight Indication Sub-
system. Exhibit 8_ page 11-571, presents a summary of the Flight
Indication Subsystem comparisons.
NOTE: THE USE OF THE "EFFORT TO GO" PERCENTAGES FOR COST
DETERMINATION SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED WITHOUT CON-
SULTiNG SECTION IV-7, VOLUME I_ PAGE 310 FOR
APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS.
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY
TABULATION OF DATES
SUBSYSTEM: FLIGHT INDICATION
ENGINEERING
Complete - CADS Computer Design Study
i0_0 Drawing Release (CADS Computer)
TESTING
Start - CADS SOCKO Tests
Start - Gyro System SOCKO Tests
Complete - SOCK0 Tests
Complete - Airworthine ss Test s
MATERIAL
Subcontractor Go-Ahead
Complete - Air Vehicle Unit Deliveries
MANUFACTURING
Complete - Air Vehicle No. I Syst. Installation
WBS CODE i.i0
9-29-61
1-01-62
2-28-62
4-15-62
6-01-62
10-16-62
6-15-61
5-07-62
6-10-64
IV-573
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COST DEFINITION
SUBSYSTEM: FLIGHT INDICATION WBS COSE: I.i0
Total cost of $3,292,562 assigned to this subsystem includes only the
subcontractor expenditures to design, develop, fabricate, and test the
purchased equipment in this subsystem. In-house costs could not be segregated
from the other vehicle subsystems. Fabrication of subsystem provisions,
miscellaneous purchased parts, installation materials, installation of the
subsystem hardware into the vehicles and subsystem, vehicle and preflight
checkout of the equipment are accumulated in WBS 1.12 (Volume IV, page 647 ).
Below is a discussion of the subcontractors supplying equipment.
SUBCONTRACTOR MATRIX
SUBCONTRACTOR
Sperry Gyroscope
Airesearch
ENGINEERING
951,973
889,707
PROD
75/., 399
340,039
TOOLING TEST
161,712
TOTAL
i, 706,372
1,391,458
TOTAL 1,841,680 1,094,438 - 161,712 3,097,830
SPERRY GYROSCOPE was selected to furnish the Auxiliary Gyro Platform Subsystem
and related Support Equipment in accordance with Design Specification NA5-7673.
The two purchase orders awarded to Sperry for this effort were:
L961-GX-60OI23
LIEI-YZ-600304
March 6, 1959 - January 20, 1960
October 31, 1960 - July I0, 1961
The Statement of Work called for the supplier to provide engineering, manage-
ment, fabrication and other services leading to the design, development, and
support of an Auxiliary Gyro Platform for the B-70.
On December 2, 1959 Sperry was directed to reduce the project effort to a
minimum. In addition, special studies were authorized relating to the modifica-
tions of the AGPS for use on the B-70 test vehicles. By January 20, 1960, the
date Purchase Order 600123 was terminated, Sperry had complied with the
redirection by reducing personnel to a hard core and completing the special
studies as directed.
The second contract awarded to Sperry authorized the engineering and manufacture
of twelve complete gyro systems. After proceeding with the program for six
months, Sperry was redirected on March 31, 1961 to cease all work associated with
the fabrication of hardware, and to maintain design study and planning effort
only. Letter Contract 600304 was cancelled in its entirety on July 10, 1961.
The total program effort was determined to be all design study and planning
effort under the reduced program directed March 31, 1961.
IV-57_
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WBS CODE: 1.10
AIRESEARCH was selected to furnish the Central Air Data Subsystem in accordance
with NR Specification NA58-232. Two Letter Contracts were awarded to Airesearch
for this effort:
L961-GX-600125
LIEI-YZ-600303
May 12, 1959 - December 2, 1959
November 9, 1960 - Nocember 22, 1961
The Statement of Work for each contract called for the subcontractor to provide
management, engineering, manufacturing, and other necessary services, including
but not limited to analytical and design studies directed toward the design,
development, mockup, tooling, fabrication and delivery of the Central Air Data
Subsystem for the B-70 Air Vehicle in accordance with NR Specification NA5-7674.
Airesearch was in the early stages of design and development effort on
December 2, 1959, when the Contract 600125 was terminated for the convenience
of the Government. Work on the Letter Contract 600303 was stopped on May lO,
1961 and terminated in its entirety on November 22, 1961. Airesearch was in
the early hardware stage of the program at the time of termination.
The inventory from the above contracts was transferred to spares and shipped
to NR for use on the B-70. The balance was disposed of as scrap. The total
proceeds were applied to the source contract.
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SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREG
NASA CONTRACT
ROCKWELL CORP.
UNDFR
NAS_-I2100
COST BREAKDOWNS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYS TEM I
S-SUB SYSTEM I0
FL IGHT INDICATION SUBSYSTEM
:;LJBCONTRAC T
MPC
SUB-TCTAL
tEN & ADM !N
TCITAL CC,ST
6-M ASSY
0
H_URS
DOLLARS
3097836
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3234233
5_329
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rCTAL
HOURS
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3234233
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32925_2
SUBDIVISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE
IV-577
IV-576
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
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B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM tO
6-MAJ ASSY 0
FI,IGI_ INDICATION SUBSYST_4
SUBCONTRACT
MPC
SU_-TOTAL
O[N & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
TIME-PKASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE
DESIGN
/ENGR
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DCLLARS
1841&S0
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1921958
2637_
1947452
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HOURS
DCLLARS
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TEST
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IV-580
TOTAL
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TJTAL
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SU_
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B-Z0 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM [0
6-MAJ AS SY 0
SUBD GF W{}RK PRODUCT[UN
FLIGHT INDICATION SUBSYSTEM
SUSC MPC
O-I 59 36144 95?,
Q-2 5q
0-3 5_ 66144 19C7
Q-4 59
O-I 60 575II 3412
0-2 60
0-3 6C 487C72 28899
0-4 60
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B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM I0
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUB F) OF WOrK TE£T/,_C
FLIGHT INDICATION SUBSYSTEM
SUH_ TOTAL
SU,_C MPC IuTAL G _ a CCST
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_-4 5e
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEN: TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM WBS CODE: i.ii
The Test Instrumentation Subsystem for the B-70 Program was comprised of two
types of data acquisitioning equipment and components: (i), the instrumentation
involved directly with data acquisition during ground or flight tests conducted
on the air vehicle and/or its installed subsystems; and (2), the instrumentation
required for data acquisition in the development and verification of subsystems,
major assemblies, and components prior to their installation in the air vehicle.
Wherever it was possible, the same transducer or type of transducer was used
in the development and flight test programs to provide maximum continuity in
data acquisitioning. However, the recording equipment, signal conditioning,
multiplexing, etc, were generally not the same with the air vehicle or airborne
system having a much greater density and more complex.
Substantial advancements were achieved in the state-of-the-art in concepts
and implementation of the data acquisition systems for both the ground develop-
ment test and flight test programs. For the ground development testing, these
achievements were mainly in development of high temperature transducers
(strain gages, pressure sensors, accelerometers, etc.,) and in bonding techniques,
such as, the application of strain gages to the critical surfaces of H-II tool
steel. The high temperature transducers and installation techniques established
for the subsystem development ground test programs were used in implementing the
airborne system installations.
In the airborne instrumentation system, the development of "low level" multiplexing
or commutation and the dynamic filter were major break throughs for data
acquisition. In addition to increasing the signal to noise ratios, these two
achievements deleted the requirement for iOOO amplifiers that would have been
required for a "high level" multiplexing system. The basic c_mmutation pro-
gramming of the airborne instrumentation system was also an advancement in the
state-of-the-art. The switching, which was solid state, switched both sides
of the s ignal lines at 400 times per second per each master channel with the
switch and system sequencing commands derived by dividing down from a master
crystal controller clocking oscillator. This design concept facilitated
progra_mlng and provided "real time" throughout the data acquisition system.
The Test Instrumentation Subsystem was unique, when cempared to the other
subsystems, in that it existed due to the other subsystems and all requirements
were based on the other subsystems criteria. This dependent existence was
true for both the ground test programs and the flight test program. Due to
this unique existence, the Test Instrumentation Subsystem did not lend itself
to the same technical definition breakdown as the other subsystems. To provide
an overall description, the technical characteristics of the airborne
instrumentation system are included in the narrative description and presented
in summary form by exhibits of that section. Also, since by edict the
instrumentation requirements for both ground and flight tests did not schedule
a subsystems development, no technical drivers existed. However, these were
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state-of-the-art advancements achieved and these were discussed in the
preceeding paragraphs and are also included as part of the narrative des-
criptions in subsequent paragraphs.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
SUBSYSTEM: TEST INSTRUMENTATION
MAJOR ASS_4BLY: FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
WBS CODE: i.ii
WBS CODE: I.ii.i
The Flight Test Instrumentation System for the XB-70 air vehicle was developed
to provide the capability of obtaining data required to establish safety or
flight limits, to evaluate subsystem functional operations, and to define
gross problem areas within the realm of the various flight test tasks. The
airborne instrumentation system also contained provisions for obtaining
Supersonic Transport (SST) data and supplemental cockpit instrumentation for
special flight monitoring requirements. The primary data acquisition media
was magnetic tape recorded in both digital and analog formats. In addition,
selected parameters were telemetered to the Ground Station and displayed in
real time on chart recorders concurrent with the flight. Exhibit i, pages
IV-597 & IV-598, presents an overall perspective of the XB-70 instrumentation
installations and depicts the general locations of the airframe mounted in-
strumentation components. Exhibit 2, page IV-599, presents a block diagram
of the XB-70 airborne instrumentation system.
The high capacity airborne instrumentation system developed for the flight
test program, provided the capability of subsystem test sharing during each
flight of the XB-70's. As previously discussed under Air Vehicle (WBS: 1.0),
the test sharing provided an equivalent test hour total five times actual
flight test hours plus the invaluable capability of "looking" at all sub-
systems for gross problems during the first phase of flight testing. This
"gross look" at all subsystems provided early detection of problem areas
which resulted in a timely progression of the flight test program.
There were six basic types of parameters recorded by the airborne instru-
mentation system. They were miscellaneous, acceleration, position_ temperature_
strain, and pressure. To acquire the parameter data, three sensor or transducer
installations were employed. The conventional or normal approach was where
the transducer was added at, or near, the point of measurement. The second
type was where an air vehicle subsystem configuration had an electrically
isolated sensor incorporated as part of the basic configuration and was
furnished as an integral part of that subsystem. This avoided the requirement
for making a direct electrial connection and afforded maximum isolation and
safety. The third type of installation was the direct pick-off method and
applied only to the measurement of electrical quantities, such as, voltage,
current, frequency or to parameters already existing in electrical form.
In the course of building up the overall data acquisition system it was
necessary to meet requirements for data sensors which were capable of operation
in high temperature and vibration environments. Much of this equipment was
purchased frum outside vendors, but sensors for the measurement of linear
positions, rotary positions, air flow directions, and high vibration hydraulic
pressures were not available. These items, therefore, were designed and
developed within the Instrumentation Group. High temperature bonded strain
gage and variable reluctance techniques were applied in the construction of
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these devices. Exhibit 3_ Page IV-600_ presents several instrumentation
data sensors developed for the B-70 program. A review of Exhibit i_ Pages
IV-597 & IV-598, will show the general areas of transducer installations and the
major rc_tlngs of the instrumentation wiring from the transducers to the
recording media which was mainly located in the instrumentation package.
The instrumentation package was the heart of the airborne data acquisition
system. This was a specially designed package which could be lowered out of
or raised into the air vehicle forward weapons bay. The equipment section
was divided into four areas, three of which were compartmented for installation
of modular chassis employing rack and panel connectors. The fourth area
contained the tape recording equipment, the program panels, circuit breakers,
operational controls and displays for performing preflight and checkout
operations. Cooling air, in metered amounts, was forced through each chassis
from a self-contalned environmental control system which employed liquid
nitrogen for cooling and pressurization. Temperature was regulated between
limits of 40 ° and 160°F. Pressure was maintained so that it was never less
than that corresponding to 8000 feet altitude. Environmental control pro-
visions were dual, providing back-up operation in the event of an in-fllght
failure of the system. The instrumentation package was entirely independent
of any air vehicle system with the exception of electrical power. Exhibit
4, Page IV-601_ present an overall view of the instrumentation package
and the air vehicle while Exhibit 5_ Page IV-6@2_ present a schematic of
the instrumentation package showing the arrangement of the environmental
control equipment.
As previously stated, the digital system and analog system were the primary
media of data acquisition. The digital system, as shown by block diagram in
Exhibit 6, Page IV-603, _rovided for the recording of approximately 800
channels of quasi-static data with a maximum frequency response of 20 cycles
per second for selected channels. A wide variety of parameters were recorded
and with the exception of thermocouples, all data channels were individually
signal conditioned. The following sub-paragraphs describe the major functions
of the digital system.
Multiplexin_: A scheme of time multiplexing was employed to sample, digitize,
and record each data channel in accordance with a prescribed repetitive
pattern. Fifty channels of master commutation received signals sequentially
from two pre-dlgitized data channels and _8 sub-commutators. Four sub-
commutation ratios, 4 to l, lO to l, 20 to l, and lO0 to 1 were available.
Filtering: Filtering, to limit the signal frequency spectrum to that which
could be recovered from the recorded data at the digitizing rates provided,
preceded the signal operation.
Commutation: Commutation was accomplished, at low level, by solid state
switches which switched both sides of the signal lines. The switching rate
for each master channel was 400 times per second which set the total system
and sampling rate at 20,000 times per second. Switch and system sequencing
commands were derived by dividing down from a master crystal controlled
clocking oscillator. A system time code which was recorded as data, was also
generated from this source. Switching was followed by amplification to
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bring the signal to the + 3 volt level required by the analog to digital
converter. Five sequentially gated amplifiers, each operating at a 20% duty
cycle, performed this function.
Digitizin6: Digitizing was. completed in 15 micro-seconds at a repetition
rate of 20,000 times per second. The digital resolution provided was 1 part
in 1024, corresponding to conversion into lO binary bits. The converter was
self-clocking, but received its command to digitize frcm the system programmer.
Recording: Recording of the digitized output was in parallel binary bit
format on 16 track i inch magnetic tape, as present by Exhibit 7, Page 17-604 •
Though data words were normally i0 bits in length, the recording system was
capable of accepting up to 20 words of 13 bit length as derived from shaft
encoders or other externally generated digital inputs. These longer words
were recorded on the tape by gating them into the recorder at preset times
in the data sampling sequence. Additional bits were also recorded on
tracks, not used for data, to provide readout clocking and to indicate
lateral parity, commutation frames and cycles, and system operational modes.
The packing density on the magnetic tape was 66? words per linear inch with
the tape recording speed of 30 inches per second. Two digital tape machines
were employed for data acquisitioning. The switchover from the first to the
second recorder occurred automatically when tape on the first machine was
exhausted. A total of between 48 and 96 minutes of recording time was
available depending on the thickness of the tape used; however, during the
flight test program a thin tape was used so that the recording time was
approximately 96 minutes. Exhibit 8, Page iV-605, presents a summary
of the most significant technical characteristics of the digital system.
The analog system, which provided for the acquisition of high frequency data,
employed frequency multiplexing to record up to 144 data channels in banks
of up to 12 channels per data track on to a 14 track 1 inch magnetic tape.
Track 13 was used for tape speed servo control only, and track 14 was used
for correlation data only. A functional block diagram of the analog system,
including telemetry, is shown in Exhibit 9, Page IV-606. The following
subparagraphs described four major functions of the analog data acquisition
system.
Frequencies: A 27KC signal was multiplexed with the composite signals of
tracks 1 through 12. This signal was compatible with the tape speed compen-
sation system, and was used in data reduction for the correction of wow and
flutter. Transistorized, plug-in, subcarrier oscillators using IRIG band
frequencies 3 through 14 were used to provide output lines for analog tape
recording and telemetry.
Serial Time Code: Serial time code utilizing a 4 millivolt full scale
output of a 3.9KC subcarrier oscillator on track 14, appeared in the format
shown by Exhibit lO, Page IV-607. This same format was also on track 2
which provided serial time correlation for the telemetry system.
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Recording: One analog tape recorder was used with a recording tape speed of
15 inches per second for the acquisitloning of the higher frequency parameters
of the airborne system. At this tape speed and with thin tape, 90 minutes
of recording time was provided. Exhibit ii, Page IV-608_ presents a
summary of the analog system's technical characteristics.
In addition to the basic recording equipment in the instxumentation package,
the airborne system provided telemetry and other auxillary recording equipment
as described in the following sub-paragraphs.
Telemetr_: The real time display of 36 selected parameters, via telemetry,
for the full duration of the flight, proved useful in monitoring flutter and
certain other important parameters. Such monitoring made it possible to
follow predicted versus actual flight conditions to guard against exceeding
given limitations. It also permitted extensions of the flight envelope
during the course of t he test. The composite data signals appearing on
analog tape tracks #1, #2, and #3 were telemetered to the ground on 3 UHF
radio links operating on 228.2, 250.7, and 259.7 MC. These data were
displayed on chart recorders, and provided a permanent record of the flight.
Correlation with the in-flight records were provided by the analog time code
format, and data record start and stop signals.
VGH Recorder: The NASA VGH recorder provided a time history of airspeed,
altitude, and normal acceleration. Normal acceleration was measured at both
the CG and the Pilot's station. The data were recorded on a 200 foot roll
of 70mm photographic paper which advanced at the rate of 2-1/2 feet per hour
in a removable recording drum.
Cockpit Camera: A 16mm pulse-operated camera, installed between the Pilot's
and Co-Pilot's capsules, was focused on the cockput instrument panel. The
field of view included all of the Pilot's engine and flight instruments.
The camera was pulsed at two frames per second, and recorded only during the
instrumentation recording period.
Pilot's Voice Recorder: A compact, quickly removable tape recorder was
installed in the cabin equipment compartment to record flight comments. The
recorder was also wired into AIC-18 Audio Bus to record all inter-com con-
versation, and transmitted or received radio communications. A total of 4-1/2
hours of recording time was available at a recorder speed of 15/16 inch per
second.
Landing Gear Camera: A 16mm camera was located in each main landing gear
well to record the behavior of the gear at the touchdown point. These cameras
operate at lO0 frames per second for a 40 second duration.
Sensitive Airspeed and Altitude Recorder: A NASA recorder of the VGHtype
was used to record sensitive airspeed and altitude. These data were recorded
on 70 mm film operating at the rate of 2-1/2 feet per hour.
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Virbration and Flutter Recorder: An AR-200 recorder utilizing i inch magnetic
tape was used to record vibration and flutter data in an analog format. The
recorder operated at a tape speed of 30 inches per second in conjunction
with the analog and digital systems. High frequency accelercmeters and
microphones were mounted on components and located throughout the air vehicle
for use as data sensors.
The airborne instrumentation system had either continuous or automatic sequence
recording modes that was selectable by the pilot. Automatic sequencing provided
for 4.5 seconds of data recorded out of each successive 15 second period. The
recording time was also under the control of the pilot and by this dual
arrangement, the pilot was able to record only at those times in the test
flight where meaningful data were likely to be obtained. By this pilot
function, the pilot performed a first line data editing operation which was
further refined during data processing on the ground. In the event of an
in-flight emergency, the recording system were automatically started upon
encapsulation of the crew.
The control for the operation of the instrumentation system in flight is
shown in Exhibit 12, Page IV-60o The pilot's control panel, located at
the left hand side of the instrum&nt panel, was the primary control center
for the in-flight operation of the instrumentation system. Exhibit 13,
page IV-61O, presents this control panel showing the instrumentation package
warning lights, mode selections, recording time selections, tape remaining,
and the manual controls for the package ECS systems. Exhibit 14, Page
IV-611, presents the auxiliary controls for the copilot. The correlation
counter, as shown by Exhibit 15, Page IV-gl2, was located above the
instrument panel directly in front of the pilot. This permitted time
correlation between pilot's visual readings and the magnetic tape recordings.
The counter operated directly from the time code generator in the instru-
mentation package, and ran continuously at a one count per second rate. The
engine vibration monitor (EVM) display is shown in detail by Exhibit 16,
page IV-613.The normal position for the "Record Selector" was in the "AUTO"
position which sequenced the vibration levels of each engine through the analog
recording system. This sequencing was accomplished by an EVM commutator
which scheduled each engine reading for a 4 second period. The other positions
selected that engine for continuous recording.
The high speed airborne instrumentation system recorded an average of 82.5
million data points per flight of which an average of 22.6 million data
points were reduced per flight. This large data yield plus an established
ground rule of "first" editing within 24 hours, demanded a rapid turn-around
for data processing and reduction. To accomplish the massive data processing
in the allotted time period, two data reduction stations were developed: one
for analog data and one for the digital data. In addition, the Los Angeles
Division's IBM facilities were utilized as discussed in a subsequent paragraph.
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With few exceptions, notably thermocouple (temperature) data, XB-70 parameters
were reduced through use of the following general expression:
Recorded Value (engineering units) = (D - Z) F + b
(c - z)
where D = a level recorded for a known (reference)condition
C = Calibrate level
F = Factor (engineering units) associated with the net
calibrate step (C - Z)
b = an offset (engineering unit) corresponding to the
reference level
F was determined during a physical calibration of the data transducer. C and
Z were recorded during the T-9 preflight, and b was measured at the time of
the T-9 recording. Because of the many types of measurements recorded, the
general expression assumed many forms. For example, Zv (the level recorded
when excitation voltage was removed) was sometimes used instead of Z. There-
fore, data channels were categorized into groups, each of which utilized a
particular form of the general expression given above. This category.list,
with identifying numbers appears below. Category numbers were used in the
reduction of the pre-flight recording and formed an important part of the
IBM processing procedure.
Category Expression
1 (D - Z) F + b
C -Z
2 (D - Z) F
C - Z
3 (D - Z) F + b
C - Zv
(D - z) F
C - Zv
(D - Z_) F
C - Zv
6 (D - Z) F
+h
7 (D-Z) F+b
Two states of a switch were indicated by the
presence or absence of a bit in a 13 bit digital
word.
D - Z was the ordinate value of a curve.
C - Z The abscissa was the recorded value.
i0 (D - Z) F (Provided high resolution I]_4printout)
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Categor_
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
2_
31
32
33
34
35
W'BS CODE: i.ii.i
F_pression
A curve consisting of eight straight line segments,
each segment corresponding to 128 counts, approxi-
mated the T/C calibration curve to 1°.
Same as ll except for high range T/Cs.
(D- zv)F +b
(D - zv) F
C - Zv
512 counts indicated one state, 0 indicated the other.
(D - Z) (+F) & (D - Z) (-F)
Dx F
C - Z
(D - Zv ) F
Revolutions =l_o(tO obtain Bogie Wheel HPM)
Test altitude from Aero program. Test A/S from Aero
program. Test Mach No. from Aero program.
Altitude computed from M1 and Mk.
A/S computed from M2 and MS.
Mach No. computed from M3 and M6.
Primary Nozzle Area #1 Engine from X559
Primary Nozzle Area #2 Engine from X560
Primary Nozzle Area #3 Engine from X561
Primary Nozzle Area #_ Engine from X562
Primary Nozzle Area #5 Engine from X563
Primary Nozzle Area #6 Engine from X564
Secondary Nozzle Area #1 Engine from X565 and
Primary Nozzle Area.
Secondary Nozzle Area #2 Engine from X566 and
Primary Nozzle Area.
Secondary Nozzle Area #3 Engine from X567 and
Primary Nozzle Area.
Secondary Nozzle Area #4 Engine from X568 and
Primary Nozzle Area.
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Secondary Nozzle Area #5 Engine from X569 and
Primary Nozzle Area.
Secondary Nozzle Area #6 Engine from X570 and
Primary Nozzle Area.
Analog data was reduced, without editing, one track (out of 12) at a time
for the entire flight tape time. The data signal from the track was input
to 12 discriminators or filters. The output of each discriminator was
input to a Sanborn direct writing recorder channel for real time, scaled
plotting. Three 4 channel Sanborn Recorders were used for plotting as many
as 12 parameters per tape track. "Time" from the flight tape was recorded
on each Sanborn Recorder. After reduction, the Sanborn plots were identified
with parameter numbers and scales. "Time" was translated from the serial
code in which it appeared and was written on plots in "hrs-mins-secs" at
intervals throughout the data. Exhibit 17_ Page IV-oL,_ presents a
view of the analog data reduction station while Exhibit 18, Page IV-615,
shows by block diagram, the analog data reduction process.
The digital data was reduced by the digital data station or on the I_4 7094
computer. Except for the IBM data, the types of data described below were
processed by the digital data station.
Editing Data: Five groups of 15 parameters each were plotted for the entire
flight tape time. These plots were used by the various data requestors for
editing purposes, i.e., to determine which areas of the flight recording
should be requested for detailed data analysis. Editing data was plotted
15 parameters per sheet, each parameter occupying a band of one-half inch.
A "Folded scale" scheme provided a full scale data band of about l0 times this
amount. This is illustrated below.
/ //
_1/ o , o o
+ + +
M2, Airspeed, is shown increasing from 75 knots to 225 knots. The value of
the lower grid line was automatically printed whenever a data transition occurs.
Each sheet containing a 15 parameter group was approximately 50 feet long.
The 250 feet of paper from a typical flight was displayed on the walls of an
editing data room the morning after a flight had been made.
Litton Transducer Plots: A/Vs #i and #2 contained, respectively, 4 and 5
Litton pressure transducers which were recorded as 13 bit words with a
resolution of 1 pert in 8000. Data from the Littons were plotted for the
full length of the flight recording. Each pressure was plotted within a 2
inch band, corresponding to a range of 1 psi and a plotting resolution of
•005 psi. The folding scale scheme was used to provide full scale range
data. All Litton Data from one A/V was plotted on the same sheet.
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Thermocouple Data: Thermocouple data was plotted in time history form, 4
temperatures were read and plotted once each minute. Each temperature was
plotted within a 2 inch band, corresponding to a temperature range of 200°F
and a plotting resolution of l°F. Folded scales were used to provide full
scale temperature data.
Unscaled Data: Requests for small amounts of data _(i to 30 parameters) were
satisfied by plotting (from 1 to 4 parameters per page) or tabbing up to
18 parameters per page, the unscaled data recorded on the tape. Each point
recorded was plotted for the time interval specified. Tab data rates varied
from 4 samples per second to recording rate. Plotting resolution was the same
as recording resolution (1 in lO00). Since the data was unscaled, the
expression for reducing the data to engineering units was provided for each
parameters.
Wheel RPM: Bogie Wheel revolutions (A/V #i) were reduced from a 13 bit
counter. The numbers recorded on the flight tape were tabulated and then
input to a Recomp II computer which calculated wheel RPM during and after
touchdown. This data was plotted by hand.
IBM Data: After editing data had been reviewed, requests for IBM data were
received. These requests specified time intervals and the type of data
required. Each data type corresponded to a fixed llst of parameters. For
example, Structures would request Landing Parameters or Flight Parameters;
Aero would specify Performance, or Inlet, or Stability, or SST Parameters,
or a combination thereof. All requests for IBM data were processed in the
same manner, as follows. All data recorded in the time intervals specified
was read from the flight tape and written on a half inch tape. This tape was
sent to the IBM 7094 Computer with a deck of cards listing the parameters to
be reduced. The job instruction sheet specified use of a previously prepared
magnetic tape which contained the necessary calibration data for reducing the
data on the half inch tape. The half inch tape, the parameter call cards, and
the calibration tape were processed, and reduced data was output on 4 magnetic
tapes or 5 tapes if tabulated data had been specified. Each of the first 4
tapes contained data from parameters recorded at one of the 4 rates (lOO,
40, 20, and 4 times per second). These tapes were placed in reserve storage
for later use by the requesting group with their IBM analysis programs. When
tabulated data had been requested, the contents of the fifth tape was printed.
Exhibit 19, Page IV-616, presents a view of the digital data station while
Exhibit 20, Page IV-617, shows by block diagram, the digital data reduction
process.
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EXHIBIT 20
_I_ Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
COST DEFINITION
SUBSYSTEM: TEST INSTRUMENTATION WBS CODE: i.ii
Total costs of $8,937,176 reflect all identifiable expenditures for the
design, development, fabrication and/or procurement of all ground and flight
test instrumentation as identified by the Work Breakdown Structure. Installa-
tion of the instrumentation into the air vehicle structure is included in
WBS 1.12.
Instrumentation activities occurring during the flight testing of the two air
vehicles are located in WBS 4.41.3, page 11-438. These costs would include
installation, checkout and modification or repair of the vehicle flight test
instrumentation items while the air vehicles were on flight status.
Detail of the recorded costs associated with this subsystem is provided by
Element of Cost (EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SDW). Section III of Volume I
provides a detail definition of these items.
As an aid in the definition and evaluation of the in-house engineering costs
associated with this subsystem, a matrix of engineering hours has been
developed. This matrix, displayed below, is a summary of all the in-house
engineering groups that provided support to the design and development of
test instrumentation.
Group No. Title Hours Expended
74 Flight Test Instrumentation 63,115
i01 Flight Test Instrumentation Lab- 54,535
Palmdale
102 Flight Test Instrumentation Lab - 127,801
Los Angeles
104 Test Instrumentation Design 131,220
114 Test Instrumentation Development
Various
119,889
34.326
Total Engineering Hrs 530,886
IV-618
SDT2-SH-O003
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12IO0
COST BREAKDOWNS
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM 1
5--SUB SYSTEM 11
TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
DESI GNIENGINEER ING
LABOR AT $ 5.061
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.987
PRODUCTION
LABOR AT $ 3.272
SHOP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 3.385
TEST/QC
LABOR AT $ 3.479
MFO BURDEN AT $ 4.335
ENGR MATERIAL
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN
TOTAL COST
6-M ASSY
0
HOURS
DOLLARS
530886
2686991
2667685
137323
449311
174639
591227
19251
66972
1435666.
747683
104605
48942
8779082
158094
8937176
TOTAL
HOURS
OCLLARS
530986
2686991
2647685
137320
4493 11
174639
$91227
19251
66972
1435666
747683
104605
48942
8779082
158094
8937176
SUBDIVISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE
IV-620
IV-619
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12109
COST 6REAKOOW_S
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
J
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM Ii
6-MAJ ASSY 0
TEST INSTRUMEI_ATIOI_ SUBSYSTEM
DES IGNIENGI NEFR ING
L&BCR AT $ _.061
E'.JGR BURDEN AT $ 6. Q87
P-_CiDUCT IUN
LABOR hi I, 3,272
SHOP SUPP!JR[
LABCR AT $ 3.3_5
Tt-STI (_C
LABCR AT $ 3.-%7";
MFG BURDEN AT $ 4.335
FNG_ MATERIAL
MPC
OTHER COST
SUB- TCIAL
GEN & ADMI N
T_]TAL COST
TIME-PHASED COST
DETAIL - SEE PAGE
DESIGN
/ENGR
HOURS
OOLLARS
507688
2590607
2544 96 _
117189
3 9135c_
7173
525 _07
8174987
10671[;
6281706
IV-621
PRCO
HOURS
DOLLARS
137329
_'_9311
6015E_
TEST
/QC
HCURS
OCLL_RS
23398
96354
102716
5745']
199_68
12.073
4 2672
30U171
663654
90789
48942
105_89q
22B46
1073745
1553196
28529
1581725
IV-629 IV-632
TOTAL
HOURS
OOLLARS
530886
2686991
2667685
137320
449311
174639
59122/
19251
66%72
1435666
7476:5:3
I_]46n5
_8042
8779082
1580q4
8937]76
IV-637
IV-620
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
(Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
0-I
(Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
0-I
Q-2
C_-3
Q-4
O-I
4-SYS TEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY
SUBD GF WORK
DES IGNIENGINEERING
I
I1 TEST INSTRUMENTATION SIIBSYS_
0
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABC]R LAB{}R LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 15.0 2536 4. 573 11597 11539 23136
5d
58 58.5 9956 4.2P_ 42616 58702 81318
58
59 66.0 I1299 4.237 47870 38638 86508
59
59 I06.5 18638 4.P66 7<-)515 68101 1476'16
59
60 96. O [65ZC 5.3(_ 6 87655 71524 159179
60
60 69.0 11572 4. 824 5582 9 42745 98574
60
61 225.0 ]83!5 4.738 181550 133352 314902
61
61 240.C 43593 4.988 217431 199919 417350
61
62 357.5 6]052 5. 176 316009 280612 596621
62
62 418.5 70405 5.0_8 358228 356779 715007
62
63 42C.0 71566 5.466 391198 396251 78742.9
63
63 373.5 62776 5.2G3 32_632 349440 676072
63
64 306.C 52320 5. 171 270558 317980 588538
64
64 96,C 17005 5°557 94503 112290 206793
64
65 79.0 13649 5. 705 77865 90005 167870
iv-62].
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-1210(;
TIME PHASED EXPENO.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL lq77
4-SYSIEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAd ASSY
SUBD CF WORK
DZSIGNIENGINEERING
I
I I TEST INS_I_TATION SUBSYSTEM
0
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
CN-S ITE LAROR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LAGOR BURDEN
MONIHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
Q-2 6.5
0-3 65 36.C b_2C 5. Co4 3_'486 359g:_ 66474
Q-4 65
Q-I 66 1.5 246 3.516 _o5 B68 I?._3
Q-2 66
C}--3 66 4(i 5. C_C p_r 260 456
TOTAL 296-4.0 5074_ 259,')6i]? 2544S69 5135576
_j,
IV-622
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP
4-SYS TEM I
S-SUB SYSTEM II
6-MA,J ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
SUPPORT
TEST INSTRLI_ATION SUBSYST_
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN-- LABOR LABOR LABUR BIJR_EN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS OOLLARS
Q-3 62 312.0 52317 3.275 171322 212102
Q-4 62
O-I 63 322.5 54982 3.427 188412 238851
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 25.5 4233 3.353 14193 47776
O-4 63
Q-I 64 1.5 310 3.C16 935 1519
Q--2 64
Q-3 64 4.5 9¢8 3.155 2819 4604
(Q--4 64
Q-I 65 10.5 i_47 2.8_I 5322 8739
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 10.5 1841 3.218 5925 9010
Q-4 65
Q--I 66 4.5 749 3.239 2426 3370
Q-2 66
Q-3 66 2 2. 500 5 -64
TOTAL 691.5 117189 391359 525907
LABOR +
BURDEN $
383424
427263
61969
2454
7423
14061
14935
5?96
-59
917266
IV-6e3
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121CO
TIME PHASED EXP_kD.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 197_
TESTIQC
4-SYS TEN 1
5-SUBSYSTEM I I TEST IIWBTRI_IfTATION _STI_I
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK DESICNIFNGINEERING
UN-S ITE LAB[_R
MAN- LABUR LABf]R LABCR BURCEN
MONTHS H(JU_ S RATE DOLLAPS D(]LL At_S
Q-3 oZ
Q-4 62
l_-1 63
0-2 63
O-3 63
0-4 63
_-I 64
0-2 64
Q-3 64
Q-4 64
_-1 65
Q-2 65
Q-3 65
C-4 65
Q-I 66
0-2 66
_-3 66
1.5
22.5
[C._
1278 3. 154 4031
3898 3. 419 L356C
!7_2 3. 341 59_7
I 4. C_;C 4
45 3. Z44 146
7 2. 571 18
110 3. 545 39C
4_ 3,5GC 16 1
1 3.000 3
TOTAL 40.5 7178 2430C
LABOR +
VURDEN $
4O 31
13560
5987
4
146
18
390
161
3
24300
IV-62_
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 11 TEST INSTRII_TA_"IOI_ BUBSYST_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Q-I
0-2
Q-3
C)-4
(Q-I
Q-2
fQ-3
(Q-4
Q-I
Q-2
0-3
q-4
(J-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
{_-I
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
O-I
Q-2
Q-B
q-4
q-I
Q-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
MAN- LAB[JR LABOR LABOR BUR DEN LABOR _"
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLL 6RS _URDEN $
58 15.0 2536 4. 573 II 597 II 539 23 136
58
58 58.5 9936 4.28q 42616 38702 81318
58
59 66,0 II 299 4. 257 47'87 G 38 638 86508
5':)
59 106.5 18638 4. 266 79515 68 ICl 147616
59
60 96. C 16520 5. B,'_6 87655 71524 159179
60
60 69.0 11572 4. 824 55829 42745 98574
60
61 225.0 38-_I 5 4.738 181550 133352 314902
61
61 240,0 45595 4.988 217431 199919 417350
61
62 357.5 61052 5. 176 316009 280612 596621
62
62 738.6 124000 4.503 553581 568881 1102462
62
63 765.0 130446 4. 547 595170 635082 1228252
63
63 409,5 68801 5.041 346812 397216 744028
63
64 307,5 52631 5. 158 27|497 319499 590996
64
64 lOG,5 17958 5.428 97468 116894 214362
64
65 89.5 15503 5.367 83205 98744 181949
65
05 46 ,5 7971 4.617 36801 44 998 81799
ENGR
MATL
I0810
12998
11619
3373
389
15286
8801
Iv-625
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12IO(_
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL I972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUE_ SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SU_,D OF WORK
1
I I TEST INS_RI_IN_ATION SIIBS_B_
C
DES IGN/ENGINEERING
Q-_ 65
Q-2 66
_)--3 66
TOTAL
MAN- LAB(JR LABOR L AgCR BUR DEN
MGNTHS HC,UP,S RATE DCLLARS I)t]LLARS
LA B(zR +
:BURDEN $
6.C I041 3. 316 3452 4233 7690 170_5
43 4.83 7 208 I92 400 2 7:5
3696...1 631655 3_.6266 307CE76 6077142 84a2 (;
IV-626
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBO CF WORK
I
I I TEST INSTIRI.II_ATION SUBSYSTEM
0
DESIGN/ENGINEERING
MPC
Q-I 58
0-2 58
Q-3 58
Q-4 58
Q-I 5O
Q-2 59
0-3 59
O-4 59
Q-I 6O
q-2 6C
Q-3 6O
Q-4 60
O-I 61
0-2 61
q-3 61
Q-4 61
Q-I 62
Q-2 62
Q-'3 62 852
Q-4 62
O-1 63 1280
O-2 63
Q-3 63 1144
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 360
0-2 64
0-3 64 I_2
Q-4 64
Q-I 65 4567
0-2 65
O-3 65 1570
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL G 6 A COST
23136 23136
81318 81318
FJ6508 80508
147616 147616
159179 3033 162212
98574 1878 100452
314902 5852 320754
417350 17b6 425106
596621 10014 606635
II14124 18701 1132825
1242530 20775 12633C5
756791 12654 769445
994729 12655 607384
214893 4572 219465
2C18C2 5384 207186
9217G 245S 9462 g
IV-627
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONTRACT NAS_-I21C, O
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM I TEST IIIS_*IRIJ_I_T'ZON SIJ'BSYSTJ_
5-SUb SYSTEM 11
6-MAJ ASSY C
SIJBD CF WORK OESIGh,+/E_GINEERING
Q-4 65
G-I 6_
0-2 66
0-3 6c_
TOTAL
SUB T_]TAL
MPC TOTAL G _ A CCSI
3732 2741 7 _q6 _930_
I69 3J_7 IOC $427
13PI_ 61749_7 106714 026tI0_
IV-628
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP.
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
6-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD OF WORK
Q-3 E3
Q-4 63
0-! 64
Q-2 64
0-3 64
O-4 64
0-I 65
Q-2
0-3
(Q-4
C)-I
Q-2
Q-3
MAN-
MONTHS
204._
310._
75.0
156.0
65
65 58.5
55
66
66
66
TOTAL 9_4.C
PRODUC T ION
1
I I TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYBT_
0
PRtl DUCT ION
ON-SITE LABOR
LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
HUURS RATE DCLLAR S DOLLARS BURDEN $
34:_52 2.422 83209 188364 271573
53025 2.458 130334 131617 261951
13127 7.278 9'3544 109582 2G5126
2o917 3. 673 9_878 127394 226272
9_9 4.177 41346 34528 75874
10 096 1009 6
7 7
137320 449311 601588 1050899
IV-629
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT N_S0-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND,
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 19"/2
J
4-SYS TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM IT
h-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK PRGDUCT IE_N
TEST INSTRL_NTA_OH SUBSYSTEM
Q-3 63
Q-4 63
Q-I 64
Q-2 _4
C-3 64
Q-4 6',
0-2 65
Q-3 _5
Q-4 65
O-] 66
Q-2 66
(.}--366
TOTAL
MAN- LABL)R LABCR
MON THS H[JUR S R AT E
204.0 34352 2. _22
2_IC. 5 53625 2.45 E_
75.0 I_127 7. 278
156.C 26917 3.673
58.5 c89q 4. L77
804. C 137320
LASL, P
DOLLARS
SB209
130334
95544
93378
4]. 346
44931 I
SUP CEN
D_LLARS
188364
13161l
109582
12/394
345Z8
10098
?
001588
LABOR +
BURDEN $
271573
261951
205126
226272
75874
10096
?
1950899
G&A
45,,[
55(4
4366
68_7
2_4
304
22846
IV-630
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CO_P.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYS IEM I
5-SUBSYSIEM I I TEST INSI_RI._I_TION SI_YSTI_
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD CF WORK PRODUCTION
Q-3 63
_-4 6_
_-I 64
_)-2 64
_-3 64
Q-4 64
Q-I 65
Q-2 65
G-3 65
Q-4 65
_-i o6
C)-2 66
_-3 66
TOTAL
TOTAL
CCST
276114
267525
2C9492
2323C_
77898
ID4Q(_
7
1073745
 v-63i
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASEI] EXPEND.
6-7C AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
DES IGNISNGI NF:ER ING
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTEM II TI_T II_TRI_TION SI/BSYS_
6-MAJ AS SY 0
SUBO CF WORK TEST/_C
O_-S ITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS H_URS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 60 4.5 694 12.467 8652 B261
Q-4 60
O-[ OI 3.C 454 10.761 -4886 -4114
O-? (;1
Q-3 61 IC.5 1_4I 5.6_4 IC4,_ 2 73T9
_-4 61
O-I 67 28.5 4c)72 4.,"02 1989g 23093
0-2 b2
_J-3 62 -7.5 -I151 6. C62 OgT_ 9C90
Q-4 62
0-I b3 4_.0 6075 2.089 21713 237h5
Q-2 63
Q-3 63 16.5 2725 4. _52 13222 14645
q-4 63
CJ-I 64 1].5 185g 3. 520, 654_ 6707
Q-2 64
O-3 64 10.5 1813 3.515 5312 6534
g-4 64
Q-I 55 g.c 1481 3. 502 5186 5184
C)-2 65
Q-3 65 3.0 592 3.503 2C74 2074
O-4 65
O-I 6_ 43 3°442 148 148
TOTAL 136o5 233_ _1 96394 102716
LABOR ÷
BURDEN $
16913
-9000
I7861
42992
10069
45418
27877
13250
12906
10370
4148
296
19910O
IV..632
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-7O AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
SHOP SUPPORT
4-SYSIEM I
S-SUBSYSTEM II TEST INS_TIOII 81J_STEM
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK TESI/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
0--3 60 53 2,755 146
Q-4 60
Q-I 61 1.5 192 3.026 581
0-2 61
0-3 61 37.5 6911 3.109 21487
0-4 61
O-I 62 220.5 37595 2.966 111516
0-2 62
Q-3 62 60.0 9982 3.001 29960
0-4 62
Q-I 63 -3.0 -505 23.429 IIB32
0-2 63
O-3 63 13.5 2192 9.472 20763
0-4 63
Q-I 64 3.0 540 3.498 1889
0-2 64
0-3 64 3.0 451 3.492 1575
0-4 64
Q--1 65 33 3.091 102
0-2 65
0-3 65 7 2.714 19
0-4 65
O-I 66 --I 2.000 --2
TOT AL 336.0 57450 199868
BURDEN
DOLLARS
190
1041
20462
141873
44765
15668
38 507
17752
9610
10670
7634.
-1
308171
LABOR +
BURDEN $
336
1622
41%q
253389
74725
27500
59270
19641
11185
10772
7653
-3
508039
IV-633
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDE_
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121C-C
TIME PHASE{) EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
TESTIQC
4-SYS IEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 11
O-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD 6F WORK TEST/QC
TEST INST_TION SUBSTSTF_M
ON-SITF LABOR
G-3 60
0-4 60
0-I 61
0-2 61
0-3 61
_3-4 61
Q-I 62
g-2 62
">-3 62
0-4 62
0-I 6B
Q-2 63
@-3 63
Q-4 6_
_-I 64
9-2 64
Q-3 64
0-4 64
Q-I 65
_-2 65
Q-3 65
(J-4 65
Q-I 66
1.5
0.0
3.C
6.0
19.5
9.C
13.5
IC.5
LABO p. LABUR LABOR
HOURS RATE DOLLARS
2 2.5OC 5
119 3. 168 377
264 3. 004 799
14_8 3. C!5 '5365
466 3. O].L 1373
IOTAL
IO01 3.247 3P5C
3233 3.513 I1356
l 681 "4.@_R 6535
2221 3.6CC 7995
1648 4. 014 6615
6
12"573 42672
LABOR +
BURDEN $
5
377
793
4365
1373
3250
11358
e535
7995
6615
6
42672
IV-634
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
CATA PREPAREC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASS-12100
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 11
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SUBD OF WORK TESTIQC
TEST INSTIKIMEIqTATIO N SUBSYSTEM
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
Q-3 O0 4.5 749 11.753 8803 8451
0-4 6O
Q-I 61 4.5 765 5,134 -_92_ -3073
@-2 61
Q-3 61 49.5 q016 3.634 32762 27841
O-L, 61
1 o2 258.¢ 44015 3.Cg5 135780 164966
Q-2 62
(Q-3 62 55.5 9281 4.125 3_312 53855
0-4 62
Q-I 63 45.C 7570 4.431 33545 39373
Q-2 63
(,)-3 65 _.6.C 5S18 6.292 37235 53162
0-4 6_
0-i 64 33.0 5632 3. 5[4 19790 2_4459
Q-2 64
&}--3 64 22.5 3945 3.6li 14482 16144
0--4 _4
Q--I 65 22.7 3735 3.556 13283 15854
O-2 65
0-3 65 13.5 2247 3.875 8708 9708
Q-4 65
Q-I 66 42 3.619 152 147
IOIAL 546.5 92q21 33P,92 4 410887
LABOR +
BUR DEN $
17254
-700 1
60603
300746
92 I67
72918
90397
4424(9
90626
29137
18416
299
749811
ENGP
MATL
lS
21,33
20011
82401
230032
70076
39407
73400
69618
54977
19979
1432
663654
IV-635
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPAREU UNDER
NASA CONTRACT N_$9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUBSYSTFM I I
6-MAJ AS SY O
SUBD OF WORK TEST/QC
TEST III3TRUI_ENTATIIII SUBSYSTI}I
Q-3 60
Q-4 60
0-I ol
O-2 61
0-3 61
(_-4 61
Q-I 62
0,-2 62
0-3 62
0-4 62
O-I 63
Q-2 63
Q-3 (_3
0-4 63
Q-I 04
O-2 64
0-3 64
0-4 64
Q-1 65
_-Z 65
_- 3 65
0-4 65
O-I 66
I._TAL
MPC
I0
104
1652
6532
IB126
6 9c_22
38'-_-J
7824
25527
16443
3 564
2_7
SC7_19
UTHER
COST
53_
c16
132
4269
ib1571
-6!C92
2372
25
i0
!
4J962
SUB
I'OIAL G { A
17342 330
-4634 -86
82844 15_ q
3q_7295 5551
34_457 5714
15_I_5 ZS-l_
235323 5935
643P_ l 13?' C
128443 7733
1905U2 2684
41969 kl2C
Z02_ ol
1553196 2_529
TO TAL
CCST
17672
-472C
843E_3
396846
34b171
156 143
23025B
65751
131 176
1032.66
43C8g
2 C90
15_1725
IV-636
NORTH AME_ ICAN kCCKWELL CCRP.
SPACE D[V[SIUN
DATA PREPARFC UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
PHASED EXPEND.
AIRCRAFT STUGY
APRI L 1972
O-I
Q-2
,-9-_
Q-4
Q-I
C-2
Q-3
0-4
Q-I
Q-2
Q-3
g-4
Q-I
q-2
0-3
Q-4
Q-1
Q-2
g-3
q-4
Q-I
Q-2
(0-3
Q-4
va-I
0-2
Q-3
Q-q
Q-I
0-2
OESICN/ENGINEERING
q-SYSTEM 1
5-SUB SYSIEM II
6-MAJ ASSY 0
CN-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABCR
M(]N THS HOU_ S
58 15.0 2536
58
5q 5 8.5 '_36
5_
5q 66.C 112_9
56
5q 1<6.5 18t38
5_
60 96.C 1652C
60
60 73.5 122ee
60
61 226.5 3876q
61
61 250.5 454_4
61
62 387.0 66024
62
6? 412.5 692_4
62
h3 466.5 70601
63
63 300.0 65501
63
64 318.0 54179
64
64 106 • 5 188 I _
64
65 87.0 15130
65
TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
LADOR LARUP BUR CEN
RATE D(]LLAR S OI]LL aRS
4.57 ] 115q7 II 539
4. 2_9 47616 38702
4.237 47870 386_8
4.2_%6 7 _bl 5 68 101
5. 3C6 87655 71524
5. 257 6448 1 51 006
4. 557 17_664 120238
5. 016 227913 20729_
5. CHe 335906 303705
5. 273 365207 365869
5. 145 4129li 419S36
5. igg 339354 364095
5. [15 2771,01 324687
5.3oi I00875 118824
5. 489 8_05 1 95 189
tABI]R +
BURDEN $
2B136
81318
865C8
147616
159179
115487
305902
435211
63c, 613
731076
832847
703949
601788
219699
178240
IV-637
NF)I_TH AMEPlCAN ROCK,wFLL CORP.
SoACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARFB UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12_00
TIMF
B-70
PHASED EXPEND,
AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL IC_72
_J
4-SYSIEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
0-3 o5
Q-4 65
0-I 6(_
Q-2 66
Q-3 6,6
TOTAL
1.5
31C_._
OES IGN/_:NGI NEFR ING
i
I!
C
ON-SIT _ LABC_
LA_,IR
ll(jUR S
6612
2q_
GO
TEST II_TRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
LAB_)R LABCR BURCEN LABOR +
RATE DGLLARS OCLL APS _UR DFN $
4. 9P_ _256(T 3_062 70622
_.505 1013 IC16 2029
5. _OC 2r_C 2_O 456
26369QI 264-I 6,_5 5)B&676
IV-638
NORTHAMERICANROCKWELLCORP,
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPARE-_UNDER
NASA CONIRACTNAS9-1210C
TIME PHASED EXPEI_C,
D-70 AII_CRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY
Q-3 6]
0-4 53
Q-1 64
Q-2 __4
0-3 64
q-4 64
Q-I 65
(Q-2 65
O-3 65
0-4 65
Q-1 66
Q-2 66
Q-3 66
TOTAL
MAN--
MON THS
204.0
3}C .5
75.0
156.C
59.5
804.0
PR(JOUCTIQN
1
11
0
CN-SITE LABOR
LABOR
H(:U P S
34352
S3025
1_127
269t 7
9qcJS
137320
TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
LABOR
F:ATE
2.422
2,458
7.278
3.673
4. 177
LABOR
DOLLARS
[303:54
05544
q887P
41346
44q311
'3UR DEN
DOLLARS
188364
[316].7
109592
127 3':::)4
_4 528
10096
7
60].588
LABOR ÷
_URDEN $
271573
2_.1_51
205126
226272
75874
10096
7
1050899
IV-639
NORTHAMERICANRIZCKWELLCORP,
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREDUNI]EP
NASACONTRACT NASQ-]2IO0
TIME PHASED EXOE_,D.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1_72
4-SY S'{[M
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
9- 3 60
C-4 66
,Q-1 61
Q-2 6I
C-4 _1
G-2 62
r'-3 62
Q-4 62
C- 1 6_
Q-2 63
_-3 63
0-4 63
0-I _4
Q-2 64
O-3 64
Q-4 64
0-I 65
G-2 65
_-3 65
0-4 65
_-1 65
Q-2 65
O-_ 66
TCTAL
37.5
22C.5
37C.5
319.5
38.5
4.5
7.5
I_ .5
IC.5
4.5
I025.5
SHUP S[JPPC _<T
I
I I TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
0
GN-S ITF LABOR
LA_]P LA_P, LABCR BURDEN
HgLJP S PATE DCLLARS DCLL_RS
b_ 2. 7_5 14& IQO
192 3.026 581 I04[
6911 3. 10q 21487 2_452
77%q5 2.qA6 111516 14|87_
622_% 3.2qi 2C1282 256857
54 n 7 7 3. O 16 2:9924_ 254 519
042 _ 5.4z_I 34S5E 862d_
:_5C 3. 32? 2_24 Iq271
135q _. 23_ 4394 14214
I H.80 2. P85 542_ 19409
184_ 3. 216 5944 16644
748 3. 241 2424 3369
2 2.5¢ C 5 -64
17463q 591277 _34C78
LABOR +
BURDEN $
336
1622
41949
25339q
458149
454763
12] 23_
22095
18608
24833
22588
57o3
-59
L425395
IV-6_O
NORTH AMERICA,'4
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_
f_ASA CONTPAC f
_CC_WELL CORP.
UNGE_
NASg-12ICO
TIME PHASED EXPFkO.
8-7 !] AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
T_STIQC
1
ii
C
CN-SITF
TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYST_4
LABOR
MaN- LABOP LAROR LABCR
MONTHS H(]URS RATE DCLLARS
Q-3 6C 2 2.59C 5
O-4 6n
_)-I 61 It_ 3.1h8 377
Q-2 61
0-3 61 1.5 204 3.C_4 793
0-4 61
0-I 67 q.O 144_ 3. 01 5 43_5
O-2 62
Q-3 62 IC._ 1734 3.!16 5404
0-4 62
O-I 63 27.5 3898 3.47G 1356C
Q-2 63
O-3 63 16.5 2793 3. 307 q237
Q-4 03
Q-I 64 ig.5 3254 3.51 _ 11362
O-2 64
0-3 t4 IC.5 172_6 3.371 668I
Q-4 64
O-I 65 15.5 2228 3.5q6 _013
0-2 65
Q-3 65 10.5 1758 3.q85 7005
Q-4 65
0-I 66 46 3.63C 161
0-2 66
0-3 66 1 3. 030 3
TOTAL 114.0 19751 66972
LABOR +
BURDEN $
5
377
793
4365
5404
13560
a237
11362
6681
8013
7005
167
3
66q72
IV-641
N_]RTH AMERICAN RCCKWFLL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDE_
NaSA CONTRACT NAS_-I210C_
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL Iq72
-j
4-SYS IEM I
5-SUB SYSTEN_ I|
5-MAJ ASSY (_
TEST I_ISTRIA_IEB'_fA%_ONSUBSYS_M
0-i
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
0-1
O-2
Q-3
0-4
O-I
_-2
0-4
IJ-I
Q-2
P_-3
0-4
(Q-I
Q-2
Q-_
0-4
,J-!
Q-2
r-3
(_- 4
Q- I
0-2
Q-4
O-I
O-2
Q-3
Q-4
_AN- LABOR LARRR LABCR _UPCEN LABUR ÷ E,_9_
'_CN THS HOtJRS kATE DOLLARS UGLL ARS BURDEN $ _ATL
5B 15.0 2536 4. 573 I 1597 11539 23136
5_
58 5R.5 q936 4. 28S 4L'61 £ 3R702 81318
5q
59 66.0 11299 4.237 4787C 3_6_q 86508
59
5q 106,5 ][_638 4. 266 79515 6@I(_1 147616
59
60 96 ,C I(;b 2C 5. 306 8765 _ 7 1524 15q 179
60
60 73.5 12_21 5.246 64652 51.106 115e28 78
61 2Z 8. C, :c_?F_O 4.545 177622 130279 3C7901 21_?
61
61 28g.5 5Z6Cg 4. 756 25,)Ig _ 22776(9 477953 /OOl 1
62 61o. 5 IC5067 4. 390 4517_] 9 445578 8973(57 9240 ]
62
(,2 793.5 133277 4.291 571893 e22736 1194520 240842
6?
6_ 809.5 13S0!6 4.541 6267] 5 h74455 1381170 83074
6_ 649,0 1C9071 4.284 4672_£ 6_R 742 1165998 519_6
63
64 652.5 111238 %.75q 42162[ 475575 8q7196 16773
64
t4 19S.5 3505C 5,g23 2")7494 242620 45F_I14 70,907
64
65 267.0 46155 4.233 195366 241992 437358 ?r_263
6S
65 119.5 2CI17 4. 317 8A85 _ 89234 1760_9 28780
65
_J
IV-6_
N_RTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_ UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NASq-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEKD.
B-70 AIPCRAFT STUCY
APRIL 1972
4-SYS TFM I
5-SUBSYSTEM ] I
6-MAJ AS SY O
TEST INSTRU_NTATION SUBSYSTEM
0-i 6_
Q-2 65
0-3 6_
TOTAL
mAN- LABt]K LABCP L_ROR BURDEN LA BC)R + ENGR
MONTHS IIOU_ S RATE DCLLAR S OGLL _hS BURDEN $ MATL
6.0 Iqe3 3.328 3604 14481 18085 19",27
43 4. 837 208 IC9 407 2758
5C44.0 J962O_,6 379_501 4083351 7877862 7476F' 3
IV-643
NORTH AMERICAN RCCKWE[L CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASq-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL Iq72
_J
4-SYSTEM !
5-SUB SYSTEM 11
6-MAJ ASSY 0
TEST INSTRL_ENTATION SUBSYSTEM
CTHF R SU P_ TU TAL
MPC CCST TCTAL G E A CCST
C-1 58 23136 23136
Q-2 58
Q-3 58 81318 81318
2-4 5_
C_-I 59 66508 86508
Q-2 59
C-3 59 147616 147616
L]-4 5_
Q-I 60 15_179 3033 162212
Q-P 60
Q-3 6n i0 /15g16 22C_P 11_124
Q-4 60
O-I 61 I_4 31r_248 5766 315034
0-2 61
Q-3 61 16o2 53p 500104 c+2q5 509489
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 65!2 616 g86_16 I_5_5 1003481
(Q-2 62
0-3 _2 18978 132 14545qi 2_415 1478936
Q-4 62
0-I 65 ,q182 4259 139(_6c5 23353 1420048
Q--2 63
0-3 63 5R32 lC, l 571 12636_7 21130 1284817
_-4 63
Q-I 64 R184 -61 CO2 _21061 1959g 940660
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 254_g 2372 54 _,462 11671 50d133
O-4 64
C-I 65 ?Iqle 25 52_65e 1410'5 542761
Q-2 o_
Q-3 65 5134 l? 210C13 56C3 215616
0-4 65
IV-6_
NORTH AMERICAN I_CCKWF_LL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_ UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CCRP.
TIME PHASED EXPENO.
B-f0 AIRCRAFT STUCY
APRIL IQ72
4-SYS TEM I
5-SUBSYSTFM I I
6-MAJ ASSY 0
TEST INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYST_
0-i 66
0-2 66
0-3 66
TOTAL
MPC
ztC29
169
I04eC5
CTHE_
CCST
I
_H_}q2
SUB
TOTAL G &
41542 1251
"_334 I0"
_77_ C82 158094
TOTAL
CCST
42 7(93
3434
_c37176
zv-6_5
.L..,..r
#_ Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
_C_DING PAG_ B_ NOT FIL_rED
TABLE OF CONTENTS
SUBSYSTEM: INSTALLATION, CHECKOUT AND PREFLIGHT
COST DEFINITION
DETAIL COST DATA
Page !V-648
Page IV-662
WBS CODE 1.12
IV-6_7
SD?2-SH-OO03
_I_ Space DivisionNorth Amencan Rockwell
COST DEFINITION
SUBSYSTEM: INSTALLATION, CHECKOUT AND PREFLIGHT WBS CODE: 1.12
Recorded costs assigned to this WBS item include the effort associated with:
a) fabrication of subsystem provisions (brackets, racks, wire harnesses,
shelves, supports, etc.). These costs cannot be associated with a
particular subsystem without developing a prorating technique. No
acceptable method could be developed, therefore, costs were
assigned in their entirety to this WBS item.
b) installation of subsystems within the airframe structure. All air-
craft subsystems were basically either subcontracted items or
furnished as GFE equipment, therefore, no production costs appear
in the subsystems. Recorded cost data does not provide a segregation
of the installation costs by subsystem. These costs for all subsystems
are included in this WBS item.
c) procurement of raw material and miscellaneous purchased parts in
support of fabrication (item (a)) and system installation (item (b))
activities. Also included in this item is the purchase of equipment
and the fabrication and assembly effort associated with the in-house
activities on the Air Induction System. See WBS 1.5 for more detail.
d) system checkout of the installed subsystems to verify installation
techniques and procedures.
e) preflight checkout to validate and verify operational parameters.
f) all remaining items described in WBS 4.40, page II-255.
Excluded from this item are:
a) mating of the major sections of the structure (WBS 3.0)
b) flight test operations after first flight of each vehicle (WBS 4.0)
c) special test equipment (WBS 7.0)
d) tooling (WBS 8.0)
Combining of subsystem installation, checkout and preflight activities into
one WBS item is the result of the uniqueness of the B-V0 program. If the
B-70 had been a production program instead of a two-vehicle research and
development program, manufacturing checkout and preflight checkout would have
been two separate independent activites. However, because of budgetary and
schedule constraints, maximum utilization of manufacturing and flight test
personnel was essential. Therefore, subsystem installation, checkout and
preflight checkout were performed by manufacturing and flight test personnel
concurrently. No segregation of activities in this area is available because
IV-6_8
SD72-SH-O003
_ Space DivisionNorth Amencan Rockwell
WBS CODE: i.12
the same accounting procedures were utilized by all personnel whether
performing manufacturing or flight test checkout.
The discussion of the technical problems and the subsystem and program schedule
impact occurring during this period are included in the subsystem data. Normal
preflight activities, including taxi testing, are discussed in section
WBS 4._0.
Exhibits i through 47 pages IV-650 through IV-653, display Systems
Operational Checkout Lab (SOCKO) facilities and milestones as completed
in support of Air Vehicle No. i. Exhibits 5 through 12_ pages IV-654
through IV-661, display typical installations within fuel tanks, wire
harnesses/plumbing and systems installations.
IV-649
SDT2-SH-O003
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t2T<'_-I ][-_ 5}
o_9
ISocko Testing
WBS 1.12
[_j____RE HARNESS FAB
SCREEN ROOM CONS:I'RUCTION
INITIAL _ ._._._,H CHECKS
SYS INTERFACE AND El CHECKS __
FINAL SYS INTERFACE AND El CHECKS
FINAL POWER COMPATIBILITY TEST _J
AUG SEP OCT NOVIDEC1961,,1962JAN FEB MAR APR MAYIJUN
THIS WAS A SYSTEMS OPERATION AND CHECKOUT LABORATORY
PROGRAM IN WHICH ALL OF THE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WAS
TESTED FOR FUNCTION, MUTUAL COMPATIBILITY, AND
INTERACTION. THE PROGRAM WAS SUCCESSFULLY CARRIED OUT
ON ACTUAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE FIRST AIR VEHICLE USING AN
IDENTICAL AIRCRAFT WIRING CONFIGURATION. THE PROBLEMS
SOLVED WERE OF A MINOR NATURE, REQUIRING ONLY CABLE
REROUTING AND WIRE SEPARATION FOR THE REDUCTION OF
RADIO OR ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE OR MINOR CHANGES IN
CIRCUITRY OR INSTALLATION TO REDUCE INTERACTION.
IV-653
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EXHIBIT 5
SD72-SH-O003
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EXHIBIT 7
C D7iC -SI[-C!O0 j
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NORTH AMERICAN PCCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARE_ UNLER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-121CO
CGST BREAKDCWNS
B-TG AIRCRAFT $TU_Y
APRIL 19"(2
4-SYS TF_M 1
5-SUB SYSTEm 12
SUBSYSTE_ INSTALLATION AND CHECKCUT
UESIGhlEN(;INEERING
L_BCR AT $ _.217
ENGK BUROEN _T $ 6. io c
PR[JDU CT ION
LAB _]}_ AT $ :_.?Z3
SHEiP SUPPORT
LABCR AT $ 3._
PLANN ING
LAt_ CR AT $ -_.437
IEST/QC
LABCR AT $ J.63-r
,_,IFGBURDEN AT $ 4. 031_
MFG MATERIAL
MPC
SU_-T CT AL
G_N & AUMIN
IOWA
T:3TAL COST
6-M _gSY
0
HCURS
DCLLaR5
3t_C2
196764")
1__52#57
459c814
14/96835
65793
2_64CI
7_C324
963_21
5@7263
213_31
222779ql
554_6 c't7
613.386CI
T OT AL
HOUPS
OCLLARS
31650_
Iq67649
1952457
459Qb14
14_96835
65703
23@4:21
2g0374
96_21
58720_
Z135_31
22277q_i
55496937
1155919
4685745
61338601
SUBDIVISION OF WORK
COST DETAIL - SEE PAGE IV-663
IV-662
NORTH
SPACE
DATA
NASA
AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
DIVISION
PREPARED UNCER
CONTRACT NASS-121CO
COST BREAKDCWKS
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM I
5-SUB SYSTEM I2
6-MAJ ASSY 0
SI/BSYS'T'_..M INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT
DESI GNIENG INEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 6,.217
ENGR BURDEN AT $
PQODUCT ION
LABOR AT $ 3.223
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT $ 3.598
PLANN ING
LABOR AT $ 3.438
TESTIQC
LABOR AT '_ 3.637
MF6 BURDEN AT $
MFG MATERIAL
MPC
SUB-TOTAL
GEN & ADMIN
IOWA
TOTAL COST
6,169
4. C33
PROD TOTAL
HOURS HOURS
DCLLARS DOLLARS
316502 B16502
1967649 1967649
1952457 1952457
459©814 4590814
14796a35 14796_35
65703 65703
236401 2364C1
28r)324 289324
963921 963821
587203 587203
2135631 2135631
22277981 22277981
984,8132 9848132
1318030 [318030
55496937 55496937
1155919 1155919
4685745 4685745
61338001 61338601
_-P_ _
D_IL - S_ PAGE ZV-664
-- IV-663
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDFR
NASA CONT.,ACT NASCJ-IZIO0
TIME PHAS,-D FXP_D.
B-70 AII_CRAFI STUDY
APRIL 197_
4-SYSIEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY
SUBD CF WORK
0-2 53
¢-3 58
_-I 5'9 1.5
_-2 59
Q-3 5g 13.5
_-I 6O 6.C
0-2 6)
0-3 63
Q-4 6q
Q-I 61
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 1.5
_-4 61
(o-i 62 9.C
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 28.5
0-4 62
_-I 63 45.C
_-7 6_
0-3 63 4_.5
_-4 6B
O-i 64 5_. 5
0-2 (,4
_-3 O_ 120C.0
C.]-4 64
0-1 65 258.0
DES I£N/ENGI N_ERING
1
12 SU'Bb-"_S'I']_4II_3TALI.,A.T'IONA D C"I-IEOgDU'_
0
PRuDUC] ION
CN-SITE LABOR
LAB,JR LAI_CR t _,i3(3_ Bur<lIEN LA6t)k +
HCURS i_ATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
4.6z5 37 36 73
l 35 4.215 36 _ 6ol IG30
_4_47 4.259 lO3T_ -3937 lC)31t
IC31 4. _64 4 7C 5 3855 _560
202 5.3,56 1 384 __46 1330
151 8 5.02 3 762 5 _)209 13834
4_(? 4. 971 24171 19667 43838
7791 5.031 33746 39168 77914
:515o3 4.4o 8 3/50C _5614 93 I16
o9h6 4. 774 W757C 67_188 IC775B
21/156 5.335 11P6515 1720733 244724B
_4827 5.35C 239833 2glTCB 531536
IV-66k
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-12100
TIME PHASFD EXPENL_.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSTEM
S-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ AS SY
SUBD CF WORK
Q-2 65
(Q-3 65
_-4 65
_-I 66
TOTAL
MAN-
MONTHS
DES IGNIFNGI NEERING
i
12 SUBSYSTEM IIS_I_LT.,ATIONAND C]_OKOUT
(l
PP,{JDUCT ION
ON-SITE LABCR
LABOP LABOR LA_dR P_URDEN
HOURS :_ATE DCLLARS DOLLARS
LAI_R +
BURDEN $
144.0 24[69 17. 132 42_57C 145300 57387C
99 3.4R5 345 345 690
1815.0 3165_2 1967649 1952457 3920106
IV-665
N{IRTHAMEkICANRCCKWELLCORP.
SPACEDIVISION
DATA PREPAREDUNC,ER
_ASA CONTRACTNAS_-I2100
TIME PHASED EXPE_B.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUGY
APRI L 1972
PROBL'CT IT]N
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUSSYSTE,_ 12 SIJ_S_I_M INBTALI._TION _ CI_OI_DI_
6-MAJ A S SY 0
SUeD CF hORK PR[_CUCTICN
ON-SITE LAR(}R
MAN- LA_gR LA Rt]H, L _U P, F_UKOEN LABOR +
MONI|HS Hf)UTS RATE I)OLLAP S DULLARS HURL)EN $
0-I 65 3.0 £20 5.862 _C4_ 17 3_05
Q-2 6:3
0-3 60 4.5 668 4.955 331C [ 3311
Q-% 6O
_-I _i 1 3. COC _ I 4
O-2 6l
Q-30l 933.0 Ib_)174 5.150 542_g _ 005682 119858_
O-4 61
O-I 62 3624.5 %2C_L4 3. LLC Ig72_9_ 2819877 4442773
0-2 62
O-3 62 5292.C _YC >2 _.165 2_13737 3835791 6649524
0-4 62
O-I 63 1829.5 _,5_6_8 3. 258, 2129458 2905412 5034870
O-2 63
0--3 6", 4@CI.5 _K6635 2. (JO3 234171C 3869539 6211249
0-4 63
Q-I 6Z_ 2812.b q7W99S 3.752 I_01 !:6S 29_1595 47 t',2664
Q-2 6_,
O-3 64 313_.5 552C_36 3.264 1802PI7 2_738544 454r: 56 I
Q-4 64
Q-I _5 174/.5 _0278_ 3.400 IC2_5/2 15404(38 2569980
O-2 65
0-3 65 6qC.C i15q18 3.598 417121 592154 IOC9275
TOTAL 26894.5 45qt;814 1479o935 P_I_09021 364C5856
IV-666
J
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NASg-1210C
CORP.
TIM_ PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBD GF WORK
SHOP SUPPORT
1
12 SUBSYSTF__ INSTALLATION AND C'KECKOI/T
0
PRODUCT ION
ON-S'ITE LABOR
MAN- LAB,_R LABE3R LABOR 8URCE W LABOP ÷
MONTHS Ht]UR S RATE DOLLARS O(]LL AKS BURDEN $
iQ-3 64 2_I.0 45_42 3. _)2_ 16633_ 233354 399690
0-4 64
C-I 65 II_.0 1_861 3.57_ _ 7CC65 95548 165613
Q-2 65
0-3 65 -819 -819
TOT AL 375. C 6_ 7C3 2"454 01 32_ 003 504484
"-- IV-667
NORTH AMERICAN RCCK_qELL CO}_P.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDEI_
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-121.]O.
TIME PHASED EXPEIxO,
B-TO AIRCRAFT SIUOY
APRIL 1 i)7 ,i'
-_-SYS IEM
5-SU8 SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
SUBB CF WORK
g-3 63
W-4 60
0-I 61
tJ-2 E1
<-3 ol
q-4 61
_,- l O /
CJ-4 62
q-1 _._
Q-? ,_)
,3-3 63
_-4 63
!_--I 64
q--2 b4
Q-3 64
6-4 64
O- i 6
(_-2 e_
_-3 (:5
0-4 6_
C-1 66
IGT AL
MAN-
MONTHS
IbC.5
292.5
2t4.C
235.5
P L _I_NI,NC-
i
12
C
PR?DUCT It]N
IjN-S lTE LABOR
LAgdR
H_iUP, S
448Z,3
477_4
41)_593
SI/BS¥ST_ INSTALLATION AND CHECKOWf
LABCq L_C r' bURCEN
RATE DOLL A_._] DELL ARS
3.C66 9?72 Q
3.,]32 151 ?T7 17045
2. S_8 14>25C ?_141 l
2.983 13004_ 2 5G2,4
2. S,_ C 11/54_ 25313
LABL}E •
BURDEN $
82-/28
16_tL72
161667
1 53CB2
147856
271.5 4']'4_ 7 5.7a9 263,'3 I lllgCo 375787
108._ I£448 2.726 b )2_J4 94 345 144039
34.5 f,C4_ 3.2_4 19g_2 32 72B 52690
12.O 21_-I ?.2'39 %56_ llqTl In539
3.3 5'_3 2. 994 15J6 _'258 4564
-7 8.2_5 5P ib 74
1636.5 >_8:3)4 963821 34f?_TT 130_69Po
IV=668
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
CORP.
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCPAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYSTEM
5-SUB SYSTEM
6-MAJ ASSY
3UBD CF WORK
TESTIQC
1
12 SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT
PR!]OLC T ION
I_!N-SITE L_BOR
MAN- LAS_]R LABOR LA_C]_ BURCEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DF]LL AR S DOLLARS PURDEN $
Q-I 60 1.5 230 5.425 IOH5
C,-2 60
O-3 6O
Q-4 60
C-l 61
0-2 61
0-3 61 123.0 22305 3.2S3 7323C
0-4 61
Q-IL 02 47_.5 _17_5 3.575 251504
0-2 ,62
0-3 62 6q7.5 i]7214 3.498 41_)064
0--4 62
Q-I 63 _,'_=. 5 861_C 3.615 31155_
_J-2 6_
Q-3 63 58g.5 g9150 4.287 /,25 186
O-4 6_
Q--I 64 331.5 566%3 3.6C _ 20439C
O-2 64
Q-3 64 38.5.5 67_24 3.621 245551
Cr-4 64
O-I 65 234.3 40595 3.775 155246
Q-2 65
O-3 65 91.5 15306 3._13 59887
TOTAL 343 6. C 587203 213563 1
1085
73230
251504
410064
311558
425086
20/,390
245581
153246
59887
2135631
-- IV-669
NORTHAMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12100
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
8-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL I972
4-SYS TEM
5-SUBSYSTEM
SUBSYSTEM
I
12
INSTALLATION AND CHECKLUT
Q-1
0_-2
0-3
0-4
0-2
Q-Z
Q-4
0-2
0-4
0-1
C- 3
_-4
0-1
Q-2
F0-3
Q-4
O-1
Cv-2
0-2
Q-4
C_-t
Q-2
0-3
Q-4
0-1
0-2
(.)-%
0-4
M_N- LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE
LABOR +
BUR,DEN $
59 8 4.825 37 36 73
53
58
5_
59 I. 5 135 4. 21b 50 c 4_3t I03C
59 1 3.5 _,41_7 4.25 g 1037 _ 8_3_ I'931 i
#_ I C._ 175l 5. :?47 383P 3872 12710
0_
6G 16=.6 27654 3. 11 I 86C)S G I 86039
60
61 292.5 4qq21 3.C32 1510R¢ 17L96 16dlla
61
_1 1321.5 2_425 B. 122 74746R 6q7339 1434807
62 4377°C 747211 3.CS4 2312C77 2549120 t,8_I Ig3
,_2
62 6255.5 IC5C5_g 3.204 336551 1 3880771 7246282
62
6" Q..38 Q .,] 74751_ 3,_17 2_797o2 2944580 5_*24342
63 5712.C q59015 3. I'_7 3_ o!;177 4'_7C5) 71C5230
63
64 331C.5 565054 3.72.2 2103322 30_b 128 5199451
64
64 5C]7.5 F6295h 3°806 336f_311 4325359 7686670
64
t5 2365,5 41@253 3.955 1499284 ig39030 343_914
t5
6_ 92_.5 15_896 5._19 907084 739693 1646777
65
IV-670
NL]RTH AMERICAN POCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
_ATA PREPAREC, UNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS9-12160
TIME PHASED EXPEND.
B-TO AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L 1972
4-SYS TEM 1
5-SUB SYSTEM 12
SUPSYSTEM INSTALLATICN AND CHECKCUT
(Q-I 66
Q-2 66
Q-3 66
TOTAL
MAN- LA _'3R L A_3CR LA_O_ t3URGEN LABUR ÷
MONIHS HGURS R,_TE DE]LLARS D_;LLARSr' _URDEN $
3414g. C
_4C546
40 3
2 O1 0 0 3 3 ?
3ol
2423{)438
764
4433077 5
Iv-671
NURTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER
N_SA CONIRACT NAS9-]21CO
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPEKD.
A|RCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972
4-SYSIEM I
5-SUB SYS TE t_ 12
SUBSYSTE,_ INS TALLAT III]N AND CHECKCUT
L,)- [
O-p
Q-_
K_-4
i_-i
C- 2
_Q-3
5-4
u-]
Q-2
C-3
_-4
0- 1
0-4
,9-1
;_- 2
_-1
Q-_
Q-3
_-4
_-1
0-2
_-3
_J-4
c,)-I
53
58
53
5S
5:?
5}
6")
67
61
62
C-,2
O2
6 _,
05
63
8B
O4
_4
O4
04
05
65
05
8_3
IVF_ TCTAL
MATL MATE_,IAL
3 14684 314_54 26589
1153769 11537(:9 90917
Io535dG 16535_,6 130302
1467_17 1467317 144531
2217801 2217801 218459
12_36574 1286574 131149
llOO12g 11C0129 400227
409925 4C9925 122009
269 1.39 2691 )9 6_CI'9
SUB
MPC TUTAL
73
1030
1"}31 1
1_7]C
86_}39
16_|76
17780OC
610S875
903011-4
703819C
954155_
662.51 14
9186C28
397144@
1963895
G E A
242
21Jl
1_) [48
47176
1074_ 7
151571
I 17c 45
189 172
1993,_5
I06052
52531
I DWA
25832
862112
762616
578537
22 o7330
180720
3530
5062
TbTAL
COST
13
17 _i)
1'_3 t ]
120:_Z
114 ._:, ;/
I049,_ _4
25_5,q52
62F)g348
91_] 735
715383 _
IC2.99 _,, I
90790 76
9566,)57
4081036
20214_
IV-6?t
NORTHAMERICAN_CCKWELLCORP.
SPACEDIVISI(]N
OATA FREPAREO UNCER
NASA CONTRACT NAsq-121CO
TIME
B-70
PHASED EXPENO.
AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRI L L972
4-SYS TEN I
5-SU_ SYSTEM 12
3UESYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CHECKCUT
_)-i 66
_-2 66
Q-S 6_
TCTAL
MF_ I(,TAL
MATL MATEPIAL MPC
522.7 52_27 I C34
-30C23 -3C_23 -I _46
,-)848132 q_4_I_2 131_CBO
SUe
TJTAL
707 5
-3 1 B6_
55496937
G 6 A
213
- 96C,.
1. i55_I';
IOWA
4035745
TUT,IL
C_ST
72a_
-323P_
-- IV-673

